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Abstract 
This dissertation focuses on two specific aspects of the chemistry of organosulfur and 
organoselnium compounds. The first is the internal elimination of the sulfinate esters, 
sulfonic esters, and the effects of silyl-substitution on the internal elimination of sulfoxides. 
The internal elimination of sulfinate esters proceeds through a 5-membered transition 
state whereas sulfonate esters proceed through a 6-membered transition state. Using 
computations, it was determined in the 6-membered transition state that substantial charge 
separation occurs, but less charge separation is observed in the 5-membered transition state. 
The ability of the sulfonate leaving group to incorporate charge favors the 6-member 
transition state. In the 5-centered elimination, a nucleophilic-electrophilic mismatch in the 
transition state is made worse when the sulfur atom is more positively charged, as in the 
sulfonate. 
Silyl groups attached at either the C„ or Cp position of an alkyl sulfoxide lower the 
activation enthalpy of the sulfoxide syn elimination reaction by a few kcal mol"1. A Silyl 
substituent at Cp can stabilize the transition state by either stabilizing the developing positive 
charge at Ca or negative charge at Cp . Silyl substitution at Ca is not positioned to interact 
favorably with either developing charge in the transition state, and the lower activation 
barrier is more likely a response to the overall less endothermic reaction than any silyl 
interaction in the transition state. 
The second topic is the photochemistry of organosulfur and organoselenium y 1 ides. 
The photodcoxygenation of dibenzoselenophene oxide (DBSeO) was found to have a greater 
quantum efficiency in producing 0(3P) than dibenzothiophene oxide (DBTO). However, the 
photosensitization and direct irradiation of DBTO (or DBSeO) were found to undergo 
photodcoxygenation by. in most cases, different mechanisms. Both of these conclusions 
were supported by monitoring the relative oxidized product ratios. Using calculations, the 
viii 
bond strength of a variety of sulfur and selenium v 1 ides was determined. This information is 
used in the elucidation of the photodcoxygenation mechanism of diarvl sulfoxides and 
selenoxides. 
1 
Chapter 1 
General Introduction 
1.1 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation focuses on several aspects of the chemistry of sulfoxides and related 
compounds. The specific topics are internal eliminations, bond strengths, and the 
deoxygenation of sulfoxides and selenoxides. The related chemistry will cover a variety of 
functional groups including sulfinate esters, sulfonate esters, sulfilimines, sulfonium S,C-
ylides, and selenoxides. This dissertation contains seven chapters. 
The first chapter is a general review of previous work done that is pertinent or related 
to the chemistry discussed in Chapters 2 through 6. Chapter 2 is a paper, published in 2001, 
that discusses the internal elimination of sulfonic and sulfinic esters.1 The author of this 
dissertation performed the majority of the calculations and wrote the paper. Jerry Cubbage 
performed some preliminary calculations and provided invaluable guidance to the first 
author. Chapter 3 is a paper, also already published, that looks at the effects of silyl-
substitution on the internal elimination of sulfoxides.2 Chapters 2 and 3 are both 
computational studies of internal eliminations and represent the first major topic of the 
dissertation. 
Chapter 4 is a paper, which will be submitted soon, examining the bond energies of 
sulfur and selenium ylides.3 The author of this dissertation wrote the paper, performed many 
of the calculations, and instructed and supervised Sam Cercone and Jenn Miller who 
performed a portion of the calculations. This work is related to the photochemical formation 
of reactive intermediates, such as 0(3P), nitrenes, and carbenes. Aspects of such chemistry 
are examined in Chapters 5 and 6. 
Chapters 5 and 6 switch topics and techniques to experimentally examine the 
photochemistry of diary 1 sulfoxides and selenoxides. The direct irradiation of diary 1 
2 
sulfoxides and selenoxides are examined in Chapter 5, which is a published paper.4 Chapter 
6 deals with the sensitized photolysis of the same sulfoxides and selenoxides and will be 
submitted as a paper.5 Chapter 7 provides general conclusions that can be made from the 
main body of the text. 
1.2 Nomenclature 
The mastery of the language used in any discipline is an important part of being 
incorporated into that field's community. While the basics of chemical nomenclature are 
consistent throughout organic chemistry, subtle nuances do exist as one traverses the wide 
variety of functional groups and structures that organic chemistry encompasses. 
This work is based primarily on the chemistry of organic compounds containing 
sulfur and selenium atoms. Since the reader may not be familiar with the complexities of 
organosulfur and organoselenium nomenclature, this section is given as a primer to the 
nomenclature that will be used throughout the rest of the text. For a more complete 
discussion, the reader should consult other texts.6,7 
1.2.1 Sulfur-containing functional groups 
The term "thio" is used to denote sulfur. In ring systems, "thia" is used to indicate 
where a sulfur atom is located or has replaced a carbon atom. However, common 
heterocycles use "thio" to indicate sulfur. For example, the sulfur analog of furan is called 
thiophene. Similarly "thio" can be used to represent the replacement of oxygen by a sulfur 
atom. For example, thioanisole (PhSCH3) replaces the methoxy- oxygen of anisole 
(PhOCH3) with a sulfur atom. "Thio" can also be used to denote a bivalent sulfur link. An 
organic group connected to this bivalent sulfur link can be named "alkyl-thio". As in the 
previous example of thioanisole, an unattached -SCH3 group is called methylthio-. and thus, 
thioanisole can also be called methylthiobenzene. 
3 
The sulfur analog of an alcohol is called a thiol (-SH), but the prefix mercapto can be 
used as well to indicate thiol. Mercapto is a prefix used to indicate the -SH functional group 
as in 2-mercaptoethanol (HSCH2CH2OH). Thiol as a suffix is used in similar fashion as -ol 
as in methanethiol (CH3SH). It should also be noted that using the "thio" prefix attached to 
the name of an alcohol represents that a thiol has replaced the alcohol functional group as in 
thiophenol (PhSH). 
Sulfur oxidation states. Sulfur can support a variety of oxidation states. The large 
number of oxidation states available to sulfur proliferates the number of possible sulfur 
containing functional groups with similar structures. Sulfur acids present the different 
oxidation states common to sulfur. The sulfur acids include: sulfonic acid (RS03H), sulfinic 
acid (RS02H), and sulfenic acid (RSOH). Like the sulfur acids, the oxidation state of sulfur 
functional groups is most often indicated by the change of one letter. In general, the letter 
"o" represents the highest oxidation state, followed by "i" as the intermediate state, and the 
letter "e" represents the lowest oxidation state. When a sulfur heterocycle is oxidized to a 
sulfoxide or sulfone the oxygen atoms can be indicated by including oxide or dioxide after 
the name of the heterocycle. For example, a thiophene oxidized to the corresponding 
sulfoxide is called thiophene-S-oxide. These general sulfur nomenclature formalisms are 
shown in Figure 1, which can be used as a quick reference for the rest of the text. 
Analogous to sulfur, the term "seleno" can be used to indicate selenium. In ring 
systems, the term "selena" is used to represent a selenium atom replacing a carbon atom in 
the ring. In general, the term "seleno" is used as a prefix to indicate an oxygen has been 
replaced by selenium. For example, the selenium analog of phenol (PhOH) can be named 
selenophenol (PhSeH) where the oxygen atom of phenol has been replaced with selenium. 
Selenium compounds are named in a similar fashion to their sulfur analogs. Replacement of 
"thio" by "seleno" indicates the selenium analog of the sulfur compound. Thus, the selenium 
heterocycle selenophene is the selenium analog of thiophene. 
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Figure 1. Sulfur containing functional groups drawn in the ylidic resonance form 
1.2.2 Selenium-containing functional groups. 
Selenium Oxidation States. Like sulfur, selenium can support a variety of oxidation 
states. Compounds with the structure of R-Se(0)-R' and R-Se(0)2-R' are known as 
selenoxides and selenones. Selenium acids contain the different oxidation states common to 
selenium. Selenium acids include: selenonic acid (RSeO,H), seleninic acid (RSe02H), and 
selenenic acid (RSeOH). As observed in the sulfur oxidized functional groups, the letter "o" 
represents the highest oxidation state, followed by "i" as the intermediate state, and the letter 
"e" represents the lowest oxidation state. When a selenium heterocycle is oxidized to a 
selenoxide or selenone the oxygen atoms can be indicated by including oxide or dioxide after 
the name of the heterocycle. These formalisms are shown in Figure 2, which can be used as 
a quick reference for selenium compounds in the rest of the text 
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Figure 2. Selenium containing functional groups drawn in the ylidic 
resonance form 
1.3 Sulfur and Selenium Containing Functional Groups 
A complete review of all sulfur and selenium functional groups would be a 
multivolume endeavor and is well beyond the scope of this text. Yet, a basic understanding 
of the properties of these functional groups will help the reader navigate this work. Thus, 
this section will briefly cover the properties of sulfur and selenium functional groups 
important to this text. 
Sulfide. Organic sulfides have the general structure of R-S-R, and are the sulfur 
analog of ethers. The geometry of sulfides varies with the identity of the R-groups attached 
to the sulfide, but bond lengths of 1.81 À and 1.78 À for C(sp3)-S and C(sp2)-S bonds are 
typical. Silicon substituants such as trimethylsilyl and SiH3 have S-Si bond lengths of 
roughly 2.15 Â.8 The parameter most sensitive to the identity of the substituents is the bond 
6 
angle Z.R-S-R. For example, the ZR-S-R value for dimethyl sulfide (CH3SCH3) is 99.0°, but 
the ZR-S-R increases to 113.2° for /-butyl sulfide (r-Bu2S).8 
Sulfoxide. A sulfoxide is the first oxidation state above a sulfide. While sulfoxides 
are often drawn similarly to a carbonyl group, the VSPER view of a sulfoxide is AX,E, or an 
sp3 sulfur whereas a carbonyl is AX3 or an sp2 carbonyl carbon, which is illustrated below. 
Gas phase electron diffraction structural data reiterates the pyramidal geometry adopted by 
sulfoxides. Dimethyl sulfoxide has a pyramidal structure where the ZC-S-C is 96.6° and 
ZC-S-O is 106.6°.* These bond angles are typical for most sulfoxides. Sulfoxide sulfur-
oxygen bond strengths can be correlated to bond lengths. For example, F2SO has a BDE of 
114 kcal/mol and a S-O bond length of 1.42 À as compared to dimethyl sulfoxide whose 
BDE is 86.7 kcal/mol and has a S-0 bond length of 1.48 Â. 10 The observed trend is the 
shorter the bond length the stronger the bond. 
O 
While the geometry of the sulfoxide is agreed upon, the description of the exact 
nature of the sulfoxide bond has undergone a continuing evolution over the past century. The 
discussion has most often focused on whether the sulfoxide is an ylide or hypervalent in 
nature, or in other words, whether resonance structure 1 or la is the dominant form of the 
sulfoxide bond. Excellent reviews about the importance of the hypervalent versus ylide (most 
often called semi-polar) description for the sulfoxide bond can be found elsewhere.1112 Due 
7 
to the fundamental importance of the sulfoxide bond to this dissertation, a brief review of the 
description of the sulfoxide bond is given here. 
6 . I , « 
1 
The hypervalent structure la breaks the "octet rule" which necessitates the use of d-
orbitals. A 1970's study indicated almost equal representation from both descriptions with a 
slight edge to the hypervalent structure la.13 Adding credence to the participation of d-
orbitals in the sulfoxide bond is the indisputable requirement that d-polarization functions be 
used in calculations to describe the properties of dimethyl sulfoxide.14 Thus until the late 
1980s, it was argued that d^-p„ interactions were involved in the sulfoxide bond.13 However, 
a shift away from the hypervalent description of the sulfoxide bond started gaining 
momentum in the 1960's. It was shown through electron population analysis of some 
supposed hypervalent molecules that the d-orbitals were essentially unoccupied.16 It is now 
recognized that the inclusion of d-orbitals in calculations is linked to the polarization of an 
otherwise inflexible wavefunction and not valence. This has led to the current consensus that 
the most accurate description of the sulfoxide bond is an ionic <T-bond (resonance structure 1) 
with no involvement from d-orbitals. It has been asserted that some of the sulfur-oxygen 
bonding is derived from n-a* negative hyperconjugation which has been called "back-
bonding".1117 However, some authors have argued that the invariance of the S-C bond 
lengths of sulfoxides and sulfones is evidence against back-bonding, and the increased 
sulfoxide bond order can be explained by inductive electrostatic attraction between the 
negative oxygen and positive sulfur.12 This continued debate on the exact nature of the 
sulfoxide bond indicates further evolution in its bonding description can be expected. 
8 
Sulfinate Esters. Sulfinate esters (RS"(-0 )OR) are esters of sulfinic acids and 
isomers of sulfones. The pKa values of sulfinic acids range from 1-2 and are more acidic 
than their carboxylic acid counterparts. Sulfinates are known to act as leaving groups in 
eliminations and to thermally rearrange to form sulfones.18,19 Sulfinate esters, like sulfoxides, 
are also chiral. Enantiomerically pure menthyl p-toluenesulfinate can be obtained in large 
quantities from the reaction of /?-toluenesulfony 1 chloride and the corresponding chiral 
menthol.20 Sulfinate esters favor the gawc/zf-conformation shown below as a Newman 
projection viewed along the oxygen-sulfur bond.21 The dipole moment of a sulfinate is 
typically around 3 Debyes.21 
Sulfonate Esters. Sulfonate esters (RS(02)0R) are the esters of sulfonic acids. 
Sulfonates are superior leaving groups even compared to halides. Sulfonate esters can be 
prepared from the reaction of an alcohol with a sulfonyl chloride.22 Since hydroxide is a 
terrible leaving group, a common procedure in synthetic chemistry is to convert an alcohol 
into a leaving group by transforming it into a sulfonate ester.22 Sulfonic acids are so acidic 
that determining their pKa's, which are all negative values, is difficult.23 This strong acidity 
is what makes sulfonates good leaving groups. Nucleophilic addition to the sulfonyl moiety 
is generally thought to proceed through an SN2 transition state.24 
0 I 
R 
(A) 
9 
Sulfilimine. Sulfilimines, which have also been called sulfilimides, are similar to 
sulfoxides. Like sulfoxides, sulfilimines can be resolved into enantiomers, which is evidence 
for their non-planar geometry.25 The sulfur-nitrogen bond in sulfilimines is a polar bond on 
par with the sulfur-oxygen bond polarity in sulfoxides.13 Early investigators believed that the 
appropriate description of the sulfur-nitrogen bond in sulfilimines was a a-bond and a 
supposed partial Tt-bond arising from a d%-p„ interaction.26 The partial ex-bond conclusion was 
supported by a high energy barrier for free rotation about the sulfur-nitrogen bond predicted 
by an extend Huckel calculation, however, isomeric sulfilimines could not be experimentally 
isolated.25,27 The d%-p„ interaction was later discounted in favor of an ionic a-bond with 
added stabilization from n-a* negative hyperconjugation.28,29 
NR 
R ^ X R  
Sulfonium Carbene. A sulfonium carbene has the same electronic structure as a 
sulfoxide but the oxygen has been replaced by a carbene. A variety of sulfonium S,C-ylide 
geometries and bond lengths, which range from 1.7 to 1.8 for the sulfur-carbene bond, have 
been determined by X-ray crystallography.3031 It was shown from the crystal structures of 
benzothiophene S,C-ylide that the geometry of the sulfur is non-planar like that of a 
sulfoxide or sulfilimine.30 During the 1970s, the role of d-orbitals in sulfonium carbene 
bonding was examined in parallel with sulfoxides and sulfilimines. The use of d-functions in 
calculations concentrated charge into the S-C region of the ylide. which was critical for the 
description of species such as SH2CH2.32 Barriers to rotation, indicated by magnetically non-
equivalent hydrogens, and decreased basicity of sulfonium betaines compared to nitrogen-
containing betaines were all reported in support of the sulfur carbon Jt-like bond.31 However, 
10 
like sulfilimines and sulfoxides, the more current understanding is that sulfonium methylide 
bonding is more ionic in nature, but a slight multiple-bond character has not been excluded.33 
R'+S"R 
Selenide. Selenides are the selenium analogs of sulfides and ethers. The carbon-
selenium bond length of dimethyl selenide is 1.94 Â and has a Z.C-Se-C of 96.3°.8 The first 
cyclic selenide observed was 2.5-dimethylselenophene in 1885.34 Selenides tend to be light 
sensitive compounds with distinct odors. Alkyllithium reagents or lithium dissolved in 
amines will cleave the carbon-selenium bond of selenides. The selenium-77 isotope is an 
NMR active isotope and can be used to characterize substituants patterns. 
R'Se-R 
Selenoxide. Selenoxides are the selenium analogs of sulfoxides. Selenoxides are 
stable as long as they do not contain accessible (3-hydrogens. Selenoxides with (3-hydrogens 
undergo a stereospecific Ei elimination to be discussed later. While optically active 
sulfoxides were known in the 1940's, chiral selenoxides were first observed in 1983.35 The 
chiral nature of the selenoxide, like the sulfoxide, confirms it has a non-planar geometry. X-
ray crystallographic geometries of selenoxides also back up this observation.36 X-ray 
crystallography was also used to determine dimethyl selenoxide has a selenium-oxygen bond 
length of 1.65 Â, and a selenium-carbon bond length of 1.96 A.3 37 
o 
R"+e~R 
11 
1.4 Eliminations Involving Sulfur or Selenium Functional Groups 
While comprehensive coverage of eliminations involving sulfur or selenium 
functional groups is well beyond the scope of this text, a brief review of previous work on 
these eliminations will help frame the main body of this work. Many different elimination 
mechanisms (El, E2, Elcb. Ei) result in olefins. Chapter 2 focuses on the internal 
elimination of sulfinates and sulfonates to form either the sulfenic, sulfinic, or sulfonic acid 
and an olefin or aldehyde dependent upon the mechanism. Chapter 3 covers the internal 
elimination of sulfoxides to yield the sulfenic acid and olefin. Therefore, this section will 
focus mainly on background relevant to these reactions. 
O—H OH I I 
R ' + S ' — R ' S  
R'+S 
<D 
I 
o 
O 
E1cb-like 
E2-like 
E1 -like 
O H 
R 
S-C cleavage O H 
R'* A 
Figure 3. Possible pathways for the sulfoxide 
Ei eliminaiton. 
The eliminations discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 are commonly grouped into the Ei 
mechanistic category where the "i" stands for internal. Defining an elimination as Ei 
necessitates that the molecule has both a leaving group and a basic site, however, the actual 
process is not defined by the Ei label. An Ei assignment gives no information on whether the 
12 
leaving group first departs (El-like), the proton is first abstracted (ElCB-like), or the bond 
breaking-making process is concerted (E2-like). Figure 3 shows an example of a sulfoxide 
Ei elimination and its possible pathways (El, E2, Elcb-like) 
1.4.1 Sulfinate Ester Elimination Reactions 
Sulfinate esters were first observed to undergo pyrolytic eliminations in a syn-
manner to produce olefins by an intramolecular 5-centered mechanism in the year 1970.38 
The Hoffman product was observed as the more acidic proton was eliminated instead of the 
hydrogen leading to the more substituted double bond. Under pyrolysis conditions, 3-
phenylpropylmethanesulfinate (1) yielded 3-phenylpropanal (3). The activation barrier (EJ 
to the reaction was determined to be 35.7 ± 0.6 kcal/mol.39 The value of AH* from MP2/6-
311 +G(3df,2p)//MP2/6-31 G(d,p) calculations was 32.7 kcal/mol in reasonable agreement 
with the experimental value. 
9 OH q ». ' 
/+ A /s Ph 
1 2 3 
1.4.2 Sulfonate Ester Elimination Reactions 
Intramolecular. The gas-phase Ei elimination of sulfonate esters yields sulfonic acid 
and olefin products consistent with a proton transfer through a 6-membered transition state. 
Other compounds which undergo Ei eliminations through a 6-membered transition state are 
xanthates and esters.40 Chuchani has studied sulfonate ester eliminations extensively and 
proposed that an intimate ion pair, or highly polar transition state, forms first before the 
elimination of the proton yielding the olefin and sulfonic acid.41'42 43-45 Due to the highly 
polar transition state, the greater stability of the negatively charged sulfonate leaving group 
13 
leads to a faster elimination rate for sulfonate esters when compared to xanthates and esters. 
Typical activation barriers (Ea) for the sulfonate ester elimination are on the order of 40 
kcal/mol.45 An electron donating substituent adjacent to the eliminated hydrogen slows the 
elimination, whereas an electron withdrawing group accelerates the elimination as 
expected.45 
O Il m 
R'|vOH " 
"intimate ion pair" 
Intermolecular. Since sulfonate esters are such superior leaving groups, it is not 
surprising that sulfonate esters will also undergo El or E2 elimination in the presence of a 
base.46 Certain tosylates, which are superior leaving groups, will undergo elimination even 
without base. In the presence of bis(tetra-n-butylammonium) oxalate, (Bu4N+)2(COO")2, 
tosylates show a preference towards elimination over substitution, which make them useful 
in the preparation of alkenes.47 
1.4.3 Sulfoxide Elimination Reactions 
Intramolecular. The internal elimination of sulfoxides, equation 1, is similar to the 
Cope elimination shown in equation (2). The defining features of these reactions are that 
they have a cis-|3-hydrogen which is transferred through a 5-membered cyclic transitions 
state. Though the sulfoxide internal elimination and the Cope elimination have a cyclic array 
of arrows, the reaction is not peri cyclic. This is because there is an orbital disconnection 
between the orbital s used to transfer the hydrogen and those which form the alkene, as shown 
in Figure 4. A more complete discussion of the mechanism has already been given 
elsewhere.48 
o H  0 II ML 
R " 0 0 
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Figure 4. Illustration of orbital disconnection 
prohibiting a pericyclic mechanism 
The internal eliminations of sulfoxides to form olefins and sulfenic acids have seen 
considerable use in synthetic applications.49 The most common use of the sulfoxide internal 
elimination is in the preparation of a,|3-unstaturated ketones and esters as shown in equation 
3.50 The added stabilization of the olefin by conjugation reduces the temperatures needed to 
invoke the Ei reaction. Tri methyl phosphite can also be used to increase the yield by 
consuming the nascent sulfenic acid. 
O 0 0 
^ ^ ^ 1. Li base 11 ii 
R'  R R '^y^R 7~~*~ R '^^^R (3)  
2. R"SSR" _ 1 A 
3. Nal04 0'+ "R" 
15 
1.4.4 Selenoxide Elimination Reactions 
As mentioned earlier, selenoxides with |3-hydrogens are not stable because at 20 °C 
they undergo a facile ^«-elimination. This elimination is similar to the 5-centered internal 
elimination which is observed in sulfoxides. The very mild conditions of selenoxide 
elimination have led to a shift from the use of sulfoxides to selenoxides to transform esters, 
ketones and carboxylic acids into their a,|3-unstaturated derivatives.22 
O 
Ji 1. Li base 
-
2. PhSeSePh 
3. mCPBA 
4 
1.5 Selected Photochemistry of Sulfoxides and Selenoxides 
Chapters 5 and 6 focus on the photochemistry of dibenzothiophene-S-oxide and 
dibenzoselenophene-Se-oxide. A thorough review of sulfoxide photochemistry can be found 
elsewhere.51 For the purpose of this text, this section is designed to give a basic foundation 
of sulfoxide and selenoxide photochemistry for the reader to be mindful of in the main body 
of the text. 
1.5.1 Sulfoxide Photochemistry 
The orbital s used in electronic excitation (e.g. nxt*or rax*) of the sulfoxide 
chromophore are not currently well defined. This ambiguity is largely due to the complex 
nature of the sulfoxide bond. The excitation energy of sulfoxide is high, in general, with 
absorption cut-offs around 300 nm or lower. Sulfoxides have four main possible 
photochemical processes: cx-cleavage, stereomutation, hydrogen-abstraction, and 
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deoxygenation. This sulfoxide section will be divided into four parts dealing with each of 
these photochemical reactions. 
a-cleavage. The dominant photochemical process of sulfoxides is a-cleavage. The 
homolytic cleavage of the sulfur-carbon bond (a-cleavage) can occur from either the singlet 
or triplet excited state.52,53 Weak C-S bonds in sulfoxides lend themselves to homolytic 
cleavage. For dimethyl sulfoxide, the S-0 bond strength is 85.5 kcal/mol compared to 53 
kcal/mol for the C-S bond.54 The propensity of sulfoxides to undergo a-cleavage can be 
gauged by comparison to common ketone a-cleavage. Benzophenone (Ph2CO) will not 
undergo a-cleavage in 1-photon conditions where diphenyl sulfoxide (Ph2SO) will at low 
quantum efficiency. This shows that it is likely that sulfoxides are even more susceptible to 
a-cleavage than ketones.51 Once the homolytic cleavage has occurred, the sulfinyl and 
carbon-centered radical may proceed down four different pathways: recombination back to 
the sulfoxide, recombination to the sulfenic ester, radical chemistry, or extrusion of SO. 
An example of recombination to the sulfenic ester occurs upon the photolysis of 
dibenzyl sulfoxide (7). It was reported that the main photoproducts were benzaldehyde (14) 
and benzyl disulfide (15) with trace amounts of 1,2-diphenylethane (16) and benzyl alcohol 
(I?) is,56 The likely mechanism is a-cleavage followed by recombination to the sulfenic ester 
which then undergoes a second photon absorption cleaving the S-0 bond before proceeding 
to the products.51 The mechanism was not discussed in the case of benzyl sulfoxide, but later 
work on phenyl benzyl sulfoxide examining the photochemical pathways led to the same 
conclusion.57 
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It should be no surprise to the reader that the radicals formed from sulfoxide cx-
cleavage can undergo typical radical chemistry, such as disproportionate, hydrogen-
abstraction, chain reactions, and the like. However, recombination of the sulfinyl radical and 
carbon-centered radical to sulfoxide or sulfenic ester is common. One example is where 2-
phenyl-4H-1,3-benzoxathiin-4-one (18), on its way to becoming 3H-2,1 -benzoxathiol-3-one 
(22), undergoes a-cleavage and then a fragmentation releasing benzaldehyde (21).58 
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Extrusions of SO are rare, and occur only when there is a substantial driving force. 
The lack of extrusions is in large part due to the sulfinyl radical's reluctance to undergo 
sulfur-carbon cleavage leading to the loss of SO. The uncommon loss of SO from sulfinyl 
radicals was indicated earlier by the propensity of benzylsulfinyl radicals (8) to recombine to 
sulfenic ester instead of losing SO, generating the stable benzyl radical. A general example 
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of SO extrusion is from 2,3-diphenylthiirenene-1 -oxide (23), which yields diphenylacetylene 
(24) upon photolysis. Pyrolysis of 23, however, yields benzil. 
O 
+ S hv 
Ph" >h "S0 
Ph = Ph 
23 24 
Recombination of the radicals to reform the sulfoxide is an energy wasting event. In 
dibenzothiophene-S-oxide (DBTO), recombination of the radicals from a-cleavage to 
sulfoxide would likely be favored due to the biphenyl moiety limiting the radicals' degrees of 
freedom. Unobserved a-cleavage reactions could be part of the reason why the 
deoxygenation of DBTO suffers from low quantum efficiency. 
Stereomutation. Due to the pyramidal structure of sulfoxides, sulfoxides are chiral, 
and direct photolysis leads to racemization as well as decomposition.59 Naphthalene 
sensitization also leads to racemization, but since both the singlet and triplet energies of 
naphthalene were lower than the sulfoxide, an exciplex or electron transfer mechanism is the 
most likely cause.60,61 
"V,o 
R-+ -R' R<r R. 
The two most prominent proposed mechanisms are a-cleavage followed by non-
stereospecific recombination and direct inversion. In cases where a-cleavage leads to a 
stable radical such as a benzyl radical, it is expected that a large part of the racemization of 
the sulfoxide will occur by a-cleavage followed by recombination. The more interesting 
question is if direct inversion without breaking bonds is possible. 
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Strong evidence for the direct inversion mechanism was presented by Vos and 
Jenks.62 Photolysis of (Rs,Sc)-l-deuterio-2,2-dimethyipropyl /?-tolyl sulfoxide (25-(Rs,Sc)) 
provided mainly 25-(Ss,Sc) over the other two possible diasteromers at low conversion. The 
25-(SsSc) is the product expected from the direct inversion. After a-cleavage, a statistical 
distribution of the four possible diastereomers is expected assuming complete separation of 
the radicals. The predominance of the formation of 25-(Ss,Sc) is indirect evidence that a 
direct inversion mechanism is taking place. The other two diastereomers do form but in 
small amounts compared to the major product, which indicates a small amount of a-cleavage 
followed by recombination is occurring, but less so than the direct inversion 
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Hydrogen Abstraction. Hydrogen abstraction is very common in the 
photochemistry of carbonyl compounds. It has been used to explain the products of the 
photolysis of 2,2-dimethylthiachroman-S-oxide (26).63 However, these same products could 
be explained by invoking a sulfoxide as shown below. Attempts to find conclusive evidence 
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of H-abstraction have failed.64 Thus, it is unlikely H-abstraction is an important 
photochemical mechanism for sulfoxides. 
H-abstraction 
a-Cleavage 
S> 
34 
29 30 
Figure 5. Possible hydrogen abtraction or a-cleavage mechanism of 
2,2-dimethylthiachroman-S-oxide (26). 
Deoxygenation. There are two types of conditions that lead to the 
photodeoxygentaion of sulfoxides. The first is from the excited state of the sulfoxide and the 
other is in reducing conditions where electron transfer can occur. For the purposes of this 
section, the two conditions will be referred to as photochemical deoxygenation. and 
bimolecular photoreduction. 
Photochemical Deoxygenation. The photochemical deoxygenation of sulfoxides has 
been observed for dialkyl, alky I aryl, and diaryl sulfoxides. Photochemical deoxygenation 
was observed in 1972 by Shelton and Davis.65 Shelton showed that upon direct photolysis of 
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diallyl sulfoxide and sensitized photolysis of methyl z-butyl and phenyl r-butyl sulfoxide, the 
corresponding sulfide was observed. Later in the same year, Posner reported similar results. 
Posner found a few alkyl aryl and diaryl sulfoxides are converted to the sulfide under a 
variety of reaction conditions.66 It was generally accepted that the photodeoxygenation was 
proceeding from the triplet state since triplet sensitizers expediated the formation of sulfide 
during photolysis. Also, the photodeoxygenation of phenyl sulfoxide could be stopped by 
piperylene. which is a good triplet quencher. These investigators concluded that the 
mechanism of deoxygenation was an excited sulfoxide forming a triplet dimer with a ground 
state sulfoxide. The triplet dimer was then believed to decompose liberating two sulfides and 
singlet oxygen. The presence of singlet oxygen was tested for by trapping with cyclohexene. 
This mechanism was later referred to as the "dimer mechanism".67 
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Later, another mechanism was proposed based upon experimental CIDNP 
measurements.52,53 The first step invokes the common a-cleavage reaction to generate a 
sulfinyl radical. This is followed by a reduction of the sulfinyl radical to the sulfenyl radical 
by oxygen atom transfer to another species. The sulfide is generated by recombination of the 
sulfenyl radical with the other initial radical. However, the energetics of the sulfinyl 
reduction are unreasonable. The S-O bond dissociation energy calculated for PhSO® is 102 
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kcal/mol. and the transfer of atomic oxygen from phenyl sulfinyl radical to methyl radical is 
estimated to be endothermic by over 10 kcal/mol. 67 
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In the 1990's, Jenks proposed a unimolecular sulfur-oxygen bond cleavage 
mechanism for dibenzothiophene-5-oxide (35)."7 The products of this sulfoxide 
photodeoxygenation are the corresponding sulfide, dibenzothiophene (36), and an 
electrophilic oxene species, presumably 0(3P). In attempts to rule out the dimer mechanism, 
Jenks performed a variety of controls. Two of the most convincing were matrix isolation and 
the use of asymmetric sulfoxides. In the matrix isolation control, dibenzothiophene-^-oxide 
(DBTO) was diluted and frozen in an organic glass matrix, essentially eliminating the 
possibility of a bimolecular collision with another DBTO molecule. The matrix was then 
photolyzed resulting in the production of dibenzothiophene (DBT). The asymmetric control 
employed the use of phenyl sulfoxide, in excess, during the selective irradiation of DBTO. If 
the dimer mechanism was taking place, phenyl sulfide should be observed, but it was not 
detected. While there is no direct evidence for 0(3P), indirect evidence for this mechanism 
and the presence of 0(3P) has been established. In the gas phase, 0(3P) has been directly 
detected and the rates for a variety of trapping agents have been measured. During DBTO 
photolysis, the relative rates of oxidation of these traps compared to their ionization potential 
generates a slope similar to the slope of the 0(3P) oxidation rates in the gas phase. These 
similar slopes indicate that the oxidative species is 0(3P) in solution as well.68 
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The quantum yield for the photochemical deoxygenation of DBTO to yield 0(3P) and 
dibenzothiophene (DBT) is low (< 0.01). The MP2/6-31G(d,p) estimated sulfur-oxygen 
bond strength of DBTO is 78.3 kcal/mol.69 The DBTO triplet energy is 61 kcal/mol, which is 
below the sulfur-oxygen bond strength.70 Thus, the release of 0(3P) from the triplet state is 
energetically unfavorable and from the excited singlet it is a spin forbidden process, which 
may explain the low quantum yield of sulfur-oxygen bond cleavage. 
Despite the overwhelming evidence for the unimolecular reaction, the dimer 
mechanism is sometimes still invoked.71 Thus, the unimolecular cleavage has not gained 
complete acceptance by the scientific community. This work will provide further evidence in 
support of the unimolecular cleavage reaction. 
Bimolecular Photoreduction. A study by Kropp was one of the first to propose a 
photoreduction of sulfoxides from electron transfer.72 In the presence of 0.2 M methoxide in 
methanol, the photolysis of 2-norbornyl phenyl sulfoxide yielded 64% of sulfide. However, 
when the base was removed from the methanol, photolysis only yielded trace amounts of the 
sulfide. Kropp proposed that the mechanism involved the formation of a 9-S-3 
hydroxysulfuranyl radical, which then loses a hydroxy! radical by homolytic cleavage 
yielding the sulfide. 
O i e 
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Further studies were performed by Cubbage et al. to help expand the scope of the 
mechanism.73 The amount of methoxide needed was found to be catalytic and not 
stoichiometric. Also, sulfoxide sensitization by electron-donating sensitizers led to the 
sulfide. The pKa of hydroxysulfuranyl radical is about 17,74 so protonation of the sulfinyl 
radical anion by protic solvent is likely. The main proposed addition to the mechanism was 
that it is possible for heterolytic or homolytic cleavage of the hydroxysulfuranyl radical to 
lead to the sulfide. The homolytic S-O bond strength of hydroxysulfuranyl radical has been 
computationally estimated to be 11 kcal/mol.75,76 However, in aqueous solution, the 
estimated AG" of S-O heterolytic dissociation of hydroxysulfuranyl radicals is only 5 
kcal/mol.77 Thus, whether the dominant pathway for the loss of OH from the 
hydroxysulfuranyl radical is heterolytic or homolytic cleavage is dependent on the solvent. 
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1.5.2 Selenoxide Photochemistry 
A comprehensive review of selenium functional group photochemistry is available. 78 
The photochemistry of selenoxides has not been thoroughly investigated, but the most 
prominent photoreactions are photooxidization of selenides to selenoxides and the 
photoreduction of selenoxides by oxygen transfer or deoxygenations. Due to the limited 
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amount of studies on the photochemistry of selenoxides, this section provides a fairly 
comprehensive survey of the topic. 
Photooxidization. In 1976. photolysis of dialkyl and alkyl aryl selenide in the 
presence of rose bengal, which is known to sensitize the formation of singlet oxygen, yielded 
selenoxide in 28-95% yield.79 Diary I selenides are inert to singlet oxygen in the absence of 
water, but in aqueous solutions, a small amount of selenoxide was observed in singlet oxygen 
conditions.80 Diaryl selenoxides are also inert to singlet oxygen.81 
rose bengal, 02, hv ? 
Selenoxides are produced from irradiation of the electron-donor-acceptor (EDA) band 
of a alkyl aryl selenide nitrosonium complex.82 
0 1 
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Photoreduction. There are two related types of photoreductions that produce 
selenide from the corresponding selenoxide. Oxygen transfer reactions transfer the 
selenoxide oxygen to an acceptor molecule stoichiometricaJiy. Deoxygenation is 
distinguished from oxygen transfer by the oxidized products. During deoxygenation a 
reactive oxidizing intermediate is generated which oxidizes the solvent and anything else that 
is in the reaction mixture. 
Oxygen Transfer. Sulfides are known oxygen acceptors in the selenoxide oxygen 
transfer reaction. Diaryl selenoxides undergoing direct photolysis in the presence of a dialkyl 
or alkyl aryl sulfide yield the corresponding selenide and sulfoxide.83 For oxygen transfer 
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from a diaryl selenoxide to a sulfide to occur, the sulfide cannot be diaryl. No thermal 
oxygen transfer reaction was observed between a selenoxide and a sulfide at 80 °C. The 
presumed mechanism was an exciplex formation between an excited selenoxide and sulfide, 
which then dissociates to the products. Other possibilities such as oxidation of the sulfide by 
molecular oxygen or singlet oxygen were excluded. Atomic oxygen was discounted because 
phenyl selenoxide did not photochemically oxidize an olefin, however, phenyl selenoxide is 
known to undergo a-cleavage and dibenzoselenophene-Se-oxide would have been a better 
choice for this control experiment.4 
O 
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Deoxygenation. The photolysis of 4-methyl-2'-nitrodiphenyl selenoxide in benzene 
resulted in deoxygenation giving the selenide, but the fate of the oxygen was not indicated.84 
In 2003, The photolysis of phenyl selenoxide (37) in benzene yielded phenyl selenide (38). 
phenyl diselenide (39), phenol (40), and biphenyl (41).85 The diselenide, phenol, and 
biphenyl can all be explained by an a-cleavage mechanism, and the phenyl selenide is 
generated by photodeoxygenation. Changing the concentration of phenyl selenoxide resulted 
in an increase of the selenide product compared to the formation of the diselenide. Along the 
same lines of thought with the dimer mechanism of sulfoxide deoxygenation, this was used 
to argue that the selenide product was forming from the collapse of the exciplex between two 
selenoxides. However, it was not considered that the increases in concentration should also 
lead to an increase in the formation of phenyl diselenide (39), which is necessarily 
bimolecular. Thus, 39 was a poor choice as a standard for an unimolecular reaction. Benzyl 
selenoxide was also irradiated, but resulted in only the expected a-cleavage products. 
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Chapter 2 
Pyrolytic Elimination Reactions of Suifinate and Sulfonate 
Esters 
A paper published in The Journal of Physical Organic Chemistrya 
Ryan D. McCulla. Jerry W. Cubbage, and William S. Jenks 
2.1 Abstract 
The barriers to pyrolytic unimolecular elimination by ethyl methanesulfonate and 
ethyl methanesulfinate are calculated for both five-membered ring eliminations that yield 
acetaldehyde and six-membered ring eliminations that yield ethylene. The experimental 
observation that related sulfinates undergo the five-centered elimination and sulfonates the 
six-centered elimination is reproduced by the calculations and rationalized in terms of a 
nucleophilicity/electrophilicity matching issue in the former and a charge-separated transition 
state in the latter. 
2.2 Introduction 
We have recently studied the ^-elimination reaction of sulfoxides by means of gas 
phase experimental kinetics and computational methods.1 We showed experimentally that it 
could be extended to some new functional derivatives, including sulfinic esters1 and 
sulfones.2 All of these reactions proceed through planar, cyclic five-membered ring 
transition states. The reactions are concerted and relatively synchronous. 
a Reproduced with permission from J. Phys. Org. Chem. 2002, 15(2), 71-77. Copyright 2002 
John Wiley & Sons Ltd. 
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During the course of that study, our attention was naturally drawn to the case of the 
corresponding sulfonate ester, which can formally undergo an analogous reaction to form a 
sulfinic ester and a carbonyl compound.3 However, the gas phase pyrolysis of alkyl 
sulfonates has been well studied and the universal result is an elimination by way of a six-
membered ring transition state to give olefin and sulfonic acid.4"11 
H^ ,R O 
'u^o^/ ^H^OH ^ 
o o 
Early work in the field led to the conclusion that the members of this class of six-
membered ring eliminations, which includes esters, xanthates, etc., are highly concerted, with 
little charge separation in the respective transition states.12 Chuchani and coworkers, 
however, picture the reaction proceeding "in terms of an intimate ion pair intermediate."7 
This conclusion is based on the relative ease of the reaction compared to its analogues,5 
various anchimeric effects,6,8'9i 11 and substituent effects.7 It is further bolstered by the 
observation that the gas phase pyrolysis of neopentyl mesylate, which cannot undergo the 
classic six-membered ring transition state, forms methanesvilfonic acid and mainly 2-methyl-
2-butene and 2-methyl-l-butene with an Arrhenius activation energy only several kcal/mol 
higher than for the benchmark sulfonic esters. 
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In this study, we attempt to provide further insight into the essence of the sulfinate 
and sulfonate elimination reactions through computational methods and to understand the 
experimentally observed selectivity. We compare the 5- and six-centered cyclic transition 
states for sulfinic and sulfonic esters and report AH*elim, AHrxn, and AH*atkln. We also examine 
charge distributions in transition states and show that, while we see no evidence for an 
intermediate in the benchmark cases, the Chuchani description of the transition state as being 
highly charge separated is borne out by the computations. 
2.3 Computational methods 
To find the low energy conformations of the starting materials and products, 
conformational searches were performed using the PM3 semiempirical method as 
implemented in Spartan.13 Initial guess transition states were also found at this level of 
theory. All subsequent calculations were performed using the GAMES S suite of programs,14 
and the results were visualized using MacMolPlt.15 
Geometries were optimized at HF/6-31G(d,p) and then refined at MP2/6-3 lG(d,p). 
Final energies and other properties reported here result from single point calculations at the 
MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p)//MP2/6-31 G(d,p) level. Hessians were also obtained to confirm the 
nature of the stationary points and to determine zero point energy corrections. The Gonzales-
Schlegel second order method16 was used for determining intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) 
paths. The reported AH values are obtained from the absolute energies of the substrates and 
the unsealed ZPEs. This level of theory was shown to reproduce experimental activation 
enthalpies very well for sulfoxide eliminations.117 Products were calculated as isolated 
molecules. 
The experimental geometry of dimethyl sulfoxide is reproduced very well at the 
HF/6-31G(d,p) level of theory, better than when either the basis set or theoretical model is 
improved in isolation,18 as we have done here by using MP2/6-3 lG(d.p). We have attributed 
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this to a fortuitous cancellation of errors. Geometries at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) have bond 
lengths that are slightly too long. Nonetheless we use these for the single point calculations 
with the larger basis set. First, since we are primarily interested in the relationship between 
the reactants and transition states, we must calculate the transition states reliably. We have 
seen at least one instance where the geometry of the transition state of a sulfoxide elimination 
reaction calculated at HF/6-31 G(d,p) differed dramatically from that calculated at any other 
of several correlated levels of theory.' As a result, at least MP2 calculations are required 
across the board. Though large basis sets are required to get relative energies of isomers 
correct in these systems,19 MP2 optimizations with those basis sets remain extremely time 
consuming. Fortunately, in all but the most sensitive cases among the sulfoxide eliminations, 
such optimizations lead to changes in AHT and AH of < 1 kcal/mol,1 so such refinements were 
not performed here. Atomic charges and bond order indices were obtained from the 
generalized MP2 density matrix. 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
The compounds examined, schematic transition states, and products are shown in 
Scheme 1. The calculated geometries of 1TS6, 2TS6, 3TS6, and 4TS6 are shown in Scheme 
2. The calculated activation enthalpies (AH\.lim), reaction enthalpies (AHrxn), and activation 
enthalpies for the reverse reaction (AFPilddn, i.e., the addition of the sulfur oxyacid to the n-
system) - all at 0 K - are given in Table 1. The syn and anti designations for the five-
membered ring eliminations depend on the relative stereochemistry of the two methyl 
groups. Given that the calculated activation enthalpies are approximately equal, all further 
discussion will be restricted to the anti transition states, which are slightly lower in energy. 
For the six-centered elimination, no intermediates were found. Instead, a single transition 
state was obtained, which was shown to connect the starting materials and products by 
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running intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations, whose results are shown in the 
supporting information for this paper. 
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Table 1. Calculated reaction and activation enthalpies.9 
Compound 
AH*eUm 
(kcal mol"1) 
AH™ 
(kcal mol1) 
addn 
(kcal mol1) 
6-centered 
elimination 
1 42.6 21.4 21.2 
2 50.6 20.9 29.7 
3 16.7 12.4 4.3 
4 18.3 12.3 6.0 
five-centered 
elimination 
1 syn 63.4 17.9 45.5 
1 anti 63.2 17.9 45.3 
2 syn 30.6 7.2 23.4 
2 anti 29.8 7.2 22.6 
a MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p)//MP2/6-3 lG(d,p) + ZPE. Enthalpies are thus calculated for 0 K. 
The atoms involved in bond making and breaking in structures 1TS5 and 2TS5 are 
aligned in a plane. We have reported extensively on transition states closely analogous to 
these elsewhere.1 The key atoms in 1TS6 and 2TS6 are also in a planar arrangement. As 
illustrated in Scheme 2, the O-H-C angle is nearly 180°. In their planarity. these transition 
states are consistent with those recently discussed by Birney in the context of 
pseudopericyclic six-membered ring reactions of carbonyl-containing compounds, but the 
reactions are not pseudopericyclic in that the sulfur atom is not directly involved.20-21 
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4TS6 
Scheme 2 
The calculated activation enthalpies may only be compared to experimental data in 
two cases. No data are available for 3 or 4 (or models thereof), and only the lower energy 
reaction is experimentally observed for 1 and 2. The five-centered elimination is 
characteristic of sulfinyl derivatives, and the calculated value of 30 kcal/mol can be 
compared to the experimental value of 35 kcal/mol for 3-phenylpropyl methanesulfinate.1 
This deviation of 5 kcal/mol compared to the best experimental model is larger than any of 
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the rest previously calculated for these reactions, the great majority of which are within 2 
kcal/mol.1'2 The experimental Arrhenius activation energy for the six-membered ring 
elimination of ethyl methanesulfonate to give ethylene and methanesulfonic acid is 41.0 ± 
0.3 kcal/mol.5 This corresponds to an activation enthalpy of approximately 39.9 kcal/mol, 
and compares well with the calculated value of 42.6 kcal/mol. 
In tables 2, 3, and 4 are given the calculated atomic charges22,23 and bond order 
indices24"26 for compounds 1-4, the respective transition states, and products. The atom 
numbering system for the tables is given in Scheme 3. There are a number of different 
approaches to computing atomic charge, each of which has its advantages and disadvantages; 
we use the ubiquitous Mulliken charges with the 6-31G(d,p), basis set where it is known to 
perform well. 
Oa Ha 02 Ha 
03 03 
Scheme 3 
Table 2. Atomic Charges3 
S o, ca Ha Xp Hp o2 03 
1 1.31 -0.60 0.01 0.15 -0.36 0.14 -0.53 -0.53 
1TS5 1.09 -0.49 -0.01 0.29 -0.34 0.11 -0.55 -0.51 
5 + 6 0.92 -0.36 0.28 0.35 -0.42 0.14 -0.64 -0.58 
1TS6 1.30 -0.63 -0.02 0.19 -0.50 0.37 -0.65 -0.51 
7 + 8 1.28 -0.50 -0.22 0.11 -0.22 0.37 -0.61 -0.50 
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Table 2. (continued) 
S o1 ca H„ Hp o2 o3 
2 0.95 -0.61 0.02 0.13 -0.35 0.12 -0.59 -
2TS5 0.65 -0.48 0.00 0.28 -0.34 0.13 -0.56 -
9 + 6 0.33 -0.36 0.28 0.35 -0.42 0.14 -0.62 -
2TS6 1.03 -0.66 -0.02 0.16 -0.54 0.38 -0.69 -
5 + 8 0.92 -0.58 -0.22 0.11 -0.22 0.35 -0.64 -
3 1.31 -0.60 0.25 0.14 -054 0.34 -0.58 -0.50 
3TS6 1.32 -0.64 0.21 0.16 -0.48 0.47 -0.69 -0.50 
7 + 10 1.28 -0.50 0.16 0.08 -0.33 0.37 -0.61 -0.50 
4 0.99 -0.61 0.25 0.12 -0.55 0.35 -0.63 -
4TS6 1.06 -0.66 0.23 0.13 -0.59 0.44 -0.70 -
5 + 10 0.92 -0.58 0.16 0.08 -0.33 0.35 -0.64 -
' Mulliken, MP2/6-31G(d,p) 
Table 3. Bond order indices for five-centered transition states 
S O ;  O i - Q  C . - H .  H . - 0 :  O . S  S - O ^  
1 0.82 0.77 0.91 - 1.62 1.62 
1TS5 0.32 1.21 0.45 0.34 1.14 1.57 
5 + 6 - 1.84 - 0.83 0.77 1.58 
2 0.74 0.81 0.93 - 1.56 
2TS5 0.31 1.24 0.43 0.38 1.12 
6 + 9 1.84 - 0.83 0.82 
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Table 4. Bond order indices for six-centered transition states. 
S-Oi o,-c. C.-Xp Xp-H, Hp-02 Oz-S S-O, 
1 0.82 0.77 0.94 0.93 
-
1.62 1.62 
1TS6 1.27 0.26 1.28 0.48 0.29 1.22 1.69 
7 + 8 1.65 - 1.85 - 0.80 0.83 1.65 
2 0.74 0.81 0.93 0.93 - 1.56 -
2TS6 1.12 0.34 1.27 0.39 0.39 1.06 -
5 + 8 1.58 
- 1.85 - 0.83 0.77 -
3 0.84 0.74 0.98 0.80 - 1.54 1.69 
3TS6 1.25 0.27 1.42 0.42 0.34 1.15 1.70 
7 + 10 1.65 
- 1.85 - 0.80 0.83 1.65 
4 0.75 0.80 0.96 0.80 
- 1.47 -
4TS6 1.07 0.40 1.33 0.33 0.46 1.03 -
5 + 10 1.58 1.85 0.83 0.77 
The surprising reversal of selectivity for thermolysis of sulfinates and sulfonates can 
be rationalized with help from the present data. First, we consider Chuchani's conclusion 
that the six-centered reactions are interprétable as going by way of ion pairs. Though we see 
no evidence for intermediates, there is evidence for charge separation in the transition state. 
In particular, O, and 02 (and in fact, the SO, or SO, functionality when summed) go through 
maxima in negative charge in the six-membered ring eliminations at the transition state. For 
1TS6, in which the reaction is actually observed, the 0,-Ctt bond breaking is the most 
advanced process. This is consistent with an asynchronous concerted reaction that may be 
described as El-like. Chuchani's experimental results are consistent with this and also drive 
our further interpretation of the six-membered ring elimination of 2. 
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There is an increase in the activation barrier from 43 to 51 kcal/mol for the six-
membered ring elimination going from the sulfonate (i.e., 1) to the sulfinate 2. This is not 
simply a reflection of the endothermicity of the reaction, since AHrx„ is about the same for 1 
and 2. Given an El-type mechanism, however, this is understood by considering the 
sulfonated increased ability to support a negative charge over the sulfinate. It is well known 
from bimolecular reactions, for example, that sulfonates are better leaving groups than 
sulfinates. This is, of course, related to the basicity of the methanesulfonate and 
methanesulfinate anions which are 315 and 321 kcal/mol (AG), respectively.27'28 In other 
words, we can interpret the higher activation barrier for 2, along with the somewhat smaller 
advancement of the OrCa bond breaking as a pair of coupled indicators that reflect the 
poorer leaving group ability of the sulfinate over sulfonate ion. If the sulfinate were a better 
leaving group, the reaction would, like the sulfonate case, be more asynchronous. 
The five-center elimination results deviate from the pattern set by the six membered 
case for 1 and 2. The Mulliken charges on sulfur and O,, for example, change smoothly, 
without a maximum or minimum at the transition state. Similarly, there is no charge 
maximum at the transition state, considering the sum of the sulfur and oxygen atoms 
combined. The difference in the thermochemistry between 5- and six-centered eliminations 
is dramatic. The five-membered ring elimination, preferred for sulfinic esters, is 
endothermic for both substrates, (by 18 and 7 kcal/mol for 1 and 2, respectively). More 
dramatic, however, are the AH#clim values of 63 kcal/mol for 1 and 30 kcal/mol for 2, a 
difference of more than 30 kcal/mol, and in the opposite direction than for the six-centered 
elimination. 
Sulfoxides are somewhat more basic than sulfones;29 recent experiments and 
computations indicate that this trend also manifests itself for sulfinic esters compared to 
sulfonic esters.30 However, while there is certainly a component of acid-base chemistry to 
the five-membered ring eliminations, the 30 kcal/mol difference in activation enthalpies 
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between 1 and 2, we believe, has more to do with unfavorable charge interactions in the 
transition state. This difference is best rationalized by examining the back (addition) 
reaction,' as illustrated in Scheme 4, in which we have for purposes of emphasis used the 
ylide notation for the sulfur center. The values of AHTaddn are 45 and 23 kcal/mol for 
formation of 1 and 2, respectively. The salient point is that in the 5 membered ring addition, 
the sulfur is acting as a nucleophilic center. The polarity of the carbonyl is reversed from 
what would be the favorable form in the addition reactions to form 1 and 2; the addition 
reaction between 6 and 9 proceeds virtually without barrier with the carbonyl in the other 
orientation.' Here, however, we can view 2 as a structural modification of 1 in which the 
sulfur atom has been made even less nucleophilic. This leads to the worst possible 
nue I eophi I i c/e I ectroph i 1 i c mismatch within this set of compounds and a tremendously high 
barrier for an exothermic reaction. In other words, for the five-centered elimination to have a 
low barrier, the product sulfur should be relatively nucleophilic, in addition to the reaction 
being less endothermic overall. 
7 6 1TS5 1 
9 6 2TS5 2 
Scheme 4 
In essence, the experimental selectivity of 2 for the five-membered and that of 1 for 
the six-membered ring elimination boils down to a coincidence. The structural requirements 
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on the sulfur group for the 5- and six-membered ring eliminations, while not exactly 
opposite, are at least complementary. The sulfonic ester is a good substrate for olefin 
formation and a lousy substrate for carbonyl formation, while the sulfinic ester is mediocre 
for both. 
In considering what makes a good substrate for these reactions, the acidity of the 
abstracted hydrogen has been a structural consideration, at least in the extensive literature on 
the syn elimination of sulfoxides. The effect of a carbomethoxy group, substituted at the cx-
or ^-position is a dramatic increase in the rate over the un substituted case, but the effect is of 
similar magnitude, regardless of which position the substitution is made on.31,32 Thus, the 
effect has been attributed to conjugation in the transition state more than on the acidity of the 
proton. However, we have shown that when a NH3+ substituent is placed in the |3-position, 
thus increasing the acidity without adding conjugation, the activation enthalpy is also 
lowered.1 a-Hydroxysulfoxides, which have acidic protons in the ^-position, have been 
proposed as reactive intermediates.33' 34 They are not generally observed as stable 
compounds and are calculated to have low barriers to the five-centered elimination.1 
We therefore considered the six-membered ring eliminations of compounds 3 and 4 
for comparison to 1 and 2. Transition states 3TS6 (Scheme 2) is less planar than those of 
compounds 1 and 2, assuming a half-chair conformation. The O and C are on opposite sides 
of the plane defined by the S02H group. In 3TS6, the "protonated formaldehyde" moiety has 
a H-O-C-H dihedral angle of about 45°, where 90° would represent the maximum overlap 
between the breaking HO bond and the forming tt bond. The analogous angle in 1TS6 and 
2TS6 is much closer to the ideal. The transition state geometry for 4TS6 is more boat-like. 
In both 3TS6 and 4TS6, there is a somewhat greater deviation in linearity for the 02-Hp-Xp 
angle than in the parent structures. As can be seen from Table 4, 4TS6 is more asymmetric 
with respect to bond making and breaking. It is somewhat earlier than 3TS6 with respect to 
0,-C(1 cleavage and Cu-Of, jt-bond formation and later with respect to 02-H,, bond formation. 
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For these molecules, the following differences can be noted from the parent 
compounds: (I) the transferred proton, viewed from the starting ester, is much more acidic; 
(2) the oxygen, viewed from the product aldehyde, is more basic than the carbon of ethy lene; 
and (3) the carbonyl xr-bond is stronger than an ethylene xt-bond. Because of the latter of 
these considerations, AHrxn is smaller than for 1 or 2 by about 9 kcal/mol. The activation 
barriers are also very low. Very eye-catching, however, is the real similarity in the calculated 
barriers for 3 and 4, smaller than the difference between 1 and 2. That for 3, the sulfonate 
derivative, is but about 1.6 kcal/mol lower than that for 4, the sulfinate. 
The negative charge build-up on O, in the transition states is now quite similar 
between the sulfinate and sulfonate derivatives. Most of the corresponding positive charge 
build-up appears on Hp. There are not large changes in the BOI trends in comparing the 
parallel systems. To the extent that the atomic charges continue to behave non-
monotonically, the elimination reactions of 3 and 4 should also be thought of as El-like. In 
this context, the lack of dependence of the activation enthalpy on the sulfur "leaving group" 
is somewhat surprising. We suggest that this dependence may be mitigated by the oxygen 
atom in the ^-position, which greatly stabilizes the "cation" that one would write if 
construing the reaction formally as two steps. Interestingly, the transition states for 3TS6 
and 4TS6 are both earlier than their respective analogs 1TS6 and 2TS6 with respect to OrC,t 
bond cleavage, Considering the reaction from the addition standpoint, the complementary 
barrier lowering is easily understood in chemical terms by considering the greater 
electrophilicity of the formaldehyde carbon than ethylene toward attack O,. 
2.5 Conclusions 
The sulfoxide !ike five-membered ring internal elimination reaction of sulfinates is 
closely related to the six-membered internal elimination of sulfonates. However, the six-
membered ring elimination traverses a transition state that involves an increase of charge 
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separation, relative to the starting materials or products. As a result, the activation barrier is 
about 8 kcal/mol higher for sulfinates than for sulfonates because of the latter's greater ability 
to support negative charge. A complementary selectivity of larger magnitude (about 32 
kcal/mol) for sulfinates over sulfonates arises in the five-centered elimination, which does 
not involve a highly charge separated transition state. We attribute the large barrier 
difference between 1 and 2 in the five-centered elimination to a nucleophilic-electrophilic 
mismatch in the transition state that is made worse when the sulfur atom is more positively 
charged, as in the sulfonate. 
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Chapter 3 
Effects of Si Substitution on the Ei Reaction of Alky I 
Sulfoxides 
A paper published in Journal of Organic Chemistrya 
Ryan D. McCulla and William S. Jenks 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
A computational study has been carried out on the effects of SiH, substitution on the 
Ei reaction of alky I sulfoxides. SiH3 substitution in the (3-position (relative to the sulfur 
atom) is found to lower the barrier to elimination about 5 kcal mol"1, in line with qualitative 
experimental observations. However, SiH, substitution at the a-position has a similar, if 
smaller, effect. It is argued that the barrier-lowering in the latter case is mainly correlated 
with changes in the overall AH of the elimination reaction. In contrast, electronic effects in 
the transition state overcome an unfavorable A(AH) when SiH3 is in the ^-position. On the 
basis of estimated magnitudes of the various energy changes and the fractional change in 
bond orders in the transition state, it is argued that both hyperconjugative stabilization and 
inductive effects of Si substitution contribute. Finally, it is shown that the elimination 
reaction by SiH, transfer from Opto O has a surprisingly high enthalpic barrier, given its 
modest endothermicity, and it is suggested that this is due to a forced unfavorable geometry 
at the Si center in the transition state. 
a Reproduced with permission from J. Org. Chem. 2003, 68(20), 7871-7879. Copyright 2003 
American Chemical Society 
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3.2 Introduction 
The internal elimination reaction of alkyl sulfoxides to form a sulfenic acid and an 
olefin is a reaction that has found substantial utility in organic synthesis.1"3 Though the 
analogous reaction of selenoxides has partially supplanted the sulfur-based reaction, the 
sulfinyl elimination remains important and is finding new applications. (See. for example, 
ref 4.) Reactions of related functional groups, including sulfinates, thiosulfinates. 
sulfilimines, and sulfones are also known.514 
Although the analogous elimination of vinyl sulfoxides to form acetylenes is known,15 
it is rarely observed experimentally, presumably because its activation enthalpy (ca. 42 kcal 
mol1) is too high for the reaction to be practical. One approach to circumvent this difficulty 
is to replace the abstracted proton with a silicon functionality, so an O-Si bond is formed, 
rather than an O-H bond (reaction 1).16,17 Such reactions are presumed to be accelerated 
because the reaction is less endothermic, i.e., AHelim is less positive. Another approach is to 
use the TMS group in the trans ^-position (reaction 2). This has also been done in reactions 
that produce olefins (reactions 3-4).16-19 In the olefin-forming reaction, though two different 
elimination pathways may be followed, both are accelerated relative to the parent reaction 
without the silyl group. 
The sulfoxide Ei elimination has been explored computationally by a variety of 
methods.4,15'20 All authors agree on a planar, 5-centered transition state and a concerted, 
relatively synchronous reaction. We have recently demonstrated that experimentally 
evaluated substituent effects at Ca, Cp, and CK can be well modeled by MP2 calculations with 
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a sufficiently large basis set.15 Recently, Torn examined the effect of trimethylsilyl 
substitution at C,, on the elimination reaction of sulfoxide 1. using compound 2 as a control.19 
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Using HF/3-21+G(d) to do calculations on these two large (for computational chemistry, at 
any rate) molecules, the barrier was 18.9 kcal/mol lower for the silicon-substituted molecule 
1 than for the /-butyl analog, and the effect was attributed to silicon's well-demonstrated2128 
ability to stabilize |3-carbocations (i.e., at CJ. Other authors attributed analogous effects to 
anticipated charge separation at Ca and Cp in the transition state.29 
Ph^j^SiMe3 PhSOH <^SiMe3 
1 AG* = 34.7 kcal/mol 
Ô^H 
PhSOH 
2 AG* = 53.6 kcal/mol 
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Toru's reported A(AG*6lim) piqued our interest, partly because we knew of no other 
simple substituent that had such a dramatic effect. Hartree-Fock calculations are known to 
overestimate barriers in reactions like these, but might reproduce trends well. However, 
larger basis sets, particularly those containing tight d-polarization functions, are necessary to 
correctly estimate the relative energies of oxidized sulfur compounds (e.g., sulfoxide, 
sul fones, S02).30"37 
In this paper, we report a computational chemical study on the Ei elimination 
reactions of several Si ^ -substituted sulfoxides and their methyl analogs. The SiH3 
substituent was chosen in favor of the larger TMS group in order to make more rigorous 
calculations plausible, while maintaining the essential electronic effects. We find that 
contributions to the change of activation barrier come from the stabilization of potential 
charge build-up at Cp and Ca, and also from changes in the endothermicity of the reaction 
being reflected in the transition state. 
3.3 Computational Methods 
To find the lowest energy conformations of the starting materials and products, 
conformational searches were performed using the PM3 semi empirical method as 
implemented in Spartan.38 These were used as the initial geometries for subsequent 
optimizations. Initial guess transition states were also found at this level of theory. All other 
calculations were performed using the G AMES S suite of programs,39 and the results were 
visualized using MacMolPlt.40 
Geometries were optimized at HF/6-31G(d,p) and then refined at MP2(fc)/6-31G(d,p). 
Previous studies revealed that use of MP2(fc)/6-31 G(d,p) produces geometries with S-O 
bond lengths that are somewhat too long.4'15'41"44 However, calculated energy barriers for 
parent systems (e.g., reaction 5) using single point calculations at these geometries are very 
similar to those calculated from fully optimized geometries with MP2 and large basis sets. 
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Moreover, they reproduced experimental data quite nicely."15 
Geometries and absolute energies of all species are given in the supporting information. 
Results in Table I are from calculations at the MP2(fc)/6-311+G(3df,2p)//MP2(fc)/6-
31 G(d,p) level. MP2(ful 1 )/G3Large single point energies were done using mixed basis sets. 
G3Large basis functions were used on Si, S, and O, while the remaining atoms were 
represented using the 6-311++G(3df,2p) basis set. Coefficients and exponents for 
G 3 Large35 36 were obtained from chemistry.anl.gov/compmat/g3theory.htm, and 6-
311++G(3df,2p) from www.emsl.pnl.gov:2080/forms/basisform.html. The widely popular 
B3LYP method was avoided because it is known15 to perform poorly for this reaction. 
Hessians were obtained at the MP2(fc)/6-31G(d,p) level to confirm the nature of the 
stationary points and to determine zero point energy corrections. The Gonzales-Schlegel 
second order method45 was used for determining intrinsic reaction coordinate paths, which 
invariably connected transition states to starting materials or products as expected. The 
reported AH and AH* values are obtained from the absolute energies of the substrates at 0 K 
and the unsealed ZPEs. Products were calculated as isolated molecules. 
3.4 Results 
A series of elimination reactions of sulfoxides with appended SiH, or CH3 groups are 
illustrated in Table 1. The methyl compounds were viewed as the controls, so that the 
substituent effect of the silyl group could be probed. Compounds 4 and 5 form acetylenes 
and test the "directionality" of the effects of silyl substitution. The analogs of these 
compounds for olefin formation are represented by 6 and 7. The (Ss, Rc) configuration of 7 
allows the methyl and silyl groups to be on opposite sides of the key transition state plane of 
5 atoms, analogous to the illustration of the transition state for compound 6, illustrated in 
Figure 1. It was decided that CH, would be used as the control model for SiH3, so 
compounds 9-12 were added. Compound 13 allows for acetylene formation by attack at Si, 
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rather than H. 
Table 1. Calculated heats of reaction and activation enthalpies (kcal mol"1). 
Reaction AH*elim AH AH* 
OH OH 
" ' • À 5 /S ^ 32.3 22.6 9.7 
3 
° Y „ ?H /SiH3 
6 30.7 22.3 8.4 -7.8 
4 
O H 
«5 J OH ^ 
7 HgSi 
5 SiHg / 3 
O H OH 
8 ^SiHg 26.9 21.3 5.6 -5.3 
g ti|ri3 
O H 
" J OH 
9 ^ ^SiHg 28.9 21.4 7.5 -1.8 
7 SiH3 ^ 
O SiH3 o'SiH3 
10 ^ ^ 29.8 5.2 24.6 
6 "" 
OH OH 
I ' # 
11 /S 40.3 28.7 11.6 
8 
OH OH ^ 
12 41.1 27.3 13.8 
9 
S ï OH ^ 
13 ^ 3gg 28.8 10.0 
ioY ^ 
OH OH 
' ' I i&i* ' 
14 ^ " 31.1 19.2 11.9 
11 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Reaction AH^ AH AH^ 
n ™ 15 >- A 31.2 22.5 8.7 
O SiHg OSiH3 
16 *" /S 34.3 6.0 28.3 
13 
a See text for definition. 
Due to previous success with calculations at the MP2(fc)/6-
311 +G(3df,2p)//MP2(fc)/6-31 G(d,p) level, and to be consistent with our previous published 
data, our impulse was to use this same protocol. It is well understood that "tight" d-
polarization functions (i.e., those with large negative radial exponents) are required to get 
good energies for sulfoxides, sulfones, and related compounds.30™34,36 The 6-311 +G(3df.2p) 
basis set has such a d-function, with a polarization exponent of 2.3. However, recent workers 
have emphasized the addition of even tighter d-polarization functions to effect core-
polarization. Among the available basis sets that include these is the "G3Large" basis set of 
Curtiss,35,36 which includes both a tight valence d (exponent = 3.4) and a core polarization d 
(exponent = 15). 
To see if MP2(full) calculations with basis sets including core polarization functions 
produced significantly different results than the established method, direct comparisons were 
made and are shown in Table 2. When G3Large basis functions are used for silicon, sulfur, 
and oxygen and 6-311++G(3df,2p) basis functions for carbon and hydrogen, AH:telim is 
essentially the same while AHelim increases by roughly 1 kcal/mol. Since the deviations are 
small, we stayed with the earlier method for consistency with our previous reports.11,15,46 
However, these results may indicate a systematic overestimate of AHaddn and AH'addn by -1 
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kcal mol1. 
Table 2. Calculated enthalpies and activation enthalpies comparing basis sets. 
AHdiVAH*dim (kcal mol1) 
Reaction MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) G3Large on S, O 
15 
6 
9 
8 
22.3/30.7 
22.5/31.2 
21.4/28.9 
21.3/26.9 
23.2/30.9 
22.5/27.0 
22.9/28.9 
23.6/31.3 
Ideally, data from Table 1 would be compared to experimental values. However, the 
number of silyl-substituted sulfoxide elimination reactions whose kinetics have been studied 
is quite limited and none does not also contain a carbonyl functionality. Nonetheless, some 
qualitative comparisons to experiment can be made. Fleming studied the thermolysis of 14 
and found that elimination proceeded almost entirely through oxygen attack at the proton to 
give 15, rather than the silicon atom to give 16. Note that compound 6 is a model for 14 in 
which the phenyl and carbonyl have been stripped off. It can undergo analogous reactions 8 
and 10. Reaction 8, representing the elimination by way of attacking H, has an activation 
enthalpy 3 kcal mol1 lower than reaction 10 (Si attack), despite having a AHelim that is 16 kcal 
mol1 more unfavorable. Similarly, acetylene-forming reaction 16 of sulfoxide 13 is about 16 
kcal mol1 less endothermic than that of its stereoisomer 6, but has a AH*elim that is 3.6 kcal 
mol1 higher. 
A 
14 15 16, trace 
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Representative transition state geometries are illustrated in Figure 1. As usual, all 
transition states had approximately planar arrangements of the five key atoms. Substituting 
S i H ,  f o r  C H 3  a t  e i t h e r  C , t  o r  C p  u n i v e r s a l l y  l o w e r s  t h e  b a r r i e r  t o  o l e f i n  f o r m a t i o n  b y  2 - 4  
kcal mol1. This point is important; Si catenation lowers the activation barrier at C(, (as 
experimentally observed), but it also lowers the barrier at C,r For formation of acetylenes, 
the effects of silicon substitution on the activation barrier are larger: A(AH*elim) = -4.2 and 
-10.4 kcal mol1 at Ca and Cp. 
It is difficult to understand the origins of A(AH"elim) induced by silicon substitution 
solely by examining its magnitude. We suggest that substituent-induced differences in 
reaction barrier should be considered in two parts. One contribution to A(AHi:) will derive 
from the change in overall reaction enthalpy. In more familiar terms, this is "the transition 
state partially reflecting the stability of the product." For example, A(AF-P) will be almost 
A(AH) for the substitutive perturbation of a very endothermic reaction with a late transition 
state, assuming the transition state is very product-like. By microscopic reversibility. A(AH') 
will be near zero for a modest perturbation of a very exothermic reaction. In intermediate 
cases, there will always be some contribution from this effect. 
Another way a substituent can contribute to A(Alf ) is that it may interact with the 
active portion of the transition state (henceforth called simply "the transition state" for sake 
of brevity) in a manner distinct from the way it interacts with the functional groups in the 
starting material or product. For example, a reaction might have a transition state with 
considerable localized charge build-up that might be additionally stabilized or destabilized by 
a particular substituent. A substituent might also cause a particular steric interaction unique 
to the transition state because of geometry changes. No obvious correlation between A(AH) 
and this contribution to A(AIT') can be expected. 
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152.1 
89.3° 
99.4° 
149.4e ^ 
* 
Figure 1. Calculated transition states for reactions 8 and 6. Bonds are shown that 
correspond to the configuration of the products. In the top figure, the yellow sulfur atom 
obscures a methyl group behind it. 
We previously15 tried to get at this transition-state-specific electronic contribution by 
examining the activation enthalpy for the reverse of the elimination reaction, the addition of 
RSOH to an olefin. It was argued that less of A(AH'adllu) would be directly related to the 
change in reaction enthalpy because the addition is exothermic. This gave a satisfying 
rationalization of the substituent effects, which were not always straightforward to 
understand otherwise. For example, the values of AH\ddn are within 2 kcal mol 1 for reactions 
5 and 11, reflecting the apparently similar natures of the reactions, despite grossly different 
AH'elim values obtained from experiment. 
Thus, we briefly use this analysis here. The data in Table 1 reveal that when Si is 
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substituted at C,,, AH1:.uW„ is several kcal mol1 smaller than that of the corresponding all-
carbon case (e.g., reaction 6 vs. reaction 12). However, it is not obvious that this is due 
entirely to hyperconjugation. In the vinyl silane product and transition states of reactions 8 
and 9, for example, the Si substituent is not well aligned to participate in hyperconj ugation 
that might stabilize the addition pathway. However, Mulliken and Lowden analysis of the 
charges on the carbon atoms show an extra negative charge of ~0.1e on the C directly bonded 
to Si (data not shown), which is in line with expectations for the inductive effect of Si. These 
results hint that the polarizability of Si may be important in understanding the reduced 
barrier, as we shall argue again below. When the Si substituent is at Ca, the addition barriers 
are closer to the corresponding all-carbon case. 
Beyond this qualitative analysis, we hoped to develop a method to separate A(AH*) 
into two explicit parts more quantitatively, as shown in in equation 1, where Y is the "A(AH) 
contribution to A(AHf)\ i.e., the partial reflection of product stability in the transition state. 
With Y in hand, the rest of A(AH*), defined as Z, could be attributed to the interaction of the 
substituent with a unique feature of the transition state. 
A(AH*)substituent = Y (A(AH) contribution) + Z (specific interaction with TS) (1) 
Appropriate reference isodesmic reactions can be used to gauge the energetic effects 
of a substituent on starting materials, transition states, and products. This is shown in 
Scheme I and graphically in Figure 2 for reaction 8, using reaction 14 as the control. Since 
the isodesmic reactions for both the starting material and product are endothermic but that for 
the transition state is exothermic, it is obvious that there is a specific favorable interaction 
between the SiH3 group and the transition state, 
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H3C'SIH3 /+S^CH3 
AH = 1.9 
SiHg H3C 
-CH3 
H,C .SiHg ^CH3 
AH = -2.4 
H3C 
,CH, 
H,C'Slh3 ^CHS 
AH = 3.9 
Scheme 1. Isodesmic reactions associated with substituting SiH3 (reaction 8) for CH, 
(reaction 14). 
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Figure 2. Energetic effects associated with changing from reaction 14 to reaction 8. In red 
are the actual energetic data going from CH3 to SiH,, and in blue is the projected change in 
the transition state energy based on a linear interpolation between starting materials and 
products. 
Of the three terms in equation 1, only A(AH\,lim) is experimentally accessible. Thus, to 
approximate the magnitude of the specific interaction between the SiH, group and the 
transition state, we must guess what the expected energy of the transition state would be in its 
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absence, allowing determination of Y. To do this, we crudely assume that the transition state 
energy should move up or down by an amount that can be linearly interpolated from the 
isodesmic reactions on the starting materials and products and the degree of progress in the 
reaction at the transition state. The transition state progress is. in turn, approximated by 
averaging the fractional progress of the bond order indices in the transition state (vide infra). 
Then Y is determined by subtracting the isodesmic exchange energy (shown in blue in Figure 
2) for the starting material from the "projected" isodesmic exchange energy for the transition 
state, i.e. 
Y = [C„(AH^) + Cp(AH^)] - (2) 
where Q are the weighting factors for the starting material and product respectively and 
AHisoi are for the respective isodesmic reactions. 
In both reactions 8 and 14, the position of the transition state is almost half way 
between the starting materials and the products, giving weighting coefficients very near 0.50. 
Thus, an energy change of +2.9 kcal mol"1 (half way between +1.9 and +3.9) is projected and 
Y = (2.9 - 1.9) kcal mol1 = 1.0 kcal mol™1. The magnitude of Z can then be obtained from 
Figure 2. It is the difference between the projected and actual energy changes of the 
transition state, -5.3 kcal mol1 in this case. The Z values obtained in an identical fashion for 
other reactions are given in Table 1. For reaction 6, in which a p-silyl group assists 
formation of an acetylene, Z is -7.8 kcal mol1. For the two reactions in which the SiH3 is 
attached at C,„ the value of Z is -1.8 kcal mol1. 
There is another set of isodesmic reactions that is helpful in understanding these 
compounds, in which the position of the CH3 or SiH, is moved from C(1 to C„. Enthalpies 
obtained for these reactions at the equilibrium geometry of the sulfoxides and the transition 
states are given in Table 3. At the equilibrium geometries, it is more favorable to have a 
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methyl substituent at C„ than at Cr;. but the difference is greater at the transition states.47 This 
trend is in keeping with the classical notion of methyl being slightly electron donating, 
relative to hydrogen. In contrast, while the trend favoring Cn substitution is also seen for the 
SiH, compounds at the equilibrium geometries (though to a smaller degree), it is reversed in 
their transition states. This emphasizes the point that there is indeed a specific interaction 
between the SiH, group substituted at Cp and the transition state for elimination. 
Table 3. Isodesmic reaction enthalpies (including ZPE) for the low energy conformation and 
for the transition state for elimination. 
AH (eqm geometry) 
kcal mol1 
AH (transition state) 
kcal mol1 
0 O 
-1.5 -3.8 
O 
-1.0 2.4 
n O 
-3.2 -3.3 
n O 
-0.2 1.7 
6 7 SiHs 
3.5 Discussion 
The enhancement of the rate of sulfoxide Ei elimination by C(,-trimethylsilyl 
substitution was first observed in 1981.48 More recently, natural population analysis was 
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used to suggest the rate enhancement was caused by the silyl group's ability to stabilize a |3-
carbocation (i.e., at C0) via hyperconjugation.19 We point out here, however, that even a silyl 
substituent in the "wrong" position (C„) will lower the barrier the sulfoxide elimination. This 
suggests that factors aside from stabilization of positive charge (3 to the SiH, substituent in 
the transition state are important in this reaction. We argue that these include a simple 
reflection of product stability in the transition state and more general effects deriving from 
the polarizability of the silyl group. 
A useful datum in illustrating that hyperconj ugation cannot account for the full effect 
of silyl substitution is an estimate of its maximum possible effect on the transition state 
energy. This necessitates discussion of the stabilization of "P-carbocations" by silyl groups 
in other systems.21™23 Early computational studies predicted P-silyl groups would stabilize 
carbocations by ~25 kcal/mol, relative to methyl analog.21 One-fourth of the |3-silyl 
stabilization was attributed to inductive effects and the rest to hyperconj ugative stabilization. 
Dihedral 
X — 
optimal overlap at zero dihedral 
Bond Angle 
overlap falls off with increasing <j> 
Figure 3. Illustrations of angular dependence of overlap between the C-Si bond and an 
adjacent empty p orbital. 
Experimentally, the angular dependence of the rate enhancement of solvolysis by a (3-
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silyl group was determined by using /-butylcyclohexane rings and bicyclic compounds to 
perform ionizations in fixed conformations.22,23 The optimal rate enhancement is found when 
the dihedral angle <Si C-C-LG is 180° (Figure 3).22 At this geometry, the solvolysis rate 
enhancement by a (3-tri methyl silyl is a factor of JO'2, when extrapolated to room temperature, 
which represents an activation barrier difference of about 17 kcal mol \ Further analysis 
assigned about 3 kcal mol1 of this to inductive effects and 14 kcal mol1 to hyperconjugation. 
The angular dependence of the hyperconjugation is illustrated by the drop in the rate 
acceleration of solvolysis by a |3-silyl group to 104 when the dihedral angle <Si-C-C-LG is 
60°.22 The usual form assumed for this dependence is cos26.22,49,50,51 Using the experimental 
solvolysis data and the cos6 dependence, the 60° dihedral angle lowers the expected 
hyperconj ugative contribution to 3.5 kcal mol"1. If an assumption of constant (i.e., angle-
independent) inductive effects is used, the observed hyperconjugative contribution is 2.8 kcal 
mol"1 for the 60°-constrained system, in reasonable agreement. 
Similar arguments suggest an attenuation of hyperconjugation based on the <C-C-Si 
bond angle <|) should occur (Figure 3).27 We take that relationship to go as cos2(90-(j)).27,52 
The geometric parameters of the transition states for reactions 6 and 8 (Table 4) yield 
cos28 cos2(<(>-90) values of 0.33 and 0.11, respectively. Using 14 kcal mol"1 as the maximum 
value for hyperconjugation in an ideal geometry, these attenuated maximum values of 
hyperconjugative stabilization are compared to Z in Table 4. Though qualitatively in the 
right order, the values clearly suggest that there is at least another contribution to Z. 
Furthermore, these maxima for hyperconjugative stabilization correspond to full cation 
formation, implying a completely El-like mechanism. There is no evidence for such a 
mechanism here. As a result, we must concl ude that the maximum hyperconjugative 
stabilizations cited in Table 4 are overestimates of the real situation. 
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Table 4. Geometric properties of transition states. 
Reaction 0 cos20 cos2((j>-90) 
Maximum 
hyperconjugation 
energy (kcal mol1)0 
Zd 
(kcal mol1) 
6 178.3 145.2 0.33 -4.6 -7.8 
8 112.7 119.1 0.11 -1.5 -5.3 
aSi-C-C-S dihedral angle. bC-C-Si bond angle. See Figure 3. 0 Based on 14 kcal mol1 as 
a maximum in an ideal geometry. d From Table 1. 
We can probe the type of transition state in these reactions by examining the 
calculated bond orders.53 55 The absolute calculated BOI values, which range from 0 to 
slightly less that the classic bond order of 1, 2, or 3, are given in the Supporting Information. 
In Table 5, the fractional progress for each of the 5 key bonds, in sulfoxide, transition state, 
and products, is presented.56 If stabilization of |3-carbocationic charge were the dominant 
interaction specific to the transition state, the transition state bond orders for reactions 6 and 
8 should shift toward the El limit (e.g. very low Ca-S bond order), relative to reactions 12 
and 14. Another possibility is that the carbanionic stabilization effected by a silyl group is 
the most important factor in the electronic stabilization. cc-Silyl carbanions are stabilized by 
the increased polarizabiiity of the C-Si bond and hyperconjugation between the carbanion p-
orbital and the Si-R a* orbital.57 64 This stabilization has been estimated to be 20 kcal mol1 in 
the gas phase57"59'63,64 and about 5 kcal mol1 in solution.61,62,65 If this effect were dominant in 
the sulfoxide Ei elimination with Si substituted at Cp, the transition state would be expected 
to become more Elcb-like (Figure 4). 
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E1cb-like 
E2-like 
E1 -like 
O 4 H 
S-C cleavage 
S ^ 
O H 
+ 
Figure 4. Reaction coordinate diagram for the ^ -elimination of sulfoxides, indicating 
El-, Elcb-, and E2-like reaction pathways. 
Table 5. Fractional progress in bond making and breaking for elimination reactions. 
Reaction Substrate 
s-c. 
breaking o 
S-O 
Ylide to 0 
O-H Cp-H 
making o breaking o 
C.-C, 
making n 
6 4 0.45 0.60 0.54 0.57 0.46 
7 5 0.51 0.56 0.49 0.53 0.49 
8 6 0.42 0.58 0.49 0.52 0.39 
9 7 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.51 0.40 
10" 6 0.47 0.75 0.44 0.59 0.47 
12 9 0.50 0.59 0.54 0.57 0.47 
13 10 0.50 0.59 0.55 0.59 0.48 
14 11 0.47 0.55 0.48 0.52 0.40 
15 12 0.45 0.55 0.51 0.54 0.39 
16' 13 0.54 0.82 0.77 0.70 059 
aIn this case, O-Si making, rather than O-H making and CrSi breaking, rather than Cp-H 
breaking. 
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The parent reactions for olefin and acetylene formation, respectively, are 14 and 12. 
In general, the transition state for reaction 12 is somewhat later than that for reaction 14, in 
keeping with the fact that it is more endothermic. Overall, there may be a slight Eleb-cast to 
what is best described as an E2-like transition state in both cases. In principle, a Si 
substituent at Cp is in the correct position to favorably affect both an El and Elcb pathway by 
interacting with a cationic Ca and/or an anionic C,s. To see the effect of the C(. substitution on 
the position of the transition states, we compare reaction 8 to 14 for the olefin-forming 
reaction. There is only one significant change, a lessening in the progress of the S-C 
breaking with the SiH3 group present. If anything, the reaction is slightly less El-like. The 
same trend is observed when comparing acetylene-forming reaction 6 to its control, reaction 
12. 
Thus, while our calculations do not sample large portions of the energy surface 
represented in Figure 4, we can reasonably arrive at the following: 1) Due to the change in 
relative product stabilities of the elimination reactions when substituting a silyl group for a 
methyl group at Cp, A(AH*elim)66 should be <0 for reaction 6 and >0 for reaction 8; 2) There is 
a stabilizing electronic interaction (Z) between the silyl group and the active centers of the 
transition state that causes AH*elim for reaction 6 to be about 8 kcal mol"1 less than would be 
predicted on the basis of product stability alone; 3) The magnitude of Z exceeds any 
reasonable maximum that can be attributed to hyperconjugation alone, and the bond orders 
do not support approaching the maximum in any case. Therefore, we may conclude that the 
stabilization of the transition state in reactions 6 and 8 includes other significant electronic 
contributions from the silyl group, in addition to the expected stabilization of [3-cationic 
charge by hyperconjugation and a contribution due to the relative stability of the product. 
Next we consider reactions 7 and 9, in which the silyl group is at Ca, and the control 
reactions are 13 and 15, respectively. As seen in Table 1, Z has been estimated at -1.8 kcal 
mol"1 for both reactions, but it should be emphasized that the exact values of Z depend on our 
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computational estimate of Y. It is not surprising that Z for the C„ cases is smaller in that the 
Si is in the "wrong" position to assist with either the El or Elcb mechanism. Any developing 
positive charge on C„ would be destabilized by the Ca-silyl group, as has been shown in 
previous solvolysis experiments.67"69 The Elcb mechanism is not helped either in that existing 
evidence on the effects of silicon substitution on the stability of (3-carbanions indicates a 
small, possibly destabilizing interaction.61,64,70,71 
There are a few significant differences in the positions of the transition states for 
reactions 7 and 9 and their respective controls. However, the factor that ties them all together 
is that each significant change is bringing the transition state closer to 0.50 fractional 
progress, i.e., the synchronous E2-like limit. Reaction 7 illustrates spectacularly the point we 
have made earlier: although the barrier to reaction 7 is fully 5.5 kcal mol1 lower than that of 
reaction 13, we estimate that the contribution of the Si substituent effect because of a specific 
interaction with the transition state (i.e., Z) is no more than a third of that amount, with the 
rest being due to the transition state simply reflecting an intermediate value of the relative 
(de-)stabilization of the starting materials and the products (i.e., Y). 
Finally, we address reactions 10 and 16, in which the oxygen atom attacks at Si, 
rather than H. While the AHelim for these reactions is considerably smaller than for the parent 
reactions, the activation enthalpy is not affected nearly as much. It is self-evident that the 
SiH3 transfer is kinetically disfavored because of an unfavorable interaction in the transition 
state. However, we cannot define Y and Z in the same fashion as previously, since we 
cannot write the same isodesmic exchange reaction for the starting materials and products.72 
From Table 5, it can be seen that the transition states for reactions 10 and 16 are 
considerably later than the others in some aspects and are more Elcb-like if we take the Si 
transfer as equivalent to proton removal. The transition state geometry for reaction 16 is 
illustrated in Figure 5.73 (That for reaction 10 is closely analogous.) The large size and long 
C-Si bond of the SiH3 group (compared to H) precludes the nearly linear 0-H(Si)-Cp 
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arrangement found in the other transition states. Essentially, by replacing H with SiH3, this 
becomes a 5-endo-tet reaction, classically disfavored by Baldwin's rules.74 
Furthermore, the transfer of the Si atom from Cp to O can be thought of as a 
nucleophilic substitution. As would be expected for an SN2-type event, the geometry about 
Si is approximately trigonal bipyramidal, except that the nucleophile has attacked side on and 
is equatorial, rather than axial. In unconstrained Si systems (e.g., Si H J, such side-on 
nucleophilic attacks are deflected to a standard back-side attack, despite the availability of 
stable isoenergetic pentavalent structures.75 Presumably, the distortion of the SiH3 center in 
reactions 10 and 16 is of higher energetic cost than it would be if the attack were from behind 
because it must be side-on. 
Figure 5. Transition state for reactions 16 and 17. "Bonds" are drawn as are found in the 
products, 
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To examine this hypothesis at least qualitatively, one last reaction was studied. Reaction 
17, like reactions 12 and 16, violates standard Baldwin's Rule type constraints, but a methyl 
group has been used instead of the silyl. 
9 CH3 och3 
# (17) 
17 
The distortion required for a methyl group in the transition state for reaction 17 
should be more energetically costly than the analogous SiH3 distortion in reaction 16. The 
calculated AHelim for reaction 17 is 39.1 kcal mol \ However, the AH1:elim is an astonishing 
98.4 kcal mol1.76 Note that the geometry of the transferring methyl group (Figure 5) is less 
like a trigonal bipyramid than in the SiH3 transfer case, presumably because of the lower 
tolerance of C for this type of structure. The hydrogens maintain more of a quasi-tetrahedral 
arrangement, as if the methyl is being shifted from Cti to O "with retention" rather than with 
inversion through any kind of trigonal bipyramidal transition state. 
3.6 Summary 
Silyl groups attached at either Ca or Cp position of an alky I sulfoxide lower the 
activation enthalpy of the sulfoxide syn elimination reaction by a few kcal mol1, the exact 
figure depending on what reaction is taken as the reference. When the silyl substituent is at 
the Ca position, the barrier-lowering effect is mostly due to the transition state partially 
reflecting the fact that silyl substitution on the resulting olefin is more favorable than is the 
substitution on the sulfoxide, particularly for reaction 7. However, for reaction 8, 
substituting SiH3 for CH, raises AHelim, yet A(AH\.lim) is negative. Thus there is clearly a 
favorable interaction between the silyl group and the transition state center, whose energy we 
have labeled Z. We Z to be -5.3 kcal mol1 for reaction 8. The combination of the relative 
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product destabilization and Z still result in an experimentally relevant negative A(AHidim), 
but not the tens of kcal mol"1 implied by earlier accounts for related molecules. 
For reactions with the silyl substituent at Cp, several factors point to the conclusion 
that stabilization of potential positive charge build-up at C„ in the transition state is not the 
sole predominating effect, but is comparable to the stabilization negative charge build-up at 
Cp. These include analyses of the transition state geometries, the magnitudes of Z, and the 
fractional progressions of the changes in bond order. 
Jn contrast, a C,rsilyl group is in an unfavorable position to interact favorably with 
any charge build-up in the transition state. Given the uncertainties of computational data, it 
is less certain whether the small negative Z in reactions 7 and 9 represent a modest but real 
transition state stabilization, perhaps due to a general polarizability effect of Si, or an artifact 
of the approximations made in arriving at Z. 
The formation of olefins or acetylenes by SiH3 transfer reactions such as 10 and 16 
has a barrier that is much higher than might be anticipated from AHeiim. We hypothesize that 
this is due to an additional unfavorable interaction that must occur, namely a non-ideal side-
on nucleophilic substitution reaction at the Si center that also violates Baldwin's rules. 
Supporting Information. Tables of coordinates, absolute energies, isodesmic 
reaction energies, and bond orders can be found in appendix B. 
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Chapter 4 
Sulfur and Selenium Ylide Bond Strengths 
In the style of a paper submitted to Journal of Organic Chemistry 
Ryan D. McCulla, Sam Cercone, Jenn Miller and William S. Jenks 
4.1 Abstract 
The bond strengths of sulfur and selenium ylides have been determined by applying 
MP2/6-31 l++G(3df,2p)//MP2/6-3 lG(d,p), G3 and other computational methods to isodesmic 
and dissociation reactions. Computed sulfoxide bond energies were compared to 
experimental results to ensure the reliability of the computational methods. The examined 
ylides include: sulfoxides, sulfilimines, sulfonium carbenes, and selenoxides. The bond 
strengths are dependent upon the electronegativity of the substituent attached to the ylide, 
and the strongest ylide bond is the sulfoxide bond. The sulfoxide bond is followed in 
strength by the selenoxide bond. Sulfilimines and sulfonium carbenes have bond strengths 
comparable to peroxide bonds, unless the sulfur or nitrene/carbene is stabilized by a 
electronegative substituent. These bond strengths will facilitate greater understanding of 
recent observations in sulfoxide and selenium photochemistry. 
4.2 Introduction 
The thermodynamic properties of molecules are essential in understanding their 
thermal chemistry and photochemistry. Despite the ubiquity of sulfur and selenium ylide-
type functional groups in organic chemistry,110 the bond dissociation energies of these 
compounds are sparsely known." 13 From the photochemical perspective, bond dissociation 
energies are particularly useful in determining plausible excited states from which bond 
cleavage can occur. 
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In our study of sulfoxide and selenoxide photochemistry, the bond dissociation 
energy of the sulfur ylide bond has been an important piece of information." 14 17 The lack of 
energetic data on a broader field of sulfur and selenium ylides, whose photochemistry in 
which we have continuing interest, has led us to perform a computational study of 
representative compounds. 
In several instances, where «-cleavage is not the predominant photochemical reaction 
of certain aromatic sulfoxides, good yield of the corresponding sulfides can be obtained.15,18 
Of these, dibenzothiophene-S-oxide (DBTO), is the prototype.15-19 All available current 
evidence suggests that 0(3P) is produced in this reaction. Related aromatic selenoxides show 
similar results with greater quantum efficiency.20 Promising unpublished results have also 
been obtained in our laboratory for the generation of nitrenes and carbenes using sulfilimines 
and sulfonium carbenes of DBTO, respectively. 
hv 
0(3P) 
DBTO DBT 
Considerable research has been carried out on the nature sulfoxide bond, with ylide, 
polarized single bonds, and true double bonds all considered.2125 After more than 40 years, 
however, Oae's description of a "semipolar bond'' consisting of a single sigma bond 
accompanied by a strong electrostatic attraction of the resulting ylide-like structure, still is 
the best description.26 Thermochemical data on sulfoxides can be found in standard 
references (See, for example, ref. 25) Unadorned alky I sulfoxides have BDEs of 87-90 
kcal/mol. Conjugation of the sulfoxide to vinyl or aryl substituents does not appear to have a 
dramatic effect, per se." However, very electronegative substituents attached to the sulfur 
increase the BDE. For example, an estimate of 114 kcal/mol is given for F2S0.25 Another 
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important factor is the aromaticity of the latent sulfide. Estimates of the S-O BDEs for 
thiophene sulfoxide and thiirene sulfoxide are 65 kcal/mol and 105 kcal/mol, respectively, 
were obtained using isodesmic computational approaches." 
Fewer studies have been carried out on the nature of sulfoxide analog bonding (e.g., 
sulfilimines), but the essential conclusions are similar.8,23,2731 However, to the best of our 
knowledge, bond dissociation energies are not generally known for sulfilimines, sulfonium 
ylides. or any of the related selenium analogs. An older computational study (MP3/6-
31G(d,p)) placed the S-C BDE in H2S-CH2 at 27.5 kcal/mol,32 but for reasons outlined below, 
this number can be dismissed as an underestimate. A more recent G2 study33 on Me2S-CH2 
placed the dissociation to Me2S and singlet methylene at 51 kcal/mol meaning the BDE using 
the lower energy triplet state of methylene as a reference would be about 60 kcal/mol. In this 
investigation of sulfur and selenium ylides, we wish to provide reasonable estimates for the 
bond dissociation energies of these functional groups. 
4.3 Computational Method 
Initial guess geometries were determined, unless otherwise noted, by beginning with 
the lowest energy conformation as estimated from PM3 semiempirical conformational 
searches as implemented in MacSpartan.34 These conformations were used as initial guess 
geometries for refinement at the MP2/6-31G(d.p) level. All sulfur and selenium ylide 
geometry optimizations were performed using the GAM ESS suite of programs,35 and the 
results were visualized using MacMolPlt.36 All geometry optimizations related to G3 
calculations were done using Gaussian03.37 
G3 calculations for sulfur compounds were run using the automated standard G3 
input. However, the G3Large basis set is not implemented in the current version Gaussian03 
for the third row and beyond. For the selenium-containing compounds, G3 calculations were 
performed manually. This consisted of performing all of the required calculations according 
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to the original paper by Curtiss.38'39 Coefficients and exponents for these basis sets were 
obtained from chem i stry. anl. go v/compmat/g3 theory .htm and were manually inputted into 
each calculation. All G3 related runs were done using GaussianOS,37 and the results were 
visualized using GaussviewM.37 
Hessians were obtained at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level to confirm the nature of the 
stationary points and to determine ZPE and temperature corrections. The reported AH are 
obtained from the absolute energies of the substrates, the unsealed ZPEs and a 298.15 K 
temperature correction. Experimental BDE estimates are also based on 298 K data. Species 
were calculated as isolated molecules. 
4.4 Results 
One benefit of determining thermochemical data computationally, as opposed to 
experimentally, is that unstable or experimentally inaccessible molecules can often be 
modeled. A common practice is to develop a computational method that reproduces a known 
experimental result, and once the computational method is shown to be accurate, the study is 
then expanded to related but more complex or experimentally challenging molecules. A tacit 
assumption is that if the computations perform well for the known case they will also 
accurately predict the unknown related case. Thus, the experimental value acts as a standard 
to judge the computational approximation. This pattern of thought is used in the present 
study of the bond dissociation energy (BDE) of sulfur and selenium ylides. 
The most widely studied and prevalent sulfur ylide is the sulfoxide. The heats of 
formation (AH/^) for a few computationally accessible sulfoxides, the corresponding 
sulfides, and atomic oxygen (0(3P)) have been studied extensively and can be found on the 
NIST webbook at http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry. For these sulfoxides, the sulfur-oxygen 
experimental bond dissociation energy can be determined from the heat of reaction of a 
simple bond cleavage reaction as shown below. 
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O 
" R-S + OM (D 
Modeling this sulfoxide cleavage reaction has some inherent difficulties. The most 
prominent is that the reaction is not isogyric. MP2 and B3LYP, and their unrestricted 
counterparts, are single reference methods that work best on closed shell species and struggle 
with open shell species.40 Thus, 0(3P), which is inherently an open shell triplet, is not well 
treated by these two methods. G3 theory is assumed to adeptly handle small reactive species 
because it was specifically optimized to predict AyH°gas of small molecules.41 
The second difficulty is inequality in the number and types of bonds on the products 
and reactants side of the equation. Reactions with the same number of bonds on the reactant 
and product sides are said to be "isodesmic". The result of the cleavage reaction not being 
isodesmic is that errors in describing the sulfur-oxygen bond will be missing in the products. 
It has been well established that S-O bonds are particularly difficult to model correctly. To 
accurately model S-O bonds, tight d-polarization functions and core polarization {i.e. even 
tighter than usual valence polarization associated with gaussian-type basis sets) is required 
for best results.1"'42 Methods without tight d-polarization functions and core polarization will 
likely suffer from inadequate description of the sulfur oxygen bond and will incorrectly 
predict weaker sulfoxide bonds than experiment. 
The AH of the bond cleavage reaction ( 1 ) is the BDE of the S-O bond. For ease of 
reference, determination of the sulfur-oxygen bond strength, or any other sulfur/selenium 
ylide bond, from the calculated AH of a cleavage reaction will be referred to as the "cleavage 
method". The BDEs determined from the cleavage method using MP2 and B3LYP over a 
range of basis sets are listed for dimethyl sulfoxide (1), diethyl sulfoxide (2). and 3-
ethylsulphinyl-1 -propene (3), and phenyl sulfoxide (4) in Supporting Information. Similarly, 
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experimental BDE can be determined from the AH of reaction (1) using AH/ values from the 
NI ST webbook at http://vvebbook.ni st. gov/chemistry. 
Tight d-polarization functions are included in methods with 3d-polarization functions 
and G3. G3 is the only method examined which includes core polarizations. Though it is 
expected that methods with tight d-polarizations and/or core polarization will perform the 
best, as noted previously, smaller basis sets were also examined for completeness. The 
comparison of experimental and computational BDEs is shown in Table 1 as the difference 
between the computational and experimental values. 
O 
Table 1. Difference between computational and experimental bond dissociation energies (i.e. 
BDEcomn - BDEexn ) for sulfoxides (1-4) in kcal/mol." 
Method1' 1 2 3 4 
MP2/6-311+-Kj(3df,2p) 3.1 -0.2 -1.3 -4.2 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 1.6 -1.1 -2.2 ^.0 
MP2/6-311+-Kj(d) -18.6 -21.5 -22.4 -26.2 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) -8.1 -10.9 -11.8 -14.6 
MP2/6-31G(2d) -13.1 -15.0 -16.0 -17.2 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) -19.2 -21.3 -22.0 -23.3 
MP2/6-311G(d) -22.1 -23.9 -24.8 -26.6 
MP2/6-31-K}(d) -13.9 -16.9 -17.7 -21.1 
MP2/6-31G(d) -18.8 -20.9 -21.7 -23.2 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) -4.6 -8.1 -8.8 -11.6 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Methodb 1 2 3 4 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) -4.6 -7.6 -8.2 -10.1 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d) -19.3 -22.1 -22.7 -25.2 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) -11.4 -14.8 -15.4 -18.1 
B3LYP/6-31G(2d) -14.4 -16.9 -17.4 -18.6 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) -18.6 -20.8 -21.3 -22.5 
B3LYP/6-311G(d) -20.9 -22.6 -23.1 -24.3 
B3LYP/6-31-K}(d) -17.1 -20.3 -20.8 -23.5 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) -18.6 -20.9 -21.4 -22.7 
G3 (298 K) -1.8 -4.6 -5.4 N/A 
Expt.° 86.5 ± 0.5 88.8 ± 0.6 88.7 ± 1.2 89.3 ± 1.4 
a A positive numbers means an overestimation and a negative number an underestimation of 
BDE using the experimental as the standard. b All AH were determined from the listed 
method energies performed at the MP2/6-3 lG(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE 
and a temperature correction to 298.15 K. 0 Experimental BDE determined from the AH of 
reaction (1) using AH/ values from the NIST webbook. 
As expected, methods using smaller basis sets grossly underestimate the experimental 
bond strength by roughly 15-20 kcal/mol. For 1, 2, 3, and 4, MP2 calculations with only 
tight d-polarizations (3d-polarization functions) have errors ranging from 3.1 to -4.2 
kcal/mol, overestimating the DMSO BDE and underestimating the BDE for phenyl 
sulfoxide. B3LYP consistently underestimates the sulfoxide bond strength by a range of 4.6 
to 11.6 kcal/mol. G3 results are only available for sulfoxides 1-3. While expected to have 
the greatest accuracy, G3 underestimates the S-O bond strength by a range of 1.8 to 5.4 
kcal/mol. Perhaps surprisingly, no computational method using the cleavage method is 
consistently inside of 2 kcal/mol. However, the more disturbing, if subtle, result is all of the 
methods predict that dimethyl sulfoxide has the strongest bond and phenyl sulfoxide has the 
weakest, which is the opposite of the reported experimental trend. 
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The fact that no method can accurately reproduce experimental BDE, or even predict 
the correct order of bond strengths, make it clear that the difficulties such as a non-isogyric 
reaction, single reference difficulties with open shells, and inequality of bonds (not 
isodesmic) are pronounced in the poor performance of the cleavage method. Even G3 theory 
which contains core polarization and empirical corrections performs below expectations. 
In order to obtain a more reasonable estimate of BDEs, an empirical method was 
developed that was based on the results from compounds 1-4. From Table 1, the cleavage 
methods that are consistently close to the experimental results are MP2/6-311 ++G(3df,2p), 
MP2/6-31 l(3df,2p) and G3. For the sulfoxides 1-3, taking the average BDE of these three 
methods and subtracting the experimental value gives an average difference of -2.0 kcal/mol. 
Thus, this empirical average and correction, using the cleavage values from MP2/6-
311G(3df,2p), MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p), and G3 plus 2.0 kcal/mol, will be referred to as the 
"averaged cleavage method". While the authors acknowledge the averaged cleavage method 
is empirical and not based on any fundamental principle, it will be shown to be useful. 
The sulfoxides in Scheme 1 have unknown experimental BDEs, however, all except 6 
had their BDE estimated at the MP2/6-3 lG(d,p) level using an isodesmic method, which will 
be discussed shortly." Table 2 shows the BDE calculated by cleavage method for methods 
containing basis sets with tight d-polarizations.43 From these data, the averaged cleavage 
values can be calculated for 5-7, but not for 8 and 9 since G3 calculations are impractical due 
to the size of the calculation. The averaged cleavage values for 5-7 are 87.6. 86.2 and 61.5 
kcal/mol, respectively. 
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Scheme 1. 
Table 2. Computational sulfur bond strength from the cleavage method for sulfoxides 5-9 in 
kcal/mol/ 
Method" 5 6 7 8 9 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 89.3 86.0 60.4 68.1 72.1 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 86.5 85.5 59.6 67.1 71.3 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 80.7 77.8 56.4 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 80.9 78.7 57.0 
G3 81.2 81.3 58.7 
Averaged cleavage 87.6 86.2 61.5 
a All AH were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-3 I G(d,p) 
geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and temperature correction to 298.15 K. 
The cleavage method has been shown to have difficulties most likely due to the 
cleavage reaction not being isogyric or isodesmic. To get around these problems, an 
isodesmic reaction can be written and used to determine the BDE of a sulfoxide. The 
isodesmic reaction can be set up with a standard sulfoxide with a well known BDE, such as 
DMSO, and a test sulfide to which the oxygen is transferred as reported previously." The 
isodesmic reaction using DMSO as the standard sulfoxide is illustrated below as reaction 2, 
Equation 1 is the general formula for calculating the test ylide bond strength from the 
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isodesmic enthalpy of reaction. The isodesmic method removes the two biggest difficulties 
faced by the cleavage method, because the isodesmic reaction is isogyric and any bond 
description error appears on both sides of the reaction and cancels out. For ease of future 
reference, determining bond strength in this fashion will be referred to as the "isodesmic 
method". For all of the previously used methods using the experimentally known BDE as 
BDE(S+-0 )std, the isodesmic method BDE values for 1-4 are given in table format in the 
Supporting Information. 
BDE(S' - X-):a - SD£($- - (1) 
o 9 
R/S-R ~ R%S^R (2) 
All isodesmic values, not just basis sets with tight d-polarization functions, are within 
7 kcal/mol of the experimental value. However, while the absolute numbers are closer to the 
experimental numbers, all isodesmic methods, like the cleavage methods, predict 1 as the 
strongest sulfur-oxygen bond and 4 as the weakest, which is the opposite of the experimental 
trend. This parallel between the isodesmic method and the cleavage method is necessitated 
by the equation used to determine the isodesmic value. Furthermore, using 1 as the standard 
underestimates where as using 4 as the standard overestimates the observed value. Thus to 
estimate the BDE accurately, if empircally, a reasonable approach is to average the isodesmic 
method values for a test sulfoxide with each standard sulfoxide (1-4), which will be called 
the "averaged isodesmic" method. Table 3 shows the averaged isodesmic method values for 
5-9 for many basis sets. 
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Table 3. Averaged isodesmic method values of sulfur oxygen bond strengths for sulfoxides 
5-9 in kcal/mol.a 
Method1' 5 6 7 8 9 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 89.9 86.7 61.1 68.7 72.7 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 87.9 86.9 <51.1 68.5 72.7 
MP2/6-311++G(d) 88.3 87.5 62.2 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 86.4 86.8 61.6 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 85.9 87.2 62.8 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 87.3 87.3 63.7 
MP2/6-311G(d) 86.9 87.2 61.0 
MP2/6-31-K%d) 88.0 87.4 62.6 
MP2/6-31G(d) 87.3 87.5 63.8 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 89.0 86.1 64.7 
B3LY P/6-311 G(3df,2p) 88.5 86.3 64.6 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d) 89.1 86.2 65.3 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) 88.8 86.3 65.1 
B3LYP/6-31G(2d) 88.1 86.6 66.2 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 88.1 86.5 66.9 
B3LYP/6-311G(d) 88.0 86.3 64.6 
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 89.2 86.3 65.7 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 88.2 86.6 67.0 
a The averaged isodesmic value is the average of the BDE determined from equation 1 by 
four isodesmic reactions using 1 (BDEstd = 86.5 kcal/mol), 2 (BDEstd = 88.8 kcal/mol), 3 
(BDEstd = 88.7 kcal/mol), and 4 (BDEstd = 89.3 kcal/mol) as the standard sulfoxide.1' All AH 
were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) geometry 
and include the unsealed ZPE and a temperature correction to 298.15 K. 
While the averaged cleavage method is empirical, it is calibrated to known 
experimental values, and there is no reason to expect it will suddenly deviate for these 
experimentally unknown BDE. Therefore it is useful to compare the average isodesmic 
values to averaged cleavage values. In general, the averaged isodesmic and the averaged 
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cleavage values are about the same. For 8 and 9, the averaged cleavage values can't be 
determined because G3 is impractical. 
Reaction 3 shows a representative bond cleavage reaction of a sulfilimine. For 
Scheme 2, the heats of reaction for reaction 3, which is equivalent to the sulfur-nitrogen 
BDE, are listed in Table 4 limited to methods implementing tight d-polarization functions.44 
NH 
R 3NH (3) 
FT+SvR 
R 
NH A NH H'+S"H NH +À NH r* NH 1 H3C+ H 
10 11 12 13 14 
NH 
ij^CHs 
NH Ô C 
NH 
P 
NH 
+ 
15 16 17 18 
Scheme 2 
Table 4. Calculated heat of reaction in kcal/mol for reaction 2. 
Method* 10 11 12 13 14 15 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 47.5 25.5 43.1 34.3 38.3 42.4 
MP2/6-31 lG(3df,2p) 46.2 23.4 41.2 33.2 37.0 41.5 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 39.6 20.3 37.1 27.4 32.0 34.5 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 39.4 19.2 36.4 27.4 31.7 34.7 
G3 43.8 23.9 38.5 31.7 35.6 38.9 
Averaged Cleavage 47.8 26.3 42.9 35.1 39.0 42.9 
a All AH were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-3 lG(d,p) 
geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and a temperature correction to 298.15 K. 
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To our knowledge, there are no experimental data to which we can compare these 
results. Also, the isodesmic method is not available since it requires a standard. Therefore, 
to estimate the BDE for these sulfilimines, the sulfoxide results are the best guide available. 
The best available method, since the average isodesmic method needs experimental 
standards, is the averaged cleavage method (MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p), MP2/6-31 lG(3df,2p), 
and G3 plus 2.0 kcal). The averaged cleavage values are 47.8. 26.3, 42.9, 35.1, 39.0, and 
42.9 kcal/mol for 10-15, respectively. These values can then be used in the isodesmic 
method as standard sulfilimines' BDEs. Table 5 shows the difference between the averaged 
cleavage values and the isodesmic method numbers using 10 as the standard. 
Table 5 can be used as a guide to determine which isodesmic methods can be used in 
subsequent calculations to represent the averaged cleavage value. Since G3 calculations are 
cumbersome for larger molecules like the thiophene derivatives, the averaged cleavage 
values for 16,17, and 18 could not be determined. Therefore, an isodesmic method was used 
to approximate the averaged cleavage value. The data in Table 5 were used to choose the 
most appropriate methods for the isodesmic reaction calculations, based on low average 
difference and low standard deviation. The isodesmic methods that best fit these criteria are 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p), MP2/6-31+G(2d,p), MP2/6-31G(2d), and G3. Of these, the best 
plausible method, MP2/6-311 ++G(3df,2p), was chosen. Using 10 as the standard, the MP2/6-
311++G(3df.2p) isodesmic BDE's of 16, 17, and 18 are 22.8, 30.1, and 34.8 kcal/mol, 
respectively. 
Table 5. Difference between averaged cleavaged values and isodesmic values using 10 as 
the standard (/. e. BDEavs cleav - BDEisodesmic) for sulfilimines 11-15." 
Method'1 11 12 13 14 15 Avg STDEV 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 0.5 -0.6 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 1.4 0.1 0.5 0.4 -0.2 0.4 0.6 
MP2/6-311++G(d) -0.2 -1.8 -1.8 -0.6 -0.9 -1.1 0.7 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Method0 11 12 13 14 15 Avg STDEV 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 0.5 -0.7 0.3 0.4 -0.4 0.0 0.6 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 0.4 -1.4 -0.7 -0.5 -1.2 -0.7 0.7 
MP2/6-311G(d) 1.4 -0.6 2.0 -0.4 -1.0 0.3 1.3 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 0.3 -2.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.9 -0.6 0.9 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 0.0 -0.1 -0.6 -0.2 -1.0 -0.4 0.4 
MP2/6-31G(d) 0.0 -1.3 -0.9 -0.7 -1.3 -0.9 0.6 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) -2.2 -2.4 -0.3 -1.2 0.2 -1.2 1.1 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) -1.3 -1.9 -0.5 -1.1 -0.2 -1.0 0.7 
B3LYP/6-311G(d) -2.3 -3.4 -1.0 -1.6 -0.4 -1.7 1.2 
B3LYP /6-31+G(2d,p) -2.3 -2.6 -0.8 -1.3 -0.2 -1.4 1.0 
B3LYP /6-31G(d,p) -0.8 -2.4 -0.8 -1.0 -0.9 -1.2 0.7 
B3LYP /6-311++G(d) -0.7 -2.4 -1.1 -1.3 -0.7 -1.3 0.7 
B3LYP /6-31+G(d) -1.9 -3.2 -0.7 -1.2 -0.4 -1.5 1.1 
B3LYP/6-31G(2d) -3.3 -2.1 -1.9 -2.0 -1.0 -2.1 0.9 
B3LYP /6-31G(d) -1.6 -2.3 -1.3 -1.4 -1.0 -1.5 0.5 
G3 -1.6 -0.2 -0.2 -0.6 0.0 -0.5 0.7 
a The isodesmic values are the BDE determined from equation 1 using 10 (BDEstd = 47.7 
kcal/mol) as the standard b All AHisodesmic were determined from the listed method energies 
performed at the MP2/6-31 G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and a temperature 
correction to 298.15 K. 
Reaction 4 shows the dissociation of a general sulfonium methyl i de. The bond 
strength of the sulfur-carbon bond is the heat of reaction of reaction 4. In similar fashion to 
sulfoxides and sulfilimines. Table 6 list heats of reaction using methods with tight d-
polarization functions for the sulfonium methylides shown in Scheme 3.45 
ÇHg 
R"+S"R 
RXS.R 3CH2 (4) 
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Scheme 3. 
Table 6. Calculated sulfur carbon bond strength from the AH of reaction 3. 
Method3 19 20 21 22 23 
MP2/6-311+4G(3df,2p) 45.8 26.5 317 38.4 416 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 44.9 25.6 32.9 37.5 411 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 40.4 24.7 29.4 34.7 37.2 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 43.5 24.5 29.4 34.5 37.4 
G3 45.3 28.6 34.3 39.0 42.8 
Averaged Cleavage 47.3 28.9 35.6 40.3 45.2 
a All AH (in kcal/mol) were determined from the listed method energies runs performed at the 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and a 298.15 K temperature 
correction. 
Again to our knowledge, there are no experimental data to which we can compare our 
calculated sulfonium ylide bond strengths. To estimate the BDE, the procedure used to 
estimate the unknown sulfoxide and sulfilimine bond strengths was used. The average value 
of MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p), MP2/6-311G(3df,2p), and G3 plus 2.0 kcal are 47.3, 28.9, 35.6, 
40.3, and 45.2 kcal/mol for 19-23, respectively. These sulfonium carbenes can be used in the 
isodesmic method as the standard. 
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A complete table of the isodesmic method results using 19 as the standard is shown in 
the Supporting Information. The methods MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p), MP2/6-31 lG(3df,2p), 
MP2/6-31+G(d), and MP2/6-31+G(2d.p) reproduce the averaged cleavage results for 
sulfonium methyl ides well. Therefore for brevity's sake, they are the only ones shown in 
Table 7. For consistency, the MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) values are reported as the bond 
strengths for the thiophene methylides and they are: 25.6, 32.8, and 37.0 kcal/mol for 24, 25 
and 26, respectively. 
Table 7. Difference between the isodesmic value using 19 as standard compared averaged 
cleavage value.3 
Method1' 20 21 22 23 Avg STDEV 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.3 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 0.8 0.2 0.3 -0.3 0.3 0.5 
MP2/6-31-Kj(2d,p) 0.7 0.2 0.5 -0.1 0.3 0.3 
MP2/6-31+G(d) -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.4 0.1 
a The isodesmic values are the BDE determined from equation 1 using 19 (BDEstd = 47.3 
kcal/mol) as the standard.11 All AH were determined from the listed method energies runs 
performed at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE. 
The next ylide which will be considered is the selenoxide. Like the previous 
sulfilimine and sulfonium carbenes, few if any experimental data are available on organic 
selenium-oxygen bonds. Thus, the same paradigm used for sulfilimine and sulfonium 
carbene was used to determine the selenium-oxygen bond strengths of selenoxides. Table 8 
gives the selenium oxygen bond strength for the selenoxides given in Scheme 4 as 
determined by using the cleavage method for methods employing tight d-polarization 
functions. A complete table of all methods is included in the Supporting Information. 
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Table 8. Cleavage method BDE for selenoxides 27-32 in kcal/mol8 
Method" 27 28 29 30 31 32 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 79.1 74.2 75.7 58.6 60.9 65.2 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 78.5 74.0 75.2 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 69.6 65.1 68.5 
B3LYP/6-31lG(3df,2p) 70.3 66.1 69.3 
G3 (OK) 71.5 68.4 67.6 
G3 71.9 70.2 67.9 
a All AH were determined from the listed method energies runs performed at the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and a 298.15 K temperature correction. 
There are no good values of the selenium-oxygen bond strengths of a selenoxide, to 
our knowledge, so the precedent set in the sulfoxide case is the alternative. The averaged 
cleavage method values are 78.5, 74.8, and 74.9 kcal/mol for 27, 28, and 29, respectively. 
Using 27 as the standard, the isodesmic method values for 28-32 are listed in Table 9. 
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Table 9. The isodesmic method values for selenoxides 28 and 29 in kcal/mol value using 27 
as the standard. 
30 31 32 Method" 28 29 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 73.6 75.1 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 74.0 75.1 
MP2/6-311+-Kj(d) 74.6 75.8 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 73.1 75.2 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 75.1 75.8 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 76.0 75.0 
MP2/6-311G(d) 75.1 75.7 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 73.2 75.1 
MP2/6-31G(d) 76.2 75.1 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 74.1 77.4 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 74.3 77.5 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d) 74.4 78.0 
B3LYP /6-31+G(2d,p) 73.1 77.4 
B3LYP/6-31G(2d) 75.1 78.0 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 75.6 77.1 
B3LYP/6-311G(d) 74.9 78.0 
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 72.8 77.3 
B3LYP /6-31G(d) 75.8 77.3 
G3 74.6 75.4 
58.0 60.3 64.6 
a The isodesmic values are the BDE determined from equation 1 using 27 (BDEstd = 78.5) 
kcal/mol) as the standard.b All AH were determined from the listed method energies runs 
performed at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE. 
Sulfilimines with electron-withdrawing substituents on the nitrogen are common, 
unlike unsubstituted sulfilimines . To determine if a delocalization of the negative charge is 
important to bond strength, the ylide bond strength for mesylate di methy 1 su If i 1 i mi n e 33 was 
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determined. The cleavage method using MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) determined the BDE to be 
76.6 kcal/mol. 
O 
vi 
/+s\ 
33 
Table 10 is included as a quick reference to the estimated bond strengths for the 
previously unknown sulfur/selenium ylides. Of the methods examined, the best method is 
the mean averaged isodesmic method. This is because it use a variety of standards, which 
will reduce the effects of the inconsistent errors presence in the cleavage reactions. When a 
number of standards are not available, as in most of the ylides examined, the best estimate is 
obtained from the averaged cleavage value due to its calibration with experimental results. 
The method of last resort is an single isodesmic method that models the averaged cleavage 
method on a known standard. Further explanations can be found in the discussion. 
Table 10. Quick reference to unknown ylide bond strengths for sulfur/selenium ylides. 
Compound Best Estimate" Method 
88.0 mean averaged isodesmicb 
86.8 mean averaged isodesmic 
61.5 averaged cleavage0 
O 
+À 
f 
5 
5 i 
6 
o 
+ s 
O 
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Table 10. (continued) 
Compound Best Estimate3 Method 
O 
+A 
CP 
9 
NH I 
S. 
/+ 
10 
NH 
H'+^ H 
68.5 
72.7 
47.8 
26.3 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 
Isodesmic'1 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 
Isodesmic 
averaged cleavage 
averaged cleavage 
11 
NH 
+Â 
12 
NH 
+ Ss r H 
13 
NH I 
42.9 
35.1 
39.0 
averaged cleavage 
averaged cleavage 
averaged cleavage 
14 
NH 
ts. 
If CH, 42.9 averaged cleavage 
15 
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Table 10. (continued) 
Compound Best Estimate" Method 
nh Ô 22.8 MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) Isodesmic 
16 
nh I 
+ s. CP 
17 
18 
ÇHg 
/+S-x 
19 
ÇH2 
h^ h 
20 
çh2 is-h 
21 
ch2 
h3c'+s"h 
22 
çh2 
23 
30.1 
34.8 
47.3 
28.9 
35.6 
40.3 
45.2 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 
isodesmic 
MP2/6-311+-H3(3df,2p) 
isodesmic 
averaged cleavage 
averaged cleavage 
averaged cleavage 
averaged cleavage 
averaged cleavage 
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Table 10. (continued) 
Compound Best Estimate3 Method 
ÇHg (!) 25.6 MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 
isodesmic 
26 
O 
32.8 
37.0 
78.5 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 
isodesmic 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 
isodesmic 
averaged cleavage 
27 
O 
+ Se 
74.8 averaged cleavage 
r 
28 
o 
K 
29 
6 
74.9 
58.0 
averaged cleavage 
MP2/6-311-i-K%3df,2p) 
isodesmic 
30 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Compound Best Estimate" Method 
0 
C0 60.3 MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) isodesmic 
31 
Ô 
+Se 
64.6 MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p) 
isodesmic 
32 
0 
76.6 MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p)' 
cleavage 
33 
a in kcal/mol.b The average of all of the possible isodesmic methods. 0 the average of the 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p), MP2/6-31 lG(3df,2p), and G3 cleavage reactions plus 2.0 kcal/mol. 
d The BDE determined by the MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) isodesmic method.e The BDE 
determined by the MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) cleavage method 
4.5 Discussion 
The goal of this study was to provide reasonable estimates of sulfur and selenium 
ylides bond strengths that were previously unknown. To achieve this aim, a computational 
method had to be developed, which could be shown to correctly predict previously known 
results. 
Methodology. Of the examined functional groups, only the sulfoxide has reliable 
thermochemical data. Therefore, it was natural to use sulfoxides as the standards to which 
the computational methods were tested. Namely, sulfoxides 1-4 experimentally determined 
bond strengths were accepted as the standard to which the computational methods were 
compared. 
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The calculated bond strength of sulfoxides by the "cleavage method" was unreliable 
for all examined levels of theory . As noted previously , this was expected due to the known 
difficulties that include the cleavage reaction not being isogyric or isodesmic. The reaction 
not being isodesmic causes the methods not including tight d-polarization functions to fail 
due to the imbalance of the sulfoxide bond. MP2 and B3LY P methods with 3d-polarizations 
should not suffer as badly from incorrectly modeling the sulfoxide bond, but either the lack 
of core polarization or the inability of single reference methods to handle open shells likely 
causes them to fail. Since the expected errors are in every cleavage reaction, it is surprising 
that these methods are not more consistently overestimating or underestimating. It was 
expected that G3 would correctly predict the experimental values since it includes core 
polarization, tight d-polarization functions and was optimized on small reactive species such 
as 0(3P), and yet, its performance is also poor. Thus, no one cleavage method is acceptable 
in predicting bond strengths. 
The difficulties faced by the cleavage method, such as the cleavage reactions not 
being isogyric or isodesmic, are consistent throughout the reactions and can be eliminated by 
using the isodesmic method. However, even the isodesmic method has problems, indicated 
by the inability of the isodesmic method to reproduce experimental values. This poses the 
question of why does the isodesmic method fail even though it is apparently rid of the known 
trouble spots. 
For the isodesmic method to accurately reproduce the experimental values, the 
isodesmic method has to meet two criteria. The first is the bond dissociation energy (BDE$U) 
of the standard has to be accurate. Second, the computational method has to calculate the 
difference between the test and standard bond strength accurately. The difference in the 
standard and reverse test cleavage reactions is the AHisodesmic in equation 1. Therefore, the 
absolute values of AH for the cleavage reactions are not important, but predicting the 
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difference in the AH of the test and standard cleavage reactions is very important to the 
accuracy of the isodesmic method. 
In the examples of the sulfoxides 1-4, the BDEW is the experimental value of the 
standard sulfoxide. If the experimental values are assumed to be accurate, the problem with 
the isodesmic method must be coming from the AH of the isodesmic reaction. The reader 
can quickly verify that the isodesmic reactions using different standards reproduce trends 
observed in the cleavage reactions exactly. 
A salient question is why is there this unexpected "backwards" trend in the predicted 
BDEs for sulfoxides 1-4. For the isodesmic method, an inconsistent error for either the test 
or standard sulfoxide will manifest itself by causing the AHisodesmic to be wrong because the 
error will no longer cancel out. The degree to which the AHisodesmic is wrong is tied to how 
badly the calculation mishandles the interaction. Thus, the performance of the isodesmic 
method is inextricably tied to the ability of the computational method to handle interactions 
that are specific to the test or standard cleavage reactions. 
It is difficult to find evidence that would account for these inconsistent errors. For 
example, it is difficult to postulate an interaction specific to the cleavage reaction of DMSO 
(1) but not ethyl sulfoxide (2),or vice versa, that would be miscalculated by 3 kcal/mol. 
Thus, the authors have decided not to spend much time discussing the possibilities and 
simply note that inconsistent errors exist. However, one point that should be noted is that 
decreasing the number of different interactions in the test and standard half reactions benefits 
the isodesmic method. In other words, the closer the standard resembles the test the better. 
We must also admit the possibility of inconsistent errors in the experimental data. 
This leaves few desirable options for predicting bond strengths. Averaging the best 
performing methods, as in the averaged cleavage method, is reasonable, but there is no 
guarantee that these methods will continue to be reliable when examining unknown bond 
strengths. Since inconsistent errors are important, no single isodesmic method will be any 
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better than the cleavage methods on which it relies. For this reason, averaging against 
multiple standards, as well as multiple computational methods is closest to ideal. Ideally, the 
averaged isodesmic method would be applied to sulfilimines, sulfonium carbenes, and 
selenoxides. However, the averaged isodesmic method requires a number of reliable 
standards and none are available for these sulfur and selenium ylides. The next best option is 
to use other methods that worked well on sulfoxides, namely, the averaged cleavage method. 
When the averaged cleavage method cannot be used, a method which reasonably 
approximates the averaged cleavage method is used. 
Bond Strengths. Sulfur-oxygen BDE using the averaged cleavage method is 87.6 
kcal/mol for 5 and 86.2 kcal/mol for 6. A reasonable estimate of the bond strengths for 5 and 
6 is the mean of the averaged isodesmic values. The mean of the averaged isodesmic values 
for 5 and 6 are 88.0 and 86.8 kcal/mol, respectively. However, considering G3 was 
optimized on small molecules, it would not be surprising if the actual value was as low as 81 
kcal/mol for either 5 or 6 as predicted by the G3 cleavage. However, this is not likely since 
G3 has shown to consistently underestimate the BDE for sulfoxides. 
The sulfur-oxygen BDE for the thiophene oxide derivatives follows the expected 
pattern. Thiophene oxide 7 has an averaged cleavage BDE of 61.5 kcal/mol. which should 
be a good approximation of the real value. The mean of the averaged isodesmic values for 7 
is 63.9 kcal/mol. However, the mean averaged isodesmic value was rejected as the best 
guess because it was inflated by small basis set averaged isodesmic values. 
Thiophene oxide (7) was used as a guide to chose a method to estimate the bond 
strengths for 8 and 9. The averaged isodesmic values of MP2/6-31 lG(3df,2p) and MP2/6-
311++G(3df,2p) are only below the averaged cleavage value of 7 by 0.4 kcal/mol and 
include tight d-polarizations functions in their basis set. Thus, to estimate the BDE for 8 and 
9, the averaged isodesmic values of MP2/6-31 lG(3df,2p) and MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) were 
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chosen. The mean averaged isodesmic values of MP2/6-31 lG(3df,2p) and MP2/6-
311++G(3df,2p) for 8 and 9 are 68.6 and 72.7 kcal/mol, respectively. 
Dibenzothiophene oxide (9) has the highest BDE of the three thiophene oxides, which 
can be explained by the stability of the resulting sulfide. Thiophene is the most aromatic of 
the three thiophene derivatives. Therefore, the cleavage of the thiophene oxide sulfoxide 
bond returns the most aromatic stability to thiophene, which weakens the sulfoxide bond.11 
Using the averaged cleavage values as approximation of experimental values, 
sulfilimine bond strengths increase as the hydrogen substituents are substituted by alkyl 
groups. An examination of the Lôwdin charges at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level, which are 
given in the Supporting Information, reveals that the bond strength of the sulfur-nitrogen 
bond increases as the positive charge on the sulfur increases. Compared to hydrogen, carbon 
is inductively electron-withdrawing. This inductive withdrawal of electrons from sulfur 
causes the ylide bond to become more ionic. The increase of electrostatic attraction likely 
accounts for the strengthening of the ylide bond. The more polar ^-substituted sulfilimines 
(S-NR) bonds are stronger than N-unsubstituted sulfilimines (S-NH) bonds, which lends 
further evidence that increasing sulfur-nitrogen bond strengths can be explained as the result 
of increased electrostatic attraction. 
The sulfilimine bond of 15 being weaker than 10 shows that the effect of conjugation 
with the sulfur on sulfilimine bond strengths is very little or nil. If resonance derealization 
of the positive charge were the cause of the increased ylide bond strength, the conjugation of 
the vinyl group in 15 would allow derealization and presumably a stronger bond. This was 
not the case, which is aligned with earlier findings that conjugation has little effect on the 
sulfoxide bond strength." 
For the larger thiophenes, the averaged cleavage method was not available. However, 
the MP2/6-311 ++G(3df,2p) isodesmic method using 10 as the standard was shown to 
represent the averaged cleavage values the most accurately and precisely. Thus, the 
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thiophene sulfilimine BDE are approximated by the MP2/6-311 ++G(3df,2p) isodesmic 
method using 10 as the standard. The thiophene sulfilimine derivatives have lower BDE than 
the thiophene oxides, however, the strongest sulfur-nitrogen bond (34.8 kcal/mol) belongs to 
the dibenzothiophene derivative 18 as it did in the sulfoxide case. Again, the aromaticity of 
the thiophene ring determines the relative strength of the ylide bond. An unpublished finding 
from our lab found that at room temperature 18 will slowly decompose, but 18 can be stored 
at-78° C. 
The set of sulfonium methylides and sulfilimines have very similar results. Using the 
averaged cleavage methods as estimated bond strengths, the estimated BDE of hydrogen 
sulfonium methyl i de 20 is 28.9 kcal/mol, 18.4 kcal/mol less than dimethylsulfonium 
methylide 19. Compounds with one hydrogen substituent 25 and 26 are between 20 and 19 
in terms of BDE. Like in the sulfilimine, the bond strength increases as the Lowdin charge 
on the sulfur increases. Compound 23 has a slightly lower BDE than 19, which again 
indicates that conjugation has no effect on sulfur-ylide bond strengths. The thiophene 
methylides were estimated using the MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) isodesmic method using 19 as 
the standard. Again, dibenzothiophene methylide has the strongest ylide bond and thiophene 
methylide has the weakest ylide bond. 
The low bond dissociation energy for the hydrogen sulfilimines and sulfonium 
methylides is surprising. Many sulfilimines and sulfonium carbenes are stable enough to be 
isolated and stored.46 Though it should be noted, the most common of these ylides have 
EVVGs for substituents. The bond strength of N-mesyl-S.S-dimethylsulfilimine 33 (76.6 
kcal/mol) far exceeds the hydrogen nitrene ylide estimated bond strength (-40 kcal/mol). 
This implies inductive withdrawal of electrons from the nitrogen increase the ylide bond 
strength. Again, an examination of the Lowdin charges points towards electrostatic attraction 
being the dominant effect in sulfur yilde bond strength. 
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The extremely low bond strength of hydrogen sulfilimines 11 and 16 and hydrogen 
sulfonium methylides 20 and 24 is not much higher than Lewis acid adduct dissociation 
energies. The other hydrogen sulfilimines 10, 12-15,17, and 18 and sulfonium carbones 19, 
21-23, 25, and 26 have bond strengths similar to other weak bonds such as peroxides.47 
The selenium-oxygen bond energies for the cyclic, alkyl and alkenyl selenoxides are 
roughly 75 kcal/mol. Conjugation with a rt-bond to the selenium-oxygen moiety has little 
effect on the bond strength as observed with the other ylides. Compared to sulfoxides, the 
selenoxides ylide BDE are almost 10 kcal/mol lower. 
The selenophene derivatives have selenium-oxygen bond strengths that are lower than 
corresponding sulfoxide bonds in the thiophene derivatives. These bond strengths are 10 
kcal/mol weaker than the thiophene oxide derivatives. Selenophene oxide has the weakest 
ylide bond strength, however, the drop in bond energy from dibenzoselenophene oxide to 
selenophene oxide is only 7 kcal/mol. The thiophene oxide sulfoxide bond is 11 kcal/mol 
weaker than dibenzothiophene oxide. The decreased difference in aromaticity of the 
selenophene and dibenzoselenophene mutes the effect aromaticity has on the BDE of the 
correspoinidng selenoxide. Orbital mismatch between the selenium and carbon p-orbitals 
decreases aromaticity. 
4.6 Conclusions 
The isodesmic methods suffer from inconsistent errors, which are present in the 
sulfoxide case. The sulfoxide bond is the strongest bond ylide bond as suggested by its 
ubiquitous presence of sulfoxides in nature. The Selenium-oxygen bond is roughly 10 
kcal/mol weaker than the sulfoxide bond. Nitrene and Carbene sulfonium ylides have similar 
bond energies. The dominant effect that increase ylide bond strengths is electrostatic 
attraction. 
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Chapter 5 
Deoxygenatlon and Other Photochemical Reactions of 
Aromatic Selenoxides^ 
A paper published in The Journal of the American Chemical Society11 
Ryan D. McCulla and William S. Jenks* 
5.1 Abstract 
Atomic oxygen 0(3P) is a potent oxidant that has been well studied in the gas phase. 
However, exploration of its reactivity in the condensed organic phase has been hampered by 
the lack of an appropriate source. Dibenzothiophene-S-oxide (DBTO) and related 
derivatives have been promoted as photochemical 0(3P) sources, but suffer from low 
quantum yields. Photolysis of dibenzoselenophene-S^-oxide (DBSeO) results in the 
formation of dibenzoselenophene and oxidized solvent in significantly higher quantum 
yields, ca. 0.1. The oxidation product ratios from toluene obtained from the photolysis of 
dibenzothiophene-S-oxide and the corresponding selenoxide are the same, strongly 
suggesting a common oxidizing intermediate, which is taken to be Q( P). An additional 
product, proposed to be the corresponding selenenic ester, is also observed under 
deoxygenated conditions. The photochemistry of diphenyl selenoxide includes a minor 
portion of oxidant-forming deoxygenation, in contrast to previous2 conclusions. 
a Reproduced with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126, 16058-16065 Copyright 
American Chemical Society 
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5.2 Introduction 
Direct photolysis of dibenzothiophene-S-oxide (DBTO) has been suggested as a 
source of atomic oxygen 0(3P) in solution.3 6 This assertion is based on the observation that 
its direct photolysis produces dibenzothiophene (DBT) and solvent oxidation products 
consistent with expectations for atomic oxygen. While deoxygenation is a relatively common 
process in the photochemistry of aromatic sulfoxides, in most cases the sulfide is only a 
minor component of the product mixture.617 However, with DBTO and some related 
thiophene derivatives, the oxidation products and DBT can be obtained in high chemical 
yield.3"5'18"21 Substantial evidence points toward a unimolecular mechanism for sulfoxide 
deoxygenation, but establishment of 0(3P) as the principle reactive intermediate has not been 
definitively achieved, due largely to the lack of direct detection. This paper concerns the 
extension of this chemistry to the selenium analog, describing the greatly enhanced 
photochemical efficiency of the process and evidence for a reaction pathway parallel to that 
of the sulfoxide. 
In the gas phase, the rate of reaction between 0(3P) and various substrates has been 
the subject of many studies.22 However, in organic solution, the literature on 0(3P) reactivity 
is sparse.3'4'23,24 Absolute rate constant ratios for 0( P) oxidation of various substrates, 
generated by the photolysis of pyridine-A'-oxide,25 correlate well with product yields from 
competition experiments reported for DBTO.3 23 Moreover, Greer has found a strong parallel 
between the relative rates of substrate oxidation during DBTO photolysis and the ionization 
potentials of substrates.4 consistent with expectations for an electrophilic oxene intermediate. 
O 
+ 
-S \—X plus 
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Alternate deoxygenation mechanisms have been proposed, but may be dismissed due to 
more recent evidence.3 A "dimer mechanism" relies on formation of an 0-0 bonded 
intermediate, based on the reaction between excited state DBTO and a ground state substrate 
molecule; the oxidized product is molecular oxygen.6,13,18 This has been eliminated, based 
on the lack of diphenyl sulfide formation on photolysis of mixed solutions of DBTO and 
Ph2SO and other results.3 Another mechanism relies on the transfer of an oxygen atom from 
a sulfinyl radical (RSO*) to the various subtrates,16,17 but it can be eliminated on the basis of 
better understood energetics of the sulfinyl radical.26 
Regardless of mechanism, the quantum yield for the photochemical deoxygenation of 
DBTO is low (<0.01). A more efficient substrate for the production of 0(3P) is desirable for 
mechanistic studies relying on flash photolysis and to enhance the synthetic utility. DBTO's 
lowest spectroscopic triplet energy (~61 kcal/mol)27 is less than its S-O bond dissociation 
energy (~75-77 kcal/mol), which is, in turn, lower than the fluorescence energy of DBTO, 
about 82 kcal/mol.28 One mechanistic hypothesis accepts direct S-0 scission as the basis of 
the reaction. It rationalizes the low quantum yield by asserting that the deoxygenation 
proceeds by a mechanism in which S-0 bond stretching must be accompanied by intersystem 
crossing at some point before complete bond scission. (The logical limit to this mechanism 
is dissociation to the DBT'VO" ion pair, followed by intersystem crossing and back electron 
transfer to ground state products.) 
An attractive approach to increase the quantum yield is to use the heavy atom effect 
on intersystem crossing (ISC) to help increase the probability of the spin conversion coupled 
with bond scission. However, it should also be recognized overly efficient intersystem 
crossing without the accompanying S-O bond stretching could lead to low quantum yields 
again, because S-0 scission from the phosphorescent state is endothermic. We recently 
reported29 a modest increase in the quantum yield of deoxygenation for bromo- and iodo-
substituted DBTOs. We rationalized that a heavy atom substitution at the point of bond 
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scission might be more effective than the halogenation of arene positions, and were thus 
attracted to the notion that the Se analogs to DBTO could be worthwhile substrates. 
Moreover, an older non-mechanistic study by Tezuka, Suzuki and Miyazaki30 reported the 
photochemical transfer of oxygen from certain selenoxides to sulfides. Thus, a natural 
selection to test the S-O scission hypothesis and increase the quantum yield of 0(3P) 
formation was dibenzoselenophene-Se-oxide (DBSeO), the selenium analog of DBTO. 
0 O 
1 • 
DBSeO, 1 2 
DBSe, 3 4 
Also, a more recent and extensive report of the photochemistry of diphenylselenoxide 
(Ph2SeO) appeared.2 Photolysis of Ph2SeO in benzene resulted in the deoxygenation product 
Ph2Se and several additional products, which were consistent with C-Se photocleavage. 
However, the authors suggested that deoxygenation went by way of a dinner mechanism, 
which we thought had been discredited in the sulfoxide case.3 so this naturally drew our 
attention. 
Here, we report on the photochemistry of DBSeO and Ph2SeO. Many parallels are 
observed to the reported sulfoxide chemistry, but the quantum yields are indeed considerably 
higher; the differences between the photochemistry of DBSeO and that recently reported2 for 
Ph,SeO are cleanly rationalized. 
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5.3 Experimental Section 
Materials: Commercial materials were obtained from Aldrich or Fisher, and used 
without modification, except as noted. Peroxides were removed from cyclohexene. It was 
washed with 10% NaHS03(aq.) followed by 5% NaOH(aq.), and finally with water. The 
remaining cyclohexene was dried with anhydrous MgS04, and then distilled from Na metal 
under Ar. Except when combined with cyclohexene, ethanol (99%, anhydrous, Aldrich) was 
distilled from CaH; under Ar immediately before use. Dimethyl dioxirane31 (DMD) and 
dibenzothiophene-S-oxide3 were prepared according to described procedures with only slight 
modifications. Dibenzoselenophene (3) was prepared by a slight modification of the 
procedure of McCulIough.32 The selenoxides 1 and 2 were prepared by oxidation of the 
corresponding selenides with m-CPBA; the corresponding selenone 5 was prepared by 
oxidation with excess DMD.31 Synthetic details and spectral information are given in the 
Supporting Information. 
General methods. NMR spectra were either taken on a Bruker DRX-400 or a Varian 
VXR-300. Mass spectra were acquired using a Finnigan TSQ700. Solutions of 1 left in 
room light for 24 hours decomposed significantly. Thus, solutions were made daily before 
use, and wrapped in aluminum foil to shield them from light. Phosphorescence spectra and 
quantum yields were measured using an Edinburgh FL-900 spectrometer as described 
previously.27 A Hewlett Packard 1050 H PLC, fitted with a quaternary pump and a diode 
detector array, was used for HPLC chromatographs. LC-MS analyses were done on a 
Thermo-Finnigan LCQ Advantage. A Discovery HS CI8 reverse phase column was used for 
all liquid chromatography separations. A HP 5890 series II GC using a ZB-5 column with a 
flame detector was used for GC analysis. GC-MS analysis was carried out with a Finnigan 
benchtop Magnum instrument, which uses ion trap detection and a DB 5 column for 
separations. Degassing was done either by Ar-purging for at least 10 minutes or by a 
sequence of five freeze-pump-thaw (FPT) cycles. 
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Irradiations. A 75 W Xe lamp (Photon Technologies, Inc.). focused directly on a 
monochromator, was used in most experiments. It was set at wavelengths noted in the text 
for each experiment. The slit widths allowed ± 12 nm linear dispersion from the given 
wavelength. Samples in 1 cm square optical cells were put in a permanently mounted cell 
holder in such a way that all the exiting light hits the sample cell without further focusing. 
Photolysis of valerophenone to yield acetophenone was used as an actinometer for 
reactions at 313 and 320 nm.33 For shorter wavelength experiments, azoxybenzene was used 
as the actinometer.34 Routine photoly ses of DBSeO were carried out at 320 nm, though a few 
quantum yield runs were done at 313 nm to ensure validity of the actinometer. Photolyses of 
Ph2SeO were carried out at 254, 265, or 290 nm, as noted in the text. 
All quantum yields were carried out at a concentration high enough to reach an 
optical density of >2 at the quoted wavelength and were carried out to low conversion 
(<30%). For DBSeO, the range of concentrations was 1-6 mM, and no significant variation 
in the results was noted. For Ph2SeO, the concentrations are listed in the Results section. 
After fixed periods of irradiation, small samples were removed by syringe and subjected to 
H PLC or GC analysis. For detection of all of the Se-containing compounds, H PLC was 
required because attempted GC analysis resulted in extensive decomposition and multiple 
unidentified small peaks. Routine H PLC runs were done with diode-array UV/Vis detection. 
For quantification of oxidized solvents, GC was used, either with FID or MS detection. 
Dodecane was used as an internal standard. 
A single Se-containing minor product was observed in photolyses of DBSeO carried 
out after Ar-purging. An initial mass spectrum was obtained by LC-MS. To obtain a sample 
of this compound (called X in the text), an Ar-flushed 3 mL sample of DBSeO in ethanol at 
2.5 m M initial concentration was photolyzed to near completion. The ethanol was removed 
in vacuo, and the residue was separated by preparatory TLC on silica (1:1 EtOAc:CH2Cl2). 
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The minor product was identified by its H PLC retention time and UV spectrum. It had a 
TLC Rf of 0.43. The sub-mg quantity of this compound was subjected to NMR analysis. 
With FPT degassing, a different single Se-containing minor product was observed. This 
compound (referred to as Y) was isolated by using the same procedure as above, save that the 
prep TLC was eluted with 1:1 hexane:CH2Cl2. The Rf of the isolated compound, again 
identified by H PLC and UV. was 0.16. The mass spectrum was obtained by direct infusion 
of the CD3CN solution used for NMR using negative ion detection in EI mode. 
As described in the Results section, photolyses of these two Se-containing 
compounds were also carried out. Because of the small quantities, it was difficult to be 
quantitative, but the initial concentrations were approximately 1 mM. Photolyses were 
carried out in a 2 mm by 10 mm square quartz cell, using the same lamp set up described 
previously. Purging with Ar or 02 was carried out previous to photolysis, as described in the 
text. Analysis of the resulting solutions was done by HPLC. 
A set of photolyses of DBSeO was carried out in EPA (ether, pentane, ethyl alcohol 
5:5:2) at 77 K. The initial concentration of DBSeO was 26 //M, and the sample was 
deoxygented by Ar purging. The sample, contained in a quartz NMR tube, was quick-frozen 
by immersion into liquid nitrogen. A transparent Suprasil Dewar designed for photolyses 
and use with the fluorometer was used. Irradiation was carried out using a Rayonet mini-
reactor from Southern New England Ultraviolet using the broadly emitting 300 nm 
fluorescent bulbs. Before and after 3 minutes of photolysis, the sample, continuously held 
frozen in the Dewar, was transferred to the fluorometer and spectra were obtained. 
Afterwards, the sample was melted and subjected to HPLC analysis. The conversion was 
about 40% and DBSe was quantitatively formed, within the limits of detection. 
5.4 Results 
Photochemistry of DBSeO 
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To determine if DBSeO (1) has potential as an 0(3P) producer, quantum yields for its 
disappearance and appearance of DBSe (3) were determined, as shown in Table 1. DBSeO is 
not very soluble in many standard organic solvents, which limited the choice of solvents that 
could be used. Measurements were made in a limited concentration range of 1-6 irtM. This 
range was set by the need for sufficient optical density (>2) at the exciting wavelength (320 
nm) on the low end and solubility on the high end. Little if any variation in products or 
quantum yields was noted within this limited range. The difference between the two reported 
quantum yields for each set of conditions reflects the formation of other products besides 
DBSe. Control experiments showed that DBSe was not converted to other compounds by 
secondary photolysis. 
Table 1. Photolysis quantum yields for conversion of DBSeO to DBSe.3 
Solvent Degassing ^-DBSeO ^+DBSe 
EtOH-toluene Ar bubbling 0.30 ±0.12 0.10 ±0.02 
EtOH Ar bubbling 0.34 ± 0.05 0.13 ±0.02 
EtOH FPT 0.15 ±0.05 0.09 ± 0.02 
CH2CI2 Ar bubbling 0.26 ± 0.02 0.10 ±0.01 
CH2CI2 FPT 0.23 ± 0.02 0.11 ±0.01 
"All quantum yields reported for conversion under 30%. ^Standard deviation, freeze-
pump-thaw cycles. 
A consistent feature of the direct photolysis of DBSeO was the appearance of two Se-
containing products, as detected by HPLC analysis. The major product was always DBSe. 
However, the identity of the minor product depended upon the method of oxygen removal. 
Both were less prevalent in dichloromethane than in EtOH.35 While it was difficult to get 
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large quantities of the minor products for analysis due to the low solubility of DBSeO, small 
quantities of both minor products were isolated from reaction mixtures by prep TLC. 
The first minor product, which we shall refer to as X, was only observed in the reaction 
mixtures of samples that were treated with Ar flushing to remove 02, which has been our 
routine deoxygenation protocol. Control experiments showed that, at low conversion, the 
formation of X was about 3.5 times faster if the solution remained open to air. rather than 
sealed tightly after sparging. It was not formed at all if the sample was freeze-pump-thaw 
degassed. The apparent quantum yield for formation of X was not very reproducible, 
probably because it derived from adventitious molecular oxygen. However, in most solvents, 
after Ar-flushing, an average value of about 0.07 was typical. 
A mass spectrum of X had a m/z 264 parent peak, which is the molecular weight of 
DBSeO plus oxygen. There are four likely products with a mass of 264. The first is 
dibenzoselenophene dioxide (DBSe02, 5). Compound 6 would be the product of a net 0(3P) 
C-H insertion, analogous to formation of phenol from benzene,3 forming a hydroxylated 
dibenzoselenophene oxide 6. If oxygen were inserted between the arenes in the biphenyl 
moiety, the selenoxide 7 would be formed. Finally, net C-S insertion leads to the seleninic 
ester 8. Such esters, albeit made by very different means, have been reported previously.36 
5 6 
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DBSeO; was prepared independently by dimethyl dioxirane oxidation of DBSe. 
Neither of the minor compounds was the selenone (5), as revealed by differing HPLC 
retention times and absorption spectra. A sub-mg quantity of the material X was isolated by 
prep TLC after exhaustive photolysis of 1. The 'H NMR spectrum of the isolated product 
showed eight inequivalent aromatic hydrogens, thus eliminating compounds 6 and 7.37 Thus, 
X was tentatively identified as 8 by process of elimination. In further support of this 
assignment, the S-analog of 8, which has been identified by preparation of an authentic 
sample, is observed as a minor product in the photolysis of DBTO in a few solvents.38 
The second minor product, Y, was only observed in samples that had been degassed 
by Ar flushing, followed by five freeze-pump-thaw degassing cycles. The quantum yield for 
its formation was reasonably constant across the tested solvents (save dichloromethane), at 
about 0.05. Note that, in ethanol, the sum of quantum yields for it and for DBSe formation is 
within experimental error of that for loss of DBSeO. The parent mass in GC-MS analysis of 
Y is 248, the same mass as DBSeO. Plausible isomers of DBSeO include the cyclic 
selenenic ester 9, hydroxylated DBSe 10, and the symmetric heterocycle 11. Again, 'H 
NMR of a small quantity of the isolated compound showed 8 inequivalent aromatic protons. 
Among the compounds shown below, only 9 is reasonable. 
The photolyses were repeated at 77 K in EPA glass at low concentration (26 |iM). 
Aggregation should be minimized at this concentration in the hydroxy lie solvent mixture, 
which was quick-frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen. Furthermore, diffusion after 
photon absorption at 77 K is certainly insignificant. DBSeO does not phosphoresce 
9 10 11 
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significantly under these conditions, but control experiments showed DBSe has a strong 
signal (quantum yield 0.25) with bands at 420, 455, and 490 nm. After 3 minutes of 
photolysis with 300 nm light, the DBSeO samples showed a strong phosphorescence signal 
corresponding to formation of DBSe. as shown in Figure 1. After the luminescence was 
recorded, the glass was melted and room temperature analysis of the mixture by HPLC 
showed only 1 and 3, i.e.. neither X, Y, nor any other Se-containing side product was formed 
in significant yield. The experiment was repeated with a higher initial concentration of 330 
/<M to ensure that the lack of X or Y was not due to the detection limit, but neither was 
observed. 
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Figure 1. Phosphorescence spectra of of DBSe (squares) and DBSeO before (circles) and 
after (triangles) photolysis for 3 min at 77 K in EPA. 
In parallel with experiments reported for DBTO,3 DBSeO was photolyzed in the 
presence of PhiSeO. If a transient dimer that leads to O2 is formed, deoxygenation of both 
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selenoxides should occur, even if light is only absorbed by DBSeO. An ethanol solution of 
DBSeO (2.4 inM) and PhzSeO (12.0 mM) was photolzyed at 320 nm, where only the former 
absorbs. After 50% conversion of DBSeO to DBSe, neither degradation of PhgSeO nor 
appearance l%Se was observed. 
Photolysis of DBSeO in benzene produces hydroxylated solvent, as with DBTO. 
Photolysis mixtures that were run in d,,-benzene were subjected GC/MS analysis. This 
showed only the d5 isotopolog of phenol, indicating the phenol derives from oxidation of 
solvent. In order to probe for the possibility of a common intermediate in the photolysis of 
DBTO and DBSeO - e.g., 0(3P) - independent photolyses of the two were carried out in 
toluene. The observed oxidized products in both cases were benzyl alcohol, benzaldehyde, 
and the three possible cresols. The amounts of each of these oxidized toluene products per 
mM sulfide or selenide formed are listed in Table 2. 
DBTO or DBSeO 
Table 2. Formation of oxidized products during photolysis of DBTO and DBSeO. 
Product % yield relative to DBT formation 
% yield relative to DBSe 
formation 
benzaldehyde 14±3= 13 ±3 
benzyl alcohol 10 ±1 8 ± 2 
o-cresol 25 ±3 29 ±3 
m- and p-cresolb 24±6 29 ±9 
a standard deviation b detected as overlapping GC peaks 
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Quantum yields of direct photolysis of 1 were collected in the presence of the known 
0(3P) trap cyclohexene, as shown in Table 3.3 Due to the low solubility of DBSeO in 
cyclohexene, ethanol and dichloromethane were used as co-solvents. The concentration of 
cyclohexene was varied from 1.0 M to 4.0 M, but no significant change in the quantum 
yields were observed over that range. As above, results differed somewhat with Ar-flushed 
and FPT-degassed samples, with the latter having greater reproducibility, as reflected in the 
smaller standard deviations. In all cases, the mass balances are relatively poor, possibly due 
to radical chain reactions. No oxidized cyclohexene products were observed in samples 
using ethanol as a co-solvent. However, in agreement with results for DBTO, oxidized 
cyclohexene was observed when dichloromethane was used. 
Table 3. Quantum yields for photolysis of DBSeO in the presence of cyclohexene in 
dichloromethane. 
Degassing ^-DBSeO ^+DBSe ^+cyclohexene oxide ^+2~cycIohexenol 
FPT 0.30 ± 0.04" 0.078 ±0.012 0.022 ± 0.004 
Ar bubbling 0.28 ±0.16 0.07 ± 0.02 0.038 ±0.011 0.007 ± 0.003 
a standard deviation 
Photolysis of the sulfur analog of 8 ( 10-oxa-9-thiaphenanthrene-9-oxide) in good 
proton donating solvents results in formation of 2-phenylphenol.39 By analogy, a small 
quantity of X/8 obtained by isolation from photolysis of 1 was re-photolyzed at 300 nm in 2-
propanol. Trace quantities of 2-phenylphenol accompanied a nearly quantitative yield of 
Y/9. 
To determine if X/8 derives from Y/9, an authentic sample of Y/9 at a concentration 
of about 1 mM in ethanol was photolyzed at 320 nm, in the presence of 14 m M DBSe. The 
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sample was Ar-purged as described previously. Under these conditions, virtually all the light 
is absorbed by DBSe. which might act as a sensitizer. Within 50 minutes, 70% of the Y/9 
had been consumed, but unidentifiable materials were produced, rather than X/8. After 
exhaustive photolysis. X/8 was not detected, either. The photolysis was repeated under 
identical conditions, save that no DBSe was added. Under these conditions of direct 
irradiation of Y/9, no conversion was observed, even after 15 hours. 
Finally, a third experiment was run, using Eosin Y as a specific singlet oxygen 
sensitizer. An Oz-saturated ethanol solution containing Y/9 (ca. 1 mM) and Eosin Y was 
photolyzed. After as long as 21 h of photolysis, no X/8 was observed, and only a small 
fraction of Y/9 had decomposed. 
Photochemistry of Ph^SeO 
In a recent report on the photolysis of phenyl selenoxide (PhaSeO, 2) in benzene, 
Hasegawa isolated several photoproducts.2 Though product distributions were concentration 
dependent, the following is representative: Phi Se (52%), PhSeSePh (48%), Ph-Ph (25%), 
and PhOH (15%). The phenol was attributed to the decomposition of a selenenic ester (R-Se-
O-R'), the analog of the sulfenic ester also known from related sulfoxides.12,40 Because the 
yield of selenide was similar in benzene and acetonitrile, it was assumed that no 
unimolccular deoxygenation occurred.2 A mechanism for deoxygenation of 2 involving the 
formation of a transient 0-0 dimer (and, presumably O2 formation) was proposed. Unnoted 
was the fact that irradiation at 254 nm in acetonitrile is direct irradiation, while that in 
benzene is sensitized, because of the absorption of the light by the solvent. Given that we 
had excluded the 0-0 dimer mechanism for the sulfoxide case, and also found a different 
bimolecular mechanism of sulfoxide photoreduction,41 this report drew our attention. 
We prepared PhaSeO and photolyzed it in benzene using 254 nm light at m M 
concentration, as reported by the previous authors. Under these conditions, our results were 
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in good qualitative agreement with theirs, though we detected a greater yield of phenol and 
biphenyl than they reported. Like Hasegawa, we observed a concentration dependence on 
product yields. This implies that at least one product has a bimolecular mechanism for 
formation, as must be true for the diselenide, for example. Nonetheless, a representative 
product distribution is given by way of the apparent quantum yields reported in Table 4. 
Table 4. Apparent quantum yields for photolysis of Ph2SeO. 
Initial 
(mM) 
concentration . , . X (nm) Solvent >^+Pb2Se <^ +(PhSe)2 >^+PhOH 
PhOH 
<^ )+PhPh 
3.0 265 EtOH 0.12 0.050 0.06 - 0 
11.2 290 % 0.016 0.022 0.044 0.011 0.028 
2.1 254 QD, 0.0024 0.0020 0.0057 0.0003 0.0028 
1.9 254 OA 0.0040 0.0045 0.013 - 0.0060 
aAll reactions run to low conversion (<20%) 
To examine the hypothesis that phenyl selenoxide does not produce atomic oxygen, 
direct photolysis was carried out in ^-benzene by using 290 nm excitation, which is 
sufficiently to the red of the benzene absorption that the great majority of the light is now 
absorbed by the tail of the Ph2SeO band. As expected, GC-MS analysis revealed that the 
product bi phenyl contained 5 deuteria. This is consistent with sulfoxide photochemistry40 
and an a-cleavage mechanism. The phenol was also examined, and about 20% of it was the 
d5 isotopolog. The data in Table 4 indicate that most of the Ph2Se formed under these 
conditions is accounted for in this solvent oxidation product, but there may well be another 
mechanism for this compound and its complex reaction mixture. 
Results from a sensitized reaction (irradiation at 254 nm) showed that about 4% of the 
phenol being formed was similarly deuterated, i.e.. derived from oxidized solvent. Thus for 
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both sensitized and direct photolysis, most of the phenol is being formed by an «-cleavage 
mechanism, but some is formed by oxidation of the solvent. Hasegawa's conclusion that the 
phenol he reports derived from a-cleavage seems to be correct for the most part, but the 
corollary that deoxygenation does not proceed by way of a uni molecular mechanism does 
not. However, given the small fraction of phenol deriving directly from oxygenation of 
solvent when irradiation is done at 254 nm, only an experiment such as the present one 
would have revealed this new mechanistic information. It is also appears that there is a 
second deoxygenation mechanism at work in the sensitized photolysis. This is evidenced by 
the fact that the ratio of phenol to Ph2S is much smaller in the sensitized photolysis than in 
the direct irradiation. Again, Hasegawa's conclusion may have been largely correct in the 
sensitized conditions in benzene, but the current results at 290 nm point out a deoxygenation 
parallel to the DBTO and DBSeO mechanism. 
Similar photolyses were carried out in ethanol, where all irradiations are direct, and 
the results of all experiments are shown in Table 4. The total quantum yield for conversion 
of Ph2SeO is higher than in benzene.42 Such a large difference is somewhat surprising, but 
both the solvent and excitation wavelength was varied; significant wavelength-dependences 
of quantum yields have been noted for related sulfoxides. " 
5.5 Discussion 
Clearly, the most salient practical result of this study is the observation that DBSeO is 
an oxygen atom donor with many advantageous properties of DBTO and a photochemical 
efficiency approximately 40 times higher. These studies suggest a common intermediate, 
likely to be 0(3P). if the simple scission hypothesis stands up to the rigorous examination it 
deserves, the quantum yield of approximately 0.1 for formation of DBSe implies that DBSeO 
may be significantly more useful than DBTO for studies of 0(3P) chemistry in solution, 
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We may speculate that two factors contribute to the higher quantum yield. First, Se is 
one row further down on the periodic table from S, and a heavy atom effect is expected to 
contribute to the probability of all intersystem crossing processes. For the parent DBTO, it is 
clear that there is insufficient energy in the spectroscopic triplet for efficient S-O scission, 
leading to DBT and 0(3P). This has led us to speculate that a mechanism in which the 
elongation of the S-O bond begins from the excited singlet, and that intersystem crossing is 
somehow coupled to that event. One could imagine a direct spin-surface crossing along the 
elongation pathway. Alternatively, the logical limit of this mechanism is an initial step that 
forms an ion pair consisting of DBT'+ and O is followed by back electron transfer, yielding 
ground state DBT and 0(3P). In either event, the substitution of Se for S might very well 
increase the probability of its occurrence, either by a heavy atom effect or a lower ionization 
potential. (The difference in IP between DBT and DBSe is only 0.08 eV, about 1.7 kcal/mol, 
but DBSe has the lower one.43) In related work,29 it was shown that remote substitution of a 
Br or I on the DBTO benzene nuclei resulted in a modest increase in the quantum yield for 
deoxygenation, which was interpreted as a heavy atom effect. These results are consistent 
with that interpretation, but the ease of ionization of the aromatic nucleus and small 
differences in excitation energy cannot be ruled out. 
The other obvious reason the cleavage may be more efficient comes from the 
expectation that the selenoxide bond should be somewhat lower in energy than the sulfoxide 
bond, while the electronic excitation energies are taken to be similar. The lack of 
phosphorescence from DBSeO makes determination of a triplet energy difficult, but there is 
little reason to think it will vary much from the DBTO value of about 61 kcal/mol, because 
neither the SO nor SeO is involved in the aromatic system for those compounds.44 (The 
triplet energies of DBSe and DBT are within 1 kcal/mol.45) We have begun a study aimed at 
estimating the Se-O bond energy that will be reported separately. However, we can report 
that the Se-0 bond energy calculated*' for (CH3)2SeO is about 12 kcal/mol lower than that 
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calculated for (CH3)2SO at the G3 level of theory.47 49 If that trend holds through the 
dibenzothiophene/selenophene series, the deoxygenation may very well be nearly 
thermoneutral from the lowest triplet of DBSeO. 
The available evidence suggests that there is a common deoxygenation mechanism in 
the photolyses of DBTO and DBSeO. In particular, the product distributions for toluene 
oxidation represent a common oxidation fingerprint, which may be attributable to a common 
intermediate, taken to be 0(3P). Furthermore, the commonality of results in the mixed 
photolyses using DBSeO and Ph2SeO (again compared to the S analogs), in which only 
DBSe is formed strongly argues against the necessity of dimer formation for deoxygenation. 
The lack of observation of any isomer of DBSe02 when FPT degassing is used shows that 
the mechanism does not involve direct disproportionate. The observation of 
photochemistry at 77 K argues similarly against bimolecular intervention, but even more 
convincingly, shows that no strongly activated step is required for deoxygenation to occur 
from the relevant excited state. 
The disparity between <I>_DBSe0 and 0+DBSe indicates that chemistry other than simple 
deoxygenation is occurring. Secondary photochemistry of DBSe was ruled out by control 
experiments, so it must be concluded that there are parallel paths taken by DBSeO*. We 
assume that FPT degassing is more effective in eliminating all 02 from the samples than is 
Ar-flushing, and thus take those results as the On-free standard. In the absence of oxygen, the 
quantum yield for the formation of Y is 0.05 while that for formation of DBSe is about 0.10, 
meaning that in ethanol most, if not all, of the loss of DBSeO is accounted for (<Ë>_DBseo ~ 
0.17). In dichloromethane, it appears that another pathway remains competitive. 
The quantum yield for loss of DBSeO with Ar flushing was considerably higher. We 
may speculate that this comes about because the adventitious 02 reacts (either directly or 
indirectly through a chain mechanism) with a transient intermediate. One plausible 
possibility is the bi radical 12 resulting from «-cleavage.50,51 Both the results from Ph2SeO 
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and precedent within sulfur chemistry support the suggestion that cleavage occurs in parallel 
with deoxygenation, but it ordinarily results in re-formation of DBSeO. 
O 
+ 
Scheme 1. Suggest pathways for the formation of 8 and 9 
The observed byproduct Y, observed under freeze-pump-thaw degassing conditions, 
is tentatively identified as the selenenic ester 9, based on it having 8 inequivalent, non-
exchangeable 'H signals in the aromatic region. The notation 9/Y is used to indicate that the 
assignment of the structure 9 to Y is, while reasonable on many counts, not definitively 
established. The structure of 9, however, is consistent with a plausible competition between 
deoxygenation and cx-cleavage as primary photochemical mechanisms. After C-S cleavage, 
the so-obtained biradical 12 ought to re-close unimolecularly, but may close on either the Se 
(path A) or the O atom (path B). in analogy to sulfinyl radical chemistry.,2'40-52 55 Further 
support for this assignment comes from the analogy to 2,5~di-tert-butylthiophene-S-oxide. 
Og ?? 
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This sulfoxide is of closer structural analogy than simple acyclic sulfoxides in which the 
sulfonic ester has been observed directly. Photolysis of 2,5-di-tert-butylthiophene-S-oxide 
results in formation of the corresponding furan, rather than thiophene,56 a process that 
strongly implies the intermediacy of the cyclic sulfonic ester. 
Most sulfonic esters (R-S-O-R') are difficult to isolate without decomposition, and it 
would be somewhat surprising for the selenenic esters to be considerably different in this 
regard. However, 9 may be more stable due to its cyclic nature. Indeed, direct observation 
of a closely analogous cyclic sulfonic ester was reported as early as 1970.57 
The fact that 9/Y is not formed at 77 K implies that either there is a non-negligible 
activation barrier along the pathway or that non-trivial geometry changes inconsistent with 
the solid matrix are required. We tend to favor the former explanation on the thought that 
isomerization from 12 to 9 should not require a lot of new space in a solid matrix. 
a-Cleavage may also be behind the formation of the major side product in the Ar-
flushed cases. Again, the assignment of the structure to the seleninic ester 8 as compound X 
is based on the \H NMR spectrum. Isolation of 9 indicates that it is not trivially oxidized by 
air and the independent photolyses of 9/Y strongly suggest that it is not a direct precursor to 
8. 
This result suggests that X and Y derive from a common intermediate that is 
partitioned away from 9 to 8 by the presence of 02. Biradical 12 is a reasonable candidate, in 
that either terminus of 12 might react directly with 02 (again in analogy to sulfinyl radicals). 
The fact that neither 8/X nor 9/Y is formed at 77 K implies that the reactions that lead to 
them either have a non-negligible activation barrier or involve a fairly large geometry change 
that is inconsistent with the reaction proceeding in the solid matrix. Alternatively, one might 
expect that 8 is formed by l02 (from adventitious 02 being sensitized by DBSe or DBSeO) 
reacting with DBSeO. However, it is known that selenoxides are not oxidized by singlet 
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oxygen,58 so this can be eliminated. (Selenides are oxidized by l02 to selenoxides.59) 
Unfortunately, the details of formation of 8/X must remain a matter of speculation. 
The addition of good 0(3P) traps such as cyclohexene was expected to increase <&+DBSe 
on photolysis of 1 in analogy to observations for DBTO. This was not observed. The initial 
partition between C-Se and Se O cleavage is represented by effective rate constants k, and k, 
in the proposed pathways illustrated in Scheme 1. Once 0(3P) is formed in an initial solvent 
cage with DBSe, several processes may occur. If recombination to form DBSeO (k_2) is 
competitive with diffusive separation and/or direct reaction of 0(3P) with a solvent trap in the 
solvent cage, then changing the identity of the solvent will affect the observed quantum yield 
for deoxygenation, as is the case for DBTO.3 (The rate of reaction with solvent is given as 
the pseudo first order rate constant k4.) One possibility to explain the invariance of <£>+DBSe to 
the addition of cyclohexene is that the recombination (i.e., k2) is much faster for DBSe than 
for DBT. In that case, it is possible that only k_2 and k3 compete, and addition of cyclohexene 
does not significantly affect the branching ratio for reactivity of 0(3P). Because of the 
expected heavy atom effect and easier oxidation of DBSe, relative to DBT, this explanation 
is more plausible than the converse, i.e., that competition between k 2 and k4 is not observed 
because DBSe is less reactive with 0(3P) than is DBT and k2 « (k3 + k4) 
However, 0_DBSeO does increase when cyclohexene is added. This is interpreted in 
terms of the additional reaction pathways for 12 due to reaction with the olefin that lead to 
unidentified, possibly polymeric, products, i.e., pseudo first order rate constant k5. This 
affects the fraction of 12 that returns to starting material. Reaction of aryl radicals with 
olefins is, of course, common. (See. for example, ref60.) Supporting this idea is the 
coincidence of the <t>_DUSe() values in FPT-degassed cyclohexene and Ar-flushed other 
solvents and the quenching of formation of 8/X by addition of cyclohexene to Ar-flushed 
solutions. All of these results are consistent with a relatively long-lived 12 that allows near-
quantitative trapping in the presence of appropriate substrates. 
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Scheme 2. A proposed reaction pathway matrix for the photochemistry of DBSeO. 
The photochemistry of Ph2SeO is probably rather analogous to that of diphenyl 
sulfoxide. As we reported,32,53 Ph2SO is a less than ideal sulfoxide substrate for a-cleavage, 
in that phenyl radicals are the necessary product, yet the process clearly occurs. A modest 
quantity of Ph2S is also observed.6,40 Though the comparison between Ph2SeO and Ph2SO is 
ultimately not quantitative, it would appear that both a-cleavage and deoxygenation occur on 
direct irradiation of Ph2SeO as well. Both cases, however, lead to complex chemistry that is 
simplified with substituants better chosen to optimize particular primary processes. For 
example, while C-Se cleavage is clearly shown in the formation of </5-biphenyl and 
deoxygenation through formation of an oxidizing agent is demonstrated in the formation of 
c/5-phenol, the former process would be favored by substituting a more favorable radical-
forming group, such as f-Bu or PhCH2.52 Deoxygenation is favored by use of structure 1, 
though it is possible that other related compounds might further optimize the deoxygenation 
yield or suppress C-Se cleavage further. 
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Thus, Ph2SeO is not a particularly attractive substrate for 0(3P) study, regardless, 
because of the competing chemistry and because its absorption spectrum is blue-shifted, 
relative to DBSeO. It does not absorb to any measurable extent at 355 nm, and is at only a 
very low extinction coefficient tailing even at 308 nm. 
In recent years, there has been an increase in the study of reductive methodologies for 
aryl selenoxides. These include deoxygenation of selenoxides to selenide by sodium 
ascorbate,61 nickel boride,62 titanocene methylidenes,63 triayl phosphates.64 In limited 
instances, when products from a-cleavage are hindered, photochemical deoxygenation of 
aryl selenoxides may also provide a facile way to reduce selenoxides. Bimolecular 
photochemical reduction of selenoxides, which has precedent from sulfoxide 
photochemistry,41,65 remains to be investigated. 
5.6 Conclusions 
The photolyses of DBSeO and Ph2SeO each results in the competition between C-Se and 
Se-0 cleavage. In the former case, deoxygenation is the major process, while in the latter 
case, the pattern is reversed. For DBSeO, the C-Se process must be inferred from an 
isomerization reaction, but for Ph2SeO, products clearly deriving from phenyl radicals are 
obtained. 
Because of its higher deoxygenation quantum yield (ca. 0.1), DBSeO should be an 
attractive choice for the generation of 0(3P) in organic solution. While 0(3P) has not been 
detected directly, the pattern of products obtained on toluene oxidation is the same for 
DBSeO as it is for DBTO. This and other experiments in which the deoxygenation of 
DBSeO mirrors that of DBTO lead us to suggest that the same oxidizer, which we presume 
to be O('P), is produced. 
Supporting Information. Supporting information, including synthetic details and spectra, 
is found in appendix D. 
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Chapter 6 
Photochemistry of Aromatic Sulfoxides and Selenoxides: 
A Comparison of Sensitized and Direct Photolysis 
In the style of a paper submitted to Journal of Organic Chemistry 
Ryan D. McCulla. Sam Cercone, Jenn Miller and William S. Jenks 
6.1 Introduction 
In the 1970s, interest in the photolysis of sulfoxides led to the investigation of the 
sensitized photolysis of dialkyl and alkyl aryl sulfoxides.15 In a number of cases, it was 
found that sensitized photolysis of these sulfoxides yielded products consistent with a a-
cleavage mechanism, and also deoxygenation to form the corresponding sulfides.2,6,7 
During photosensitization of sulfoxides, it was observed that of ten sensitizers only 
four were efficient at initiating photochemistry.1 Unlike the expected result for triplet energy 
transfer reactions, there was no correlation between the triplet energy of the sensitizers and 
the extent of photolysis of the sulfoxides. This would not have been a surprise to the 
investigators if they had known that the triplet energies of the examined sulfoxides, which 
were determined later, were higher than the triplet energies of the sensitizers.8,9 The higher 
triplet energies of the sulfoxides essentially eliminated the possibility that triplet-triplet 
energy transfer from the sensitizers. It was noted that all of the effective sensitizers had n,Jt* 
triplet states. UV-spectra of mixtures of different sensitizers and sulfoxides were identical to 
the sums of the sensitizers and sulfoxides spectra taken individually. This suggested that no 
ground state complexes were forming, but exciplex formation was possible. 
Both the photochemical a-cleavage of sulfoxides and the chemistry of the resulting 
radicals have been well investigated. 913 The photosensitization of most of the sulfoxides 
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resulted in product mixtures consistent with a-cleavage and deoxygenation. A representative 
example, shown in Figure 1, is the benzophenone sensitized photolysis of ferf-butyl methyl 
sulfoxide in benzene, which results in ferf-butanol, tert-butyl methyl sulfide, methyl disulfide 
and ter/-butylbenzene. 
O 
,s- hv 
Sens -+
s
-
deoxygenation 
Y 
T— /s-o^< 
hv 
OH 
RH 
Figure 1. Mechanism for benzophenone sensitized photolysis of /-butyl methyl sulfoxide 
In 1997, It was proposed that upon direct irradiation dibenzothiophene-5-oxide (1) 
undergoes a uni molecular cleavage of the sulfur oxygen bond yielding dibenzothiophene (2) 
an electrophilic oxene species, presumably 0(3P).1,2,14 Previous studies of the direct 
photolysis of 1 have proposed alternate mechanisms, but most can be rejected on more 
current evidence.14,15 Direct irradiation of dibenzoselenophene-.S'e-oxide (3) yields 
dibenzoselenophene (4) and 0(3P) through the same mechanism as 1 but at even greater 
quantum efficiency.16 On the precedent of previous sensitized photodeoxygenation of diaikyl 
and alkyl aryl sulfoxides, this study is undertaken to expand the scope of sensitized 
photolysis of diary I sulfoxides and selenoxides as well as to further elucidate the mechanism 
of sulfoxide and selenoxide photodeoxygenation. 
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Since the majority of sensitized photodeoxygenation of sulfoxides have been carried 
out with sensitizers whose triplet energy are below the sulfoxide bond dissociation, it is 
unlikely that any of the reported sulfoxide photodeoxygenation are occurring from a 
sensitized triplet-triplet energy transfer. There is good evidence for photodeoxygenation 
occurring from a singlet electron transfer process under some conditons.6,17 In the presence 
of alkoxide, irradiation of methyl phenyl or phenyl sulfoxide yielded the corresponding 
sulfide.6 It was also shown that under photolysis conditions in which the sulfoxide does not 
absorb, but an electron-donating sensitizer does absorb, resulted in reduction of the sulfoxide 
to the sulfide.6 The apparent mechanism was an electron transfer to form a radical anion, 
which abstracts a proton to form a 9-5-3 hydroxysulfuranyl radical. The hydroxysulfuranyl 
radical then undergoes homolytic or heterolytic cleavage dependent upon the solvent to yield 
the sulfide. 
The sensitized photodeoxygenation of diaryl sulfoxides and selenoxides is explored in 
this study. It will be shown that the photodeoxygenation of sulfoxide and selenoxides from 
sensitized photolysis proceeds by a different than direct irradiation of the sulfoxide or 
selenoxide chromophore. This is evidence that photodeoxygenation by the unimolecular 
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cleavage of the sulfur-oxygen or selenium-oxygen bond in sulfoxides or selenoxides, 
respectively, does not occur from the equilibrium triplet state. 
6.2 Experimental 
Materials. Commercial materials were obtained from Aldrich and Fisher, except 
where noted. Peroxides were removed from cyclohexene. It was washed with 10% 
NaHS03(aq), followed by 5% NaOH(aq), and finally with water. The cyclohexene was then 
dried with anhydrous of MgS04 and then distilled from Na metal under Ar. Benzophenone 
was recrystallized from acetone until 99.9% pure by GC analysis. Acetophenone was 
fractionally distilled until pure by GC analysis. All other sensitizers and solvents were 
determined by GC analysis to be at least 99% and were used as received. Di benzothiophene-
S-oxide and dibenzoselenophene-Se-oxide were prepared by methods referenced previously, 
and DBTO was further purified by multiple recrystallizations in acetone.16 
General Methods. Photosensitization reactions were monitored by HPLC, GC or 
both. A Hewlett-Packard 1050 HPLC, fitted with a quaternary pump and a diode detector 
array, was used for HPLC chromatographs. A Discovery HS CIS reverse phase column was 
used for all liquid chromatography separations. A HP 5890 series II GC using a ZB-5 
column with a flame detector was used for GC analysis. 
Irradiations. Photosensitization reactions were irradiated by a 75 W Xe lamp 
(Photon Technologies, Inc.), which was focused on a monochromator for wavelength 
selection. The slit widths allowed ±12 nm linear dispersion from the wavelength given in the 
text. Samples in 1 cm square quartz cells were put in a permanently mounted cell holder in 
such a way that all the exiting light hits the sample cell without further focusing. Photolysis 
of azoxybenzene was used as the actinometer.18 Degassing was done by Ar-purging for at 
least 10 minutes. All irradiations were carried out at ambient temperature. 
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Spectropscopy. All transient absorption experiments were carried out using a home-
built nanosecond transient absorption spectrometer. The samples were irradiated with the 
third harmonic of a Continuum Surelite Nd:YAG laser (355 nm. 5 ns, 2-25 mJ/pulse, 3 mm 
beam radius). The spectroscopic detection system included a 75 W xenon lamp, an ISA H10 
monochromator, an 1P-28 photomulitiplier (Rt = 50 Q), and a Picoscope ADC-212 100 MHz 
digitizer. Data collection and processing were carried out using a hp Compaq d530 CMT 
with Picoscope software. Photolysis was carried out in quartz fluorometer cells from Strarna 
Cells, Inc. The decay kinetics were typically averaged over 100 laser pulses. Samples were 
degassed by Ar bubbling for 10-30 minutes depending on the solvent used. 
Absorption spectra of solutions were recorded on a UV-2101 PC Shimadzu 
spectrophotometer. Experiments were carried out at ambient temperature, approximately 25 
°C. 
6.3 Results 
In previous studies, upon direct irradiation of dibenzothiophene-S-oxide (DBTO) and 
dibenzoselenophene-Se-oxide (DBSeO), the photolysis resulted in the photodeoxygenation 
release of an electophilic oxene species, most likely 0(3P), and the corresponding sulfide or 
selenide.1416 ,9 21 The electrophilic oxene species was trapped chemically by either the bulk 
solvent or other chemical traps. When there are two or more possible oxidized trap products, 
an oxidant, such as 0(3P) or any other oxidant, should react with the trap in a consistent 
manner to give a ratio of oxidized products that is specific to the oxidant. The observation of 
an oxidized product ratio or "fingerprint" can be used as indirect evidence for the 
identification and presence of an oxidant. The observation of the same fingerprint from 
different conditions indicates they share the same oxidant or. at least, a common 
intermediate. Oxidized product fingerprints were used to determine if the same oxidant was 
being generated by triplet sensitization of DBTO and DBSeO. 
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Photochemistry of DBTO. Only a few sensitizers sensitize photodeoxygenation of 
alkyl and arene-alkyl sulfoxides.1 The four most efficient sensitizers, benzophenone, 
acetophenone, acridine, and anthraquinone, were utilized in this study. Photolysis conditions 
were chosen such that the sensitizer would absorb >99% of the light. At lower wavelengths 
(270-300 nm), DBTO has significant extinction coefficients ranging from -6000-2500, and 
thus, for sensitizers whose extinction coefficient falls off rapidly over 300 nm, a large 
excesses of sensitizer concentration was used. Typically, these sensitizer had to be at least 
200 times more concentrated than DBTO. Sensitizers that absorb light with reasonable 
extinction coefficient values above 350 nm could be used at only a slight excess since the 
extinction coefficient of DBTO is less than 60 at 350 nm and falls off rapidly at higher 
wavelengths. 
The fate of the oxidant was monitored by quantifying trap products arising from the 
oxidization of bulk solvent or added traps. To ensure the oxidized trap products were from 
the reactive oxidant generated during photodeoxygenation of DBTO, control experiments 
were performed. Thermal formation of the oxidized products was tested by warming the 
reaction mixtures to 40 °C and monitoring for trap products. No oxidized trap products were 
observed. Oxidized trap products arising from photochemistry other than the 
photosensitization of DBTO were determined by photolysis of the sensitizers in the absence 
of DBTO. Without DBTO, the most likely source of oxygen is from adventitious oxygen not 
removed by the degassing procedure. When an oxidized trap product formed in the absence 
of DBTO and during photosensitization of DBTO. the rate of the oxidized product formation 
during photosensitization of DBTO was adjusted by subtracting the rate of formation in the 
absence of DBTO. Many times these corrections were made negligible by significant 
figures. Due to the low concentrations of DBTO being used, it sometimes occurred that the 
oxidized trap products formation rates with DBTO were less than 10 times greater than in the 
absence of DBTO. In these cases, the adjustment was significant. 
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Toluene was selected to act as the bulk solvent trap due to its limited number and 
easily quantifiable oxidized products. Through a 1 cm path length, neat toluene absorbs 99% 
of the light starting at 285 nm and below. To ensure complete absorption of photons by the 
sensitizer, photolysis was carried out at wavelengths greater than 300 nm, so only sensitizers 
with substantial absorption over 300 nm were studied. At 300 nm, the AOD of neat toluene 
is less than 0.01. The yield of DBT formation relative to DBTO loss and the yield of 
oxidized products relative to DBT formation are listed in Table 1. The observed quantum 
yields for the loss of DBTO and formation of DBT are given in Table 2. The observed 
quantum yields for the formation of oxidized products are given in Table 3. 
Table 1. Toluene oxidized products product yields from photolysis of DBTO3 
Sensitizer mVl X(nm) %DBT % PhCHO % BnOH /(J o-cresol /um&p-cresol 
None — 313 55 ±11 17 ±4 13± 4 26 ±5 22 ±5 
Anthraquinone 10-15 350 92± 19 2.7 ± 1.1 0.9 ± 0.3 1.4 ±0.2 
Acridine 1-10 357 70 ±38 19 ±8 13 ±6 3.9 ±1.4 
Acridine 30-100 357 63 ±26 28 ± 8 4 ± 2  1 ± 1 
a Solutions of DBTO were originally 1-5 m M and flushed with Ar to remove air. b % yield 
relative to loss of DBTO.c % yield relative to formation of DBT.d measured as one peak. 
Table 2. Toluene observed quantum yields from photolysis of DBTO" 
Sensitizer mM X(nm)( ^imo <1>+DBT 
None — 313 0.0118 ±0.0013 0.0046 ± 0.0007 
Anthraquinone 10-15 350 0.020 ± 0.006 0.017 ± 0.002 
Acridine 1-10 357 0.009 ± 0.003 0.0049 ± 0.0012 
Acridine 30-100 357 0.003 ± .002 0.0018 ± 0.0006 
a Solutions of DBTO were originally 1 -5 m M and flushed with Ar to remove air. Under 
these conditions all of the light is absorbed 
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The photolysis of DBTO in toluene leads to the oxidized products of benzaldehyde, 
benzyl alcohol, and the three possible cresols. The GC peaks of m-cresol and p-cresol could 
not be easily separated, and thus, the individual yields of each were not independently 
determined. Direct irradiation of DBTO in toluene leads to an similar amount of each 
possible oxidized product with the cresols forming in slight excess over benzaldehyde and 
benzyl alcohol. 
Table 3. Toluene observed quantum yields from photolysis of DBTOa 
Sensitizer mM X(nm) ^>+PhCHO ^>+BnOH 0 ,b ^+o-cresol <j> be ^+m&p-cresol 
None 
— 
313 1. lxlO"3 ± 8.0x10" ± 1.7x10 " ± 1.4x103 ± 
0.3 2.0 0.4 0.4 
Anthraquinone 10-15 350 5.1xl0"4± 1.7xl0~4 ± 2.8x10" ± 
-
2.0 0.8 0.4 
Acridine 1-10 357 8.7x10" ± 5.9x10" ± 1.7x10" ± -
2.1 1.8 0.2 
Acridine 30- 357 5.7x10" ± 7.2x10^ ± 1.8x10" ± -
100 2.9 3.6 1.4 
a Solutions of DBTO were originally 1-5 m M and flushed with Ar to remove air. Under 
these conditions all of the light is absorbed 
By contrast, photosensitization of DBTO consistently produces benzaldehyde as the 
major oxidized solvent product. Benzyl alcohol forms to a lesser extent than benzaldehyde. 
The only cresol observed is o-cresol. The yield of oxidized solvent relative to DBT 
decreases from a total of 78% for direct photolysis to 7% and 33-36% for anthraquionone 
and acridine photosensitization, respectively. Use of acridine above 150 m M causes 
deoxygenation of DBTO to cease. This could be due to self quenching as the rate constant of 
self-quenching reactions of triplet acridine in methanol are approximately 5 x 107 M"1 s"1.22 
Anthraquinone could not be used in concentrations over 20 m M because of low solubility. A 
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visual representation listing the percent yields relative to the loss of DBTO is given in Figure 
2. 
Cyclohexene was initially used in the direct photolysis of DBTO as a trap for 
0(3P).2,14'16 To determine if the oxidant is the same in direct and sensitized photolysis, 
photosensitization of DBTO was carried out in 10% cyclohexene in dichloromethane. 
Cyclohexene was initially used in the direct photolysis of DBTO as a trap for 0(3P).2,14,16 
Toluene 
Direct 55 9.3 7.1 14.3 11 
Acridine 67 15.4 5.6 1.3 
Anthraquinone 92 2,5 0.8 1.3 
Figure 2. Percent yields relative to the loss of DBTO for the photolysis of DBTO in toluene. 
To determine if the oxidant is the same in direct and sensitized photolysis, photosensitization 
of DBTO was carried out in 10% cyclohexene in dichloromethane solutions. Upon direct 
photolysis, the trap products 2-cyclohexenol and cyclohexene oxide were observed. The 
only oxidized trap product observed for anthraquinone and acridine sensitization of DBTO 
was 2-cyclohexenol. At high concentrations of acridine (190 mM) DBTO was not 
deoxygenated as was observed in toluene. The yield of DBT relative to DBTO loss and the 
yield of oxidized cyclohexene products relative to the formation of DBT are listed in Table 4. 
The observed quantum yields for the loss of DBTO, formation of DBT and the formation of 
oxidized cyclohexene products are given in Table 5. 
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Table 4. Polar solvent and 10% cyclohexene product yield from sensitized DBTO 
Sensitizer mM X(nm) %DBTb % /£yhexenoI % " /ty epoxide 
Noned 
— 320 90.0 28.0 33.6 
Acridine 20-30 357 100 ±33 4.8 ± 1.5 -
Anthraquinone 10-30 350 61 ±31 17± 14 - .  
Acetophenone 250 280 106 ±32 79 ±41 21 ±11 
Acetophenone 1250-1750 280 90±5 48 ± 17 27 ±8 
Benzophenone 300-700 280 - -
-
Benzophenone 100 365 110 ±45 12 ±3 10 ±8 
a Solutions of DBTO were originally 1-5 mM and flushed with Ar to remove air. b % yield 
relative to loss of DBTO. 0 % yield relative to formation of DBT. d Reference 19. 19 
Table 5. Polar solvent and 10% cyclohexene observed quantum yield from sensitized DBTOa 
Sensitizer mM X,(nm) 
^-DBTO ^+DBT cD 
a 
+hexenol <^>+epoxide 
Noneb — 320 0.010 0.0036 0.0017 ± 0.0014 ± 
0.0004 0.0004 
Acridine 20-30 357 0.0034 ± 0.0045 ± 0.00025 ± 
-
0.0029 0.0028 0.00011 
Anthraquinone 10-30 350 0.0017 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0012 ± -
0.0012 0.0009 0.0008 
Acetophenone 250 280 0.00046 ± 0.0010 ± 0.0008 ± 0.0003 ± 
0.00028 0.0002 0.0005 0.0002 
Acetophenone 1250- 280 0.0043 ± 0.0044 ± 0.0019 ± 0.0009 ± 
1750 0.0028 0.0018 0.0008 0.0004 
Benzophenone 300-700 280 - - - -
Benzophenone 100 365 0.017 ± 0.020 ± 0.005 ± 0.0006 ± 
0.010 0.011 0.003 0.0004 
a Solutions of DBTO were originally 1-5 m M and flushed with Ar to remove air. Under 
these conditions all of the light is absorbed.b Reference 19.19 
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Laser flash photolysis was used to measure the rate constants of quenching of 
sensitizer triplets by DBTO.23 Transient triplet lifetimes were measured as a function of 
DBTO concentration. The not all decays were fully exponential, sometimes not returning to 
zero absorbance on the time scale of the measurements (several (is). Nonetheless, the triplet 
lifetimes were measured by fitting the first order decay component of the transient 
absorption. Benzophenone and acridine were monitored at 530 nm and 432 nm, respectively, 
and they both exhibit a simple single exponent decay. These decays were assigned as the 
triplet state of benzophenone and acridine by comparing known lifetimes with the observed 
decay lifetimes.24 The anthraquinone signal decay in dichloromethane, monitored at 390 nm, 
was best fit by a biexponential fit with one very short and one very long lifetime. The 
reported triplet lifetime of anthraquinone in benzene is 110 ns, and since the short component 
lifetime is ~250 ns, it presumably arises from the triplet.25 The long decay lifetime, which is 
solvent dependant, is 14.1 ± 1.1 [is in acetonitrile and 66 ± 18 [xs in dichloromethane. Both 
decays are quenched by DBTO. The triplet lifetime of acetophenone could not be 
determined due to technical issues. 
Complications arose during the measurement of the anthraquinone and acetophenone 
transient absorption. The reported triplet lifetimes of anthraquinone and acetophenone, 110 
ns and 140 ns, respectively, are on the edge of the instrumentation cabability.24 The 
digitizer's max sampling rate is 100 MS/s and has an analog band width of 50 MHz. On the 
digitizer's maximum time resolution, laser interference with the signal was significant for the 
first 70 ns after the trigger. Due to the short lifetimes, this laser interference overlapped with 
most of the signal. In the case of anthraquinone, fluorescence was also observed from 
possibly an anthracene-like impurity, which led to further contamination of the signal. The 
transient absorption of acetophenone monitored at 330 nm produced only a very weak signal 
in dichloromethane. Given that acetophenone has a higher triplet energy than benzophenone, 
the quenching rate constant should be nearly diffusion controlled like benzophenone. 
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Using the determined quenching rate constants (kq) and the lifetimes in the absence of 
quencher (x0) in equation 1, the quantum yield of the sensitization of DBTO can be 
determined. As shown in equation 2, the observed quantum yield of deoxygenation resulting 
from the photosensitization of DBTO is the product of the reaction quantum yield and the 
DBTO sensitization quantum yield. Therefore, the quantum yield of deoxygenation (Oreaction 
= 0 deoxygenation. ) from the sensitized triplet state of DBTO can be determined using equation 2. 
Table 6 lists the quenching rate constants and inverse lifetimes in the absence of DBTO. 
Table 7 lists the quantum yields of loss of DBTO and formation of DBT (<&deoxygenation) after 
quenching of the sensitizer. 
0 
*,[e] 
Sens KlQl 
( i )  
® observed ^ reaction (2) 
Table 6. Quenching rate constant of DBTO on various sensitizers 
Sensitizer Solvent K (M"' s i) 
1/to 
(s1) 
Acetophenone 
Acridine 
Anthraquinone 
Triplet (short) 
(long) 
Benzophenone 
CHoCl 
•2V'12 
Acetonitrile 
CH,C1 2W2 
CH2CI2 
Acetone 
CH2CI2 
3.00x10^ 
0 
0 
5.68 x 10* 
2.55 x 10" 
4.18x10" 
2.81 x 10" 
Estimated from Benzophenone rate constant. ' Refernce25. 
1.3 x 10?" 
4.3 x 10" 
2.7 x 10* 
4.2 x 10* 
1.4x l(f 
1.6 xlO" 
5.4x10" 
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Table 7. Quantum Yields from Sensitized DBTO/ 
Sensitizer Solvent X-(nm) 
^ -DBTO +DBT 
Acridine Toluene 357 0 ± 0  0 ± 0  
CH2C12/ cyclohexne 357 
o
 
+i o
 0 ± 0  
Acetophenone CH2C12/cyclohexne 280 0.011 ±0.005 0.013 ± 0.005 
Anthraquinone T oluene 350 0.22 ± 0.05 0.23 ± 0.03 
CH2Cl2/cyclohexne 350 0.08 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.04 
Benzophenone CH2Cl2/cycIohexne 365 0.018 ±0.012 0.023 ±0.010 
a Solutions of DBTO were originally 1-5 mM and flushed with Ar to remove air. Under 
these conditions all of the light is absorbed.b 
Photochemistry of PhuSO. A brief examination of the photosensitization of Ph2SO 
was performed. It was found that direct irradiation of Ph2SO in benzene yields biphenyl and 
phenyl sulfide in a ratio of 5:1. Photolysis in acridine sensitization condition of Ph2SO yields 
the same products in a ratio of 1:1. Ph2SO is unreactive to photosensitization by 
acetophenone in 2-propanol. 
Ph2S PhPh . hv' Acndine Ph2SO ——» Ph2S PhPh 
Benzene Benzene 
1:1 1:5 
Photochemsitry of DBSeO. While there are a few investigations of the direct 
photolysis of DBSeO and other selenoxides, no studies looking at the sensitized 
photochemistry of selenoxides have been performed to our knowledge.16,26 29 With no 
literature guidance available, sulfoxide photochemistry was an appropriate guide to aid the 
selection of sensitizers which would likely induce photodeoxygenation. The four sensitizers 
selected were benzophenone, acetophenone. acridine, and anthraquinone. Photolysis 
conditions were chosen such that the chosen sensitizer would absorb >99% of the light. 
DBSeO has a similar absorption spectra to that of DBTO with an absorption cut-off of about 
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360 nm. To ensure the sensitizers were absorbing most of light, photolysis under 300 nm 
had a large excess of sensitizer, and above 350 nm, lower concentrations of sensitizer could 
be used, provided that the sensitizer had a significant extinction coefficient at those 
wavelengths. 
Like DBTO, direct photolysis of dibenzoselenophene-Se-oxide (DBSeO) leads to 
generation of 0(3P) and dibenzoselenophene (DBSe) through what is presumed to be the 
same mechanism as for DBTO.16 To compare the oxidant(s) formed during the 
photosensitization of DBSeO and DBTO, the trapping of the oxidant(s) by cyclohexene was 
examined. Again, the rates were adjusted to compensate for the oxidized trap products 
arising from the sensitizer photochemistry and not the sensitized DBSeO. In Table 8, the 
yield of DBSe relative to the loss of DBSeO and the yields of oxidized products relative to 
the formation of DBSe are reported as percent yields. The observed quantum yields for the 
loss of DBSeO, formation of DBSe, and formation of oxidized cyclohexene products are 
given in Table 9. 
Table 8. Polar solvent product yield from DBSeO photolysis.3 
Sensitizer mM X,(nm) %DBSeb % c /v hexenol % c /v epoxide 
Noned — 320 26 ±3 - 25 ±5 
Acridine 35 357 91 ± 19 46±3 10 
Anthraquinone 4 350 57 ±6 56 ±39 11 ±6 
Acetophenone 700-1500 280 80 ±13 91 ± 10 95 ±30 
Benzophenone 150-250 280 55.6 ± 1.5 33.0 ± 1.4 -
Benzophenone 150-250 365 65 + 15 33 ± 10 -
a Solutions of DBSeO were originally 0.1 -1.0 mM and flushed with Ar to remove air. b % 
yield relative to loss of DBSeO.0 % yield relative to formation of DBSe.d Reference 10.16 
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Table 9. Polar solvent observed quantum yield from DBSeO photolysis/1 
Sensitizer mM %nm) O.DB&o #+DBs, @+b«=o, ^«poxit 
Noned 320 0.30 ± 0.04 0.078 ± 
0.004 
0.022 ± 
0.004 
Acridine 35 357 0.005 ± 
0.001 
0.005 ± 
0.002 
0.0021 ± 
0.0006 
0.0003 
Anthraquinone 4 350 0.11 ±0.03 0.063 ± 
0.012 
0.04 ± 0.03 0.0074 
Acetophenone 700- 280 0.030 ± 0.027 ± 0.031 ±0.011 0.032 ± 
1500 0.006 0.009 0.018 
Benzophenone 150-
250 
280 0.13 ±0.07 0.08 ± 0.04 0.026 ± 0.015 -
Benzophenone 150-
250 
365 0.15 ±0.08 0.09 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.02 
-
a Solutions of DBSeO were originally 0.1-1.0 mM and flushed with Ar to remove air. Under 
these conditions, all of the light was absorbed. 
During DBSeO direct photolysis, the major products are DBSe and cyclohexene 
oxide. Photosensitization consistently produces selenide and 2-cyclohexenol as the major 
trap product and cyclohexene oxide as the minor product. In most cases, the ratio of 
cyclohexene to the minor product 2-cyclohexenol is at least 5:1. The one exception is 
acetophenone. Photosensitization of DBSeO by acetophenone yields approximately an 1:1 
ratio of products. Unlike sulfoxide photosensitization, high concentrations of sensitizers did 
not prohibit the deoxygenation of DBSeO. 
The DBSeO quenching rate constants were determined from the triplet lifetime of the 
sensitizer over a varying concentration of DBSeO in a similar fashion to DBTO. Table 10 
lists the quenching rate constants and the inverse of the triplet lifetimes in the absence of 
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DBSeO . Table 11 lists the quantum yields of loss of DBSeO and the formation of DBSeO 
after sensitization. 
Table 10. Quenching Rate Constants of Sensitizers by DBSeO 
Sensitizer Solvent kq 1/to 
(M1  s1) (s-') 
Acetophenone (3% 3.0x10^ 1.3x10^ 
Acridine CH2CI2 0 4.30x10" 
Anthraquinone 
Triplet (Short) CH2CI2 1x10» 4.20x10* 
(long) CH2CI2 - 1.4x10^ 
Benzophenone (3% 4.8x10" 5.35x10" 
"Estimated from Benzophenone rate constant. bRefernce25 
Table 11. Quantum Yields from Sensitized DBSeO." 
Sensitizer Solvent X(nm) 
^ -DBSeO ^ +DBSe 
Acridine CH2Cl2/cyclohexne 357 0 ± 0  0 ± 0  
Acetophenone CH2Cl2/cyclohexne 280 0.032 ± 4 0.024 ± 1.0 
Anthraquinone CH2Cl2/cyclohexne 350 0.41 ± 7 0.23 ± 2 
Benzophenone CH2Cl2/cyclohexne 280 0.13 ± 10 0.07 ± 6 
Benzophenone CH2Cl2/cyclohexne 365 0.18 ± 10 0.09 ±6 
a Solutions of DBSeO were originally 0.1-1.0 m M and flushed with Ar to remove air. Under 
these conditions, all of the light was absorbed. 
6.4 Discussion 
In a previous study, the reactive oxidant generated during the direct irradiation of 
DBTO and DBSeO was confirmed to be the same, barring an unlikely coincidence, by 
oxidized toluene products ratio16 This oxidant was presumed to be 0(3P), based on previous 
evidence. In this study, it is clear from the oxidized product ratios that the photosensitization 
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of DBTO or DBSeO leads to deoxygenation by means other than is observed in direct 
irradiation. 
A prime example of the evidence for different photodeoxygenation mechanisms for 
direct irradiation and sensitization is observed in the oxidized toluene products resulting from 
photolysis of DBTO. If the oxidant generated was the same from direct irradiation and 
sensitization, it is expected that the oxidized products and their relative amounts would also 
be the same. In toluene, direct irradiation of DBTO yields o-cresol as the major product 
where as sensitization by acridine or anthraquinone yields benzaldehyde as the major 
product. Also, oxidized products resulting from direct irradiation and photosensitization 
form in different ratios. These observations indicate different oxidants for deoxygenation by 
direct irradiation and sensitization. . 
The DBTO quenching rate constant (kq) of the acridine triplet is zero, which is 
indicates that no energy transfer between DBTO and acridine occurs. This is expected, 
because the triplet energy of acridine is only 45 kcal/mol, and DBTO has a triplet energy of 
61 kcal/mol.8-24 The singlet lifetime of acridine is 0.35 ns, and therefore dynamic quenching 
by DBTO at relevant low concentrations can be dismissed, though static quenching cannot be 
ruled out.24 The most likely path to deoxygenation of DBTO by acridine photosensitization 
is by some indirect means. Electron transfer from carbazoles to diary 1 sulfoxides undergoes 
photodeoxygenation by a bimolecular photoreduction6 Under more energetic conditions, the 
radical cation of acridine has been observed.30 Assuming that an electron is released from the 
oxidation of acridine in the present conditions, the reduction of DBTO by an solvated 
electron could lead to deoxygenation without necessitating that DBTO quench the acridine 
triplet. 
Sensitization of DBTO by anthraquinone in toluene leads to roughly equal amounts of 
benzaldehyde. benzyl alcohol and o-cresol. Unlike acridine. anthraquinone has a triplet 
energy higher than that of DBTO (by about 1 kcal/mol), and therefore, triplet energy transfer 
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is possible though it is likely to be reversible.24 The sensitized quantum yield of 
deoxygenation (0reaclion) is calculated to be 0.23, which is very high for photodeoxygenation. 
The notion of two different photodeoxygenation mechanisms occurring for 
photosensitization and direct irradiation is supported by the "fingerprint" of oxidized 
cyclohexene products. Different cyclohexene oxidized trap products are observed for direct 
irradiation and photosensitization. Direct photolysis of DBSeO with cyclohexene under 
conditions with stringent 02 removal yield only cyclohexene oxide.16 Under less stringent 02 
removal, direct photolysis of DBSeO or DBTO with cyclohexene yields cyclohexene oxide 
plus the minor product 2-cyclohexenol. Presumably, 2-cyclohexenol would be furthur 
reduced as a product of the direct photolysis of DBTO if 02 were more carefully removed.16,19 
In sharp contrast, photosensitization of DBSeO and DBTO yields 2-cyclohexenol as the 
major product for most of the examined sensitizers. Again, the reversal of the major 
oxidized trap product indicates different mechanisms occur for photosensitization and direct 
irradiation. 
While every photosensitization of DBSeO or DBTO consistently produces 2-
cyclohexenol as a major product, the formation of cyclohexene oxide is more sporadic. 
Since the oxidant produced during direct photolysis, 0(3P), forms cyclohexene oxide as a 
major product, one possibility is that the photosensitizations that produce cyclohexene oxide 
do so by producing 0(3P). This could possibly happen if the sensitizers could transfer 
enough energy to DBSeO or DBTO to cause the unimolecular cleavage of the selenium-
oxygen or sulfur-oxygen bond. Acetophenone has the highest triplet energy of 74 kcal/mol. 
The selenium-oxygen and sulfur-oxygen bond strength of DBSeO and DBTO has been 
estimated to be 65.0 and 73.0 kcal/mol, respectively, by MP2/6-311 ++G(3df,2p) 
calculations.31 If energy transfer from acetophenone went into an excited vibrational state of 
DBSeO or DBTO, it could, in priciple, have enough energy to cause unimolecular cleavage 
before relaxation to the equilibrium triplet state. Facilitating this cleavage to 0(3P) is that it 
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would be spin allowed. The cited values of bond strengths and triplet energies are 
approximate, however, they do show that this process maybe possible. If this process is 
occurring. DBSeO should have a greater quantum yield than DBTO. This is because the 
same amount of energy is transferred to DBSeO and DBTO from acetophenone, but there is 
more excess energy to break the selenium-oxygen bond because it is weaker. The sensitized 
deoxygenation quantum yield (Oreaction) increases from 0.01 for DBTO to 0.03 for DBSeO, 
providing circumstantial evidence for this process. However, this proposed mechanism goes 
against the intuitive assumption that photochemistry should occur from equilibrium states. 
Therefore, the author would like to stress that this is only a possible explanation. While 
acetophenone may have enough energy to cause unimolecular cleavage, it does not explain 
why cyclohexene oxide would be observed for anthraquinone, acridine, or benzophenone 
whose triplet energies are to low to cause unimolecular cleavage. 
Another explanation of the sporadic appearance of cyclohexene oxide during 
photosensitizations is more technical. It was often observed that in high concentrations of 
sensitizer deoxygenation would cease. This is presumably due to self-quenching of the 
sensitizer triplets. In most cases, sensitizer concentrations of under 200 mM had to be used 
for deoxygenation to take place. Since DBSeO and DBTO have extinction coefficients over 
the range of wavelengths used to irradiate the sensitizers, low concentrations of DBSeO and 
DBTO had to be used to ensure >99% of the light was absorb by the sensitizers. When very 
low concentrations of DBSeO or DBTO are used, it is quite possible that cyclohexene oxide 
forms but at an amount under the analytical detection limit. In the cases where cyclohexene 
oxide was not observed, very low concentrations of DBSeO or DBTO were used. 
It was observed for direct irradiation that small amounts of 02 can cause oxidized 
products to form, which in absence of 02 would not form. While all samples were degassed 
by argon sparging for at least 10-15 minutes, it is likely that a small residual amount of 02 
remains. This residual 02 could account for the formation of cyclohexene oxide. It is also 
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possible that residual 02 accounts for some of the mass imbalance observed for the 
photosensitization of DBSeO by acetophenone. 
The ratios of 2-cyclohexenol to cyclohexene oxide for the photochemical reactions 
with different sensitizers present no obvious pattern. Conclusion of this should be held off 
due to the uncertainty if cyclohexene oxide is forming from the trapping of the oxidant 
arising from sensitized deoxygentaion or some unknown reaction involving 02. However, it 
can be stated that the oxidant produced by direct irradiation and photosensitization of DBTO 
(or DBSeO) is different. A scheme of the conclusion is shown below. 
major minor 
DBTO* 
completely 
separately solvated 
DBT and 0(3P) 
OH 
major minor 
Scheme 1 
Ph2SO. The formation of biphenyl from the photolysis of phenyl sulfoxide in 
benzene is a result of sulfoxide a-cleavage. The addition of the phenyl radical to benzene is 
undoubtedly the pathway to biphenyl. Therefore, the ratio of phenyl sulfide to biphenyl can 
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be used to judge the competition between deoxygenation and a-cleavage. The 5:1 ratio of 
biphenyl to phenyl sulfide from the direct irradiation of phenyl sulfoxide indicates that a-
cleavage is dominant. The 5:1 ratio of biphenyl to phenyl sulfide from the direct photolysis 
of phenyl sulfoxide was also observed by Kodhair.32 The quantum yield of loss of phenyl 
sulfoxide was determined to be 0.034 in f-BuOH.33 Sensitization by acridine produces a 1:1 
ratio of phenyl sulfide and biphenyl in accordance with an increase in deoxygenation. 
6.5 Conclusions 
The direct photolysis of DBSeO and DBTO leading to deoxygenation proceed by the 
same unimolecular cleavage mechanism to liberate the same oxidant. Photosensitization of 
DBSeO and DBTO also proceed by the same mechanism, but a different mechanism than the 
unimolecular cleavage mechanism observed during direct photolysis. The deoxygenation of 
DBTO by acridine sensitization despite non-queching of the acridine triplet by DBTO, and 
the appearance of cyclohexene oxide during acetophenone sensitization suggest more than 
one possible sensitization mechanisms are active. However, the exact nature of these 
mechanism is, at this point, only speculative. Acridine sensitization of phenyl sulfoxide 
leads to an increases in the amount of deoxygenation compared to a-cleavage. 
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Chapter 7 
General Conclusions 
Thermal eliminations of sulfoxides have been widely used in the preparation of 
olefins.' The internal elimination of sulfoxides is related to the Cope elimination involving 
amine oxides. Computational analysis of the Cope elimination had shown that it was 
possible to estimate activation enthalpy barriers at the MP2 level of theory with the 
appropriate basis set.2 This soon led to attempts to computationally model the sulfoxide 
internal elimination activation barrier did not begin until 1997.3,4 Cubbage and co-workers 
showed that it was possible to accurately estimate the sulfoxide internal elimination enthalpy 
barrier at the MP2 level of theory.4 
In this dissertation, the range of internal eliminations that have been studied 
computationally was increased to include sulfinate esters and sulfonate esters. Sulfonate 
esters had been shown to give products consistent with an internal elimination going through 
a 6-membered transition state.5"12 The proposed mechanism advocated the formation of an 
"intimate ion pair" intermediate before elimination to the double bond. Without the benefit 
of solvation, functional groups developing charge during a reaction must be able to stabilize 
the charges to help offset the intrinsic endothermicity of charge separation in the gas phase. 
While computations performed to examine the reaction could not find an intermediate, 
charge separation in the 6-membered transition state was significant. Sulfonate esters have 
three oxygen atoms with which to delocalize charge, which lowers the 6-membered transition 
state activation barrier more than sulfinate esters that only have two oxygens with which 
delocalize charge. 
The internal eliminations of sulfinate esters move through a five-membered transition 
state without charge separation.4 Thinking about the back reaction, the addition of the 
sulfinic acid to the aldehyde, is useful. One quickly realizes, through this gedanken exercise 
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that the addition of the sulifinic acid to the aldehyde requires a niicleophilic-electrophilic 
mismatch. Specifically, the sulfur has to act as a nucleophile towards the aldehyde oxygen 
and not the electrophilic carbonyl carbon. However, forming a sulfonate ester from a similar 
addition reaction causes the nucleophilic-elctrophilic mismatch to become even worse. The 
sulfinic acid sulfur is even less nucleophilic than the sulfenic acid sulfur. Due to microscopic-
reversibility, the poor nucleophilic-electrophilic mismatch of the addition is reflected in 
activation barrier to the 5-membered elimination, as well. The ability of the sulfonate 
functional group to stabilize a negative charge and the destabilize a 5-membered transition 
state by poor nucleophilic-electrophilic interactions causes sulfonate esters to undergo 
elimination through the 6-membered transition state selectively. Sulfinate esters are not as 
effective as sulfonate esters at delocalizing the charge, and therefore, they do not stabilize the 
6-membered transition state as well as sulfonates. Without this extra stabilization, the 5-
membered transition state is preferred by sulfinate esters. 
The importance of charge stabilization is carried forward to the study of the effect of 
silyl substitution on sulfoxide internal eliminations. It is well known that silyl groups will 
stabilize a (3-carbocation by hyperconjugation.13-15 Silyl groups can also stabilize adjacent 
negative charges. Therefore, a silyl substituent on a carbon p to a sulfoxide is in prime 
position to stabilize the charges that would arise from an El-like or Elcb-like internal 
elimination. When a silyl group is attached to a sulfoxide a-carbon, it is in an unfavorable 
position to stabilizes charges that might arise from an El-cb or El-like internal elimination. 
To compensate for the inability of the ct-silyl to the stabilize charge, the transition state 
shifts to a more E2-like path to minimize the charge. In the internal eliminations studied in 
this dissertation, charge has been cited as an important component of the activation barriers, 
and without the stabilization of solvation, charge is expected to be a significant contribution. 
Bond strengths of sulfur and selenium ylides were determined to elucidate the 
possible photochemical bond cleavage reactions available to these ylides. The strength of 
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y tide bonds can be estimated by the use of calculations, but without an experimental 
reference, accepting these values without some skepticism of the precision would not be 
prudent. This caution is needed since all of the computational methods predicted DMSO to 
have the strongest bond and phenyl sulfoxide the weakest, but by experimental heats of 
formation (AH0,), phenyl sulfoxide has the strongest bond and DMSO the weakest. While the 
precision of the calculated bond strengths for the sulfur and selenium ylides is questionable, 
reasonable qualitative values can be obtained. It was found that sulfoxides have the strongest 
bond. Dialkyl sulfoxide range from 90.0 to 86.6 kcal/mol, and the thiophene derivatives 
range from 61.5 to 72.7 kcal/mol. Selenoxides have weaker ylide bonds compared to 
sulfoxides by about 8 kcal/mol. However, the range of the selenophene derivatives is smaller 
than the thiophene derivatives due to selenophenes being less aromatic. Sulfilimines and 
sulfonium carbenes have similar ylide bond strengths. The range of non-aromatic 
sulfilimines and sulfonium carbenes bond strengths range from about 25 to 50 kcal/mol. The 
greater number of alkyl substituents attached to sulfur increases the bond strength. 
Thiophene sulfilimine and sulfonium carbene derivatives range from 22.8 to 37.0 kcal/mol. 
The thiophene sulfilimine and sulfonium carbene derivatives have the weakest whereas the 
dibenzothiophene derivatives have the strongest ylide bonds. 
The basis of the photodeoxygenation studies of diaryl sulfoxides and selenoxides was 
the assertion that O('P) is formed during photolysis of dibenzothiophene .S-oxide (DBTO) 
through unimolecular cleavage.16 However, the quantum yield of this process was low, 
presumably because the cleavage from the triplet state was energetically unfavorable and 
cleavage from the first excited singlet would be spin forbidden. Attempts to increase the 
quantum efficiency of 0(3P) generation by lowering the ylide bond strength and increasing 
inter-system crossing (ISC) were successful by using dibenzoselenophene-Se-oxide 
(DBSeO). The bond strength of DBSeO is only 65 kcal/mol compared to 73 kcal/mol for 
DBTO, and due to the heavy atom effect, ISC will be faster for DBSeO compared to DBTO. 
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These two factors led to a 40-fold increase in the generation of 0(3P). The oxidant, and most 
likely the mechanism, for the photodeoxygenation of DBSeO and DBTO was shown to be 
the same by the observed oxidized products ratio being the same. 
Sensitization of DBSeO or DBTO leads to deoxygenation. However, 
photosensitization and direct irradiation, in most cases, have different product ratios for both 
DBTO and DBSeO. The exception is photosensitization of DBSeO by acetophenone. 
Acetophenone has a higher triplet energy than the bond strength of the selenium-oxygen 
bond. This could possibly allow acetophenone to excite DBSeO into a vibrational!y hot 
triplet state which allows unimolecular cleavage to 0(3P) without the energy or spin 
hindrance. The rest of the photosensitzation proceeds through a mechanism and forms a 
different oxidizing species than direct photolysis. 
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Appendix A 
Supporting Information Chapter 2: Coordinates, Energies, and 
IRCs 
Ethyl methanesulfinate 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
0 8 . 0 0 .  5286316135  -0 .  3395171744  -0 .  2227696557  
s 16. 0 -0 .  9430385042  -0 .  0153912686  0 .  3950011287  
0 8 . 0 -1 .  7903622377  0 .  5449295256  -0 .  6536949189  
c 6. 0 -1 .  3620970269  -1 .  7425152697  0 .  5268208593  
H 1 .  0 -2. 3820177526  — 1 - 8049590214  0 .  8832999574  
H 1 .  0 -0 .  6879190389  — 2 . 2263196850  1 .  2207424795  
H 1 .  0  -1 .  2825310141  -2 . 1835214480  -0 .  4577623368  
C 6. 0  1 .  3608852046  0 .  7847832534  -0 .  5063644014  
H 1 .  0  2. 0309677954  0 .  4440494573  -1 .  2834657542  
C 6. 0  2. 1348208287  1 .  2344111642  0 .  7190379057  
H 1 .  0  0 .  7577614165  1 .  5858823915  -0 .  9177741109  
H 1 .  0 1 .  4706064192  1 .  5897727773  1 .  4993581494  
H 1 .  0 2. 7241905960  0 .  4158260039  1 .  1171069051  
H 1 .  0 2. 8064858006  2. 0454819429  0 .  4548635157  
Energy 665 .4378599262  Hartree 
ZPE 
• 
121262  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,  P) 
0 8. 0 0 .  5646436876  -0 .  4004999773  -0 .  2567653661  
S 16. 0  -0 .  9404776481  0 .  0118721721  0 .  4089657512  
0  8 . 0  -1 .  8333339684  0 .  5940088600  -0 .  6333813256  
c 6 .  0  -1 .  3526470384  -1 .  7298484966  0 .  5362840435  
H 1 .  0  -2 .  3755575438  -1 .  7985183708  0 .  8983127405  
H 1 .  0  -0 .  6664196235  -2. 2166955281  1 .  2238938491  
H 1 .  0 -1 .  2722600244  — 2 . 1594136259  -0 .  4591061840  
C 6.  0 1 .  3797611601  0 .  7684651289  -0 .  5202247774  
H 1 .  0 2. 0722028888  0 .  44 61595195 -1. 2954479709  
C 6. 0 2. 1176948685  1 .  2270641455  0 .  7206595162  
H 1 .  0 0 .  7565002704  1 .  5617174049  -0 .  9391421125  
H 1 .  0 1 .  4206969100  1 .  5475633315  1 .  4927020860  
H 1 .  0 2. 7243387633  0 .  4151477219  1 .  1161766230  
H 1 .  0 2. 7712413979  2. 0658903636  0 .  4814728498  
Energy -666 .3788625361  
ZPE .116706  HARTREE/MOLECI  
MP2/6-311+G(3df  2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,  P) -666 .78  97691559  
6-membered transition state ethyl methanesulfinate 
168 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
0 8 . 0 -0. 6198487292  0. 3093764960  1. C405095604  
s 16. 0 0. 7864764858  -0. 2614545197  1. 0051501136  
0 8 . 0 0. 9352506784  -1. 0184316748  -0. 3184231971  
c 6. 0 1. 7782378951  1. 1916517043  0. 6945570528  
H 1. 0 1. 6911260439  1. 8621737209  1. 5405958664  
H 1. 0 1. 4121821167  1. 6722977244  -0. 2043940340  
H 1. 0 2. 8096455619  0. 8893161882  0. 5616674528  
C 6. 0 -1. 9868406691  -0. 0639762353  -0. 5311679068  
H 1. 0 — 2. 5587095349  -0. 5430370020  0. 2369795322  
C 6. 0 -1. 3772713263  -0. 7927975536  -1. 5552509639  
H 1. 0 -2. 0608246419  1. 0035149273  -0. 5646143332  
H 1. 0 — 1. 1864807168  -0. 2592265507  -2. 4738587249  
H 1. 0 -1. 7029515767  -1. 8150083418  -1. 6727886008  
H 1. 0 -0. 2185968869  -0. 9131579832  -1. 0018918173  
Energy -665 .335384  8366  
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
0 .112567  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
0 8. 0 — 0. 7592542798  -0. 1274007082  1. 3275370323  
S 16. 0 0. 7614401645  -0. 4114209825  1. 1377216016  
0 8 . 0 0. 9153464230  -1. 4707744921  -0. 0229161124  
c 6. 0 1. 3745621553  1. 0915715166  0. 3416938568  
H 1. 0 1. 2345793267  1. 9196283987  1. 0331930895  
H 1. 0 0. 8480431197  1. 2817211023  -0. 5886456958  
H 1. 0 2. 4338618758  0. 9477386671  0. 1405085497  
C 6. 0 -1. 7011307686  0. 0943881400  -0. 3328294832  
H 1. 0 ~ 2 . 5371949103  -0. 3969428505  0. 1433762764  
C 6. 0 -1. 0572142486  -0. 5077590100  -1. 4262923017  
H 1. 0 -1. 6949423599  1. 1694699572  -0. 2138380908  
H 1. 0 -0. 6337976914  0. 1568475245  -2 . 1690166870  
H 1. 0 -1. 5243081708  -1. 4020707031  -1. 8201901736  
H 1. 0 0. 0414040644  -1. 0837556601  -0. 7932318617  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
-666.28517 96439 Hartree 
. 109595  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-666.7020611991 Hartree 
5-menbered transition state fo r  ethyl methanesulfinate (anti-meth) 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 1. 0 8285519553  .6312998590  ~ 2  .  9541903504  
C 6. 0 1. 1489175760  .5442026070  -i. 9241892440  
H 1. 0 2 .  1838370770  .2272840041  —i. 8835726725  
S 16. 0 1730757152  - . 6916819503  —i. 0742091449  
H 1. 0 1. 0396564554  1 . 4903861000  —i. 4138518811  
H 1. 0 -1. 0518728478  -1 . 1375024049  2  .  2826609752  
169 
0  8. 0  -1  .1653839528  - .0284891335  8225932642  
0  8 . 0  .8652586323  - .0055751405  8317680994  
c 6. 0  - . 1549154270  .5803273941  1 .  3501173269  
H 1 .  0  -1  .0161961903  .4677591973  3439178646  
H 1 .  0  — . 0873338775  1 .6679426182  1 .  3931961373  
C 6. 0  — . 8293391182  - .1038598708  2. 5265916047  
H 1 .  0  — 1  .7553717734  .3970117819  2. 7887672279  
H 1 .  0 — . 1795705242  - .0988584616  3. 3976951210  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p :  
-665 .3369113503  Har t ree  
114339  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
H 1 .  0  6374548199  .8594479978  — 2 . 8297374214  
C 6. 0  1 .  1552031229  .5395767269  - i .  9292109490  
H 1 .  0  2. 1323317479  .1343131777  — 2 .  1885488601  
S 16. 0  2392258609  - . 7669388138  -1 .  1103663914  
H 1 .  0  1 .  2832211417  1  .3627077174  — 1 .  2325300437  
H 1 .  0  — 1 . 0099726346  -1  .1322172569  2. 2833648216  
0 8. 0  — 1 . 1430710332  — . 0909812754  7685541672  
0 8. 0  9465969055  .0360063436  9060592411  
c 6. 0  1494360485  .5992322466  1 .  3644012283  
H 1 .  0  9723490286  .4091409092  3409957616  
H 1 .  0  1686889670  1  .7002241630  1 .  3576098100  
C 6. 0  8631161740  — . 0781313368  2. 5160413535  
H 1 .  0  — 1 .  8315425048  .3813902432  2. 7124669282  
H 1 .  0  — _ 2565435080  - . 0135242425  3. 4201164885  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-666 .3346806338  Har t ree  
.109345  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-666 .7349398662  Har t ree  
5-membered transition state for ethyl methanesulfinate (syn-meth) 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 1 .  0  .6913167084  1  .1261742956  — 2 . 6704927385  
C 6. 0  .8744887438  .9619862502  — 1 .  6163099330  
H 1 .  0  1  . 9356154501  1  . 0262151527  — 1 .  4096391457  
S  16 .  0  . 3285527523  — . 6762492989  — 1 .  1403441482  
H 1 .  0  . 3446415463  1  . 6965029962  -i. 0282837653  
H 1 .  0  - . 2156813356  1  . 4447898448  2. 8670730792  
0 8 . 0  -1  .1541326671  — . 5416787565  8581532608  
0 8 . 0  . 7403336747  - . 3351680268  9387028213  
c 6. 0  — . 4181279950  — . 1918817863  1 .  4760120226  
H 1 .  0  - . 7429217763  -1  .0310772665  2. 0920108337  
H 1 .  0  — . 6158602954  1  . 9482149461  1 .  2345219068  
C 6. 0  - . 8003490106  1  . 1897799267  1 .  9869943601  
H 1 .  0  -1  .8507271092  1  . 2239084470  2. 2566419116  
H 1 .  0  -1  .1851723862  — . 3663617245  4033051563  
170 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-665 .3353553164  Har t ree  
114248  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
H 1 .  0 1489751824  1 .  4894288854  -2 . 0490215327  
C 6. 0 9518897203  9720000518  - 1 .  5291135010  
H 1 .  0 1 .  8263887172  9132176191  — 2 .  1757362703  
S 16. 0 4287512821  — . 7091023517  —  1 .  1692670846  
H 1 .  0 1 .  2093273380  1 .  4703037703  5996377825  
H 1 .  0 3562516841  1 .  5787202660  2 . 7228265270  
O 8 . 0 - 1 .  1010242060  5738631115  8123300884  
O 8 . 0 7932230367  — . 3419389094  1 .  0605285327  
C 6. 0 — . 4328570463  1944252759  1 .  5100594382  
H 1 .  0 8127342719  - 1 .  0036520458  2. 1524232805  
H 1 .  0 7322624825  1 .  8818996873  1 .  0241897749  
C 6. 0 9074864638  1 .  2050669992  1 .  8589508835  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  9712148107  1 .  2130067281  2. 0960175854  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  1255043112  4267923131  4061402374  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
Ethyl methane sulfonate 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
-666.3337 0924 04 Hartree 
. 109348  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-666 .7336206959  Har t ree  
O 8 . 0  0 .  3996189701  0 .  5936150918  0 .  6979905601  
C 6.  0  1 .  6859747617  - 0 .  0423518922  0 .  8806975786  
H 1 .  0  2 .  3578590362  0 .  0459129448  - 1 .  1700242791  
H 1 .  0  — 2 . 9149700883  0 .  5204534306  - 0 .  3184363091  
C 6. 0  -2. 0766428347  0 .  8587050563  0 .  2751540424  
S 16 .  0  - 0 .  6746575785  - 0 .  0720777718  - 0 .  2426339720  
H 1 .  0  -2.  2544163722  0 .  6704107399  1 .  3234142042  
H 1 .  0  —  1.  8858335823  1 .  9062093444  0 .  0936065690  
O 8 . 0  - 0 .  8311249378  - 1 .  4405760648  0 .  1352161344  
O 8 . 0  - 0 .  3778312614  0 .  2351565000  —  1  .  6041573348  
H 1 .  0  1 .  5387144679  - 1 .  1125619799  0 .  9054047517  
H 1 .  0  1 .  9971335498  0 .  2883737873  1 .  8603858775  
C 6. 0  2. 6703832393  0 .  3816152878  - 0 .  1897547961  
H 1 .  0  3 .  6421806688  - 0 .  0492179999  0 .  0318903611  
H 1 .  0  2. 7693782615  1 .  4606307256  - 0 .  2094521878  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-31GH(d ,p)  
-740 .2993818668  Har t ree  
0 .127740  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
O  
C 
H 
8.0 
6.0 
1.0 
. 4144516319  
1 .6734180354  
2 .2525084797  
7670439979  
0583198510  
2551863789  
7433546237  
9572202275  
1001949234  
171 
H 1 .  0 -2 .  9000267423  .4583724013  - . 3494878235  
C 6. 0 -2 .  0938805123  .7788049024  .3046913728  
S 16. 0 6006649865  .0736245016  - . 3381321125  
H 1 .  0 -2. 2484550679  .4131969216  1  . 3141435780  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  9998643345  1 . 8598247507  .2880671392  
0 8 .  0 5932103132  -1 . 3729734098  - . 1222869900  
0 8. 0 3532389097  .6181510996  -1 . 6698843611  
H 1 .  0 1 .  4514843247  - . 9904849026  1 . 1495502155  
H 1 .  0 2. 0576207321  .5152575535  1 . 8656331499  
C 6. 0 2. 6266708644  .2343003741  — . 2045341742  
H 1 .  0 3. 5909882696  - . 2048902919  .0507277419  
H 1 .  0 2. 7679648286  1 . 2909358295  - . 4195664636  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
•741.4224009479 Hartree 
122591  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-741 .9443006779  Har t ree  
6-membered transition state for ethyl methanesulfonate 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
0  8 . 0  - 0 .  6801817464  0 .  5671104470  0 .  7037234015  
0  8 . 0  0 .  9872399524  - 0 .  8635863004  1 .  7855816861  
0  8 . 0  0 .  7938183708  - 0 .  7339761249  - 0 .  6504890567  
c  6 .  0  1 .  8122880922  1 .  2875302572  0 .  6113780611  
H 1 .  0  1 .  7229083474  1 .  8467995149  1 .  5323606272  
H 1 .  0  1 .  5923114911  1 .  9197736072  - 0 .  2371605947  
H 1 .  0  2. 8063552733  0 .  8717764925  0 .  5235694832  
C 6. 0  — 2.  1932799766  0 .  0268637016  - 0 .  8831818243  
H 1 .  0  - 2 .  6583705537  —  0 .  4730503662  - 0 .  0569826909  
C 6. 0  - 1  .  5639819725  - 0 .  6747001462  - 1  .  9022531134  
H 1 .  0  - 2 .  2957661307  1 .  0930381905  - 0 .  9049195136  
H 1 .  0  - 1 .  3896308767  - 0 .  1511392448  —2 . 8287232421  
H 1 .  0  - 1  .  7947656824  - 1 .  7250891263  - 1 .  9886465240  
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  4452700169  - 0 .  6963961306  - 1 .  3347709995  
S  16 .  0  0 .  6560146287  - 0 .  0458178715  0 .  6608116002  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-740 .2095071980  Har t ree  
0 .119247  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
0 8 . 0 7963706762  .2960607104  .8412044810  
0 8. 0 1 .  1410417058  - . 8287261329  1  . 9659952656  
0 8 . 0 7374715225  -1  .0914960132  - . 4958607989  
c  6. 0 1 .  6253498177  1  .2094070411  .3932936132  
H 1 .  0 1 .  5549683605  1  . 8916034812  1  . 2356434202  
H 1 .  0 1 .  2578148492  1  . 6838061614  — . 5124036203  
H 1 .  0 2 .  6516410534  .8804816233  .2579104892  
C 6. 0 -2.  0056776441  .2096493567  — . 7760385756  
H 1 .  0 -2.  7169505060  - . 2446423027  - . 1042147660  
C 6. 0 — 1. 4339990695  - . 5213381340  -1  .8185418773  
172 
H 1 .  0 —  1  .  9934788335  1  . 2890615429  - . 7755431215  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  0979858775  .0350593684  -2 . 6842182632  
H 1 .  0 —  1  .  8615286043  - 1  . 4953788897  -2 . 0215992838  
H 1 .  0 — . 3404492842  - . 8469359633  - 1  . 2256462794  
S 16 .  0 6278423861  - . 2174749494  .7503166165\  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-741.3386515884 Hartree 
0 .115565  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-741 .8694312627  Har t ree  
5-membered transition state for ethyl methanesulfonate (anti-
methyl) 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0 -1 .5833200443  1. 7060616083  .8243157283  
S 16 .  0 - . 2287038767  8128690201  .0858370465  
0 8 . 0 - . 9178632619  — „ 1541962299  — . 8285956276  
0 8. 0 .6993246815  1. 7437109267  - . 5187801515  
0 8. 0 .6241088528  — , 7602512238  1 .2073318336  
c 6. 0 .3790242774  — 1 . 8145410603  .5137010178  
H 1. 0 — . 4365061201  — 1 . 2141209941  - . 4192837257  
H 1. 0 - . 3424612386  -2. 4924333259  .9661574014  
C 6. 0 1 .5228878332  — 2 . 4145465893  - . 2830881144  
H 1. 0 1 . 1586382500  - 3. 1805606487  - . 9593432248  
H 1. 0 2 . 2594577359  -2 . 8658259288  .3764903238  
H 1. 0 2 . 0218891034  -i. 6482268418  - . 8663912788  
H 1. 0 -2 . 2843911158  9885132309  1 .2237345036  
H 1. 0 -2 . 0426437650  2. 3147383652  .0566800892  
H 1. 0 -1 .1805087117  2. 3319256915  1 .6071231785  
Energy  
ZPE 
-740.1399567028 Hartree 
. 119305  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0 -1  .6158355808  1. 7551741658  .7827675473  
S 16 .  0 - . 1882500414  8306758691  .1891922906  
0 8. 0 - . 9303966238  — . 1858153082  - . 7236988727  
0 8. 0 . 7707230503  1. 7565370521  - . 4526419430  
0 8 . 0 . 6879488335  8329886207  1 . 3151571069  
c 6. 0 . 3980256203  -1. 8582727219  .5393740829  
H 1. 0 — . 3951508634  -1. 2796848827  - . 3244432105  
H 1. 0 - . 3169242840  -2. 5809421873  .9582103541  
C 6. 0 1 . 5045010176  -2 .  4094925649  - . 3356082294  
H 1. 0 1 . 1240657961  -3. 1511132050  -1  .0371269524  
H 1. 0 2 . 2692314131  -2 .  8758188466  .2865107005  
H 1. 0 1 . 9719680230  — 1. 5989444987  - . 8933554054  
H 1. 0 -2 . 3100727245  1. 0447944459  1 . 2204011609  
H 1. 0 — 2 . 0610225750  2. 2740039511  - . 0620284507  
H 1. 0 — 1 . 2598784609  2. 4650033522  1 . 5231788209  
173 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-741 .3239926230  Har t ree  
.114424  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-741 .8353973790  Har t ree  
5-membered transition state for ethyl methanesulfonate (syn-methyl) 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
0 6. 0 —  1  .  5590484928  1 .  7959996402  .8221987046  
s 16 .  0 2527197823  8831792801  .0210229502  
0 8 . 0 —  1  .  0017569608  1506000233  - . 7648508343  
0 8. 0 5914345493  1 .  7939357770  - . 7191758306  
0 8 . 0 7977579050  5922308785  1  . 0933644355  
c 6. 0 4250533459  —  1 .  7052735402  .5688764223  
H 1 .  0 - .  4418088552  - 1 .  1702525498  - . 3602392456  
C 6. 0 4309924609  —  2.  6281286579  1  . 4163294144  
H 1 .  0 — 2.  2152569325  1 .  0921572113  1  . 3118595467  
H 1 .  0 — 2 .  0869948388  2. 3587972314  .0636408328  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  1060371768  2. 4668338490  1  . 5374003909  
H 1 .  0 1 .  1536114711  — 2 . 1544799463  - . 1019735218  
H 1 .  0 1433936090  —  3.  0486718896  2 . 2373053649  
H 1 .  0 - .  8187879795  — 3 .  4468821607  .8200373115  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  2705729897  — 2 . 0869785428  1  . 8419079536  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-740 .1397009956  Har t ree  
.119332  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
0 6.  0 - 1 .  5855368002  1 .  8461425543  .8069775068  
S 16. 0 2164339725  9256738807  .0822517586  
0 8 . 0 - 1 .  0394159480  1674818229  - . 6569149306  
0 8. 0 6107237835  1 .  8371973185  - . 7371293197  
0 8 . 0 8793890557  6349954001  1  . 1571583574  
c 6. 0 4420518542  - 1 .  7306821148  .5697414626  
H 1 .  0 3994934282  — 1 .  2149293954  - . 2883607798  
C 6. 0 4350229350  — 2 .  6581992810  1  . 3835825081  
H 1 .  0 — 2 .  1930303522  1 .  1455280318  1  . 3712849973  
H 1 .  0 —2.  1538721818  2. 3020858727  .0004881766  
H 1 .  0 —  1 .  1604431411  2. 6082613711  1  . 4530539318  
H 1 .  0 1 .  1362827923  — 2 .  1959350824  - . 1438979084  
H 1 .  0 1452218286  -3. 1054090879  2 . 1912534259  
H 1 .  0 8496059100  -3. 4557049271  .7680880731  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  2535402343  — 2 . 0941471175  1  . 8301266354  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-741 .3238302071  Har t ree  
.114495  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-741 .8351371080  Har t ree  
Hydroxyme thy 1 methanesulf inate 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
174 
S 16. 0 . 1555612024  - . 1097589914  7954748201  
c  6. 0 - . 0307875253  .0616182920  9672575393  
H 1 .  0 . 3182614774  1  . 0398847000  1 .  2696528273  
H 1 .  0 . 5633536640  - . 7124177634  1 .  4361167375  
H 1 .  0 -1 . 0771529371  - . 0659402882  1 .  2092898326  
H 1 .  0 -2 . 3334102544  - . 6010497484  -2. 1932092708  
0  8 . 0 - . 8355997033  1  . 1370795967  - 1 .  1376345233  
0  8 . 0 - . 5378873179  - 1  . 3464501244  - 1 .  1799173104  
C  6 .  0 - 1  . 4814391165  1  . 0791788121  —  2 .  4046635588  
H 1 .  0 - . 7622971217  .7493791196  - 3 .  1496794851  
H 1 .  0 -1 . 7861647398  2 . 0916583842  —  2 .  6124219372  
0  8 . 0 -2 . 5946861279  .2916280111  -2. 3764358311  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-701 .2637613374  Har t ree  
.097936  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
S 16. 0 1382092293  - . 1411392115  8091608585  
C 6. 0 0191571585  .0609481329  9637700812  
H 1 .  0 3210219973  1  . 0556199095  1 .  2400159314  
H 1 .  0 5919567477  - . 7014708766  1 .  4414630031  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  0681366122  - . 0737286053  1 .  2150825981  
H 1 .  0 —2 .  2940735620  - . 6137196880  -2 .  2041911794  
0 8 . 0 8740898672  1  . 1861076389  - 1 .  0871545862  
0 8. 0 5935813411  - 1  . 3962208366  - 1 .  1796821534  
C 6. 0 - 1 .  4804140847  1  . 0934342154  —2 .  3991130664  
H 1 .  0 7226480494  .7560822356  — 3 .  1158116167  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  7952593407  2  .1049340318  -2 .  6342386559  
0 8. 0 — 2  .  6060764585  .2839630538  — 2 .  3980992973  
Energy 
Z P E  
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-7 02.234 9432348 Hartree 
. 093118  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-702. 7018152289 Hartree 
6-membered transition state for hydroxymethyl methanesulfinate 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S  16. 0  .1729220423  -1  .0433965858  .2473677478  
C 6. 0  .1103197023  - . 2906294120  1  .8658182845  
H 1 .  0  1  .1013838213  - . 3509516296  2  .2971916368  
H 1 .  0  - . 5908667609  - . 8547693939  2  .4676745696  
H 1 .  0  - . 2057161695  .7376540394  1  .7676765256  
0 8 . 0  - . 7016091265  1  .5156169933  — . 5593934776  
0 8 . 0  1  . 1236920654  - . 1123378603  - . 5293588926  
0 8 . 0  -1  .2447120443  - . 7558428721  - . 3118325784  
c  6.  0  .4164202484  1  . 3264952962  -1  .1432424375  
H 1 .  0  .4216173624  .9941525051  -2  .1738167792  
H 1 .  0  1  .2275086135  2  .0029955947  - . 9091450297  
H 1 .  0  -1  .2394946545  .3461938250  - . 4900625693  
175 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p :  
-701 .2211968558  Har t ree  
091571  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
S 16 .  0 . 2116393949  -1 . 0591723484  2318606132  
c 6. 0 . 0930871387  - . 2876274335  1. 8497547580  
H 1. 0 1 . 0710745884  - . 3628631878  2. 3196038312  
H 1. 0 -.6465466104 — . 8348660577  2 . 4301622675  
H 1. 0 - . 1955878343  .7514772404  1. 7232894989  
O 8 . 0 - . 6677439752  1 . 5455540581  4289371153  
O 8 . 0 1 . 2372477623  - . 1307790200  5121433137  
O 8 . 0 -1 . 2259019440  - . 7679515396  — „ 3797041398  
C 6. 0 . 3976426570  1 . 3381924542  -1. 1205360091  
H 1. 0 . 3127132841  .9107479470  -2  .  1206475523  
H 1. 0 1 . 2260224004  2 . 0360259199  -1. 0001597264  
H 1. 0 -1 . 2221817620  .3764424674  — • 4636661123  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p :  
Hydr oxyme thy1 methanesulfonate 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
-702 .2030558539  Har t ree  
.087621  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-702 .6671021527  Har t ree  
H 1 .  0 . 2777347455  2158805818  1589306623  
C 6. 0 . 0347064458  2084235829  1 .  2113477733  
H 1 .  0 . 8983878564  —. 4512854725  1 .  8121409688  
S 16 .  0 -1 . 2181654500  — 1 .  4079088393  1 .  5076955500  
H 1 .  0 — . 3725431631  7520806734  1 .  4959698326  
O 8. 0 - . 4607749288  -2 .  7014800918  1 .  0202116169  
O 8. 0 -2 . 3311033241  — 1 .  1548894957  6574787178  
O 8. 0 -1 . 4432776100  - 1 .  5443356428  2. 9176118071  
C 6.  0 - . 7424161041  — 3 .  9537129130  1 .  6842031798  
H 1 .  0 -1 . 8156399637  -4 . 0450762471  1 .  7842812754  
O 8 . 0 - . 0849322825  -4 . 0586167743  2. 8668914850  
H 1 .  0 - . 3592279185  -4. 6940168393  1 .  0044405116  
H 1 .  0 - . 4807836029  — 3 .  4752793930  3. 4989441194  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-776 .1235732652  Har t ree  
104397  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
H 1 .  0 . 2806024167  — . 2166964111  1596579057  
C 6. 0 . 0346365853  - . 2067072305  1 .  2168609625  
H 1 .  0 . 8990059059  - . 4568790810  1 .  8228436581  
S 16 .  0 -1 .2270294016  -1  .4119567650  1 .  5101266402  
H 1 .  0 - .3751067746  .7581711501  1 .  5029719473  
O 8. 0 - .4112491260  -2 . 7181214697  9643631952  
176 
O 8. 0 — 2 . 3701558281  -1. 1389937191  6485367715  
0 8 . 0 -i . 4302928689  — 1 „ 5826618251  2. 9551207940  
C 6 .  0 - . 7380510623  -3. 9591153987  1. 6801665572  
H 1. 0 -i . 8233253572  -4. 0151127566  1. 7782866648  
0 8 . 0 - . 0745723504  -4 . 0579656249  2. 8838150755  
H 1 .  0 - . 3677541136  -4 . 7325050140  1 .  0173964237  
H 1 .  0 - . 4947433250  -3. 4202810546  3. 4800009043  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-777 .2775749165  Har t ree  
099212  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-777 .8561502793  Har t ree  
6-membered transition state for hydroxyme thy1 methanesulfonate 
HF/6-31G(d ,P)  
H 1 .  0  2 .  2410643746  -1  .0696832268  -1  .3561943659  
C 6 .  0  1 .  9343781565  - . 9408242464  - . 3278222952  
H 1 .  0  1 .  6062365229  -1  .8815376948  .0904450669  
S  16 .  0  5941444148  .2046071007  — . 2936194383  
H 1 .  0  2 .  7450815189  - . 5272222990  .2552719123  
0  8  .  0  — „ 5146413338  — . 4387894370  -1  .0285500206  
0  8  .  0  1 .  0464636158  1  . 4437074993  — . 8405261289  
0  8  .  0  1937040793  .3059673680  1  . 1433626603  
C 6 .  0  - 2 .  3088128240  - . 4279718553  .1311156889  
H 1 .  0  - 2 .  2790194830  .6229418910  — . 0903512053  
0  8 .  0  - i .  8656093268  - . 8784068194  1  . 1951789423  
H 1 .  0  ~ 2 .  9169600347  -1  .0665855814  - . 4864109684  
H 1 .  0  — „ 9760481806  - . 3235704988  1  . 4129036520  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-776 .0821457365  Har t ree  
.097945  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
H 1 .  0 2 . 1488809561  -1  .1227455154  -1  .3456696340  
C 6 .  0 1 .  8555805074  - . 9571750833  - . 3132141521  
H 1 .  0 1 .  4761251287  -1  .8728253743  .1298537249  
S 16. 0 5640435525  .2552831526  — . 2952325733  
H 1 .  0 2 . 6898194210  - . 5659033233  .2618769244  
0 8 . 0 5918158148  - . 3955180022  - 1  . 0417832212  
0 8. 0 1 .  0726927683  1  . 4975007230  - . 8568898333  
0 8 .  0 1683886956  .3835320162  1  . 1885175185  
C 6. 0 —2 .  1866528401  - . 4700842529  .0886587045  
H 1 .  0 -2. 2978785992  .6042240492  - . 0345061024  
0 8. 0 - 1 .  7808055928  - . 9587041210  1  . 1866099975  
H 1 .  0 -2. 7659719593  - 1  . 1031184710  - . 5756807114  
H 1 .  0 - .  8524247234  - . 2718335975  1  . 4122628580  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-777 .2434923653  Har t ree  
093136  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-777 .8233911504  Har t ree  
177 
Sulfenic Acid 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16. 0 . 0800853973  .0189420622  - .7668909104  
c 6. 0 . 0323639744  - . 0528983013  1 .0275143005  
H 1. 0 - .3691487336  .8965808781  1 .3646454971  
H 1. 0 1 .0295886930  - . 1786570436  1 .4269357743  
H 1. 0 - .6105138308  - . 8505755985  1 .3776682904  
0 8 .  0 . 8015338285  -1 . 4328766444  -1 .1019985369  
H 1. 0 . 1322298712  -2 . 0857678525  -1 .2396456150  
Energy  -512 .54  18924638  Hartree 
ZPE .056226  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,  P) 
S 16. 0 . 0697252069  .0335180435  - .7690048086  
C 6. 0 . 0297830941  - . 0526385443  1 .0232589234  
H 1. 0 - .3698312274  .8991530378  1 .3734936641  
H 1. 0 1 .0332297674  - . 1812418896  1 .4202377660  
H 1. 0 - .6152925101  - . 8535805781  1 .3771083133  
0 8 . 0 . 8297324583  -1 . 4429941494  -1 .1045458235  
H 1. 0 . 1187924108  -2 . 0874684200  -1 .2323192348  
Energy -513 .00  11201229  Hartree 
ZPE .053758  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311+G(  3df  2p)  / /MP2/6-31G(d ,  P) -513 .22  41253557 Hartree 
Sulfinc Acid 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0 0. 0239820196  0. 0226879186  -0. 3963384692  
S 16 .  0 -0. 0544373661  -0. 1901216914  1. 3704904184  
0 8. 0 0. 7279221596  1. 2175064122  1. 6509591120  
0 8 . 0 — 1 . 4544099306  -0. 0486544974  1. 7489869737  
H 1. 0 -0. 4976074760  -0. 8111405448  -0. 8476158834  
H 1. 0 1. 0574080837  0. 0399157836  -0. 7150312829  
H 1. 0 -0. 4719281861  0. 9515132590  -0. 6458452363  
H 1. 0 0. 8887526290  1. 3152273661  2 . 5794425117  
Energy 
ZPE 
-587 .3703753645 Hartree 
0 .060858  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p]  
C 6 .0  0. 0280548075  0. 0217666587  -0. 3897592291  
S 16 .0  -0. 0751782462  -0. 2068641903  1. 3852121910  
0 8 .0  0. 7342079382  1. 2658431724  1. 6196299606  
0 8 .0  -1. 5142013000  -0. 0937673403  1. 7466572546  
178 
H 1.0 -0 
H 1.0 1 
H 1.0 -0 
H 1.0 0 
-0 .8057283273  
0 .0377512539  
0 .9629525256  
1 .3149802534  
-0 .8568660837  
-0 .6968781505  
-0 .6303093318  
2 .5673615331  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
Sulfonic Acid 
-588 .0235297167  Har t ree  
0 .057878  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-588 .3598417424  Har t ree  
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
c 6. 0 . 4069264933  0025799611  — 1 . 6001272439  
s 16 .  0 - . 1324663512  1003218925  0737782337  
0 8 . 0 - . 7380520697  1. 3671955504  2841626514  
0 8 . 0 - . 8116766255  -1. 0998715477  4431432853  
0 8 . 0 1 . 2644357528  0766499296  8265019883  
H 1. 0 1 . 2656474173  6179828662  1. 4743346240  
H 1. 0 1 . 0487616211  8407875173  — 1 . 8096005422  
H 1. 0 - . 4769637572  0374234268  -2 . 2217515370  
H 1. 0 . 9299094192  9361038416  — 1. 7461965595  
Energy 
ZPE 
-662 .2306491245  Har t ree  
.067032  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0 4047555012  0011167636  - 1 .  6115259370  
S 16 .  0 1438112624  0889617735  0701420364  
0 8. 0 7528037401  1 .  3902215630  2955293812  
0 8. 0 8276035636  - 1 .  1463627552  4454477119  
0 8 . 0 1 .  3278053758  0545778180  7988654837  
H 1 .  0 1 .  2471579287  5765514485  1 .  5337760463  
H 1 .  0 1 .  0605880585  8414259068  —  1 .  8068881061  
H 1 .  0 4810127732  0575755735  —2 .  2378169897  
H 1 .  0 9214463753  9428915674  - 1 .  7632847265  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-663 .0656075943  Har t ree  
.063514  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-663 .5134183704  Har t ree  
Ethene 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 1 .  0 - .0000000042  .9153882646  1 .  2245537659  
C 6. 0 . 0000000007  - .0000003683  6582259521  
C 6.  0 - .0000000081  .0000003661  6582259527  
H 1 .  0 . 0000000056  - .9153880462  1 .  2245537385  
H 1 .  0 . 0000000080  .9153880469  - 1 .  2245537389  
H 1 .  0 - .0000000019  - .9153882631  - 1 .  2245537649  
179 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) /HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
ZPE MP2 
-78 .0388414542  Har t ree  
0 .053396  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-78 .3970029522  Har t ree  
0 .052343  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Ethone 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6.  0 — . 3971206322  - .0000050146  — . 2478958090  
C 6. 0 . 1485279270  .0000042582  1 . 1525770121  
H 1. 0 1 . 2299575656  - .0000100822  1 . 1336787067  
H 1. 0 - . 2126573090  - .8747397302  1 . 6867931033  
H 1. 0 - . 2126452092  .8747382802  1 . 6867572330  
O 8 . 0 . 2729830232  .0000217715  -1  .2286059127  
H 1. 0 -1  .4914988653  - .0000094828  - . 3248651334  
Energy  -152 .92258  71869 Hartree 
ZPE .059552  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p  0 
C 6. 0 — . 3995627507  .0000030291  — . 2430354088  
C 6. 0 . 1466517627  .0000011931  1 . 1564141980  
H 1 .  0 1 . 2323405281  - .0000050019  1  . 1300322443  
H 1 .  0 - . 2151003164  - .8780522405  1  . 6925501792  
H 1 .  0 - . 2150911983  .8780578548  1  . 6925519987  
O 8 . 0 . 2908205649  .0000058956  -1 . 2522822932  
H 1 .  0 -1 . 5025120902  - .0000107300  - . 3177917182  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
-153 .3784671950  Har t ree  
.057101  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-153.5483367259 Hartree 
Formaldehyde 
H 
C 
O  
H 
1 .0  - .0170616365  
6 .0  .0237038681  
8 .0  1 .0494688444  
1 .0  - .9429215180  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
. 0010581247  
1 .0936862954  
1 .6859111643  
1 .6046949096  
Energy  
ZPE 
-113.8697432227 Hartree 
. 028981  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 
C 
O  
H 
1 .0  - .0246764161  
6 .0  .0181853873  
8 .0  1 .0750868233  
1 .0  - .9554062365  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- .0089607096  
1 .0904990233  
1 .7007018805  
1 .6031102997  
180 
Energy -114.1834986297 Hartree 
ZPE .027468  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p) / /MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  -114 .3145653516  Har t ree  
181 
Intrinsic Reaction Coordinates 
Atoms are color coded: Red = Oxygen 
Gray = Carbon 
White = Hydrogen 
Yellow = Sulfur 
-6 
C-Q bond 
C-H bond i w» MP2 Energy 
Reaction Coordinate [s, (amu ' bohr)] 
Figure 1. IRC of 6-membered elimination ethyl methanesulfonate (1) at 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 
182 
MP2 Energy 
Reaction Coordinate [s, (ami/ 2 bohr)] 
Figure 2. IRC of 6-membered elimination ethyl methanesulfinate (2) 
at MP2/6-31G(d,p) 
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MP2 Energy 
Reaction Coordinate [s,(amu1/2 bohr)} 
Figure 3. IRC of 5-membered elmination ethyl methanesulfonate (1) at 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 
184 
C-H bond 
Reaction Coordinate [s, (amu ' bohr)] 
Figure 4. IRC of 5-membered elimination of ethyl ethatnesulfinate (2) at 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 
185 
30 r- MP2 Energy O-C bond 
0{8)-H bond 
-20 
0  -5 5 
Reaction Coordinate [s, (amu"2 bohr)] 
Figure 5. IRC of hydroxymethyl methanesulfonate (3) 
at MP2/6-31G (d,p) 
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30 
20 
10 
-10 
-20 
O-Cbond 
G(8)-H bond mp2 energy 
0  
Reaction Coordinate [s, (amu bohr)] 
Figure 6. IRC of hydroxymethyl methanesulfinate (4) at MP2/6-31G(d,p) 
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Table S1. Coordinates and Absolute Energies. 
(E)-2-methanesulfinylethenylsilane 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16. 0 0114752684  — . 1016740872  — _ 8709818060  
C 6. 0 1430368079  .1154365940  9071537675  
H 1 .  0 3324218808  1  .0411363315  1 .  2086246650  
H 1 .  0 3568417339  - . 7200841657  1 .  3792696053  
H 1 .  0 -1 .  1910668834  .1147298598  1 .  1763461198  
H 1 .  0 -2. 3420674718  .3028264304  — 2 . 3010232896  
C 6. 0 - .  8715792630  1  .3680155668  — 1 .  3598341515  
0 8 . 0 8317331451  -1  .2667516310  -1 .  2383872399  
H 1 .  0 -  .  3917954122  2 . 2911179673  -1 .  0760383442  
C 6. 0 -1 .  9811749977  1  .2948118179  —2 . 0714852948  
SI 14 . 0 ~2.  9182210185  2 . 8070185951  —2 . 6803608147  
H 1 .  0 — 2 . 2350596712  4 . 0232955359  -2. 1859035187  
H 1 .  0 -4 . 3083891764  2 . 7810485360  -2 . 1747550685  
H 1 .  0 — 2 . 9533413358  2 . 8257551492  -4 . 1591891298  
Energy -87  9 .4720234183  Hartree 
ZPE 0 .107516  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p  0  
S 16. 0 0 .  0279525483  -0 . 1248438564  -0 .  8881577958  
C 6. 0  -0 .  1676885408  0 . 1367730830  0 .  8929182382  
H 1 .  0 0 .  3059376734  1 . 0743710079  1 .  1799867351  
H 1 .  0  0 .  3167209966  -0  .6922364215  1 .  4032334882  
H 1 .  0  -1 .  2293914947  0 . 1507749629  1 .  1305444862  
H 1 .  0  -2. 3002147557  0  .2714990994  -2 .  2955504873  
C 6. 0  -0 .  8390768946  1 . 3763115033  — 1 .  3565470439  
0 8. 0  -0. 8529414747  -1  .2870762281  -i. 2860428241  
H 1 .  0  -0 .  3581135402  2 . 3054752286  ~ 1.  0675459730  
C 6. 0  -1 .  9662677306  1 . 2843558376  -2. 0761555663  
SI 14. 0  -2 .  9142308783  2 . 7885759262  — 2 . 6580577756  
H 1 .  0 —2.  2121682867  3  .9943403096  — 2 . 1666843794  
188 
H 1 .0  -4 .2930694916  2 .7703078756  -2 .1238642001  
H 1 .0  -2 .9841744303  2 .8280541718  -4 .1346414025  
Energy -880.2990192639 Hartree 
ZPE 0 .103240  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  -880 .6678222418  Har t ree  
MP2/G3Large  -881 .3494987954  Har t ree  
(Z)-2-methanesulfinylethenylsilane 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 0. 1900832233  -0. 0640549234  -0. 6198092609  
c 6. 0 -0. 3703663959  -0 . 1852674043  1. 0834945877  
H 1. 0 0. 0587996949  0. 6148690564  1. 6735792351  
H 1. 0 -0. 0379050484  -1. 1438426374  1. 4607439338  
H 1. 0 -1. 4519720195  -0. 1462863382  1. 1119236035  
SI 14. 0 1. 8382596682  3. 1051635502  -1. 0763261509  
C 6. 0 -0. 6046314685  1. 4822147947  -1. 0093111175  
0 8 . 0 -0. 5555376876  -1. 1057657529  -1. 3718624641  
H 1. 0 -1. 6698659464  1. 3648131113  -1. 1408446199  
C 6. 0 0. 0083776093  2. 6407323815  -1. 1876325241  
H 1. 0 -0. 6408776327  3. 4675046837  -1. 4438169061  
H 1. 0 2. 6850598462  1. 9754315516  -0. 6541550725  
H 1. 0 1. 9642243981  4 . 2069729978  -0. 0959865841  
H 1. 0 2 . 2758444587  3. 5979414290  — 2. 3997250601  
Energy  
ZPE 
-879 .4642809539  Har t ree  
0 .107068  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p]  
S 16 .  0 0. 2230529791  -0. 0698983342  -0. 6368901288  
C 6 .  0 -0. 3646553813  -0. 1591921343  1. 0727132682  
H 1. 0 0. 0654058211  0. 6567341553  1. 6511302745  
H 1. 0 -0. 0407447372  -1. 1163787281  1. 4759239210  
H 1. 0 -1 . 4520471829  -0. 1098887599  1. 0846927504  
SI 14. 0 1. 8264228128  3. 0916386290  -1. 0707083345  
C 6 .  0 -0. 6129359325  1. 4756746446  -0. 9896676879  
0 8. 0 -0. 5062647777  -1. 1400154098  -1. 4167730293  
H 1. 0 -1. 6854440557  1. 3372247117  -1. 1119656197  
C 6 .  0 -0. 0035269636  2. 6589089406  — 1 . 1773404494  
H 1. 0 -0. 6665557026  3. 4866554432  -1. 4190349265  
H 1. 0 2. 6413414526  1. 9356387436  -0. 6571756504  
H 1. 0 1. 9872124299  4 . 1823434817  -0. 0843369641  
H 1. 0 2. 2782319377  3. 5809811167  —2 .  3902958235  
Energy -880  .2904084985  Hartree 
ZPE 
MP2/6- 311+G(3df ,2p)  
0 .102829  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-880 .6605017582  Har t ree  
189 
1-methanesulfinylethenylsilane 
HF/6- 31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 0245167551  — s 0097903577  — _ 9941486058  
C 6. 0 0577022419  0286559787  8030085933  
H 1. 0 5687455927  8465541492  1. 1835404452  
H 1. 0 5940034478  9206970698  1. 0991126409  
H 1. 0 9573534634  0734341398  1. 1752353802  
H 1. 0 -2. 5347584205  3291150802  -1. 9669094468  
C 6. 0 9539217324  1. 4784734646  -1. 2221913881  
0 8. 0 8136288483  — 1. 1684540452  -1. 3969430461  
SI 14 . 0 2113746511  3. 1856934834  9124856563  
c 6. 0 — 2. 1614150916  1. 3133057427  -1. 7404844415  
H 1. 0 -2. 7989265107  2. 1533937331  -1. 9556913387  
H 1. 0 1334036662  3. 3667182447  5154358596  
H 1. 0 -1. 2212751366  4 . 1875607143  -1. 3087300286  
H 1. 0 1. 0228821509  3. 3579369791  -1. 7078089673  
Energy 
ZPE 
-879 .4707559380  Har t ree  
0 .107803  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 . 0305909313  - . 0343339671  — 1 . 0233448711  
C 6. 0 . 0539351851  - . 0000551423  7851842286  
H 1. 0 . 5561056814  .8972598246  1. 1411931705  
H 1. 0 . 5940149999  - . 8831623028  1. 1184435203  
H 1. 0 - . 9729235025  - . 0364127323  1. 1434908529  
H 1. 0 -2 . 5161817787  .3011067533  -1. 9642771903  
C 6. 0 - . 9411663986  1 . 4801641245  -1. 2113152445  
0 8. 0 - . 8432357226  -1 . 2019659619  — 1 . 4234711716  
SI 14 . 0 - . 1983760414  3 . 1771610183  8908888776  
c 6. 0 -2 . 1657969662  1 . 3021443353  - 1 . 7345687863  
H 1. 0 -2 . 8220957213  2 . 1380952274  — 1 . 9366921924  
H 1. 0 . 1434274901  3 . 3476038865  5379778631  
H 1. 0 -1 . 2064025877  4 . 1807330911  -1. 2867138301  
H 1. 0 1 . 0367044313  3 . 3493818454  -1. 6840774713  
Energy -88  0 .3000882174  Har t ree  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G 3df ,2p)  
103326  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-880 .6694030298  Har t ree  
(E)-2-methanesulfinylethenylsilane TS (H-transfer) 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
190 
S 16 .  0 1 .  2107399681  -1 .  1916475922  .5333347057  
c  6. 0 9108350487  9547301340  2 . 2849437102  
H 1 .  0 0281054087  4350749799  2 . 4158431477  
H 1 .  0 1 .  7250664322  3601068774  2 . 6835938293  
H 1 .  0 8870469732  — 1 .  9154900128  2 . 7807953286  
C 6.  0 6862992577  6533965774  - . 1693220487  
0 8. 0 1271739487  -1 .  8734366830  .0472332179  
H 1 .  0 6613445863  -1 .  0868476547  - . 3312243252  
H 1 .  0 1 .  5333069386  1 .  2860135471  - . 0006347072  
C 6. 0 4925727800  5987552986  - . 6479939991  
SI 14  .  0 -1 .  5160696032  1 .  9321358027  -1  .4065948391  
H 1 .  0 8458049788  3 .  2585076586  -1  .4793742865  
H 1 .  0 —2.  7559759351  2. 0997600197  - . 6125563045  
H 1 .  0 — 1 .  8908073777  1 .  5403650298  -2 . 7846834292  
Energy -879  ' .4041784888  Hartree 
ZPE 0 .103789  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 1 .  1596890557  - 1 .  3773173215  .5258126272  
C 6. 0 8681049050  9931498432  2 . 2608657925  
H 1 .  0 0735012628  2545127697  2 . 3308457838  
H 1 .  0 1 .  7889158189  5857165736  2 . 6782741261  
H 1 .  0 5912976794  - 1 .  8953049928  2 . 7995887537  
C 6. 0 9033952272  7460136108  - . 1367654368  
0 8. 0 2980209502  - 1 .  6637047075  - . 0315020339  
H 1 .  0 6005949715  6086470595  - . 4162905275  
H 1 .  0 1 .  8117481534  1 .  2730768356  .0879961720  
C 6.  0 2720494451  7698899861  - . 6162412985  
SI 14 .  0 - 1 .  5698962223  1 .  8241832569  - 1  . 3836419322  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  1166571889  3 .  2232197449  - 1  . 5496546525  
H 1 .  0 — 2. 7749608034  1 .  8148454293  - . 5264539304  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  9290325211  1 .  2787244041  -2 . 7094734433  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3- la rge  
-880 .2481329653  Har t ree  
.097027  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-880 .6126446114  Har t ree  
-881.2940094489 Hartree 
(Z)-2-methanesulfinylethenylsilane TS (Si-transfer) 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0  0 .  9079717591  - 0 .  9225359607  0 .  3170357391  
C 6. 0  0 .  4662092956  - 0 .  8374875145  2 . 0518721934  
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  0940835994  0 .  0676559669  2. 2439849176  
H 1 .  0  1 .  3888022366  - 0 .  8259679374  2. 6216739032  
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  1152916135  - 1 .  7077118414  2 . 3241635961  
C 6. 0  1 .  3573358417  1 .  2816393236  - 0 .  0528992520  
191 
0 8 . 0 -0. 5273212545  -0. 9284736527  -0. 3666102006  
SI 14 . 0 — 1 .  6259770011  0. 2543690155  -0. 9763418659  
H 1 .  0 2. 3739710843  1 .  2663954343  0. 2534437097  
C 6. 0 0. 2941765252  1 .  7511088402  -0. 5012424008  
H 1 .  0 0. 0474267594  2. 7512827895  -0. 7946277086  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  3815714486  0. 8364867291  -2 .  3116499171  
H 1 .  0 — 2 . 2688458714  1 .  1658442312  -0. 0052946525  
H 1 .  0 -2 . 6913755134  -0. 7564915237  - 1 .  2450237616  
Energy  
ZPE 
-879 .4026929260  Har t ree  
0 .103230  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 0. 2230529791  -0. 0698983342  -0. 6368901288  
C 6. 0 -0. 3646553813  -0. 1591921343  1. 0727132682  
H 1. 0 0. 0654058211  0. 6567341553  1. 6511302745  
H 1. 0 -0. 0407447372  -1. 1163787281  1. 4759239210  
H 1. 0 -1. 4520471829  -0. 1098887599  1. 0846927504  
SI 14 . 0 1. 8264228128  3. 0916386290  -1. 0707083345  
C 6 .  0 -0. 6129359325  1. 4756746446  -0. 9896676879  
0 8. 0 -0. 5062647777  -1. 1400154098  -1. 4167730293  
H 1. 0 -1. 6854440557  1. 3372247117  — 1 „ 1119656197  
C 6. 0 -0. 0035269636  2. 6589089406  -1. 1773404494  
H 1. 0 -0. 6665557026  3. 4866554432  -1. 4190349265  
H 1. 0 2. 6413414526  1. 9356387436  -0. 6571756504  
H 1. 0 1. 9872124299  4 . 1823434817  -0. 0843369641  
H 1. 0 2 . 2782319377  3. 5809811167  —2 .  3902958235  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
-880 .2386200349  Har t ree  
0 .103219  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-880.6031018145Hartree 
l-methanesulfinylethenylsilane TS (H-transfer) 
HF/6  -31G(d ,p)  
S 16. 0 — e 3628804461  -1. 4747965549  — _ 3078393056  
C 6. 0 9821562030  -1. 6157997250  1. 3695398413  
H 1. 0 -1. 8204812412  9450369603  1. 4975502715  
H 1. 0 1823160776  -1. 3469591652  2. 0491126091  
H 1. 0 -1. 2861131688  — 2. 6375419847  1. 5524807902  
C 6. 0 5199319816  6595818070  5752481506  
0 8. 0 -1. 6553993978  — 1. 7566754453  -1. 1642852814  
H 1. 0 — 2 . 0047703241  7940997355  -1. 3744884353  
SI 14 . 0 1. 0000602589  1. 4946944731  0862968018  
C 6. 0 -1. 6260372103  7857793725  -1. 2054263472  
H 1. 0 — 2. 0393129600  1. 7340827959  -1. 5017029326  
H 1. 0 2. 1898262130  1. 1231009430  7090578114  
H 1. 0 1. 2439133297  1. 0757236949  1. 4864695581  
192 
H 1.0 7861786090  2 .9550018845  .0306247922  
Energy 
ZPE 
-879 .3945157441  Har t ree  
102071  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16  . 0 3407048432  -1 . 6200478667  - .3507647274  
c 6 . 0 9228890173  -1 . 5860242548  1 .3533038297  
H 1 . 0 -1. 6483426249  - . 7842557847  1 .4670401499  
H 1 . 0 0682610177  -1 . 4059911285  2 .0040865569  
H 1 .0 -1. 3783074438  -2 . 5406336767  1 .6031150234  
C 6 . 0 5221420970  .7484179912  - .5984477609  
0 8 . 0 -1. 6830643231  -1 . 7214329636  -1 .1758853345  
H 1 . 0 -1. 9370943632  - . 5492020861  -1 .3661013646  
SI 14 . 0 9914150594  1 . 4923358100  .1365420017  
C 6 . 0 -1. 6257867487  .7596766411  -1 .2221344425  
H 1 . 0 -2. 3507615935  1 . 4312673122  -1 .6450149772  
H 1 . 0 2. 1680975140  1 . 0682563043  - .6498796373  
H 1 . 0 1. 1488965069  .9961180326  1 .5217745094  
H 1 . 0 
• 
9095243922  2 . 9685710696  .1563925737  
Energy  1 CO
 
œ
 
0 .2437871827  Hartree 
ZPE o . 096443  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311+G(  3df ,  2p)  1 CO CO 0 .6081467952  Hartree 
Silyl methanesulfenate 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16. 0 — e 0721827537  1 . 1392803557  
C 6. 0 - 1 .  5629122837  .6077490780  
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  3087186185  .0570202470  
H 1 .  0 -2 .  1893123153  .0047674864  
H 1 .  0 -2. 0987559408  1 . 5097874211  
0 8. 0 6370001322  - . 3396585042  
SI  14 . 0 5927008603  -1 . 0589164799  
H 1 .  0 1 .  2795460258  -2 . 3550334379  
H 1 .  0 1 .  2842041614  — . 2200221560  
H 1 .  0 8076131677  - 1  . 2669495104  
.0892813104  
.9364234745  
1 .8318353443  
.2926301265  
1 .2111736166  
- .1678238651  
-1 .6708890669  
-1 .5267521660  
-2 .6705581839  
-2 .0993388904  
Energy  
ZPE 
-802 .6550636965  Har t ree  
072652  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 
C 
H 
H 
16 .0  - .0433148266  
6 .0  -1 .5439163356  
1 .0  -1 .3033603319  
1 .0  -2 .1290145404  
1 .1455804711  
.5888753486  
.0744978108  
- .0587974569  
.0861129428  
.8938223281  
1 .8204445438  
.2456544262  
193 
H 1 .  0 — 2.  1263687021  1 .  4814245557  
0 8 . 0 7201603368  3693206937  
SI 14. 0 5698754220  - 1 .  0372523834  
H 1 .  0 1 .  2302739017  —2 . 3524176613  
H 1 .  0 1 .  2344285767  1945663456  
H 1 .  0 8548074008  - 1 .  1999991453  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
1 .1223764001  
- .0876776203  
-1 .6409046881  
-1 .5554271712  
-2 .6551400832  
-2 .0032793782  
-803 .2073476404  Har t ree  
0 .070377  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-803 .4844863319  Har t ree  
Ethynylsilane 
HF/6- 31G(d ,p)  
H 1 .  0 . 0508282320  .0050566194  
C 6. 0 . 0330894913  .0014715873  
C 6. 0 . 0130949766  - .0016740538  
SI 14 . 0 - . 0181660243  .0005619279  
H 1 .  0 1  . 1768135825  - .6994537195  
H 1 .  0 -1 . 2353049843  - .6900863334  
H 1 .  0 - . 0209832736  1 .3946917721  
-3. 0244603491  
-1 .  9665342292  
7728092250  
1 .  0677613240  
1 .  5801549317  
1 .  5390730083  
1 .  5544295392  
Energy  
ZPE 
-366 .9204338961  Har t ree  
046825  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6- 31G(d ,p)  
H 1.0 . 0513164498  .0040557733  
C 6 .0  .0334338188  .0017869180  
C 6 .0  .0127993101  - .0010489978  
SI 14 .0  - . 0182495663  .0007988578  
H 1.0 1  .1751120567  - .6985896055  
H 1.0 -1  .2338634801  - .6892028422  
H 1.0 - . 0211765889  1 .3927676964  
— 3 . 0509771069  
-1 .  9867992004  
7584470344  
1 .  0729761819  
1 .  5886690562  
1 .  5477106832  
1 .  5644824202  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3Large  
-367 .2713793588  Har t ree  
043984  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-367 .4026503109  Har t ree  
-367 .7283468001  Har t ree  
(E)-methanesulfinylpropens 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 
C 
H 
16 .0  - .0536522338  
6 .0  - .0884495999  
1 .0  .4673329402  
- .1558389921  
.1345718118  
1 .0339302347  
- .8919769250  
.8813243982  
1 .1186578579  
194 
H 1. 0 3770401088  7174536588  1. 3596365348  
H 1. 0 -1. 1169791656  2220378181  1. 2060739642  
H 1. 0 -2. 4788077225  3489859392  -2 . 1701175559  
C 6. 0 8577142575  1. 3439923312  -1. 4001991624  
0 8 . 0 9943815920  -1. 2762723617  -1. 1565513192  
H 1. 0 2994790760  2. 2479078815  -1. 2193821535  
C 6. 0 - 2.  0193043718  1. 3123089170  —2.  0210470077  
C 6. 0 -2 . 7479454614  2. 5161230442  —2.  5400552894  
H 1. 0 —2 . 2087605061  3. 4344618164  —2.  3395281606  
H 1. 0 -3. 7315372256  2. 5876819519  —2.  0845015310  
H 1. 0 -2. 8990674365  2 . 4325856667  -3 .  6126301507  
Energy 
ZPE 
•628.4333717171 Hartree 
121127  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G (d ,p  0 
S 16 .  0 — e 0541530790  — _ 1848707137  — _ 9074100516  
C 6 .  0 0941345928  1495544560  8705870309  
H 1. 0 4595134858  1. 0621208376  1. 0855197997  
H 1. 0 3715933109  6930362052  1. 3764573486  
H 1. 0 -1. 1320869668  2448632005  1. 1828123879  
H 1. 0 -2.  4507368893  3274808897  — 2.  1831982820  
C 6. 0 8381518322  1. 3474496193  -i. 3858494749  
0 8. 0 -1. 0368252084  -1. 3028007420  -1.  1808276792  
H 1. 0 2786536597  2. 2552074347  -1.  1875738927  
C 6. 0 -2. 0102869159  1. 3076570585  -2.  0260150860  
C 6. 0 -2. 7468551300  2. 5084196242  -2 . 5279403974  
H 1. 0 -2. 2052258374  3 .  4288350761  — 2 . 3163870940  
H 1. 0 -3 .  7323772286  2 . 5741817527  ~2.  0653563118  
H 1. 0 -2.  9033250562  2 . 4399601116  -3 .  6051147979  
Energy  -62S i.310565 6559Hartree 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
116478  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-629 .6641946730  Har t ree  
(Z)-methanesulfinylpropene 
HF/6-31G (d ,p )  
C 6 .  0 -0. 3299656921  0. 5698003330  -0. 5484258078  
C 6. 0 0. 3624778957  0. 1293751792  — 1 . 8063210487  
H 1. 0 0. 6223109461  1. 0052779469  -2. 3959120441  
H 1. 0 -0. 2443462114  -0. 5321089138  ™ 2 . 4013496283  
H 1. 0 1. 2957982879  -0. 3645513134  -i. 5487397821  
C 6. 0 -1. 5417573588  0. 2898375288  -0. 1015600666  
S 16 .  0 -2. 7690665636  -0. 7943487907  -0. 7934961368  
c 6. 0 -4 .  0225467751  0. 4559581661  -1. 1073333257  
H 1. 0 -4. 8825823961  -0. 0516293984  — 1 . 5245372458  
H 1. 0 -3 .  6390061115  1. 1735075261  -1. 8207185934  
195 
H 1 .0 -4. 3007406598  0. 9452562868  -0 .1819009791  
0 8 . 0 — 2 . 3423892981  — 1 . 2966295069  -2 .1257827936  
H 1 . 0 -i. 8690396400  0. 6863808232  0 .8463918344  
H 1 . 0 0. 2549654168  1. 2170236251  0 .0886476525  
Energy  -628  .4278554058  Hartree 
ZPE 0 .121340  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d , :  p) 
C 6 . 0 - 0. 3255803480  0. 5858117425  -0 .5444050186  
C 6 . 0 0. 3549393213  0. 1291609159  -1 .7982851273  
H 1 . 0 0. 6092213698  0. 9944720571  -2 .4126151348  
H 1 .0 - 0 .  2703834660  - 0 .  5435824303  -2 .3735505504  
H 1 . 0 1. 2932645827  - 0 .  3667657043  -1 .5461217931  
C 6 . 0 - 1 .  5596434621  0. 2958926394  -0 .1058663321  
S 16 . 0 — 2. 7581166522  - 0 .  8219073469  -0 .8172325584  
C 6 .0 -4. 0080919868  0. 4574067167  -1 .0991693700  
H 1 . 0 -4. 8875525412  - 0 .  0351418071  -1 .5074503082  
H 1 .0 — 3 .  6171978812  1. 1754875964  -1 .8168840187  
H 1 . 0 -4. 2600529964  0. 9469176265  -0 .1603979995  
0 8 . 0 -2 . 3223541332  - 1 .  3190877424  -2 .1786808296  
H 1 . 0 - 1 .  9096046399  0. 6907886626  0 .8430120284  
H 1 . 0 0. 2552646731  1. 2436965659  0 .0966090472  
Energy -629  ' .3056277977  Hartree 
ZPE 0 .116313  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311+G(  3df ,  2p)  -629  u6586586490  Hartree 
2-methanesulfinylpropene 
HF/6  -31G ( d f P )  
S 16 .  0 . 0610677465  .0000882178  — 8401603218  
C 6. 0 — . 1684459834  .0986368346  9405924924  
H 1 .  0 . 2969004511  .9921901634  1 .  3361091166  
H 1 .  0 . 3084805668  - . 7750680508  1 .  3650654537  
H 1 .  0 -1  .2269149847  .0805962284  1 .  1653260616  
H 1 .  0 -2 . 3304893977  .2624715031  -2. 2200210989  
C 6. 0 - . 8829858804  1  . 4509145479  -i. 3140970530  
0 8 . 0 - . 6979377852  -1  .1977816609  -i. 2827342487  
C 6. 0 - . 2795279887  2 . 7869859534  9682866292  
C 6. 0 - 1  . 9898260023  1  . 2571725675  -2. 0005001420  
H 1 .  0 -2 . 5699989390  2 . 0893377911  -2. 3600688730  
H 1 .  0 . 7604015183  2 . 8391015550  - 1 .  2771761882  
H 1 .  0 - . 3154666071  2 . 9836501087  0990151412  
H 1 .  0 - . 8206756142  3  .5792646409  - 1 .  4706765108  
Energy  
ZPE 
-628 .4309723270  Har t ree  
.121103  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
196 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 0. 0680685845  -0 . 0283322135  -0. 8771400064  
c 6. 0 -0. 1566155101  0. 1264121298  0. 9124509904  
H 1. 0 0. 2972368912  1. 0464915772  1. 2747259760  
H 1. 0 0. 3317442598  -0. 7291447393  1. 3727680026  
H 1. 0 -1. 2226082878  0. 1050232622  1. 1306019030  
H 1. 0 — 2 . 3279161485  0. 2431023402  — 2. 2128000748  
C 6. 0 -0. 8754016656  1. 4506500817  — 1. 3058558222  
0 8. 0 -0. 7316347474  -1. 2342066796  — 1. 3168666257  
C 6. 0 -0. 2731372605  2 . 7737432568  -0. 9387196522  
C 6 .  0 -2. 0056350264  1. 2516379102  -1. 9905964739  
H 1. 0 -2. 6065255112  2. 0835142557  -2. 3317154615  
H 1. 0 0. 7937796867  2. 7955093847  -i. 1647155550  
H 1. 0 -0. 3918275133  2. 9927296836  0. 1228253025  
H 1. 0 — 0. 7549466512  3. 5704301503  -1. 5025753029  
H 1. 0 0. 2552646731  1. 2436965659  0. 0966090472  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
-629 .3116314154  Har t ree  
0 .115965  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-629 .6660595503  Har t ree  
2-methanesulfinylpropene TS (H-Transfer) 
2655812263  - 1 .  3885226591  - . 3150314500  
8645739794  - 1 .  5645822808  1 . 3674530946  
- 1 .  6861771482  8801819471  1 . 5285280400  
0490464661  - 1 .  3360196920  2 . 0437209514  
— 1. 1886557178  - 2 .  5838979740  1 . 5274415900  
4181560879  7529798997  — . 5423251410  
- 1 .  5717520334  - 1 .  6521232200  -1 . 1620421740  
- 1 .  9064393295  6865888587  -1 . 3529942821  
8035795411  1. 3358122516  .0731989660  
— 1. 5120184627  9055737666  -1 . 1610962192  
— 1. 9393531495  1. 8469619788  -1 . 4533974379  
1. 7065148566  9742830694  - . 4075984810  
8715647294  1. 1203780992  1 . 1354429051  
7606738735  2. 4129829663  — . 0472739620  
-628 .3492140471  Har t ree  
.115614  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
HF/6--31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
C 6 .0  
0 8 .0  
H 1 .0  
C 6 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S  16 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1.0 
- .2513746883  
- .8335536323  
-1 .5601985916  
-1 .5224384272  
-1 .5423371003  
- .7451122938  
- .3580360168  
1 .3467365752  
1 .4855161583  
197 
H 1. 0 0214380427  - 1 .  3844671162  2. 0036417566  
H 1. 0 — 1 . 2880238410  -2. 5037996665  1. 5704941680  
C 6. 0 3989147216  7885403128  5364071934  
0 8. 0 — 1 . 6035314517  - 1 .  6047569904  — 1. 1885984434  
H 1. 0 - 1 .  8300481001  — . 4663558289  — 1. 3350520525  
C 6. 0 8080960389  1. 3349687281  1129533039  
C 6. 0 -1 . 4938204936  8893433084  - 1 .  1531466494  
H 1. 0 -2 . 2021959591  1. 5822044140  - 1 .  5635278963  
H 1. 0 1. 7094765244  9539860275  3670380341  
H 1. 0 8489615167  1. 0539652546  1. 1662118870  
H 1. 0 8142687564  2. 4233147777  0502788367  
Energy 
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  
-629 .2480075355  Har t ree  
.109020  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
-629 .5973578753  Har t ree  
(E)-methanesulfxnylpropene TS (H-Transfer) 
HF/6- 31G(d ,p)  
S 16. 0 — 4778581302  - 1 .  4440184371  — e 4157408738  
C 6. 0 9454180319  - 1 .  4721289852  1. 3155800140  
H 1. 0 — 1 . 7600156898  7795584450  1. 4761366965  
H 1. 0 0824623871  - 1 .  1689895072  1. 8979908111  
H 1. 0 — 1 . 2390960249  —2 . 4733846616  1. 6002454204  
C 6. 0 6150510165  6797987956  7829319385  
0 8 .  0 — 1 . 8550105596  - 1 .  7172208680  - 1 .  1414991392  
H 1. 0 —2 . 1682970659  7626728937  - 1 .  3793739098  
H 1. 0 3177435681  1. 0394776011  4134502803  
C 6. 0 — 1. 7288023093  8667243792  - 1 .  3417986782  
C 6. 0 -2. 4587922889  2. 0722766498  - 1 .  8450024531  
H 1. 0 - 1 .  9202628568  3. 0062243773  — 1. 7061488595  
H 1. 0 — 3. 4186778571  2 . 1539546230  — 1. 3444803987  
H 1. 0 -2 . 6712106500  1. 9540082719  — 2 . 9028677108  
Energy  
ZPE 
-628 .3451644036  Har t ree  
116122  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 5366903539  — 1 . 5791873545  4660174563  
C 6. 0 9760788289  — 1 . 4711086492  1. 2769689690  
H 1. 0 - 1 .  6567503962  6352549233  1. 4176285150  
H 1. 0 0633240044  — 1 . 3004208766  1. 8477385602  
H 1. 0 -1 . 4432275951  -2 .  3959222161  1. 6047224703  
C 6. 0 4619388620  7082418709  7237456887  
0 8 . 0 - 1 .  9466018649  - 1 .  5324610881  — 1. 1920688320  
H 1. 0 — 2 . 0444912488  — . 3748216014  - 1 .  3765822197  
H 1. 0 4805961608  1. 0203835198  3205931092  
C 6. 0 - 1 .  5660064801  9459183293  - 1 .  2816246851  
198 
C 6.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
Energy 
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  
-2 .5124912574  
-2 .1131275342  
-3 .4642285683  
-2 .7188504664  
1 .9508842992  
2 .9610537962  
1 .9114243647  
1 .7457614292  
-1 .8331603816  
-1 .7498958913  
-1 .3036048581  
-2 .8831066923  
-629 .2431852762  Har t ree  
.109675  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6  
-629 .5919651656  Har t ree  
(Z)-methanesulfinylpropene TS (Methyl-Transfer) 
. 7886427793  1558910178  
- . 1824798335  -2 . 2972363550  
.8614454231  -2. 5182979147  
- . 8063057706  -3. 1226474138  
- . 5331283194  -1. 7370765832  
.4720204517  4136415436  
- . 6823308427  5647391713  
.4274917491  -1. 2568418078  
- . 1249706624  -1. 9483311463  
1 . 2341041247  -1. 7646601563  
.8210943581  4497923861  
1 . 0318530645  -1. 7594168729  
.7110461569  1. 3560793088  
1 . 4783729422  3841720080  
-628 .2396232386  Har t ree  
.115998  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
HF/6-31G (d ,p )  
C 6 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1.0 
H 1 .0  
H 1.0 
C 6 .0  
S 16 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
0 8 .0  
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
C 6 .0  
S 16 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
0 8 .0  
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
Energy  
- .4415259919  
- .0093587891  
- .0009906595  
- .2889310353  
.8275852313  
-1 .5753572690  
-2 .5571786499  
-3 .7833304812  
-4 .4060767903  
-3 .2719535721  
-4 .3902316132  
-1 .6674334879  
-2 .0434496096  
.2023445577  
- .5258436438  
- .0115534948  
.0158302620  
- .0882967482  
.8534537400  
-1 .5090318394  
-2 .7448920826  
-3 .8224792773  
-4 .4421663159  
-3 .1976794399  
-4 .4530265032  
-1 .7376423609  
-2 .1065218066  
.3639613506  
.8842511082  
- .1569698365  
.8683742835  
- .8398593372  
- .4115897901  
.5720953215  
- .9427015333  
.4085894322  
.0989818852  
1 .2512493935  
.6906550302  
-1 .0716291046  
.6459635553  
1 .4357390841  
-629 .1436219431  
1476436368  
-2 . 1150075361  
-2 . 4717744256  
-2. 9526190417  
— 1. 5104459801  
5505841204  
7273145683  
-1. 2356458496  
— 2 . 0731874460  
-1. 5215210604  
3924346241  
— 1. 9119164438  
1. 4339258353  
3460373080  
Hartree 
199 
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  
.109431  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
-629 .4950661538  Har t ree  
Methyl me thane su1fenate 
HF/6-31G (d ,p )  
0 8 .  0 - 1 .  1133328610  - 0 .  3716051619  0 .2714427194  
C 6. 0 - 0 .  8979069966  0. 5523114614  1 .3125676756  
H 1. 0 - 1 .  2933495364  0. 0981971117  2 .2116293253  
H 1. 0 - 1 .  4155403058  1. 4857977749  1 .1212909692  
H 1. 0 0. 1594254911  0. 7555405361  1 .4516631115  
S 16. 0 - 0 .  6279307420  0. 1028110361  -1 .2326126333  
C 6. 0 1. 0434773512  - 0 .  5591291869  -1 .2605568864  
H 1. 0 1. 4380386849  - 0 .  3523499029  -2 .2493785925  
H 1. 0 1. 0279228390  — 1 . 6286993909  -1 .1005703315  
H 1. 0 1. 6791961276  - 0 .  0828741706  -0 .5254752523  
Energy  -551  .5661258502  Hartree 
ZPE 0 .08  6089  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G (d ,p  ' )  
0 8 .  0 - 1 .  1656127152  - 0 .  4091761052  0. 2649671396  
C 6. 0 - 0 .  8804074335  0. 5460266784  1. 2962526503  
H 1. 0 - 1 .  2531194431  0. 1010962114  2. 2158278297  
H 1. 0 - 1 .  3880761483  1. 4922910091  1. 1100119978  
H 1. 0 0. 1918258875  0. 7270161870  1. 3894748590  
S 16. 0 - 0 .  6487224158  0. 1019405148  - 1 .  2610159122  
C 6. 0 1. 0272395494  - 0 .  5444897632  - 1 .  2378223509  
H 1. 0 1. 4572521916  - 0 .  3310232886  -2. 2163787848  
H 1. 0 1. 0188413489  - 1 .  6199776635  — 1 . 0820898721  
H 1. 0 1. 6407792304  - 0 .  0637036731  - 0 .  4792274514  
Energy -552  .1690358081  Har t ree  
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  -552  
0 .082989  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
4288311580  Har t ree  
Propyne 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0 . 0000000001  - .1033741219  2163365067  
C 6. 0 . 0000000000  - .0243101061  9682368835  
C 6. 0 . 0000000002  - .2008234710  1. 6804472048  
H 1. 0 - .0000000001  .0459188556  -2. 0223663283  
H 1. 0 . 0000000002  .7865768377  2. 1280381582  
H 1. 0 . 8789666549  - .7324939970  2 . 0268906713  
H 1. 0 - .8789666551  - .7324939973  2 . 0268906707  
200 
Energy  
ZPE 
-115 .8712460184  Har t ree  
.059777  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0 . 0000000002  - .1040096863  2267895793  
c 6. 0 . 0000000000  - .0228595529  9904031898  
c 6. 0 . 0000000004  - .2011842875  1. 6857842343  
H 1. 0 - .0000000002  .0477678256  — 2 . 0502155819  
H 1. 0 - .0000000003  .7886461492  2. 1396364129  
H 1. 0 . 8814411695  - .7346802243  2. 0382042730  
H 1. 0 - .8814411694  - .7346802238  2. 0382042720  
Energy 
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  
-116 .2729956353  Har t ree  
.056172  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
-116 .3900121684  Har t ree  
2 -methanesulfinylethylsilane 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 — .  0025329569  .1188298676  8128228440  
C 6. 0 0249943759  .0151100303  9794635720  
H 1 .  0 5146707228  .9108809459  1 .  3381778168  
H 1 .  0 5885548313  - . 8554371557  1 .  2938342235  
H 1 .  0 9830430060  - . 0139082097  1 .  3698783955  
SI 14 . 0 -3. 2236732244  -3 . 0009892097  -1 .  4944128596  
0 8. 0 9546165893  1 . 2083860382  — 1 . 1594096719  
C 6. 0 8355972403  — 1 . 4466096627  -1 .  1992777113  
H 1 .  0 7418217077  -1  .5275744270  — 2 . 2772360118  
C 6. 0 -2 .  3041878699  -1  .5036007782  —. 7795245315  
H 1 .  0 — . 2415490645  -2  .2437502668  7624506582  
H 1 .  0 -2 .  7953592728  - . 5926827824  — 1. 1079492889  
H 1 .  0 -2 .  3953139781  -1 . 5381296691  3028287576  
H 1 .  0 -3. 1747500579  -2  .9713512953  — 2  .  9745534785  
H 1 .  0 -4. 6357830172  -2  .9903933174  - i .  0502558929  
H 1 .  0 ~2.  5859380450  -4 . 2577524081  —i .  0314530169  
Energy  -88  0 .6621832552  Har t ree  
ZPE .132001  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 —. 0205979048  .1426448816  8403981267  
C 6 .  0 0103104783  - . 0036802961  9618735789  
H 1. 0 4560228237  .9106436136  1. 3457688020  
H 1. 0 6166317719  — . 8593193212  1. 2551216906  
H 1. 0 - i .  0032460507  - . 0938336551  1. 3452255124  
SI 14 .  0 -3. 2186500493  — 2 . 9745468643  -1. 4860133250  
0 8 .  0 — 1 „ 0394450573  i . 2092554474  — 1 . 1841425719  
C 6. 0 8193130871  -i . 4705447594  -1. 1882976278  
201 
H 1. 0 7249551345  -1. 5791442552  — 2.  2705226924  
C 6. 0 — 2.  2799836418  — 1 . 5009127200  7648532027  
H 1. 0 2149229725  —2 . 2505049480  7204811397  
H 1. 0 — 2.  7470549324  5702743454  — 1.  0982007794  
H 1. 0 — 2. 3691509433  — 1. 5285164783  3225028645  
H 1. 0 — 3. 1555339072  —2. 9319338187  —2.  9637972384  
H 1. 0 -4. 6328883018  — 2 . 9476082333  -1. 0536625020  
H 1. 0 — 2. 6031691913  -4 . 2406965476  — 1.  0252864423  
Energy  
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3Large  
MP2/G3Large  on  C a l so  
-881 .5152183683  Har t ree  
.127650  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
8877948984  Har t ree  
-882 .5696425411  Har t ree  
-882 .6272469896  Har t ree  
1-methanesulfinylethylsilane 
HF/6--31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 . 3366239171  — _ 1880774647  - . 6557954123  
C 6. 0 - . 3957474443  1035360629  9582082805  
H 1 .  0 . 2180420122  8482343782  4482868863  
H 1 .  0 - . 3921470161  8093092330  :. 5420108400  
H 1 .  0 -1  .3986646223  4913796846  8481539545  
H 1 .  0 -2  .7876766421  -1 .  9225020433  - i .  8080618434  
0  8 . 0 . 0333107456  1 .  0189613104  -1 .  4764044529  
C 6. 0 - . 7214394347  — 1 .  5110687999  - i .  2922918894  
SI 14 .  0 - . 1757334870  -1 .  9116497392  - 3.  0894661276  
c 6. 0 -2  .2213615872  -1 .  1857209223  -1 .  2459735640  
H 1 .  0 - . 4961906596  — 2 .  3870303856  6865246390  
H 1 .  0 -2  .4043699493  2125628998  — 1 .  6852897029  
H 1 .  0 -2  .6110430438  — 1 .  1899900045  2342052351  
H 1 .  0 - . 7980709457  9760560397  — 4 . 0426827215  
H 1 .  0 — . 6478876402  -3. 2858259830  -3. 3811018507  
H 1 .  0 1  .2973614976  -1 .  8683559212  -3. 1987590226  
Energy 
ZPE 
•880.6591555905 Hartree 
131847  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
0 8 .0  
C 6 .0  
SI 14 .0  
.3598266764  
- .4154566723  
.1804090323  
- .4186798165  
-1 .4245682215  
-2 .7862547818  
.0369771091  
- .7120261650  
- .1834921043  
- .1893184861  
.0902501324  
.8429036808  
- .8325691320  
.4689638642  
-1 .8682277786  
1 .0194192007  
-1 .5342376743  
-1 .9140656873  
- .6733986450  
.9368572666  
1 .4480033927  
1 .5150464023  
.7963014629  
-1 .8282119709  
-1 .5324823555  
-1 .2749108033  
-3 .0734937115  
202 
C 6.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
-2 .1972644571  
- .4832669676  
-2 .3338692195  
-2 .5988223994  
- .8429642728  
- .6314287509  
1 .2858867111  
-1 .1754243655  
-2 .4096988608  
- .1742847670  
-1 .2027040020  
- .9799317552  
-3 .2941123040  
-1 .8330000654  
-1 .2264889963  
- .6581919798  
-1 .6356223638  
- .2147328319  
-4 .0030556571  
-3 .3704896840  
-3 .2050260255  
Energy 
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  -881  
MP2/G3Large  
-881 .5148264612  Har t ree  
.127400  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
8877490318  Har t ree  
-882 .5700384610  Har t ree  
2-methanesulfinylethylsilane TS (H-Transfer) 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
s 16 .  0 -0. 9827724727  -0. 6127226969  1. 2112887883  
c 6. 0 -0. 0906197116  -2. 0252802044  1. 8678425377  
H 1. 0 -0. 7388588515  -2. 8910340975  1. 8617847284  
H 1. 0 0. 2030359354  -i. 7996183428  2 . 8869313308  
H 1. 0 0. 7845765586  -2. 2242343488  1. 2627342435  
H 1. 0 -0. 2496196025  -0 . 4361839943  -0. 7763339265  
0 8 . 0 -1. 1886203028  -0. 9772701500  -0. 2834392211  
C 6. 0 0. 7272570123  0. 6699033925  0. 7209063178  
H 1. 0 0. 2871667264  1. 6154725755  0. 9909307830  
C 6. 0 0. 9244677507  0. 3564812800  — 0 . 6563766667  
H 1. 0 1. 4244411568  0. 3151368725  1. 4629180364  
SI 14 . 0 0. 7041834993  1. 6780877957  — 1 . 9502323136  
H 1. 0 1. 7268020737  -0. 3491379536  -0. 8351484681  
H 1. 0 -0. 4456490158  2. 5370830523  -1. 5673902543  
H 1. 0 0. 4345489533  1. 0778525612  — 3 . 2785155329  
H 1. 0 1. 8856215904  2 . 5680537585  — 2  .  1085197828  
Energy  -880  1. 5961422286  Hartree 
ZPE 0 .126106  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p  ' )  
S 16 .  0 -1. 0581031798  -0. 6190038338  1. 1836983339  
C 6. 0 -0. 1048160586  — 1 . 9983321327  1. 8384865721  
H 1. 0 -0. 6854921743  ~2 . 9136047922  1. 76292 64664  
H 1. 0 0. 1220796547  -i. 7919221616  2 . 8842080155  
H 1. 0 0. 8191028595  -2. 1026753502  1. 2731761426  
H 1. 0 -0. 1883461731  -0. 4176044756  -0 . 7861465473  
0 8 . 0 — 1 . 1628900250  -0. 9684738798  -0. 3601184651  
C 6. 0 0. 7657985113  0. 6916603870  0 . 7358271447  
H 1. 0 0. 3138870614  1. 6448578869  0. 9890855086  
C 6. 0 0. 9678395491  0. 3517759044  -0. 6204461333  
H 1. 0 1. 4289262989  0. 3101432504  1. 5060469324  
SI  14. 0 0. 6813849444  1. 6476132493  -1. 9317815585  
203 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
H 1.0 
1 .7521037652  
-0 .4155090522  
0 .2925437771  
1 .8774515416  
-0 .3801704299  
2 .5264371903  
1 .0328351020  
2 .4890535855  
-0 .7999995394  
-1 .4637764523  
-3 .2214748136  
-2 .1803310068  
Energy  
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3Large  
MP2/G3Large  on  C a s  wel l  
-881 .4717449415  Har t ree  
0 .121545  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
11 .8388713332  Har t ree  
-882 .5207198447  Har t ree  
-882 .5787982013  Har t ree  
2-methanesulfxnylethylsilane TS (Silyl-Transfer) 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16. 0 - 0 .  9744792812  0. 4747020618  0. 8823187459  
C 6. 0 - 0 .  2277682712  — 0 . 5159711908  2 .  1779746869  
H 1. 0 - 0 .  8431693931  — 1 . 3864428174  2  .  3591049590  
H 1. 0 - 0 .  1891893212  0. 0939437428  3. 0735315928  
H 1. 0 0. 7701708120  - 0 .  8247134128  1. 8973085489  
SI 14 . 0 0. 3355981354  — 1 . 0830668075  - 1 .  3933775626  
0 8 . 0 - 1 .  0039423365  - 0 .  5089824955  - 0 .  3419598722  
C 6. 0 0. 7758585371  1. 6560296113  0. 2085580110  
H 1. 0 0. 2277892584  2 .  5759914776  0. 1065259328  
C 6. 0 1. 2390555506  0. 9848590896  - 0 .  9401830609  
H 1. 0 1. 3364958280  1. 5989456611  1. 1271794126  
H 1. 0 1. 0304935822  1. 4853862705  - 1 .  8712703760  
H 1. 0 2 . 2405496942  0. 5901321862  - 0 .  8730037595  
H 1. 0 - 0 .  5673971175  — 2 . 2109844929  - 1 .  7880174038  
H 1. 0 1. 3847036778  - 1 .  7501482990  -0 . 5809238845  
H 1. 0 0. 8358556451  - 0 .  7317656850  -2 . 7531269705  
Energy  — 880  ' . 6029451172  Hartree 
ZPE 0 . 130350  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p  » )  
S 16. 0 — 1 . 0476385305  4799686227  9198744966  
C 6. 0 1615803432  — . 5062988650  2 . 1288774290  
H 1. 0 - .  6857468925  - 1 .  4450456614  2 . 2874159914  
H 1. 0 — . 1350241428  0616953837  3. 0584845165  
H 1. 0 8524903633  7031469376  1. 7887205098  
SI 14. 0 3212407071  - 1 .  0990720214  - 1 .  3776992871  
0 8. 0 - 1 .  0747606855  — „ 4808762901  3658149158  
C 6. 0 7561250270  1. 6863324710  2157968632  
H 1. 0 1921681266  2. 6014243428  0854610821  
C 6. 0 1. 2204009190  9975128265  — , 9019864749  
H 1. 0 1. 3047496970  1. 6372315931  1. 1504594562  
H 1. 0 1. 0010568401  1. 4272836822  - 1 .  8686231988  
H 1. 0 2. 1815800956  5071439853  — . 8235538426  
H 1. 0 -  .  6562431128  — 2 . 0904024831  — 1 . 9042587413  
204 
H 
H 
1 .0  1 .2364941053  
1 .0  1 .0653128265  
-1 .8302090610  
- .7956266878  
- .4666758955  
-2 .6358389890  
Energy  
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  -881 
-881 .4706864284  Har t ree  
.126138  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
8387910632  Har t ree  
1-methanesulfinylethylsilane TS (H-Transfer) 
HF/6-31G (d ,p )  
S 16 .  0 -1 . 0331167039  -1. 0642982829  .7778642570  
C 6. 0 . 4057005226  -1. 0917868712  1 . 8547243440  
H 1. 0 . 6956438417  — 2. 1173295088  2  .0409144564  
H 1. 0 . 1400500367  6160335328  2  .7921961694  
H 1. 0 1 . 2299101432  5648392456  1 . 3916289511  
H 1. 0 - . 2580602545  4724502150  -1 . 1531559424  
0 8. 0 - . 4917213441  -1. 5602472971  - . 5824490067  
C 6 . 0 - . 8272964912  1. 1488538869  .0245761725  
SI 14 . 0 -2 . 6140082894  1. 7367491785  .1972615781  
c 6. 0 - . 2410473983  8735753691  -1 . 2352450036  
H 1. 0 - . 1633891531  1. 4483197180  .8215919827  
H 1. 0 - . 8364343967  1. 0788038706  -2 . 1142569730  
H 1. 0 . 8050239140  1. 1180142514  -1 . 3519101516  
H 1. 0 -2 . 6908596371  3. 1750826244  - . 1492431477  
H 1. 0 -3 . 0678762604  1. 5567395012  1 . 5941066007  
H 1. 0 -3 . 4749544785  
• 
9632237373  - . 7201142708  
Energy -880  1 .5875338195  Hartree 
ZPE .125448  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p  > )  
S 16 .  0 -1 . 0722333582  -1. 1125357842  .7776505692  
C 6. 0 . 3851594615  -1. 0596096879  1 . 8367884537  
H 1. 0 . 7261789128  -2. 0695567515  2 . 0492255448  
H 1. 0 . 1106060589  5618116752  2 . 7665548047  
H 1. 0 1 . 1763800505  5030417037  1 . 3400067009  
H 1. 0 - . 2651568812  4844076214  -1 . 1570748350  
0 8 . 0 - . 4989142299  -1. 5701766234  - . 6200373332  
C 6. 0 - . 8121223673  1. 1543086600  .0453008864  
SI 14 . 0 -2 . 5798400183  1. 7410815998  .2115862141  
c 6. 0 - . 2401730421  8634371640  -1 . 2126661456  
H 1. 0 - . 1283760607  1. 4367562791  .8433800878  
H 1. 0 - . 8397378234  1. 0389892449  -2 . 1007264158  
H 1. 0 . 8187571512  1. 0568818152  -1 . 3494291331  
H 1. 0 -2 . 7057155937  3. 1909892385  - . 0728242378  
H 1. 0 -3 . 0786206243  1. 4948163336  1 . 5849492305  
H 1. 0 -3 . 4186275848  9962566963  - . 7541943755  
Energy -881.4671181844 Hartree 
205 
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3Large  
.121062  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
11 .8354453267  Har t ree  
-882 .5176484006  Har t ree  
Vinyl silane 
HF/6- 31G(d ,p)  
C 6 .  0 — . 9617102281  - .3187948283  .4770779461  
C 6. 0 - . 2249855759  .2128585582  - . 4862789449  
SI 14 . 0 1 . 6391700726  .3958006377  - . 3828688504  
H 1. 0 -2  .0326681141  - .4118259760  .3957126523  
H 1. 0 - . 5282112762  - .6863872877  1 . 3926169619  
H 1. 0 - . 7310390773  .5590923283  -1 . 3763311007  
H 1. 0 2  .0351318485  1 .8200470767  - . 4898933585  
H 1. 0 2  .3036559643  - .3411948617  -1 . 4838317006  
H 1. 0 2  .1076563862  - .1425956472  .9147963948  
Energy 
ZPE 
-368 .1208481819  Har t ree  
071451  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6- 31G(d,p ' )  
C 6. 0 — 9573707158  - .3206978985  .4819633244  
C 6. 0 2223107119  .2221336003  - . 5036713263  
SI 14 . 0 1. 6365394393  .3980530601  - . 3875685138  
H 1. 0 —2 .  0334740011  - .4209216325  .4105679451  
H 1. 0 5044007477  - .6839201101  1 . 3960881336  
H 1. 0 - .  7435449431  .5651576719  -1 . 3920521685  
H 1. 0 2 .  0462483785  1 .8174099084  - . 4838498038  
H 1. 0 2 .  3122673946  - .3425563360  -1 . 4768624293  
H 1. 0 2. 0730459071  - .1476582636  .9163848386  
Energy 
ZPE 
311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3Large  
MP2/G3Large  on  C a l so  
-368  
-368 .4912169304  Har t ree  
.068858  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
6246761487  Har t ree  
-368 .9501140481  Har t ree  
-368 .9899092264  Har t ree  
Methanesulfenic acid 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 . 0800853973  .0189420622  7668909104  
C 6 .  0 . 0323639744  - . 0528983013  1. 0275143005  
H 1. 0 - .3691487336  .8965808781  1. 3646454971  
H 1. 0 1 .0295886930  - . 1786570436  1. 4269357743  
H 1. 0 - .6105138308  - . 8505755985  1. 3776682904  
0 8 . 0 . 8015338285  -1 . 4328766444  -1. 1019985369  
H 1. 0 . 1322298712  -2  .0857678525  -1. 2396456150  
206 
Energy  -512 .5418924638  Har t ree  
ZPE .056226  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 . 0697252069  0335180435  7690048086  
c 6. 0 . 0297830941  0526385443  1. 0232589234  
H 1. 0 - .3698312274  8991530378  1. 3734936641  
H 1. 0 1 .0332297674  1812418896  1. 4202377660  
H 1. 0 - .6152925101  — . 8535805781  1. 3771083133  
0 8. 0 . 8297324583  -1. 4429941494  -1. 1045458235  
H 1. 0 . 1187924108  -2 .  0874684200  -1. 2323192348  
Energy 
ZPE 
311+G(3df,2p) 
MP2/G3Large  
MP2/G3Large on C also 
-513 .0011201229  Har t ree  
.053758  HARTREE/MOLECULE MP2/6-
-513 .2241253557  Har t ree  
-513 .5786479620  Har t ree  
-513 .5978861241  Har t ree  
Methyl Propyl Sulfoxide 
HF/6- 31G(d ,p)  
S 16. 0 0044037964  1002693135  - .  8110406959  
C 6. 0 0115179366  0033289489  9827293705  
H 1. 0 5258834362  8850068302  1. 3419121070  
H 1. 0 5447786548  —  .  8827052436  1. 3061785752  
H 1. 0 — 1 . 0001007094  0068103924  1. 3646169420  
H 1. 0 —2 . 5709931678  -3 .  6399466621  - 1 .  0569732950  
0 8. 0 - .  9165359376  1. 2129211358  - 1 .  1707171524  
C 6. 0 — . 8520505328  - 1 .  4448930397  - 1 .  2028064318  
H 1. 0 7750225313  — 1 . 5232527189  — 2. 2825565017  
C 6. 0 -2 .  3189322735  - 1 .  4967425613  — „ 7809077864  
H 1. 0 2679063914  — 2 .  2560193507  7767327433  
H 1. 0 -2 .  8001567235  5807176205  — 1. 1022135600  
H 1. 0 — 2 . 3948514312  - 1 .  5340620982  3015793272  
C 6. 0 -3 .  0336894525  - 2 .  7100122865  — 1. 3758742265  
H 1. 0 -3 .  0142882002  —2 . 6833132188  — 2 . 4613371956  
H 1. 0 -4 . 0729494727  — 2  .  7339297207  — 1. 0647298336  
Energy  
ZPE 
-629 .6232106417  Har t ree  
146366  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 
C 
16 .0  - .0033837350  
6 .0  - .0112462256  
1207957275  
0101597351  
8393159414  
9654029119  
207 
H 1 .  0 4774338481  8822924134  1 .3482488343  
H 1 .0 5423324004  8944139682  1 .2775535149  
H 1 .0 — 1.  0343117836  0405646346  1 .3319908876  
H 1 .  0 -2 .  5838126933  -3. 6310511572  -1 .0707204322  
0 8 .  0 9766557010  1. 2196483960  -1 .2131687415  
C 6 .  0 8309493531  — 1 .  4667831867  -1 .1903027547  
H 1 .  0 7633753909  -1. 5698382959  -2 .2752419916  
C 6 .  0 -2  .  2887003401  -1. 5016809656  - .7590814407  
H 1 .  0 2327719756  — 2 .  2626651627  - .7404646589  
H 1 .0 — 2 .  7486623406  5609758586  -1 .0653749060  
H 1 . 0 — 2 .  3579094469  — 1.  5534588160  .3283765022  
C 6 .  0 -3. 0322084515  -2 .  6838872984  -1 .3710477681  
H 1 .0 -3. 0118132251  — 2 .  6334985265  -2 .4594224548  
H 1 .0 -4 . 0748585860  -2 .  6910168316  -1 .0563046613  
Energy -630  .5269986050  Hartree 
ZPE .141710  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311+G(  3df ,  2p)  -630  .8833146812  Har t ree  
Methyl Isopropyl Sulfoxide 
HF/6--31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 . 2609778701  — _ 0729109300  — e 8516989871  
C 6. 0 - . 2757619106  0242556702  8591483946  
H 1. 0 . 2832824247  8301127320  1. 3164978671  
H 1. 0 - . 0558181999  9039815599  1. 3732820384  
H 1. 0 -1 . 3305776187  2557825047  9105479176  
H 1. 0 -2 . 7386136183  -2. 0648385333  -1. 8596312849  
0 8 . 0 — . 2966721452  1. 1249603545  -1. 5399111818  
C 6. 0 - . 7088553737  -1. 5083707142  — 1 . 4189849628  
c 6. 0 — . 2384951520  -1. 8339842153  -2. 8388236331  
c 6. 0 -2 . 2133502474  -1. 2504559873  — 1 . 3709790138  
H 1. 0 — . 4343921504  —2.  3228476368  — . 7530139782  
H 1. 0 -2 . 4480506413  3278723264  — 1 . 8873704056  
H 1. 0 -2 . 5881424205  -1. 1834490429  3564177333  
H 1. 0 — . 4469373742  -1. 0046083957  — 3. 5053448196  
H 1. 0 - . 7602997749  -2 .  7103038079  — 3. 2082768258  
H 1. 0 . 8267120323  -2. 0375261118  -2 . 8689198916  
Energy  
ZPE 
-629 .6239780075  Har t ree  
145884  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 . 2880957119  - .0731635949  8712886271  
C 6. 0 - . 3096018466  .0222390657  8332396003  
H 1. 0 . 2444650578  .8211835069  1. 3199408051  
H 1. 0 _ . 1241165537  - .9195034424  1. 3477845765  
H 1. 0 -1  .3681772268  .2693705394  8380121661  
H 1. 0 -2  .7326477234  -2 .0118566114  -1. 8837261319  
208 
0  8 . 0  — . 2792577176  1 .  1215009551  -1 .  6136921292  
c  6. 0  - . 6900676432  -1 .  5322693857  -1 .  4054246401  
c  6. 0  - . 2472003921  -1 .  8353859927  -2  .  8323363264  
c  6. 0  -2  .1827033548  -1 .  2508242386  -1 .  3313484595  
H 1 .  0  - . 3970606463  -2 .  3472266351  7372125291  
H 1 .  0  -2  .3823230767  - .  2795272864  -1 .  7843952155  
H 1 .  0  -2  .5554755400  — 1 .  2460631261  3091798112  
H 1 .  0  - . 4774608558  9856737165  — 3 .  4740447977  
H 1 .  0  - . 7752238841  —  2  .  7101092502  — 3 .  2091780670  
H 1 .  0  .8237613913  — 2  .  0287287871  — 2 . 8870469133  
Energy  -630  .5309128226  Har t ree  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3Large  
140909  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
630 .8876957332  
631 .3042371072  
Hartree 
Hartree 
Methyl Propyl Sulfoxide TS (H-transfer) 
HF/6--31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 — . 9991661606  — e 5472691559  1 .  1148758256  
C 6. 0 - . 1516975325  -1 .  9417230471  1 .  8687987506  
H 1 .  0 — . 8023576870  — 2 . 8058603446  1 .  8627141451  
H 1 .  0  .0929093652  - i .  6812516359  2. 8928230816  
H 1 .  0 . 7528926328  — 2 . 1711908462  1. 3199012179  
H 1. 0 — . 1215857278  3884041348  8383460513  
0 8. 0 — 1 . 1225532007  9557212110  3746942895  
C 6 . 0 . 8592905581  7272860710  5831702578  
H 1. 0 . 4694576278  1. 6698812915  9253718062  
C 6. 0 . 9457032513  4526370920  7956723722  
H 1. 0 1 . 5309578528  2544225862  1. 2781274046  
C 6. 0 . 6148782679  1. 5564064213  - 1 .  7918820356  
H 1. 0 1 . 7727588668  1860130835  - 1 .  0769524510  
H 1. 0 - . 2951798045  2. 0768607100  - 1 .  5058382040  
H 1. 0 . 4512236793  1. 1459770194  —2 . 7827440324  
H 1. 0 1 . 4084293113  2. 2965517677  — 1. 8702724534  
Energy 
ZPE 
-629 .5457112911  Har t ree  
139644  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 - 1 .  0553939206  - 0 .  5377369385  1. 1005008275  
C 6. 0 - 0 .  1429269182  — 1. 9073451268  1. 8345165933  
H 1. 0 - 0 .  7484158694  —2 . 8094691383  1. 8113158375  
H 1. 0 0. 0902345005  - 1 .  6487104912  2 .  8672281775  
H 1. 0 0. 7784954759  —2 . 0718324008  1. 2800301801  
H 1. 0 - 0 .  1140691912  - 0 .  3835660359  - 0 .  8515955811  
0 8 . 0 - 1 .  1339285495  - 0 .  9351911503  - 0 .  4278251865  
C 6. 0 0. 8638089417  0. 7234950347  0. 6103262174  
209 
H 1 .0 0. 4861908252  1. 6864475311  0 .9353508917  
C 6 .0 0. 9535506713  0. 4406693589  -0 .7639743986  
H 1 . 0 1. 5337921225  0. 2441730078  1 .3149251817  
C 6 . 0 0. 6076584531  1. 5223778844  -1 .7684437863  
H 1 . 0 1. 7551213581  - 0 .  2331049594  -1 .0562850185  
H 1 . 0 - 0 .  2830745804  2 .  0628426389  -1 .4472225364  
H 1 . 0 0. 3985728383  1. 1031695061  -2 .7518581556  
H 1 . 0 1. 4163451432  2 .  2463707791  -1 .8776086436  
Energy  -630  .4757255639  Hartree 
ZPE 0. 134856  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311+G(  3df ,  2p)  -630  .8268232990  Hartree 
Methyl Propyl Sulfoxide TS (Methyl-transfer) 
HF/6-31G (d ,p )  
S 16. 0 -1 . 0821839316  2478728476  .9220963824  
C 6. 0 — . 1518416273  4773790091  2  .2781110264  
H 1. 0 - . 6252785510  — 1. 3976731012  2  .5954435749  
H 1. 0 - . 1330816680  2239980376  3 . 1053600590  
H 1. 0 . 8611910326  6912020578  1 . 9569392367  
C 6. 0 . 4627670277  — 1. 1521848755  -1 . 6124210476  
0 8. 0 - . 9970067871  8029631886  - . 1761993413  
C 6. 0 . 7095843257  1. 6742279351  .1077623830  
H 1. 0 . 0234723086  2 .  4664211862  - . 1252768671  
C 6. 0 1 . 3037731567  9605222152  - . 8938111737  
H 1. 0 1 . 1575992588  1. 7271027502  1 . 0835356229  
H 1. 0 1 . 1075883052  1. 2352961797  -1 . 9127940320  
H 1. 0 2  .2296688142  4524246814  - . 6977588945  
H 1. 0 — . 4203278775  - 1 .  1186627597  -2  .2138078626  
H 1. 0 . 5660368237  -2  .  0163185661  - . 9921265606  
H 1. 0 1 . 3586643892  -.  8835673749  -2  .1344135061  
Energy  
ZPE 
-629 .4368784316  Har t ree  
140590  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 -1  .1232660766  .3464568431  8577307248  
C 6 .  0 - . 1970942468  - . 4972385748  2 .  1509984189  
H 1. 0 — . 7034184332  -1  .4189105647  2 . 4252945934  
H 1. 0 - . 1222491572  .1593473967  3 .  0171798985  
H 1. 0 . 7985077109  - . 7259925587  1. 7758083362  
C 6. 0 . 4379157823  -1  .1554006778  - 1 .  4960837304  
0 8. 0 -1 . 1222096926  - . 6874802194  — . 3032896998  
C 6. 0 . 7875241489  1 . 7137082802  1869095124  
H 1. 0 . 1585610479  2 . 5751905519  0122850681  
C 6. 0 1 . 3043061548  1 . 0134692648  8711812562  
H 1. 0 1 . 2549732026  1 . 6598886760  1. 1621230494  
H 1. 0 1 . 0563092013  1 . 3075811009  - 1 .  8777076737  
210 
H 1. 0 2 .  1739834685  3899116400  
H 1. 0 4015257188  -1. 6890950020  
H 1. 0 9934860161  — 1 . 7714523532  
H 1. 0 1. 0748215917  7720689028  
- .7430590985  
-1 .9242920267  
- .7952729707  
-2 .2868041460  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
-630 .3803027558  Har t ree  
.135119  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-630 .7341076509  Har t ree  
Methyl Isopropyl Sulfoxide TS (H-transfer) 
HF/6- 31G(d ,p)  
S 16 .  0 -1. 1002214265  -1. 0234046460  
C 6. 0 3891721071  — 1. 0569047139  
H 1. 0 7120644326  — 2. 0807574109  
H 1. 0 1609553381  6221644641  
H 1. 0 1. 1793538338  4934201476  
H 1. 0 3947702157  4354564827  
0 8. 0 6169259516  — 1. 5225939267  
C 6. 0 9784215621  1. 1795368807  
C 6. 0 -2 . 4135880469  1. 6273231192  
c 6. 0 3787245108  9219219838  
H 1. 0 3464023474  1. 5098523561  
H 1. 0 9779629243  1. 1516707645  
H 1. 0 6635328555  1. 1860590515  
H 1. 0 —2 .  4632638705  2. 6863462911  
H 1. 0 -2. 8186797277  1. 4894875326  
H 1. 0 -3. 0385539325  1. 0948809965  
.8201183936  
1 .8248007160  
1 .9580624076  
2 .7919317185  
1 .3442993739  
-1 .1250480878  
- .5677964171  
.0685554682  
.1691607559  
-1 .1850221478  
.8762940660  
-2 .0545548413  
-1 .2847814638  
- .0736670175  
1 .1644411939  
- .5383041025  
Energy  
ZPE 
•629.5517780930 Hartree 
139344  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p :  
S 16 .  0  -1 . 1416565064  -1. 0511066112  8217153184  
C 6. 0  .3691196771  -1. 0226363331  1. 8015535818  
H 1. 0  .7518401982  — 2. 0326649306  1. 9210486041  
H 1. 0  .1336103638  6023104430  2  .  7791770723  
H 1. 0  1 . 1169021193  4056779174  1. 3073164070  
H 1. 0  - . 4051312269  4573622716  -1. 1250533550  
0 8 .  0 - . 6377784586  -1. 5284708307  — „ 6043600357  
C 6. 0 - . 9622606308  1. 1714701044  0895854157  
C 6. 0 -2  .3932587960  1. 6280860765  1796560936  
c 6. 0 - . 3680434183  9191765573  ~ 1 . 1578622969  
H 1. 0 - . 3213502662  1. 4969451424  9047645834  
H 1. 0 - . 9655270923  1. 1170180306  -2  .  0413814448  
H 1. 0 . 6898248936  1. 1252363584  -1. 2689882713  
H 1. 0 -2  .4607648690  2 .  6973347035  0315712090  
H 1. 0 -2  .8199292314  1. 4514031574  1. 1664457826  
H 1. 0 -3 . 0080327051  1. 1059363910  - .  5535562302  
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Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3Large  
-630 .4796892378  Har t ree  
.134584  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-630 .8316072064  Har t ree  
-631 .2480691552  Har t ree  
Propane 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0  7777599990  - .3641775744  .4278484597  
c  6. 0  0145791520  .2806161684  - .4319328997  
C 6. 0  1 .  4807842166  .3936636759  - .3492864691  
H 1 .  0  — 1  .  8463119357  - .4070531562  .3102409331  
H 1 .  0  - .  3644369507  - .8746728046  1  .2819106220  
H 1 .  0  4789960100  .7750879872  -1  .2719505269  
H 1 .  0  1 .  7877814556  1 .4348625636  - .2888399498  
H 1 .  0  1 .  9498739470  - .0252763132  -1  .2360251634  
H 1 .  0  1 .  8706444283  - .1260505467  .5190349941  
Energy  
ZPE 
-117 .0816139306  Har t ree  
084965  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6--31G(d ,p  •) 
C 6. 0  — 7796021629  - .3674594385  .4323185757  
C 6 . 0  0120519314  .2887603128  - . 4442776531  
C 6. 0  1. 4790658250  .3949332719  - . 3517650496  
H 1. 0  - 1 .  8532030458  - .4146209381  .3204525970  
H 1. 0 3504404901  - .8751784885  1 . 2861413033  
H 1. 0 - .  4835926003  .7843895294  -1 . 2866020160  
H 1. 0 1. 7949693391  1 .4368293226  - . 2844740760  
H 1. 0 1. 9583724676  - .0286016564  -1 . 2354092700  
H 1. 0 1. 8534825989  - .1320519152  .5246155887  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/G3Large  
-117 .5039138387  Har t ree  
.081913  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-117 .6224988562  Har t ree  
-117 .6827153751  Har t ree  
Ethene 
HF/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 1. 0 - .0000000042  .9153882646  1. 2245537659  
C 6. 0 . 0000000007  - .0000003683  6582259521  
C 6. 0 - .0000000081  .0000003661  6582259527  
H 1. 0 . 0000000056  - .9153880462  1. 2245537385  
H 1. 0 . 0000000080  .9153880469  - 1 .  2245537389  
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H 1.0 - .0000000019  - .9153882631  -1 .2245537649  
Energy 
ZPE 
-78 .0388414542  Har t ree  
0 .053396  ARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-31G (d ,p )  
H 1. 0  - .0000000059  .9208074722  1. 2333218197  
C 6. 0  .0000000091  - .0000210249  6676398419  
C 6 . 0  - .0000000199  .0000209377  6676398465  
H 1. 0  .0000000039  - .9207941911  1. 2333192656  
H 1. 0  .0000000114  .9207942319  - 1 .  2333192883  
H 1. 0 . 0000000015  - .9208074259  — 1. 2333217925  
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p :  
-78 .3172820048  Har t ree  
.052343  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-78 .4049919373  Har t ree  
Ethane 
MP2/6- 31G(d ,p)  
C 6 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
H 1 .0  
-0 .0000001010  
-0 .0000003626  
0 .5076613493  
0 .5076615159  
-1 .0153226998  
1 .0153226458  
-0 .5076617146  
-0 .5076615271  
-0 .0000008758  
0 .0000007552  
0 .8792949809  
-0 .8792958650  
-0 .0000002911  
0 .0000001559  
0 .8792956601  
-0 .8792950362  
-0 .4372013274  
1 .0862013968  
1 .4797193195  
1 .4797190496  
1 .4797189528  
-0 .8307192290  
-0 .8307189438  
-0 .8307189515  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  
-79 .5434005239  Har t ree  
0 .077460  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-79 .6240909096  Har t ree  
Methy1silane 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 1. 0 0. 0179145987  0. 0310297890  -0 .0015281156  
C 6. 0 0. 0047770721  0. 0081610536  1 .0866534269  
H 1. 0 1. 0350461448  0. 0310300902  1 .4369466968  
SI 14. 0 - 0 .  8835255156  - 1 .  5303006628  1 .7147436079  
H 1. 0 -2. 2835052532  - 1 .  5544948048  1 .2345901132  
H 1. 0 - 0 .  2044792179  — 2. 7548202017  1 .2345863400  
H 1. 0 - 0 .  8974867731  - 1 .  5544958526  3 .1947125261  
H 1. 0 - 0 .  4906820677  0. 9119439621  1 .4369605396  
Energy  -330  .5336325327  Hartree 
ZPE 0 .063266  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
213 
MP2/6-311+G(3df ,2p)  -330 .6314127365  Har t ree  
Previously Reported compounds: ethyl methyl sulfoxide, methyl 
vinyl sulfoxide, and their respective transition states and 
products. See J. Org. Chem. 2001, 66, 8722-8736. 
Table S2. Calculated heats of isodesmic reactions (kcal mol-1). 
Reaction AH 
•CH= /S^SiH3 /SiH3 -1.86 
/CH3 9 9 ]nn 
\\ /S^SiH3 /S^CH3^SiH3 100 
o o 
/ch3 /S^ ** /SiH3 _4.98 
SiH3 CH3 
O O 
^ <^SiH3 0.49 
SiH3 CH3 
O O 
-1.50 
'SiHg 
o o 
-0.99 
SiHg 
O O 
-3.25 
o o Il II 
-S .  
S\H, 
-0.16 
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9 
O 
,CHa 
"SiHg 
0 
"CHg -SiH3 
2.37 
10 
11 
12 
13 
f 
CH. O ii 
,CH, 
O * i l  
.S. 
SiH, 
^/CH3 
O 
V 
SiH3 
O II 
O 
M 
CHg 
r 
SiHg 
CH, 
r 
CH3 
o 11 
11.33 
-SiHg -2.61 
^/SiH3 5.11 
-3.28 
14 
15 
16 
O I I  
O II 
0 
'SiH, 
SiHg 
r 
o 
SiHa 
V 
SIHsJ 
-3.79 
169 
2.42 
17 
^SiHg 
,CH3 C^H3 'SiH3 2.08 
18 /CH3 <^CHo /SiH3 -3.93 
19 
,SiH3 6.01 
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Table S3. Bond lengths, angles and orders. 
SM, TS and PR refer to Starting Materials (sulfoxide), Transition State, and PRoducts, respectively 
0 Dihedral S-C-1-C2-C3 
<t> 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S-0 s e .  O-H Q-H Q-Q C3-C2 CD
 
-
©
-
SM 1.51 1.79 — 1.09 1.33 1.50 177.543 
TS 1.59 2.30 1.18 1.41 1.26 1.49 178.065 148.202 
PR 1.69 — 0.97 — 1.22 1.46 180.000 
Bond Orders 
S-O S-C, O-H Q-H CrQ Q-Q 
SM 1.41 0.80 — 0.90 1.78 0.95 
TS 1.06 0.40 0.45 0.39 2.24 0.93 
PR 0.82 — 0.83 — 2.76 0.95 
Mulliken Charges 
S O H Q c2 c3 
SM 0.83 -0.66 0.16 -0.36 -0.06 -0.37 
TS 0.55 -0.62 0.29 -0.28 -0.10 -0.36 
PR 0.33 -0.62 0.35 -0.36 0.12 -0.41 
0 Dihedral ô-C^-C^-ôi 
o 
s 
<i> 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S-O S-Q O-H Q-H CrQ Si-C, 0 <|> 
SM 1.51 1.80 — 1.09 1.34 1.87 178.088 122-542 
TS 1.59 2.24 1.16 1.43 1.27 1.84 178.385 145.220 
PR 1.69 — 0.97 — 1.22 1.83 179.811 
Bond Orders 
S-O S-Ci O-H Q-H CrC, Si-C, 
SM 1.42 0.78 — 0.88 1.76 0.92 
TS 1.06 0.43 0.45 0.38 2.11 0.93 
PR 0.82 — 0.83 — 2.52 1.00 
Mulliken Charges 
S O H Ci c2 Si 
SM 0.83 -0.65 0.17 -0.33 -0.25 0.48 
TS 0.58 -0.63 0.30 -0.23 -0.29 0.46 
PR 0.33 -0.62 0.35 -0.11 -0 19 0.41 
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0 Dihedral Si-CX,-Cg-H 
O H 
J. <t> 
SiH3 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S-0 S-C, O-H Q-H CrQ Si-Q CD
 
u
 
SM 1.51 1.80 — 1.08 1.34 1.88 175.616 123.101 
TS 1.58 2.39 1.21 1.35 1.27 1.84 173.353 155.394 
PR 1.69 — 0.97 — 1.22 1.83 179.811 
Bond Orders 
S-O S-Ci O-H Q-H CrQ Si-Ci 
SM 1.41 0.76 — 0.90 1.75 0.89 
TS 1.08 0.37 0.41 0.42 2.13 0.95 
PR 0.82 — 0.83 — 2.52 1.00 
Mulliken Charges 
S O H Q Q Si 
SM 0.84 -0.65 0.17 -0.37 -0.27 0.48 
TS 0.55 -0.60 0.29 -0.19 -0.31 0.46 
PR 0.33 -0.62 0.35 -0.19 -0.11 0.41 
0 Dihedral Cg-C^-Cg-H 
o H 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S-0 S-C, o-h Q-H CrQ Q-Q 0 <t> 
SM 1.51 1.81 — 1.08 1.33 1.50 178.686 126.626 
TS 1.59 2.32 1.17 1.41 1.26 1.48 -0.712 22.524 
PR 1.69 — 0.97 — 1.22 1.46 - 180.000 
Bond Orders 
S-0 s e .  o-h c2-h CrQ Q-C, 
SM 1.41 0.78 
— 
0.90 1.78 0.92 
TS 1.06 0.39 0.46 0.37 2.25 0.94 
PR 0.82 — 0.83 — 2.76 0.95 
Mulliken Charges 
S O H c, C2 c3 
SM 0.83 -0.66 0.16 0 18 -0.25 -0.37 
TS 0.53 -0.62 0.30 0.00 -0.36 -0.38 
PR 0.33 -0.62 0.35 0.13 -0.36 -0.40 
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1 
Elimination by attack at Si 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S-O S-Q O-Si CrQ Si-C% 
SM 1.51 1.79 — 134 1.88 
TS 1.61 2.29 1.78 1.25 2.36 
PR 1.70 1.79 1.69 1.22 — 
Bond Orders 
S-O S-Ci O-Si <=rQ Si-Q 
SM 1.42 0.80 — 1.73 0.92 
TS 0.88 0.37 0.70 2.38 0.28 
PR 0.76 — 0.90 2.84 — 
Mulliken Charges 
S O Si Q Q 
SM 0.83 -0.66 0.48 -0.31 -0.27 
TS 0.58 -0.66 0.66 -0.19 -0.31 
PR 0.36 -0.67 0.72 -0.19 -0.19 
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Bond lengths and Angles 
S-O S-C; OH HQ C,-Q 
SM 1.52 1.836 - 1.09 1.52 
TS 1.59 2.35 1.21 1.38 1.40 
PR 1.69 - 0.97 - 1.34 
Bond Orders 
S-O S-Ci O-H HQ CrQ 
SM 1.38 0.77 - 0.91 0.94 
TS 1.07 0.42 0.42 0.42 1.29 
PR 0.82 - 0.83 - 1.83 
Mulliken Charges 
S O H C, Q C, 
SM 0.83 -0.67 0.16 -0.30 -0.35 -0.35 
TS 0.55 -0.62 0.30 -0.16 -0.42 -0.33 
PR 0.32 -0.62 0.35 -0.05 -0.25 -0.37 
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O 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S-O S-Ci O-H HQ CrQ Q-Si 
SM 1.52 1.82 — 1.09 1.53 1.91 
TS 1.58 2.40 1.23 1.35 1.41 1.87 
PR 1.69 0.97 „ 1.341 1.87 
Bond Orders 
S-O S-Ci O-H HQ C,-Q C,-Si 
SM 1.34 0.79 - 0.91 0.92 0.86 
TS 1.09 0.40 0.39 0.45 1.27 0.92 
PR 0.82 - 0.83 - 1.80 0.94 
Mulliken Charges 
S O H Ci Q Si SiH 
SM 0.84 -0.67 0.16 -0.50 -0.36 0.51 -0.10 
TS 0.56 -0.61 0.29 -0.35 -0.41 0.50 -0.11 
PR 0.32 -0.62 0.35 -0.25 -0.23 0.47 -0.12 
0 Dihedral S-C,-C%-Si 
O H 
<t> 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S-O se. O-H Q-H QQ Si-Q CD
 
SM 1.51 1.83 — 1.09 1.52 1.89 166.01 112.720 
TS 1.59 2.29 1.20 1.40 1.41 1.86 112.72 119.059 
PR 1.69 — 0.97 — 1.34 1.87 122.404 
Bond Orders 
S-O se. O-H Q-H CrQ Si-Q 
SM 1.39 0.78 — 0.89 0.92 0.90 
TS 1.06 0.45 0.41 0.43 1.26 0.91 
PR 0.82 — 0.83 — 1.80 0.94 
Mulliken Charges 
S O H Q Q Si 
SM 0.83 -0.67 0.17 -0.43 -0.42 0.51 
TS 0.58 -0.63 0.30 -0.31 -0.45 0.50 
PR 0.33 -0.62 0.35 -0.23 -0.25 0.47 
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0 Dihedral S-O-i-Gg'Si 
o Si Hg 
V<t> 
1 
TS not planar 
Attack at Si 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S-O s e .  O-Si CrQ Si-Q 0 
SM 1.51 1.83 — 1.52 1.89 166.01 
TS 1.60 2.28 1.83 1.39 2.33 -9.48 82.97 
PR 1.70 1.79 1.69 1.34 — 
Bond Orders 
S-O S-C; O-Si c,-Q Si-Q 
SM 1.39 0.78 — 0.92 0.90 
TS 0.92 0.40 0.40 1.33 0.37 
PR 0.76 — 0.90 1.80 — 
Mulliken Charges 
S O Q C2 Si 
SM 0.83 -0.67 -0.43 -0.42 0.51 
TS 0.61 -0.65 -0.29 -0.41 0.63 
PR 0.36 -0.67 -0.23 -0.25 0.72 
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0 Dihedral S-C1-C2-C3 
trans-TS_propyl methyl sulfoxide elimination 
Bond lengths and Angles 
S - O  s e .  O - H  Q - H  C r Q  Q - Q  CD
 
-
©
-
SM 1.51 1.82 — 1 . 0 9  1 . 5 2  1.52 165.684 111.805 
TS 1 . 5 8  2 . 3 5  1 . 2 3  1.35 1.41 1.52 107.722 119.308 
PR 1 . 6 9  — 0 . 9 7  — 1.34 1.50 124.454 
Bond Orders 
S - O  s e .  O - H  Q - H  C r Q  Q - Q  
SM 1 . 4 0  0 . 7 9  — 0 . 9 1  0 . 9 1  0 . 9 3  
T S  1 . 0 8  0 . 4 2  0 . 4 0  0 . 4 4  1 . 2 8  0 . 9 3  
P R  0 . 8 2  — 0 . 8 3  — 1 . 8 3  0 . 9 5  
M u l l i k e n  C h a r g e s  
s O H Q c2 c3 
S M  0 . 8 3  - 0 . 6 7  0 . 1 6  - 0 . 4 3  - 0 . 2 2  - 0 . 3 3  
T S  0 . 5 5  - 0 . 6 2  0 . 2 9  - 0 . 3 0  - 0 . 2 8  - 0 . 3 2  
P R  0 . 3 3  - 0 . 6 2  0 . 3 5  - 0 . 2 5  - 0 . 0 6  - 0 . 3 3  
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Table S1. Coordinates and Absolute Energies 
0(3P) 
MP2/6-31G(d)  
0  8 . 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  .0000000000 .0000000000 
Energy 
ZPE 
-74.8781179378 HARTEE 
.0000000 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis  Set  
MP2 
(HARTREES) 
B3LYP 
(HARTREES) 
HF 
(HARTREES: 
6-31G(d)  
6-31G(2d)  
6-31G(d,p)  
6-31+G(d)  
6-311G(d)  
6-311++G(d)  
6-31+G(2d,p)  
6-311G(3df ,2p)  
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
- 7 4  
• 7 4  
- 7 4  
- 7 4  
- 7 4  
- 7 4  
- 7 4  
- 7 4  
87811794 
89873435 
87811794 
88311244 
92077301 
92386398 
90359739 
95473880 
-74.95812317 -
75.02921313-74 
75.03200954-74 
75.02921313-74 
75.03605594-74 
75.05462517-74 
75.05893275-74 
75.03893708-74 
75.05637728-74 
75.06112457-74 
G3 
G3 
77896614 
78029318 
77896614 
78145045 
80021673 
80209862 
78284763 
80250678 
80452841 
:0 K) 
-75.029575 HARTREE 
-75.030991 HARTREE 
226 
NH Singlet State 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
H 
N 
Energy 
ZPE 
1.0 
7.0 
0000000000  
0000000000  
0000000000  
0000000000  
5166453299 
5166453299 
-54.9752695984 HARTREE 
007916 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis  Set  
MP2 
[HARTREES) 
B3LYP 
(HARTREES] 
HF 
(HARTREES: 
6-31G(d)  -54.  96528367 -55 .10469141 -54.  84973897 
6-31G(2d)  -54 .  97840215 -55 .10545974 •
vT LO 1 85164917 
6-31G(d,p)  -54.  97529052 -55 .10816053 -54.  85375742 
6-31+G(d)  -54.  97226928 -55 .11299711 -54.  85399223 
6-311G(d)  -54 .  98974180 -55 .12168611 -54 .  86362734 
6-311++G(d)  -54 .  99492083 -55 .12776704 -54 .  86705680 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -54.  99505714 -55 .11742278 -54.  86054323 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -55.  03121395 -55 .12937466 -54.  87183627 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -55.  03636712 -55 .13549970 -54 .  87548266 
G3Large -55.  03282098 -55 .13475369 -54.  87486347 
G3 -55.  126074 HARTREE 
ZPE .007 916 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
NH Triplet State 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
H 
N 
Energy 
ZPE 
1 . 0  
7.0 
ROHF 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- .5177663015 
.5177663015 
-55.0679164585 HARTREES 
007822 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP HF 
Basis Set (HARTREES) (HARTREES) (HARTREES) 
6--31G(d)  1 (J1
 
Ul
 
05686155 -55.18782270 -54 .  95220170 
6--31G(2d)  -55.  06883649 -55.18840905 -54 .  95387516 
6--31G(d,p)  -55.  06608368 -55.19071303 -54.  95556037 
6--31+G(d)  -55.  06078072 -55.19258912 -54.  95412972 
6--311G(d)  -55.  07979726 -55.20312845 -54.  96539895 
6 '  -311++G(d)  -55.  08280498 -55.20687759 -54.  96726785 
6--31+G(2d,p)  -55.  08170217 -55.19627313 -54.  95978454 
227 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -55.11610393 -55.20919200 -54.97157888 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -55.11897175 -55.21283512 -54.97351449 
G3Large -55.11582967 -55.21211590 -54.97306599 
G3 -55.190273 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -55.192634 HARTREE 
ZPE .007822 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
CH2 SINGELT 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
H 1 .0  
C 6 .0  
H 1 .0  
Basis Set 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MP2 
(Hartree)  
.8555098254 
.0000000000 
- .8555098254 
B3LYP 
[Hartree) 
.2336718300 
- .4673436599 
.2336718300 
CCSD(T) 
(Hartree) 
ZPE 0 .017308 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -39.  0307089 I CO ID 1220925 -39.  0610906 
6-3lG(d,P)  -38.  9871989 -39.  1026303 -39.  0162881 
6-311G(d)  -38.  9904440 -39.  1127522 -39.  0192526 
6-31+G(d)  i to CO 9756256 -39.  1055395 -39.  0034310 
6-3lG(d)  -38.  9700407 -39.  0991271 1 u> CO 9981277 
6-311+G(2df ,p)  -39.  0245727 
6-311++G(2df ,p)  -39.  0247087 
6-311+G(3df ,p)  -39.  0277878 
6-311+G(3df ,2p)  -39.  0306368 
G3 Large -39.  0283148 -39.  1215412 
G3 
G3 (0 K) 
ZPE 
-55.190273 HARTREE 
-55.192634 HARTREE 
.017307 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
CH2 Triplet 
MP2/6-3lG(d,p:  
H 
H 
C 
1.0 
1.0 
6.0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
.9785778959 
.9785778959 
.0000000000 
7429948987 
7429948987 
3000882006 
Basis Set 
MP2 
[Hartree! 
B3LYP 
[Hartree) 
228 
6 -311++G(3df ,2p)  -39.  05209745 -39.  13816381 
6 -311G(3df ,2p)  -39.  05086512 -39.  13651817 
6 -311++G(d)  -39.  01870091 -39.  13202692 
6 -31+G(2d,p)  -39.  0280765 -39.  12805243 
6 - 31G(2d)  -39.  00854645 -39.  11897266 
6- 31G(d,P)  -39.  01713374 -39.  12288847 
6 - 311G(d)  -39.  01760115 -39.  13055698 
6 - 31+G(d)  -39.  00477616 -39.  08829525 
6 - 31G(d)  -39.  00114309 -39.  11943681 
G3 -39.115286 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -39.118144 HARTREE 
ZPE .018102 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Methylsulfonyl nitrene Singlet 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
0 8 . 0 9762050071 1 .  1730813137 -1.0510887654 
S 16.  0 2314043486 7919913533 - .1052379996 
O 8 . 0 —  1 . 6356496245 9978456941 - .4384736952 
N 7 . 0 7745194264 1 .  7900016764 .5473478334 
C 6. 0 0003777992 9424690201 .2175843310 
H 1 .  0 1 .  0547929199 —  1 .  0985746199 .4144082398 
H 1 .  0 3286691455 - 1 .  4946533642 - .6593874309 
H 1 .  0 - .  6094164357 - 1 .  2172229804 1.0748474879 
Energy 641.  8800406911 HARTREE 
ZPE .051204 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -642.2878785196 HARTREE 
Methylsulfonyl nitrene Triplet 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
0  8. 0 0 .  8772741700 1 .  0237010808 — 1  .  4029063756 
S 16.  0 -0 .  0915960667 0 .  7881695797 -0 .  3353279792 
O 8 . 0 -1 .  5022662333 1 .  1465927975 -0 .  4593311495 
N 7 .  0 0 .  5098252861 1 .  6148141747 1 .  0691430719 
C 6. 0  0 .  0379838284 - 0 .  8973142132 0 .  2146715634 
H 1 .  0  1 .  0779627302 - 1 .  1241674706 0 .  4304326206 
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  3191546113 —  1  .  5146636779 - 0 .  6063754819 
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  5900291035 —  1  .  0371322179 1 .  0896937313 
Energy -641.8989611187 HARTREE 
ZPE .050680 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -642.2946210485 HARTREE 
229 
G3 
G3 (0 K) 
-642.869855 
-642.875348 
HARTREE 
HARTREE 
S H 2  
MP2/6-31G(d,p:  
H 
S 
H 
ZPE 
1.0 
16.0 
1.0 
Basis Set 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MP2 
(HARTREE) 
.9638772858 
.0000000000 
- .9638772858 
.3055940269 
- .6111889829 
.3055940269 
0.015862 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
HF 
[HARTREE] 
B3LYP 
[HARTREE] 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -398.  8974435 -398.  7112130 -399.  3619060 
6-311G(3df,2p) -398.  8969394 -398.  7108242 -399.  3612987 
6-311++G(d)  -398.  8212402 -398.  6936055 -399.  3462491 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -398.  8306810 -398.  6799935 -399.  3279720 
6-31G(2d)  -398.  8086383 -398.  6714175 -399.  3199150 
6-31G(d,P)  -398.  8100981 -398.  6749479 -399.  3229620 
6-311G(d)  -398.  8198950 -398.  6928044 -399.  3454524 
6-31+G(d)  -398.  7900870 -398.  6680265 -399.  3185692 
6-31G(d)  -398.  7883131 -398.  6672346 -399.  3167046 
6-311++G(2df ,p)  -398.  8895240 -398.  7086403 
6-311+G(3df ,p)  -398.  8946091 -398.  7104630 
6-311+G(3df ,2p)  -398.  8973696 -398.  7111469 
G3 i Large -398.  9007313 -399.  3643330 
G3 
G3 :0  K) 
-399.235521 HARTREE 
-399.238369 HARTREE 
Dimethyl  sulfide 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
C 6. 0  9356015305 6682076868 - .7394741407 
S 16.  0  8185911339 8455464993 .2362777688 
C 6 .  0  9057452030 6986579416 .7484506166 
H 1 .  0  1 .  5732196651 6864359744 - .1114430910 
H 1 .  0  1 .  0663234024 1983516082 1  .3438444577 
H 1 .  0  1 .  1429734108 1 .  5668362514 1  .3586847004 
H 1 .  0  2350057657 - .  6559080958 - 1  .5725990999 
H 1 .  0  - 1 .  9459031085 7260693222 - 1  .1373993668 
H 1 .  0  7531606187 - 1 .  5489396887 1263417921 
ZPE 0 .078750 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
230 
MP2 B3LYP 
Basis  Set  (HARTREE) (HARTREE) 
MP2 6-31G(d)  -477 .12103 -477 .88648 
MP2 6-31G(2d)  -477 .15633 -477 .88608 
MP2 6-31+G(d)  -477 .12578 -477 .89044 
MP2 6-311++G(d)  -477 .19256 -477 .93429 
MP2 6-31G(d,p)  -477 .16935 -477 .89504 
MP2 6-31+G(2d,p)  -477 .20883 -477 .90066 
MP2 6-311G(d)  -477 .18901 -477 .93305 
MP2 6-311G(3df ,2p)  -477 .33293 -477 .95441 
MP2 6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -477 .33409 -477 .95521 
G3Large -477.  333706 -477.  957502 
G3 
G3 (0 K) 
-477.765528 HARTREE 
-477.770470 HARTREE 
CH3SH 
MP2/6-3lG(d,p)  
C 6. 0  0 .  0944885526 0 .  4764196287 -0.0669216366 
H 1 .  0  1 .  1176693744 0 .  4889201579 0.2971684725 
S 16. 0  - 0 .  8321068124 - 0 .  9378791716 0.5906587973 
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  4080602493 1 .  3713421983 0.2893290366 
H 1 .  0  -  0 - 0679700276 — 1 .  8833906230 0.0493601256 
H 1 .  0  0 .  0891614033 0 .  4885774335 -1.1529173754 
ZPE 0 .04 7993 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set MP2 B3LYP 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -438 .1132914 -438.6571364 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -438 .1124401 -438.6564215 
6-311++G(d)  -438 .0045350 -438.6389838 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -438 .0172413 -438.6129218 
6-31G(2d)  -437 .9799362 -438.6016724 
6-31G(d,P)  -437 .9877854 -438.6077296 
6-311G(d)  -438 .0022609 -438.6379594 
6-31+G(d)  -437 .9556463 -438.6032147 
6-31G(d)  -437 .9525782 -438.6003561 
G3 — 438.497981 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -438.501621 HARTREE 
Vinyl thiol  
231 
MP2/6-31G(d,p 
H 1.0 • -1 .7151159828 0.2000932598 -1. 0404537998 
S 16.0 -1 .8408670513 0.1113105377 0 .  2829151987 
C 6.0 - 0  .1197259641 -0.0230879710 0 .  6295453206 
C 6.0 0  .8925529634 -0.0229748723 - 0 .  2457525270 
H 1.0 0  .0724046078 -0.1127358588 1. 6908421195 
H 1.0 1 .9099463949 -0.1127046837 0 .  1039414324 
H 1.0 0  .7352248682 0.0651871553 -1. 3117131105 
ZPE .052724 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP 
Basis Set (HARTREE (HARTRE) 
6  — 311++G) :3df ,2p)  -476.11351 -476.72920 
6 -311G(3df ,2p)  -476.11152 -476.72764 
6-311++G(d) -475.98113 -476.70619 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -475.99177 -476.67394 
6-31G(2d)  -475.95149 -476.65899 
6-31GI :d ,p)  -475.95081 -476.66471 
6-311G(d)  -475.98338 -476.70410 
6-31+G(d) -475.92306 -476.66276 
6-31G(d)  -475.91555 -476.65672 
G3 
G3 (0  K) 
-476.557811 HARTREE 
-476.561994 HARTREE 
-1.2466717881 
- .7402086504 
.7402086461 
-1.2466717885 
1.2466717904 
1.2466717889 
.0000000016 
9115354684 
0000000004 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2  
9115354687 
9115354723 
9115354713 
0000000001 
.3591001536 
.0732107641 
.0732107603 
.3591001533 
.3591001538 
.3591001538 
-1.5828221399 
-475.9610864138 HARTREE 
057167 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Thiirane 
MP2/6- 31g(d,  P) 
H 1 .  0 
C 6. 0 
C 6. 0 
H 1 .  0 
H 1 .  0 
H 1 .  0 
S 16.  0 
Energy 
ZPE 
Basis Set 
6-31G(d)  
6-31G(2d)  
6-31G(d,p)  
MP2 
(HARTREES) 
-475.92917055 
-475.96306395 
-475.96108640 
B3LYP 
(HARTREES) 
-476.66300513 
-476.66318514 
-476.66882454 
HF 
(HARTREES) 
-475.54661341 
-475.54902345 
-475.55329430 
232 
6-31+G(d)  -475.  93453150 -476.  66694401-475.  54812567 
6-311G(d)  -475.  99495877 -476.  70851992-475.  58577951 
6-311++G(d) -475.  99802970 -476.  70974999-475.  58702691 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -475.  99897346 -476.  67450437-475.  56013440 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -476.  12125054 -476.  72798525-475.  60694038 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -476.  12249654 -47 6. 72885233-475.  60755410 
G3 - L 176.558051 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -476.5 61454 HARTREE 
Vinyl methyl sulfide 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
C  6. 0  - .2510613838 - 1 .  3513930757 - .7406270654 
S  16.  0  - 1  .5221887952 2826840183 - .0431148871 
c  6. 0  - .5426244717 1 .  0150413208 .6100440214 
H 1 .  0  .4240121313 - 1 .  7130982228 .0319879677 
H 1 .  0  .3166146053 — „ 8316541694 -1.5094483548 
H 1 .  0  — .7616947340 - 2 .  1991607342 -1.1899517996 
C 6. 0  .7917601161 1 .  1473203768 .5882011422 
H 1 .  0  - 1  .1538880824 1 .  7774471600 1.0775379746 
H 1 .  0  1  .4509763914 4208412359 .1389781919 
H 1 .  0  1  .2480922641 2 .  0173407620 1.0363933380 
Energy -515.  1341471908 HARTREE 
ZPE 
Basis Set 
083677 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 
[HARTREES) 
B3LYP 
(HARTREES) 
HF 
[HARTREES) 
6— 31G(d)  -515. 08555545 -515.  94417739 -514.  57671704 
6— 31G(2d)  -515.  12997728 -515.  94485468 -514.  57927775 
6 — 31G(d,p)  -515.  13414716 -515.  95341984 -514.  58699561 
6-31+G(d)  -515.  09471677 -515.  95135621 -514.  58109185 
6-311G(d)  -515.  16784929 -516.  00046885 -514.  62411097 
6 — 311++G(d)  -515.  17288920 -516.  00282356 -514.  62662684 
6 — 31+G(2d,p)  -515.  18574530 -515.  96330507 -514.  59785674 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -515.  33473607 -516.  02728836 -514.  65269571 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -515.  33716443 -516.  02905859 -514.  65429274 
G3 -515.827687 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -515.833157 HARTREE 
Diethyl Sulfide 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
233 
H 1 .  0 1130717859 1  .6307272874 7284786713 
C 6. 0 7262725049 1  .2592508337 - 1 .  3139941397 
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  6265392489 1  .7713375261 _ a 9795508998 
C 6. 0 — „ 8826455155 - .2475554707 - 1 .  1754641698 
H 1 .  0 5436377419 1  .5235772674 -2. 3558316435 
S 16. 0 - 1 .  3425461523 — .8123241680 4873246569 
H 1 .  0 0182673511 — .7636389512 - 1 .  5075262102 
H 1 .  0 — 1 .  6969060042 - .5985941264 - 1 .  8100732139 
C 6. 0 0744553691 - .2384984669 1 .  4658250777 
C 6.  0 1 .  4100087419 - .8485972336 1 .  0685343354 
H 1 .  0 1754538049 - .5219771271 2. 4887022379 
H 1 .  0 1226920881 .8503087415 1 .  4449065387 
H 1 .  0 2. 1917157893 - .5175636562 1 .  7526447965 
H 1 .  0 1 .  7040080053 - .5510106619 0632865621 
H 1 .  0 1 .  3597816828 - 1  .9354412081 1 .  0996949550 
ZPE 0.138226 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set MP2 B3LYP 
6 -311++G(3df ,2p)  -555.  7793411 -556.  5523847 
6 -311G(3df ,2p)  -555.  7775312 -556.  5513601 
6-311++G(d)  -555.  5610244 -556.  5216051 
6  —  31+G(2d,p)  -555.  5943452 -556.  4775498 
6  —  31G(2d)  -555 .507726 -556.  4546614 
6 —  31G(d,P)  -555.  5363184 -556.  4700198 
6  —  311G(d)  -555.  5561588 -556.  5201306 
6 -31+G(d)  -555.  4631876 -556 .461963 
6 - 31G(d)  -555.  4548108 -556.  4559449 
G3 -556 .306988 
G3 (0 K) -556 .314503 
Allyl  Ethyl  Sulfide 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  4009802946 1 .  4272704198 - 1 .  7098930780 
C 6. 0  —  1  .  2310604290 0 .  7333889416 —  1 .  6775947200 
C 6. 0  - 1 .  7197177852 0 .  2871633598 - 0 .  5133568646 
H 1 .  0  - 1 .  6567530958 0 .  4300321168 -2. 6233056408 
C 6. 0  - 1 .  1569062438 0 .  6609509795 0 .  8175579115 
H 1 .  0  -2.  5471097527 -  0 .  4140825197 - 0 .  5062956176 
S 16.  0  - 0 .  4124886089 - 0 .  7621337711 1 .  6828161057 
H 1 .  0  —  1  .  9436344650 1 .  0061427109 1 .  4902670755 
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  4315242691 1 .  4690715871 0 .  7186752356 
C 6. 0  0 .  8827891563 - 1 .  2148849957 0 .  4962527809 
C 6. 0  2. 0153943118 - 0 .  2057237887 0 .  3863388573 
H 1 .  0  0 .  4248318923 —  1  .  3895294007 - 0 .  4774059968 
234 
H 1. 0 1 .2621010488 -2. 1723610355 
H 1. 0 2 .7788290153 — 0. 5713743412 
H 1. 0 2 .4763644251 -0. 0340947958 
H 1. 0 1 .6598646696 0. 7501633138 
ZPE 
0.8542315636 
-0.3010449488 
1.3570473521 
0.0057098796 
0.142470 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set MP2 B3LYP 
6-311++G(3df,2p) -593 1.780736 -594.  6237651 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -593 .7779768 -594.  6219878 
6-311++G(d)  -593 .5409351 -594.  5884916 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -593 .5700672 -594.  5381626 
6-31G(2d)  -593 .4809232 -594.  5118643 
6-31G(d,P)  -593 .4998501 -594.  5270207 
6-311G(d)  -593 .5341216 -594.  5861621 
6-31+G(d)  -593 .4313004 -594.  5209356 
6-31G(d)  -593 .4186226 -594.  5123256 
G3 -5 94 .367191 
G3 (0 K) -594 .375423 
Phenyl Sulfide 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
S 16. 0 4336611576 1. 6990780817 8321789996 
C 6. 0 -1. 4946632059 3591288022 3320202178 
c 6. 0 1. 1354317353 1. 0756646598 2658844182 
C 6. 0 -3 .  2618210696 — 1. 6708083064 4382310950 
c 6. 0 -1. 4547919196 1498449461 9733616641 
c 6. 0 -2 . 4276787136 - .  1448747357 1. 2453512768 
c 6. 0 —3. 3133527597 — 1.  1516629623 8555665001 
c 6. 0 -2. 3242042833 — 1. 1726883631 — 1.  3473576457 
H 1. 0 7382856411 2473476880 — 1.  6813828650 
H 1. 0 -2. 4481344808 2418326527 2. 2565698941 
H 1. 0 -4. 0327268933 -1.  5364151749 1. 5674183184 
H 1. 0 -2. 2824947690 -1. 5674302161 -2 . 3548372478 
H 1. 0 -3 .  9418350035 — 2 . 4587712163 7353327143 
C 6. 0 3.  6599345403 1823900844 5502517456 
C 6. 0 1. 5630680697 2184667367 5931938458 
C 6. 0 1. 9790521700 1. 9218639030 4626960262 
C 6. 0 3.  2410665610 1. 4763205981 — . 8611752890 
C 6. 0 2. 8131195736 6653000292 1693518253 
H 1. 0 9124112130 8693058149 1. 1636513860 
H 1. 0 1. 6410523630 2. 9165844501 7247931893 
H 1. 0 3.  8881232892 2. 1371696214 -1. 4241316540 
H 1. 0 3.  1344352872 -1. 6690069322 4183358102 
H 1. 0 4. 6340671509 1655196188 8690132746 
ZPE 0.183354 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
235 
MP2 B3LYP 
Basis Set (HARTREE) (HARTREE) 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -860.  0097788 -(  361.  3156034 
6- 311G(3df ,2p)  -860.  0037279 -f  361.  3120488 
6-311++G(d)  -859.  6169951 - :  361.  2542599 
6-•31+G (2d, p) -859.  6211913 - :  361.  1627995 
6- 31G(2d)  -859.  5195309 -1 361.  1257825 
6--31G(d,P)  -859.  4763027 -1 361.  1363103 
6--311G(d)  -859.  6014312 -(  361.  2488438 
6--31+G(d)  -859.  4291798 -1 361.  1386041 
6--31G(d)  -859.  3968689 -861 .120367 
Thiophene 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
C 6. 0 1 .3432233692 02877988 59 - .4695180412 
C 6. 0 .7410252109 37995137 94 .7168596147 
c  6 .  0 - .6629219158 17285537 60 .6928940554 
c  6 .  0 -1 .0981048558 — .  3315425902 - .5111261761 
H 1 .  0 2 .3883440501 0812702270 - .7263801131 
H 1 .  0 1 .2873219433 7682183186 1.5638912997 
H 1 .  0 -1 .3259336831 3833748260 1.5191698146 
H 1 .  0 -2 .1049312732 5806278543 - .8033792182 
S 16. 0 .2008792735 55274614 83 -1.6114038658 
ZPE .067689 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP HF 
Basis Set  (HARTREES) (HARTREES) (HARTREES) 
6-311++G( 3df ,  2p)  -552.1948986 -552.  9336333 -514 .57671704 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -552.1914861'  -552.  9316057 -514 .57927775 
6-311++G(d)  -552.0239792 ' -552.  9040575 '  -514 .58699561 
6-31+G(2d ,p) -552.0194202 - 552.  8584193 -514 .58109185 
6-31G(2d)  -551.9773687 -552 .841019 - 514 .62411097 
6-31G(d,P ) -551.9569733 - 552.  8443731 - 514 .62662684 
6-311G(d)  -552.0178047 -552 .900936 - 514 .59785674 
6-31+G(d)  -551.937153 - 552.  8465394 '  -514 .65269571 
6-31G(d)  -551.9249157 -552.  8376751 - 514 .65429274 
G3 -552.740352 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -552.744498 HARTREE 
236 
Benzothiophene 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
c  6. 0  6280061147 .0000000000 — 2  .  6246953663 
s  16.  0  —  1  .  0741410182 .0000000000 — 2  .  2976133704 
c  6. 0  7784339223 .0000000000 5814489227 
c  6. 0  0841033506 .0000000000 2 .  0584296627 
c  6. 0  6104913868 .0000000000 2976848494 
c  6. 0  - 1 .  7353507812 .0000000000 4427631875 
c  6 .  0  - 1 .  2925997708 .0000000000 1 .  7585276086 
C  6. 0  1 .  0317849430 .0000000000 1 .  0467768542 
H 1 .  0  -2  .  7938514242 .0000000000 2141338155 
H 1 .  0  — 2 . 0159036457 .0000000000 2 .  5640766303 
H 1 .  0  2.  0898624700 .0000000000 1 .  2806649867 
H 1 .  0  4029408928 .0000000000 3 .  0930460717 
C  6. 0  1 .  3966909524 .0000000000 - 1 .  4962685701 
H 1 .  0  9686609462 .0000000000 — 3 .  6483848935 
H 1 .  0  2.  4777394520 .0000000000 - 1 .  5123227908 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
Dibenzothiophene 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
-705.1360130725 Hartree 
0.11426 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-705.5155180888 Hartree 
S 16 .  0  0000009366 .0000000000 —2.  3545281574 
C 6 .  0  -1 .  2502063949 .0000000000 -1 .  1247123788 
C 6 .  0  1 .  2502114373 .0000000000 — 1  .  1247157374 
c  6 .  0  -2  .  9774051471 .0000000000 1 .  0513689287 
c  6 .  0  - . 7239106730 .0000000000 1863464813 
c  6 .  0  -2 .  6303661156 .0000000000 -1 .  3548029346 
c  6 .  0  — 3 .  4863910706 .0000000000 2584728017 
c  6 .  0  -1 .  6068021457 .0000000000 1 .  2784106178 
H 1 .  0  — 3 .  0241639978 .0000000000 -2 .  3635719638 
H 1 .  0  -4 .  5571897849 .0000000000 4182918302 
H 1 .  0  -1 .  2197779780 .0000000000 2 .  2905501159 
H 1 .  0  — 3 .  6613107649 .0000000000 1 .  8904398247 
C 6 .  0  2 .  9774143077 .0000000000 1 .  0513720716 
C 6 .  0  2 .  6303661672 .0000000000 — 1  .  3547838337 
c  6 .  0  7239099816 .0000000000 1863457347 
c  6 .  0  1 .  6067944778 .0000000000 1 .  2784163428 
c  6 .  0  3 .  4863801341 .0000000000 2584848010 
H 1 .  0  3 .  0241665426 .0000000000 —2.  3635792296 
H 1 .  0  1 .  2197796652 .0000000000 2 .  2905467620 
H 1 .  0  4  .  5571936557 .0000000000 4182915855 
H 1 .  0  3 .  6613086399 .0000000000 1 .  8904381632 
Energy 
ZPE 
-858.3201809632 Hartree 
0.16012 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
237 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -858.8447709740 Hartree 
Dimethyl selenide 
MP2/6--31g(d,p)  
C 6.0 1 .  4500939122 .0000170736 
SE 34.0 0000000345 - .0000822221 
C 6.0 -1 .  4500948675 .0000211826 
H 1.0 1.  3991811338 - .8929683023 
H 1.0 1.  3993561441 .8931970519 
H 1.0 2.  3828581732 - .0002031898 
H 1.  0 -1 .  3991811236 - .8929709347 
H 1.0 — 2 .  3828573048 - .0002032332 
H 1.0 - i .  3993560330 .8931954337 
- .0058103875 
-1.3051163153 
- .0058117184 
.6110263873 
.6106664843 
- .5633242542 
.6110279754 
- .5633236884 
.6106655708 
Energy 
ZPE 
-2477.2553069526 HARTREE 
.077133 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP HF 
Basis  Set  HARTREES HARTREES HARTREES 
6-31G(d)  -2477.  20617588 -2479 .03105117 -2476.  83012574 
6-31G(2d)  -2477.  36516706 -2479 .15302895 -2476.  96278276 
6-31G(d,p)  -2477.  25530692 -2479 .04065076 -2476.  84092713 
6-31+G(d)  -2477.  22781999 -2479 .05183363 -2476.  84878794 
6-311G(d)  -2479.  44165019 -2481 .19272227 -2479.  03505297 
6-311++G(d)  -2479.  44339686 -2481 .19345539 -2479.  03575556 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -2477.  42818801 -2479 .17729035 -2476.  98727567 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -2479.  57777886 -2481 .21263616 -2479.  06031311 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -2479.  57888173 -2481 .21342289 -2479.  06087467 
G3 -2480.  690935 HARTREE 
G3 '  (0  K) -2480.  695407 HARTREE 
Selenirane 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
SE 34.  0 .0000000006 .0000000000 -1.7190312090 
C 6. 0 - .7372628793 .0000000004 .1098592251 
H 1. 0 -1  .2493481973 - .9141969100 .3748281495 
C 6. 0 .7372628781 .0000000001 .1098592216 
H 1. 0 -1  .2493481973 .9141969095 .3748281510 
H 1. 0 1 .2493481979 .9141969103 .3748281501 
H 1. 0 1 .2493481973 - .9141969103 .3748281518 
238 
Energy 
ZPE 
-2476.0461853530 HARTREE 
.055833 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Calculation 
MP2 
HARTREES 
B3LYP 
HARTREES 
HF 
HARTREES 
6 — 31G(d)  -2476 .01375980 -2477 .80635904 -2475.  63995780 
6-31G(2d)  -2476 .17224511 -2477 .93021216 -2475.  77373039 
6-31G(d,p)  -2476 .04618535 -2477 .81302734 -2475.  64751305 
6-31+G(d)  -2476 .03771539 -2477 .82906187 -2475.  66091121 
6-311G(d)  -2478 .25002458 -2479 .97055470 -2477.  84750577 
6-311++G(d)  -2478 .25161699 -2479 .97126535 -2477.  84801657 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -2476 .22040601 -2477 .95313708 -2475.  79688838 
6- 311G(3df ,2p)  -2478 .36818339 -2479 .98871476 -2477.  87061199 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -2478 .36934562 -2479 .98958859 -2477.  87130657 
G3 I  (0  K) -2479.  488913 Hartree 
G3 -2479.483522 HARTREE 
Vinyl Methyl Selenide 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
C 6. 0 - .2295547819 -1.4202224780 - .7814652934 
SE 34.  0 - 1  .6292037166 - .2971061037 - .0393914980 
C 6. 0 - .5427262477 1.0890172620 .6554347567 
H 1 .  0 .4378321270 -1.7485993598 .0099108957 
H 1 .  0 .3164832783 - .8739686212 -1.5451024252 
H 1 .  0 - .7228877321 -2.2797990580 -1.2263457023 
C 6. 0 .7923259449 1.1862525844 .6058016085 
H 1 .  0 - 1  .1296416068 1.8623302283 1.1361798783 
H 1 .  0 1  .4198665700 .4428007198 .1378335286 
H 1 .  0 1  .2875042058 2.0392954613 1.0471447804 
Energy -2476.0461853530 HARTREE 
ZPE 
• 
082140 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP 
Basis Set  HARTREES HARTREES 
6-311++G(3df,2p) 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  
6-311++G(d)  
6-31+G(2d,p)  
6-31G(2d)  
-2517.579077-2519.283872 
-2517.576872-2519.282235 
-2517.420903-2519.259316 
-2515.407153-2517.241292 
-2515.338285-2517.210704 
239 
6-31G(d,P)  
6-311G(d)  
6-31+G(d)  
6-31G(d)  
-2515 
-2517 
-2515 
-2515 
217186 -2517.09663 
417625-2519.257587 
199445-2517.115679 
168003-2517.086567 
G3 
G3 
:0 K) -2518.755307 Hartree 
-2518.750391 Hartree 
Selenophene 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
c  6. 0 -1  .2845599352 .0000376878 
c  6. 0 - .7110015139 - .0000116293 
c  6. 0 .7110013313 - .0000116425 
c  6. 0 1  .2845605400 .0000376492 
H 1. 0 -2  .3363305215 - .0000043432 
H 1. 0 -1  .3015342076 - .0000043280 
H 1. 0 1  .3015341209 - .0000044091 
H 1. 0 2  .3363302167 - .0000042732 
SE 34.  0  - .0000000307 - .0000347121 
- .5553659411 
.6927145916 
.6927155114 
- .5553666274 
- .7905266463 
1 .5985647623 
1 .5985645467 
- .7905265581 
-1 .8907737452 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
Benzoselenophene 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
-2552.0347110089 HARTREE 
0 .066440 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-2554.422138 Hartree 
C 6. 0 1 .  2688758489 .0000000000 -2 .  4414686384 
SE 34 . 0 5947764889 .0000000000 — 2 .  6098406215 
C 6. 0 6688026055 .0000000000 7344192198 
C 6. 0 — . 3748418874 .0000000000 2 .  0293403249 
C 6. 0 -1 .  8142806607 .0000000000 0710811926 
c  6. 0 6307236167 .0000000000 — . 1707557474 
C 6. 0 7598226410 .0000000000 1 .  2323194264 
C 6. 0 -1 .  6582089660 .0000000000 1 .  4512797023 
H 1 .  0  — 2 .  8034008770 .0000000000 3696336441 
H 1 .  0  1 .  7470892581 .0000000000 1 .  6794364140 
H 1 .  0  -2 .  5341157732 .0000000000 2 .  0876403587 
H 1 .  0  2750105377 .0000000000 3. 1073631639 
H 1 .  0  1 .  8967148611 .0000000000 -3. 3188257231 
C 6. 0  1 .  6866406935 .0000000000 -1 .  1442681108 
H 1 .  0  2 .  7335709291 .0000000000 - .  8692488248 
Energy -2705 .2175511648 HARTREE 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
0 .113558 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-2707.7521838396 Har t ree  
240 
Dibenzoselenophene 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
H 1. 0 -3. 1172621713 .0001441883 -2  .3316431483 
C 6. 0 -2 .  6871622640 .0000848793 -1 .3377930002 
c 6. 0 -1. 5763147720 .0000818764 1 .2507529306 
c 6. 0 -3. 5089325298 .0001010718 - .2153408270 
c 6. 0 -1. 3005900034 .0000536347 -1 .1579113148 
c 6. 0 7260534951 .0001039482 .1320974441 
c 6. 0 -2 .  9544873569 .0000905484 1 .0745039515 
H 1. 0 -4 . 5845034781 .0001815380 - .3395084726 
SE 34.  0 0000037935 .0000470427 -2  .5276972629 
H 1. 0 — 3. 6066549646 .0000209037 1 .9384689218 
H 1. 0 — 1. 1578729463 .0001896909 2 .2502203299 
C 6. 0 i. 3006158167 .0000121722 -1 .1579631094 
C 6. 0 2.  9545113122 .0000063661 1 .044657138 
C 6. 0 7260239797 .0000942785 .1321457426 
c 6. 0 2.  6871403144 .0000351229 -1 .3378263549 
c 6. 0 3. 5089353158 .0001187288 - .2152771724 
c 6. 0 1. 5763152766 .0001773701 1 .2507737007 
H 1. 0 3. 1172569851 .0001369842 -2  .3316362832 
H 1. 0 4. 5845044253 .0001559627 - .3395109379 
H 1. 0 1. 1578739308 .0001901593 2 .2502093556 
H 1. 0 3. 6066528315 .0000256670 1 .9384697382 
Energy -2858 .4047349837 HARTREE 
ZPE 0 .160 153 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311++G( 3df  ,2p)  -2861 .0904817084 HARTREE 
Dimethyl Sulfoxide (1) 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
0 8.0 1 .7410121543 .8287919793 - .8324894360 
S 16.0 .9997064042 .1370858800 .2877715296 
C 6.0 .1370755965 -1.2809664783 - .4284036690 
C 6.0 - .4930784575 1.0994748473 .6243859034 
H 1.0 - .1776259904 2.0512229129 1.0440720942 
H 1.0 -1 .1246024839 .5732199747 1.3382344963 
H 1.0 -1 .0255642490 1.2751345332 - .3088830422 
H 1.0 .8933763543 -1.9944427151 - .7453244209 
H 1.0 4357119307 - .9533832497 -1.2944453572 
H 1.0 - .5124963010 -1.7387593852 .3157584538 
ZPE .082150 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set MP2 B3LYP 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -552.4403203 -553.1521463 
6-311Gi (3df ,2p)  -552.4333320 -553.1465088 
241 
6-311++G(d)  -552 .2299396 -553 .1055725 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -552 .2426774 -553 .0645119 
6-31G(2d)  -552 .1772970 -553 .0383158 
6-31G(d,P)  -552 .1600184 -553 .0377599 
6-311G(d)  -552 .2175863 - 553 .0975077 
6-31+G(d)  -552 .1297956 -553 .0422655 
6-31G(d)  -552 .1122503 - 553 .0290966 
G3 -552 .935748 Hartree 
G3 (0 K) -552 .930102 Hartree 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
10 8.  659566 - .659566 8.695232 - .695232 
2 S 15.  182643 .817357 15.141645 .858355 
3 C 6 .  530981 - .530981 6.463207 - .463207 
4 C 6 .  530978 - .530978 6.462249 - .462249 
5 H 838406 .161594 .867794 .132206 
6 H 864918 .135082 .875256 .124744 
7 H 844593 .155407 .876511 .123489 
8 H 838404 .161596 .866770 .133230 
9 H 844599 .155401 .875739 .124261 
10 H 864913 .135087 .875598 .124402 
Diethyl Sulfoxide (2) 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
S  16. 0 — 0  .  4178558478 0 .  6965458748 -1 .  2794538799 
O 8 . 0 0 .  0464371392 -0 .  0518684232 -2 .  5137271763 
c  6. 0 — 1  .  3042828096 -0 .  5167111686 -0 .  2461026055 
c  6. 0 1 .  0543256554 0 .  9212487355 -0  .  2362185686 
c  6. 0 -0 .  5496722215 -1 .  8251942353 -0. 0887356176 
H 1. 0 —2 .  2349927621 -0. 6786073918 -0. 7909838584 
H 1. 0 — 1  .  5560810784 -0. 0427262561 0. 7030204620 
H 1. 0 0. 2830174613 -1. 7337964737 0. 6061134372 
H 1. 0 -0. 1632393176 —2.  1327332356 — 1 . 0593081550 
H 1. 0 — 1 . 2139261239 — 2 » 6024334536 0. 2848663318 
H 1. 0 1. 6720493464 i. 6086515900 -0. 8149012374 
H 1. 0 1. 5799101733 -0. 0327257118 -0. 1996996668 
C 6. 0 0. 7519300032 1. 4857068952 1. 1434027892 
H 1. 0 0. 1048358806 2 .  3604346549 1. 0788812894 
H 1. 0 1. 6767859280 1. 7936087336 1. 6280581047 
H 1. 0 0. 2705436835 0. 7507132357 1. 7851350614 
ZPE 0 .141932 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP 
Basis Set (HARTREE) (HARTREE) 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -630.8848423 -631.7482347 
242 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -630.  8781854 -631.  7432778 
6-311++G(d)  -630 .598337 -631.  6928965 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -630.  6282798 -631.  6405062 
6-31G(2d)  -630.  5301345 -631.  6074312 
6-31G(d,P)  -630.  5281823 -631.  6136902 
6-311G(d)  -630.  5864883 -631.  6863904 
6-31+G(d)  -630.  4670296 -631.  6132603 
6-31G(d)  -630.  4472038 -631.  5994313 
G3 -631 .470967 
G3 (0 K) -631 .479302 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW ' .POP.  CHARGE 
1 S 15. 174507 0 .825493 15. 164532 0 .  835468 
2 0 8. 676491 -0  .676491 8 . 696827 -0 .  696827 
3 C 6. 420020 -0  .420020 6. 342271 -0 .  342271 
4 C 6. 415316 -0  .415316 6. 341528 -0 .  341528 
5 C 6.  352919 -0  .352919 6. 312322 -0 .  312322 
6 H 0.  843190 0 .156810 0.  875351 0 .  124649 
7 H 0.  864718 0 .135282 0.  884203 0 .  115797 
8 H 0.  885761 0 .114239 0.  896145 0 .  103855 
9 H 0.  838231 0 .161769 0.  875838 0 .  124162 
10 H 0. 872206 0 .127794 0.  885039 0 .  114961 
11 H 0.  842984 0 .157016 0.  872601 0 .  127399 
12 H 0.  842653 0 .157347 0.  881815 0 .  118185 
13 C 6. 362758 -0  .362758 6. 310577 -0 .  310577 
14 H 0.  868246 0 .131754 0.  887963 0 .  112037 
15 H 0.  864217 0 .135783 0.  881984 0 .  118016 
16 H 0.  875782 0 .124218 0.  891003 0 .  108997 
Diallyl Sulfoxide (3) 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
C 6. 0 0 .  3808459216 0 .  7239467196 -1 .  0006904390 
C 6.  0 0 .  8611342750 — 0  .  6665228313 -1 .  2473848012 
C 6.  0 2. 1407425601 -0 .  9691068617 -1 .  5061089150 
H 1.  0 0 .  1313818574 — 1  .  4644566891 — 1  .  1678393949 
H 1.  0 2. 8948877454 -0 .  1976124640 -1 .  5918818052 
H 1.  0 2. 4606295102 — 1  .  9909504441 -1 .  6497052707 
H 1.  0 -0 .  6625362456 0 .  8799286828 -1 .  2734948027 
H 1.  0 0 .  9833294904 1 .  4594012175 -1 .  5344232683 
S 16.  0 0 .  5438113797 1 .  2170277288 0 .  7621124340 
C 6. 0 -0 .  4450320115 -  0.  1330695789 1 .  4876224886 
O 8. 0 -0 .  2657329379 2. 4848635913 0 .  9364372296 
H 1.  0 0 .  0485224012 -1 .  0762516270 1 .  2522574759 
C 6. 0 -1 .  9034092844 -0 .  0869475258 1 .  0670000014 
H 1.  0 -0 .  3545538612 0 .  0330615746 2. 5618276565 
H 1.  0 -2 .  5027830541 -0 .  7285600434 1 .  7102740912 
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H 
H 
ZPE 
Basis Set 
1.0 -2.0420012795 
1 .0  -2.2692363668 
MP2 
[HARTREE) 
-0 .4197191371 0 
0.9349678477 1  
0397849851 
1542124849 
0.146381 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
B3LYP 
(HARTREE) 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
6-31lG(3df ,2p)  
6-311++G(d)  
6-31+G(2d,p)  
6-31G(2d)  
6-31G(d,P)  
6-311G(d)  
6-31+G(d)  
6-31G(d)  
-668.884452 
-668.876956 
-668.576699 
-668.602507 
-668.50186 
-668.4906268 
-668.5630427 
-668.4338284 
-668.4097808 
G3 
G3 :0 K) 
-669.8185043 
-669.8129514 
-669.7589538 
-669.7002054 
-669.66387 04 
—669.669899 
-669.7516835 
-669.6714897 
-669.6550568 
-669.529550 Hartree 
-669.538659 Hartree 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
1  C 6 .  476704 - 0 .  476704 6.316551 -0.316551 
2 C 6. 137251 - 0 .  137251 6.123773 -0.123773 
3 C 6. 260262 - 0 .  260262 6.219130 -0.219130 
4 H 0  .  853208 0 .  146792 0.885795 0.114205 
5 H 0 .  860800 0 .  139200 0.882749 0.117251 
6 H 0 .  857660 0 .  142340 0.881921 0.118079 
7 H 0 .  818180 0 .  181820 0.875523 0.124477 
8 H 0 .  823285 0 .  176715 0.868154 0.131846 
9 S 15. 032786 0 .  967214 15.112226 0.887774 
10 C 6.  456583 - 0 .  456583 6.322287 -0.322287 
11 0 8 . 806809 - 0 .  806809 8.790465 -0.790465 
12 H 0 .  847741 0 .  152259 0.881380 0.118620 
13 C 6 .  355479 - 0 .  355479 6.295855 -0.295855 
14 H 0 .  833192 0 .  166808 0.878883 0.121117 
15 H 0 .  868634 0 .  131366 0.888265 0.111735 
16 H 0 .  888760 0 .  111240 0.903641 0.096359 
17 H 0 .  822667 0 .  177333 0.873401 0.126599 
Phenyl Sulfoxide (4) 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
0  8 .  0  4889894138 1 .  4224244421 2 .  5874639095 
S  16.  0  4428551985 1 .  6897494513 1 .  0967079359 
c  6 .  0  - 1 .  4796817188 4284164649 3177132029 
c  6.  0  1 .  1160999638 1 .  0055456369 4923111809 
c  6 .  0  — 3 .  1078491690 - 1 .  5161160453 8026999595 
c  6 .  0  - 1 .  7767373201 4908256893 - 1 .  0447915803 
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c  6. 0 -2. 0 0 2 9 9 4 7 7 3 8  - . 5 7 1 5 6 4 8 4 9 6  1. 1 3 3 7 5 5 2 8 8 8  
c  6. 0 — 2 . 8 1 7 2 1 2 0 6 0 6  -1 . 5 5 1 1 1 7 9 7 4 3  5 6 2 7 9 5 2 2 3 7  
c  6. 0 -2. 5 8 9 0 7 7 1 5 6 5  - . 4 9 5 4 3 5 3 9 6 0  -1. 6 0 4 3 9 0 6 3 0 1  
H 1. 0 -1 - 3 8 3 3 1 7 5 1 8 9  1 . 2 9 0 7 3 2 2 3 8 3  -1. 6 6 1 0 2 0 0 2 9 7  
H 1. 0 "I .  7 6 9 2 5 9 3 7 9 4  —  . 5 5 8 3 8 5 5 7 7 4  2 . 1 9 1 0 8 3 8 9 8 5  
H 1. 0 -3. 2 2 9 9 3 6 8 2 3 6  -2 . 3 3 6 5 0 6 0 1 8 8  1. 1 8 3 4 3 9 0 0 6 4  
H 1 .  0 -2. 8 2 5 5 2 9 7 3 1 1  —  . 4 6 2 0 2 3 3 4 3 4  -2 . 6 6 0 4 1 3 5 5 5 5  
H 1 .  0 -3. 7 4 1 2 1 6 5 9 2 7  -2 . 2 7 6 6 5 1 6 9 1 7  -i. 2 4 0 8 7 2 1 6 5 2  
C 6. 0 3. 5 2 4 1 9 9 5 8 5 5  - . 0 5 7 4 6 7 7 5 2 2  — .  3 7 5 8 5 9 6 5 9 2  
C 6. 0 1 .  8 3 1 8 4 3 2 5 0 3  . 1 6 4 0 0 0 2 3 3 4  i. 3 4 1 2 7 2 9 1 1 6  
c  6. 0 1 .  5 9 5 6 5 9 8 6 5 3  i . 3 4 9 7 5 3 3 0 4 4  7 7 2 2 0 5 2 5 8 1  
c  6. 0 2. 8 0 3 8 1 4 3 1 4 8  . 8 0 3 6 3 1 3 7 7 6  —i. 2 0 7 6 5 9 8 9 6 7  
c  6. 0 3. 0 4 0 6 0 8 9 3 7 2  - . 3 7 2 2 7 5 1 8 8 2  8 9 6 7 1 2 8 8 4 1  
H 1 .  0 1 .  4 3 7 0 4 3 7 0 6 2  - . 0 4 1 8 5 1 7 6 5 7  2. 3 2 8 5 7 9 5 8 5 7  
H 1 .  0 1 .  0 4 4 8 8 4 5 8 3 2  2 . 0 3 7 6 8 6 3 0 1 8  - 1 .  4 0 3 1 8 8 5 8 9 1  
H 1 .  0 3. 1 8 8 1 7 8 8 6 7 4  1  . 0 5 9 6 8 0 6 5 8 5  — 2 . 1 8 6 8 5 6 7 5 1 0  
H 1 .  0 3. 6 0 7 9 7 5 2 1 9 9  -1 . 0 3 0 0 3 8 3 4 4 4  1 .  5 4 3 0 8 4 0 8 2 8  
H 1 .  0 4 . 4 6 4 3 5 8 8 8 0 4  —  . 4 7 2 9 4 8 5 6 2 5  — .  7 1 4 9 2 7 1 1 7 3  
ZPE . 1 8 6 9 6 4  H A R T R E E / M O L E C U L  
Basis Set 
M P 2  
' H A R T R E E ]  
B 3 L Y P  
[ H A R T R E E ]  
6 - 3 1 1 + + G ( 3 d f , 2 p )  - 9 3 5 .  1 0 9 3 0 2 1  - 9 3 6 .  5 0 6 3 7 6 4  
6 - 3 1 1 G ( 3 d f , 2 p )  - 9 3 5 .  1 0 0 2 4 9 2  - 9 3 6 .  5 0 0 5 2 1 7  
6 - 3 1 1 + + G ( d )  - 9 3 4  .  6 4 7 3 2 8 7  - 9 3 6 .  4 2 1 2 2 1 5  
6 - 3 1 + G ( 2 d , p )  - 9 3 4 .  6 4 9 6 2 7 3  - 9 3 6 .  3 2 1 0 3 9 1  
6 - 3 1 G ( 2 d )  - 9 3 4 .  5 3 9 0 2 4 7  - 9 3 6 .  2 7 6 3 8 3 6  
6 - 3 1 G ( d , P )  — 934 . 4 6 5 4 0 5 6  - 9 3 6 .  2 7 7 7 6 8 8  
6 - 3 1 1 G ( d )  - 9 3 4 .  6 2 7 9 2 2 8  - 9 3 6 .  4 1 2 8 3 0 5  
6 -- 3 1 + G ( d )  - 9 3 4 .  4 2 6 7 7 0 5  - 9 3 6 .  2 8 5 4 1 7 6  
6 -- 3 l G ( d )  - 9 3 4  . 3 8 6 1 9 8  - 9 3 6 .  2 6 1 6 1 0 8  
ATOM M U L L . P O P .  CHARGE L O W . P O P .  CHARGE 
1 0 8 . 6 6 5 0 2 5  - . 6 6 5 0 2 5  8 . 6 7 3 1 6 0  - . 6 7 3 1 6 0  
2 S 15. 1 2 0 5 5 8  . 8 7 9 4 4 2  15. 1 2 6 3 8 6  . 8 7 3 6 1 4  
3 C 6. 2 4 5 7 3 3  - . 2 4 5 7 3 3  6. 1 7 2 2 8 8  - . 1 7 2 2 8 8  
4 c  6. 2 4 2 5 6 0  - . 2 4 2 5 6 0  6. 1 7 2 8 4 6  - . 1 7 2 8 4 6  
5 c  6. 1 1 8 9 2 6  - . 1 1 8 9 2 6  6. 1 0 9 4 7 1  - . 1 0 9 4 7 1  
6 c  6. 1 0 4 1 3 3  - . 1 0 4 1 3 3  6. 1 1 6 5 1 4  - . 1 1 6 5 1 4  
7 c  6. 1 0 2 9 5 2  - . 1 0 2 9 5 2  6. 1 0 4 2 0 4  - . 1 0 4 2 0 4  
8 c  6. 1 1 0 3 4 8  - . 1 1 0 3 4 8  6. 0 9 8 9 2 5  - . 0 9 8 9 2 5  
9 c  6. 1 1 2 4 0 4  - . 1 1 2 4 0 4  6. 0 9 9 1 3 9  - . 0 9 9 1 3 9  
10 H 8 7 2 9 6 7  . 1 2 7 0 3 3  8 8 2 9 6 5  . 1 1 7 0 3 5  
11 H 8 3 0 8 7 6  . 1 6 9 1 2 4  8 6 9 0 7 3  . 1 3 0 9 2 7  
12 H 8 6 9 1 1 6  . 1 3 0 8 8 4  8 8 0 9 5 2  . 1 1 9 0 4 8  
13 H 8 7 0 9 3 3  . 1 2 9 0 6 7  8 8 5 3 2 9  . 1 1 4 6 7 1  
14 H 8 7 2 0 7 7  . 1 2 7 9 2 3  8 8 2 4 4 9  . 1 1 7 5 5 1  
15 C 6. 1 1 8 6 8 6  - . 1 1 8 6 8 6  6. 1 0 7 4 2 1  - . 1 0 7 4 2 1  
16 C 6. 0 9 7 8 9 6  - . 0 9 7 8 9 6  6. 1 0 2 4 9 2  - . 1 0 2 4 9 2  
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17 C 6. 108538 
18 C 6. 112551 
19 C 6. 109943 
20 H 832819 
21 H 870383 
22 H 870504 
23 H 868504 
24 H 871568 
108538 6 .  118917 - .118917 
112551 6.  100479 - .100479 
109943 6.  098544 - .098544 
167181 868560 .131440 
129617 882253 .117747 
129496 883639 .116361 
131496 880281 .119719 
128432 883711 .116289 
Thiirane oxide (5) 
MP2/6--31G (d,p)  
C 6.0 — 5829264165 .0408975030 -1.2116099442 
C 6.0 8918715981 .0408741821 -1.0061651218 
H 1.0 - 1 .  0816868200 1.0007704394 -1.2378994219 
H 1.0 - 1 .  0353018690 - .7414920381 -1.8063924729 
H 1.0 1 .  3788846504 1.0007191781 - .8951194184 
H 1.0 1 .  4895511907 - .7415460820 -1.4546454602 
S 16.0 — . 0668101573 - .4233045020 .4795112166 
0 8.0 — . 2013441764 .7215373195 1.4455006227 
ZPE .059918 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set  MP2 B3LYP 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)-551.2269807 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -551.2179111 
6-311++G(d)  -551.0313645 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -551.0262762 
6-31G(2d)  -550.9783102 
6-31G(d,P)  -550.9481895 
6-311G(d)  -551.019434 
6-31+G(d)  -550.9342654 
-551.922658 
-551.9173256 
-551.8791278 
-551.8351729 
-551.8129274 
-551.8093711 
-551.8712036 
-551.8166351 
6-31G(d)  -550.  ,9167441 -551.8035012 
G3 -551.716985 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -551.721268 HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
1  C 6.402081 - .402081 6.339688 - .339688 
2 C 6 .402174 - .402174 6.338832 - .338832 
3 H .815515 .184485 .860438 .139562 
4 H .840082 .159918 .868938 .131062 
5 H .815387 .184613 .860450 .139550 
6 H .840169 .159831 .868983 .131017 
7 S 15.258785 .741215 15.197410 .802590 
8 0  8.625806 - .625806 8.665261 - .665261 
246 
Methyl Vinyl Sulfoxide (6) 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
C 
c  
H 
H 
H 
S 
C 
0  
H 
H 
H 
ZPE 
Basis Set 
6. 
6, 
1.0 
1.0 
1 . 0  
16.0 
6.0 
8 . 0  
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.8425123786 
1.3869592096 
1.7777758662 
1.4364058052 
0.7700926580 
0.2722033539 
-1.4607220560 
0.3678152037 
-1.8302973026 
-2.0176328903 
-1.5451102691 
MP2 
[HARTREE: 
-0 .4684376445 
-1.2703555370 
-2.2424564226 
-0.9428085435 
-0.6991989126 
1.1518277236 
0.8503701879 
1.2193493576 
0.0266732818 
1.7568329580 
0.6182057203 
0.4572211372 
-0.4593228711 
-0.1970371129 
-1.4894459914 
1.5133199051 
-0.0416956383 
0.3842838585 
-1.5491314001 
-0.2228846243 
0.1599202415 
1.4447750358 
.087118 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
B3LYP 
(HARTREE: 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -590.4378258 
6-311G(3dff2p)  -590.4311579 
6-311++G(d)  -590.2062750 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -590.2149464 
6-31G(2d)  -590.1486632 
6-31G(d,P)  -590.1226413 
6-311G(d)  -590.1941291 
6-31+G(d)  -590.0947615 
6-31G(d)  -590.0747809 
-591.2196288 
-591.2144550 
-591.1690341 
-591.1213537 
-591.0934787 
-591.0926731 
-591.1618313 
-591.0978410 
-591.0834421 
G3 
G3 :0 K) 
-590.986859 HARTREE 
-590.993178 HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
1  C 6. 322260 - 0 .  322260 6 .288031 - 0 .  288031 
2 C 6. 228335 - 0 .  228335 6 .203666 - 0 .  203666 
3 H 0 .  868638 0 .  131362 0  .878284 0 .  121716 
4 H 0 .  832762 0 .  167238 0  .866614 0 .  133386 
5 H 0 .  855669 0 .  144331 0  .876079 0 .  123921 
6 S 15. 165770 0 .  834230 15 .131791 0 .  868209 
7 C 6. 531090 - 0 .  531090 6 .453874 - 0 .  453874 
8 0 8. 656263 - 0 .  656263 8 .684531 - 0 .  684531 
9 H 0 .  834710 0 .  165290 0 .870131 0 .  129869 
10 H 0 .  840767 0 .  159233 0 .869424 0 .  130576 
11 H 0 .  863736 0 .  136264 0 .877576 0 .  122424 
Thiophene-oxide (7)  
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
247 
C 6 .  0  - 0 .  0375150337 1 .  2567679972 - 0 .  2455906399 
C 6 .  0  0 .  1087333374 0 .  7265915985 0 .  9940768542 
c  6 .  0  0 .  1087336956 - 0 .  7265851878 0 .  9940645294 
C 6 .  0  - 0 .  0375250373 —  1  .  2567537315 - 0 .  2455622101 
H 1 .  0  — 0 .  1006437957 2 .  2954186542 —  0 .  5280786800 
H 1 .  0  0 .  1997311760 1 .  3166069014 1 .  8953366139 
H 1 .  0  0 .  1997147104 - 1 .  3166151632 1 .  8953227094 
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  1006480551 - 2  .  2954065450 - 0 .  5280733280 
S 16.  0  - 0 .  4605853975 - 0 .  0000546075 - 1 .  4129079122 
0  8 .  0  0 .  3078191598 0 .  0000300825 — 2 .  7137399298 
Energy 
ZPE 
-626.9076482371 HARTREE 
070864 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis SeT 
MP2 
[HARTREE] 
B3LYP 
[HARTREE] 
6- 311++G(3df ,2p)  -627.  2544735 -628.  0898296 
6 - 311G(3df ,2p)  -627.  2464248 -628.  0839883 
6 - 311++G(d)  -627.  0168291 -628.  0365668 
6- 31+G(2d,p)  -627.  0083182 -627.  9824068 
6 - 31G(2d)  -626.  9568965 -627.  9568415 
6- 31G(d,P)  -626.  9076482 -627.  9520976 
6- 31lG(d)  -627.  0020336 -628.  0273679 
6- 31+G(d)  -626.  8973451 -627 .959851 
6 - 31G(d)  -626.  8761172 -627 .945479 
G3 
G3 :o K) -590.986859 -590.993178 HARTREE HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
1  C 6.357429 - 0 .  357429 6. 285911 - 0  .285911 
2 C 6.082414 - 0 .  082414 6. 103256 - 0  .103256 
3 c  6.082406 - 0 .  082406 6. 103250 - 0  .103250 
4 C 6.357437 —  0 .  357437 6. 285933 - 0  .285933 
5 H 0.827821 0 .  172179 0 .  859207 0  .140793 
6 H 0.851815 0 .  148185 0 .  873176 0  .126824 
7 H 0.851814 0 .  148186 0 .  873175 0  .126825 
8 H 0.827814 0 .  172186 0 .  859207 0  .140793 
9 S  15.159079 0 .  840921 15. 106143 0  .893857 
10 0 8.601970 - 0 .  601970 8 . 650743 - 0  .650743 
Benzothiophene oxide (8) 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
C 
C 
c  
6.0 -0.0121352322 
6.0 -0.4713041518 
6.0 -1.8885107473 
-0.2524124049 -0  
0.2335345925 0 
-0 .0575218614 0 
7179325641 
5166151294 
7124679209 
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C 6 .  0 -2  .  4427100060 -0 .  7340048824 -0 .  3166447385 
C 6 .  0 1 .  3177932992 -0 .  1498637359 -1 .  1055111987 
H 1 .  0 — 2 .  4309352269 0 .  2391227183 1 .  6016207993 
H 1 .  0 -3 .  4672086177 -1 .  0609679868 -0 .  4124252167 
S 16.  0 -1 .  3543365550 -0 .  8809499419 -1  .  7279219710 
0  8 .  0 -1 .  1284815007 -2 .  3019989712 — 2  .  1937962269 
C 6 .  0  2.  2136857659 0 .  4512046539 - 0 .  2167549879 
H 1 .  0  1 .  6521919568 - 0 .  5459715851 -2  .  0563728576 
H 1 .  0  3.  2612874103 0 .  5249297885 - 0 .  4789201506 
C 6 .  0  1 .  7667216757 0 .  9664398209 1 .  0069821583 
C 6 .  0  0 .  4258382918 0 .  8660594742 1 .  3825516333 
H 1 .  0  2.  4745806990 1 .  4405865169 1 .  6748869701 
H 1 .  0  0 .  0870267788 1 .  2645081624 2 .  3314503157 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/6-311G(3df ,2p)  
-780.0984753548 HARTREE 
.117983 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-780.5914009206 HARTREE 
-780.5822894501 HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
1  C 6. 265309 -0 .  265309 6. 177940 -0  .177940 
2 C 5. 958366 0 .  041634 6. 016199 -0  .016199 
3 C 6. 052741 -0 .  052741 6. 091463 -0  .091463 
4 C 6. 378284 -0 .  378284 6.  278652 -0  .278652 
5 C 6. 109718 -0 .  109718 6.  093187 -0  .093187 
6 H 0.  852180 0 .  147820 0 .  873736 0 .126264 
7 H 0.  833773 0 .  166227 0 .  862466 0 .137534 
8 S 15. 143139 0 .  856861 15. 127653 0 .872347 
9 O 8 . 612216 -0 .  612216 8 . 656509 -0 .656509 
10 C 6. 111235 -0 .  111235 6. 098033 -0 .098033 
11 H 0.  846261 0 .  153739 0 .  872026 0 .127974 
12 H 0.  865485 0.  134515 0.  882107 0 .117893 
13 C 6. 125903 -0. 125903 6. 104310 -0 .104310 
14 C 6. 111430 -0. 111430 6. 104354 -0 .104354 
15 H 0.  867422 0 .  132578 0 .  879663 0 .120337 
16 H 0.  866537 0 .  133463 0.  881702 0 .118298 
Dibenzothiophene oxide (9) 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  
C 6. 0 - .9443662031 1 .  2552396225 .2249483537 
C 6. 0 .3498345325 7327061757 .0735135941 
C 6. 0 .3497983435 7327014579 .0734760219 
c  6. 0 - .9443808146 — 1  .  2552445574 .2249474254 
c  6. 0 -1  .1982273792 2 .  6219112468 .1926438245 
s  16.  0 -2  .1943213982 0001312673 .5535228580 
0  8 . 0 -3 .2991097165 0000629056 - .4792971119 
c  6. 0 - .1195988094 3. 4884726638 - .0013672529 
H 1 .  0 -2  .2080239632 2 .  9998798764 .2968487342 
H 1 .  0 — .2887362103 4 . 5565976324 - .0476654203 
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C 6 .  0  1 .  1809384704 2 .  9841854042 - .1273157889 
c  6 .  0  1 .  4255482435 1 .  6103793138 - .0912871369 
H 1 .  0  2  .  0080986085 3 .  6692358417 - .2639771030 
H 1 .  0  2 .  4356059602 1 .  2333073369 - .1986898782 
C 6 .  0  1 .  4255518244 - 1 .  6103915094 - .0912545541 
C 6 .  0  1 .  1809326029 -2 .  9841840998 - .1273717850 
H 1 .  0  2 .  4356354110 - 1 .  2333298819 - .1987248278 
H 1 .  0  2 .  0080910487 —  3 .  6692365005 - .2640195513 
C 6. 0  1195808181 - 3 .  4884895792 - .0013275390 
C 6 .  0  —  1 .  1982105648 - 2 .  6219147547 .1926552121 
H 1 .  0  2887321013 -4 . 5565940725 - .0476794105 
H 1 .  0  —  2  .  2080166429 - 2 .  9998970648 .2968918367 
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
MP2/6-311G(3df ,2p)  
-933.2912008908 HARTREE 
.164470 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-933.9307068158 HARTREE 
-933.9202828703 HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
1  C 6 .  270628 - .270628 6 .  177588 - .177588 
2  C 5 .  950831 .049169 6 .  009762 - .009762 
3  C 5 .  950834 . 0 4  9166 6 .  009773 - .009773 
4  c  6 .  270601 - .270601 6 .  177541 - .177541 
5  c  6 .  123762 - .123762 6 .  094666 - .094666 
6  s  1 5 .  125761 .874239 1 5 .  133286 .866714 
7 0  8 .  613307 - .613307 8 .  657246 - .657246 
8  c  6 .  105718 - .105718 6 .  096662 - . 0 9 6 6 6 2  
9  H 847659 .152341 873346 .126654 
1 0  H 866104 .133896 882784 .117216 
1 1  C 6 .  132696 - .132696 6 .  102838 - .102838 
1 2  C 6 .  096638 - .096638 6 .  102512 - .102512 
1 3  H 868018 .131982 880739 .119261 
1 4  H 868400 .131600 883847 .116153 
1 5  C 6 .  096636 - .096636 6 .  102517 - .102517 
1 6  C 6 .  132697 - .132697 6 .  102843 - .102843 
1 7  H 868404 .131596 883850 .116150 
1 8  H 868023 .131977 880742 .119258 
1 9  C 6 .  105711 - .105711 6 .  096663 - .096663 
20 C 6 .  123803 - .123803 6 .  094665 - .094665 
21 H 866103 .133897 882783 .117217 
22 H . 8  147664 .152336 .873347 .126653 
Dimethyl suifilimine (10) 
MP2/6-3lG(d,p)  
N 7. 0 1.7288880220 - .2919610533 -1.0713234126 
S 16. 0 .1824994865 .0147905844 - .9508987770 
C 6. 0 - .1592200189 1  .3961021568 .1897478006 
C 6. 0 - .6858755952 -1 .2373966359 .0497964562 
H 1 .  0 .2505097655 1  .1821254882 1.1768491044 
250 
H 1 .  0 - 1  .2324358937 1  .5678083643 
H 1 .  0 .3292530584 2 .2743071188 
H 1 .  0 - .2381511957 - 1  .3023321991 
H 1 .  0 - .5687007526 -2  .1875302714 
H 1 .  0 - 1  .7427886690 - .9880639430 
H 1 .  0 2 .1360216338 - .4278489759 
.2608170735 
- .2244291854 
1.0414270714 
- .4647974413 
.1333409668 
- .1405314036 
Energy 
ZPE 
-532.2905326708 HARTREE 
.093653 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set 
MP2 
HARTREES 
B3LYP 
HARTREES 
HF 
HARTREES 
6- 31G(d)  -532 .23206090 -533.  13053818 -531.  67016377 
6-31G(2d)  -532 .28949680 -533.  13771605 -531.  68195093 
6- 31G(d,p)  -532 .29053263 -533.  14295588 -531.  68412633 
6- 31+G(d)  -532 .24742480 -533.  14116565 -531.  67676902 
6-311G(d)  -532 .32646066 -533.  19321740 -531.  72463270 
6-311++G(d)  -532 .33598999 -533.  19851971 -531.  72921458 
6-31+G(2d,p)  -532 .36195115 -533.  16460351 -531.  70793989 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -532 .53452799 -533.  23819093 -531.  77349556 
6-•311++G (3df, 2p) -532 .54054546 -533.  24297486 -531.  77755777 
G3Large -532 .53755694 -533.  24566034 -531.  77784754 
G3 
G3 :0 K) 
-533.025577 HARTREE 
-533.031546 HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
1  N 7 .724342 - .724342 7.714447 - .714447 
2 S 15.325461 .674539 15.248562 .751438 
3 C 6.516525 - .516525 6.461094 - .461094 
4 C 6.516276 - .516276 6.459555 - .459555 
5 H .863111 .136889 .886462 .113538 
6 H .863329 .136671 .879350 .120650 
7 H .838831 .161169 .867449 .132551 
8 H .863035 .136965 .886618 .113382 
9 H .838747 .161253 .868370 .131630 
10 H .863335 .136665 .878824 .121176 
11 H .787008 .212992 .849269 .150731 
Dihydrosulifillimine (11) 
MP2/6-31G(d,p)  RHF 
N 
S 
H 
H 
7.0 - .1115277382 
16.0 .0083515461 
1 .0  1.1449015298 
1 .0  - .7139608123 
3766483045 
3596589277 
0487091765 
3272655967 
-1.0302336294 
.3836544690 
1.0041225038 
1.3052959500 
251 
H M
 
O
 
t 
. 3277644724 - .3929640429 -1.6628392404 
Energy -453.9010951657 : HARTREE 
ZPE .033301 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP HF 
Basis  Set HARTREES HARTREES HARTREES 
6-31G(d)  -453.86972720 -454.53367780- 453.57508617 
6-31G(2d)  -453.91223344 -454.54732886- 453.59198079 
6-31G(d,p)  -453.90110629 -454.54254220- 453.58628507 
6-31+G(d)  -453.88173185 -454.54277902- 453.58172922 
6-311G(d)  -453.92558366 -454.57713390- 453.61391921 
6-311++G(d ) -453.93547136 -454.58452657- 453.61989151 
6-31+G(2d, ;  P) -453.95340086 -454.56603598- 453.61047801 
6-311G(3df  ,  2p)  -454.06681063 -454.61767635- 453.65917907 
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -454.07355748 -454.62357980- 453.66415403 
G3Large -454.07431748 -454.62638241- 453.66499181 
G3 -454.463897 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -454.467346 HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
IN 7 .742163 - .742163 7.749721 - .749721 
2 S 15 .536739 .463261 15.432495 .567505 
3 H .982333 .017667 .996742 .003258 
4 H .981917 .018083 .994609 .005391 
5 H .756847 .243153 .826433 .173567 
Thiirane sulfilimine (12) 
MP2/6-31g(d,p)  RHF 
H 1 .  0 9577341266 8835459998 .9382196965 
C 6. 0 0358836914 3169308926 .9790935873 
C 6. 0 9422853270 4908846569 - .1226142303 
H 1 .  0 3292977804 0894474166 1  .9716239753 
H 1 .  0 6703327541 1 .  1605671840 — .9268182328 
H 1 .  0 1 .  9972440684 3695868896 .0845183357 
S 16.  0 1112752470 - 1 .  0791554758 - .1473166807 
N 7 . 0 —  1 .  4759792116 8667206626 - .9458742531 
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  3582877065 - 1 .  3650869010 - 1  .8308320398 
Energy -531.0748172040 HARTREE 
ZPE .070903 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP HF 
252 
Basis  Set  HARTREES HARTREES HARTREES 
6 —  3lG(d)  -531.  03271026 -531 .90110561-530.  47086254 
6 -31G(2d)  -531.  08683592 -531 .90847150-530.  48251733 
6  —  31G(d,p)  -531.  07481716 -531 .91085614-530.  48188579 
6 -31+G(d)  -531.  04970838 -531 .91316017-530.  47919944 
6  —  311G(d)  -531.  12367182 -531 .96293115-530.  52427135 
6 -311++G(d)  -531.  13476135 -531 .96972322-530.  53025961 
6 -31+G(2d,p)  -531.  14364992 -531 .93299283-530.  50593430 
6 -311G(3df ,2p)  -531.  31308157 -532 .00517129-530.  57033231 
6 -311++G(3df ,2p)  -531.  32021038 -532 .01084427-530.  57538365 
G3 — 531.810591 HARTREE 
G3 (0 K) -531.815427 HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP. CHARGE 
1  H .804006 .195994 .854839 .145161 
2 C 6 .350615 - .350615 6.289137 - .289137 
3 C 6.393243 - .393243 6.352980 - .352980 
4 H .835360 .164640 .869866 .130134 
5 H .829875 .170125 .866218 .133782 
6 H .851949 .148051 .877086 .122914 
7 S 15.417520 .582480 15.326039 .673961 
8 N 7 .753288 - .753288 7.735199 - .735199 
9 H .764144 .235856 .828636 .171364 
Vinyl sulfilimine (13) 
MP2/6- 31g(d,  P) RHF 
N 7 . 0 -2 .  0016227080 -1 .1098660687 — .1395847156 
S 16.  0 - 1 .  0117366705 - .0255439483 - .7302358598 
C 6. 0 4386587767 .2889013829 .2859858052 
H 1 .  0 - 1 .  4349532102 1 .2665855309 - .5478451636 
C 6. 0 1 .  6560778955 .0187232280 — .1950859628 
H 1 .  0 2771250799 .6362242096 1 .3001793938 
H 1 .  0 2. 5439639961 .1668990541 .4035854198 
H 1 .  0 1 .  7897919467 - .3513036451 -1 .2029979932 
H 1 .  0 —  2 .  2573049481 - .8906196904 .8259990752 
Energy 
ZPE 
-531.0551852295 HARTREE 
068599 HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis  Set  
MP2 
HARTREES 
B3LYP 
HARTREES 
HF 
HARTREES 
6-31G(d)  -531.01018343-531.88491430-530.46150786 
253 
6 - 31G(2d)  -531 .  06770817  -531 .  89572513  -530 .  47568218  
6 - 31G(d ,p)  -531 .  05518526  -531 .  89601709  -530 .  47452355  
6 - 31+G(d)  -531 .  02697474  -531 .  89678481  -530 .  46990176  
6 - 311G(d)  -531 .  09982541  -531 .  94811891  -530 .  51549454  
6 - 311++G(d)  -531 .  10963098  -531 .  95414841  -530 .  52057886  
6- 31+G(2d ,p)  -531 .  12651525  -531 .  92121020  -530 .  50076642  
6 - 311G(3df ,2p)  -531 .  29449646  -531 .  99435278  -530 .  56620303  
6 --311++G(3df ,2p)  -531 .  30102716  -531 .  99961648  -530 .  57084962  
G3 -531 .798535  HARTREE 
G3 (0  K)  -531 .803791  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 N 7 .706030  - .706030  7 .709744  - .709744  
2  S 15 .408942  .591058  15 .316155  .683845  
3 C 6 .300454  - .300454  6 .286759  - .286759  
4 H 1 .020588  - .020588  1 .018971  - .018971  
5 C 6 .217868  - .217868  6 .192982  - .192982  
6 H . 852608  .147392  .880595  .119405  
7 H . 863656  .136344  .876554  .123446  
8 H . 858111  .141889  .877136  .122864  
9 H . 771744  .228256  .841103  .158897  
Methanesulfilimine (14) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
N 7 . 0  -1 . 1566389047  1. 1477263743  - 1 .  0186427781  
S 16 .  0  -1 . 0305456804  0269196674  0881094715  
C 6. 0  .6778203464  — . 2012954533  6812149550  
H 1. 0  -1 . 0453325436  - 1 .  2585200291  3962189080  
H 1. 0  - . 4755631275  1. 0006692624  - 1 .  7672991811  
H 1. 0  1 . 3530149984  3793452474  1534270700  
H 1. 0  .7075846692  - 1 .  0457693546  1. 3694690098  
H 1. 0  .9696599252  7096155743  1. 1967952949  
Energy  
ZPE 
-493 .0977683436  HARTREE 
064066  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set 
MP2 
HARTREES 
B3LYP 
HARTREES 
HF 
HARTREES 
6 - 31G(d)  -493 .  05283824  -493 .  83472350  -492 .  62418252  
6 - 31G(2d)  -493 .  10153024  -493 .  84456510  — 492. 63786934  
6-31G(d ,p)  -493 .  09776834  -493 .  84527471  -492 .  63673225  
6 - 31+G(d)  -493 .  06544616  -493 .  84391760  -492 .  63013565  
6-311G(d)  -493 .  12841938  -493 .  88833071  -492 .  67124069  
254 
6-311++G(d)  
6 -31+G(2d ,p)  
6 -311G(3df ,2p)  
-493 .13701007  
-493 .15773709  
-493 .30148823  
-493 .89378349  -492 .67574893  
-493 .86691996-492 .65973504  
-493 .93006763  -492 .71742441  
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -493 .30723832  -493 .93481704-492 .72149903  
G3 -493 .744934  HARTREE 
G3 (0  K) -493 .749375  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 N 7 .714175  - .714175  7 .717452  - .717452  
2  S  15 .401457  .598543  15 .320003  .679997  
3  C 6 .528725  - .528725  6 .470410  - .470410  
4 H 1 .028728  - .028728  1 .026291  - .026291  
5 H . 774020  .225980  .840624  .159376  
6 H . 853637  .146363  .881132  .118868  
7  H . 860545  .139455  .874118  .125882  
8  H .838712  .161288  .869969  .130031  
Vinyl Methyl Sulfilimine (15) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  RHF 
N 7 . 0  1. 6434275994  - 1 .  3045775145  .7836345351  
S 16 .  0  9889139202  0610973695  .0549538339  
C 6. 0  6184703437  3823201608  .7251285416  
C 6. 0  3349559930  5082895397  -1 . 5866235735  
H 1. 0  1. 1754625144  8683070726  -2  .1755169666  
H 1. 0  1075920416  3681270549  -2  .0574356333  
H 1. 0  4095699328  - 1 .  2988864737  -1 . 4941871807  
C 6. 0  8204527706  1. 5900668468  1 . 2613554704  
H 1. 0  - 1 .  3765228891  3954504077  .7370831786  
H 1. 0  — 1 . 7676479965  1. 8571745796  1 . 7092947436  
H 1. 0 — . 0398378077  2 .  3391405689  1 . 2603189266  
H 1. 0 9973328561  -2  . 1001291272  .7821822464  
Energy  
ZPE 
-570 .2491099581  HARTREE 
098221  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Bas i s  Se t  
MP2 
HARTREES 
B3LYP 
HARTREES 
HF 
HARTREES 
6-31G(d)  -570  .19058023  -571 .  18171994  -569 .  50788880  
6-31G(2d)  -570  .25674580  -571 .  18994320  -569 .  52025999  
6-•31G (d, p) -570  .24910998  -571 .  19463779  -569 .  52233394  
6 - 31+G(d)  -570  .20979648  -571 .  19468290  -569 .  51677714  
6- 311G(d)  -570  .29887963  -571 .  25370314  -569 .  56916819  
6- 311++G(d)  -570  .30960569  -571 .  25957248  -569 .  57436518  
6-31+G(2d ,p)  -570  .33147278  -571 .  21953337  -569 .  54922578  
255 
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -570 .52855239-571 .30328987-569 .62277604  
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -570 .53521649-571 .30846055-569 .62729590  
G3 -571 .086724  HARTREE 
G3 (0  K)  -571 .079899  Har t ree  
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 N 7 .715492  - .715492  7 .708575  - .708575  
2 S 15 .322588  .677412  15 .238607  .761393  
3 C 6 .283850  - .283850  6 .279500  - .279500  
4 c 6 .519755  - .519755  6 .463473  - .463473  
5 H . 840701  .159299  .868837  .131163  
6 H . 855968  .144032  .872745  .127255  
7 H . 862955  .137045  .884940  .115060  
8 C 6 .227022  - .227022  6 .201687  - .201687  
9 H . 859554  .140446  .881835  .118165  
10 H . 867185  .132815  .878687  .121313  
11 H . 860323  .139677  .875757  .124243  
12 H . 784607  .215393  .845358  .154642  
Thiophene sulfilimine (16) 
MP2/6-31g(d ,p)  
C 6 .0  — . 3014173190  2993285001  -1 .1987223869  
C 6 .0  .6317437681  1 .  1139106873  - .6507272750  
C 6 .0  .8000284786  9054901737  .7787017063  
c 6 .0  -.  008E 3898165  0624110961  1 .2722702946  
H 1.0 — . 6409665191  2519636395  -2 .2214684218  
H 1.0 1  .1929053981  1 .  8520320488  -1 .2069344859  
H 1.0 1  .4962327033  1 .  4763614199  1 .3775045068  
H 1.0 - . 1074549585  4066854117  2 .2898078660  
S 16 .0  -1 .  168E 3399667  6217200895  .0479437609  
N 7  .  0 -1 . 4004265480  -2 .  1815676570  - .1563741018  
H 1 .0  - . 4946191702  -2 .  6264262480  - .3320486661  
Energy  — 607 .  0445895493  HARTREE 
ZPE 082425  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,  2p)  -607 .  3615682098  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.  POP CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 C 6 .352291  - .352291  6 .288549  - .288549  
2  C 6 .079937  - .079937  6 .110066  - .110066  
3  C 6 .080215  - .080215  6 .110133  - .110133  
4 C 6 .352093  - .352093  6 .289138  - .289138  
5 H . 832286  .167714  .860936  .139064  
6  H .854991  .145009  .873429  .126571  
7 H . 854992  .145008  .873270  .126730  
8 H . 832457  .167543  .860917  .139083  
9  S  15 .302127  .697873  15 .215878  .784122  
10  N 7 .691847  - .691847  7 .682505  - .682505  
256 
11  H .766764  .233236  .835178  .164822  
Benzothiophene sulfilimine (17) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 1  .  0  - .4099330481  1  .1032105089  — 2  .  3432218414  
C 6  .  0  - .2771675748  1  .1021145774  — 1 .  2680334524  
C 6  .  0  .0814592152  1  .0604943318  i .  5405817419  
c 6  .  0  - .2814944323  - . 0905383635  5555174048  
c 6  .  0  - .0756269378  2  .2878107399  5564861333  
c 6  .  0  .0901100649  2  .2647832154  8353330342  
c 6  .  0  - .0904092777  - . 1345358891  8333984349  
s  16  . 0  - .5904707439  -1  .7234100015  —i .  2530845244  
H 1  . 0  - .0517000459  3  .2333943315  - i .  0829781559  
H 1  .  0  .2338119129  3  .1954348306  i .  3693636284  
C  6  .  0  - .0724674619  -1  .5065022331  i .  3319569083  
H 1  .  0  .2130289193  1  .0494427172  2  .  6162000132  
H 1  .  0  .0605359668  -1  .7451528079  2 .  3800502507  
C  6  .  0  - .2305166476  - 2  .4312369908  3612109671  
N 7 .  0  .3388023469  - 2  .1486733658  — 2 . 4690074283  
H 1  .  0  - .2583507562  - 3  .5056693569  4685532252  
H 1  .  0  1 .3203877594  - 2  .0109660331  —2 .  2083195784  
Energy  — 760 .  2355874689  :  HARTREE 
ZPE 1294  72  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311++G (3df ,  2p)  760 .  6991075295  :  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  H 847186  .152814  874512  .125488  
2  C  6 .  114182  - .114182  6 .  094837  - .094837  
3  C  6 .  113010  - .113010  6 .  103268  - .103268  
4  C  6 .  265546  - .265546  6 .  183553  - .183553  
5  C  6 .  112049  - .112049  6 .  101893  - .101893  
6  c  6 .  126700  - .126700  6 .  105257  - .105257  
7  C  5 .  955316  .044684  6 .  019654  - .019654  
8  s  1 5 .  275337  .724663  1 5 .  227001  .772999  
9  H 867240  .132760  881098  .118902  
1 0  H 869166  .130834  882041  .117959  
1 1  C  6 .  052914  - .052914  6 .  096141  - .096141  
1 2  H 868633  .131367  885108  .114892  
1 3  H 855227  .144773  877493  .122507  
1 4  C  6 .  373604  - .373604  6 .  282550  - . 2 8 2 5 5 0  
1 5  N 7  .  696034  - .696034  7  .  682385  - .682385  
16  H 838039  .161961  865224  .134776  
1 7  H 769817  .230183  837983  .162017  
Dibenzothiophene sulfilimine (18) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
257 
H 1. 0 0. 5050339476  — 3 .  5909463896  -0. 4610351059  
C 6. 0 0. 4988955948  -2. 7814020230  0. 2590616450  
C 6. 0 0. 4862963372  -0. 6396139296  2. 1034182784  
C 6. 0 0. 0853855527  -1. 5079731143  -0 .  1155717633  
C 6. 0 0. 9186153467  -2 . 9767357658  1. 5769468331  
C 6 .  0 0. 9015292479  -1. 9145360029  2. 4906144583  
C 6. 0 0. 0837810926  -0. 4283128704  0. 7802030333  
s 16 .  0 -0. 5410681213  -1. 0925221631  -1. 7649737619  
H 1. 0 1. 2543637732  -3. 9550889429  1. 8966729202  
H 1. 0 1. 2223509755  — 2 . 0837687789  3. 5106323235  
C 6.  0 -0. 3287373153  0. 8203926575  0. 1333709275  
H 1. 0 0 .  4865925698  0 .  1744942656  2. 8186976128  
C 6. 0 -1. 0434077545  2. 9728709805  — 1 - 5038693373  
C 6. 0 -0. 6222708861  0. 6358895176  -1. 2259725397  
C 6. 0 -0. 4209991322  2. 1036215033  0. 6830092688  
C 6. 0 -0. 7775791087  3. 1710454668  -0. 1423866078  
C 6. 0 -0. 9756817672  1 .  6923221983  -2. 0578447255  
H 1. 0 — 0 .  2094377817  2. 2719433691  1. 7324164637  
H 1 .  0  -0. 8426781731  4. 1682982978  0. 2740223944  
H 1. 0 -1. 1783004469  1 .  5201797513  -3. 1082650016  
H 1. 0 -1. 3073715905  3. 8169584911  —2.  1282504477  
N 7. 0 0 .  4422837669  -1. 3924438033  — 2.  9734215884  
H 1. 0 1. 3624034486  -0. 9846729789  -2. 7774746978  
Energy  -913 .4284132250  HARTREE 
ZPE 0 .176094  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -914 .0384878646  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  H 0. 848056  0. 151944  0. 871321  0 . 128679  
2 C 6. 128803  -0. 128803  6. 101119  -0 . 101119  
3  C 6. 098288  -0. 098288  6. 106066  -0 . 106066  
4 C 6. 269130  -0. 269130  6. 181942  -0 . 181942  
5 C 6. 106459  -0. 106459  6. 100230  -0 . 100230  
6 C 6. 133446  -0. 133446  6. 102341  -0 . 102341  
7 C 5. 950428  0. 049572  6. 013581  -0 . 013581  
8 S 15. 250377  0. 749623  15. 230917  0 . 769083  
9 H 0. 867569  0. 132431  0. 881711  0 . 118289  
10 H 0. 869563  0. 130437  0. 884030  0 . 115970  
11 C 5. 950418  0. 049582  6. 014524  -0 . 014524  
12 H 0. 869839  0. 130161  0. 882604  0 . 117396  
13 C 6. 106498  -0. 106498  6. 102122  -0 . 102122  
14 C 6. 269165  -0. 269165  6. 182995  -0 . 182995  
15 C 6. 098288  — 0 . 098288  6. 102267  -0 . 102267  
16 C 6. 133431  -0. 133431  6. 103271  — 0 . 103271  
17 c 6. 128765  -0. 128765  6. 097541  -0 . 097541  
18 H 0. 869858  0. 130142  0. 885604  0 . 114396  
19 H 0. 869506  0. 130494  0. 883369  0 . 116631  
20  H 0. 848009  0. 151991  0. 874261  0 . 125739  
21 H 0. 867579  0. 132421  0. 880049  0 . 119951  
22  N 7. 696631  -0. 696631  7. 680936  -0 . 680936  
258 
23  H 0 .769894  0 .230106  0 .837200  0.162800 
Dimethyl S,C-methylide (19) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0  6562984871  1 . 4606426170  - .9104075704  
s  16 .  0  3630566530  .5565951478  .4365279593  
c  6. 0  1. 3818188757  - . 0184173865  .6815744356  
c  6. 0  - 1 .  0236716860  -1 . 0940858401  .0962387515  
H 1. 0  2386515811  1 . 1536252787  -1 .8581191191  
H 1. 0  7783479246  2 . 5097704247  - .7027659080  
H 1. 0  - . 7696135879  -1 . 7751113705  .9064714858  
H 1. 0  6146983431  -1 . 4631510425  - .8430562088  
H 1. 0  — 2 . 1006324311  - . 9908968369  .0077185505  
H 1. 0  1. 7359426927  - . 5310900584  - .2123403215  
H 1. 0  1. 4474403164  - . 6807337820  1 .5445509116  
H 1. 0  1. 9797693901  .8728530596  .8536072435  
ZPE 0 .104372  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP CCSD(T)  
Basis Set  (HARTREE)  ( HARTRE)  (HARTREE)  
6 -311++G(3df ,2p)  -516 .  4720237  -517 .  1705187  
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -516 .  4680700  -517 .  1676916  
6-311++G(d)  -516 .  2805393  -517 .  1335149  
6-31+G(2d ,p)  -516 .  3097337  -517 .  1007120  
6-31G(2d)  -516 .  2317776  -517 .  0743334  
6-31G(d ,P)  -516 .  2463214  -517 .  0838121  -516 .  3202752  
6-311G(d)  -516 .  2737604  -517 .  1305304  -516 .  3474608  
6-31+G(d)  -516 .  1953183  -517 .  0814198  -516 .  2663835  
6-31G(d)  -516 .  1812047  -517 .  0715709  -516 .  2521112  
6-311+G(2df ,p )  -516 .  4457221  
6-311++G(2df ,p )  -516 .  4460844  
6-311+G(3df ,p )  -516 .  4603193  
6-311+G(3df ,2p)  -516 .  4718209  
G3 Large -516 .  4700465  -517 .  1733899  
G3 ' 
G3 (0  K)  
-516 .953062  HARTREE 
-516 .959614  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  C 6 .560064  - .560064  6 .689490  - .689490  
2  S  15 .530696  .469304  15 .348773  .651227  
3  C 6 .494033  - .494033  6 .471655  - .471655  
4 C 6 .468453  - .468453  6 .431169  - .431169  
5 H . 907274  .092726  .900714  .099286  
6 H . 883086  .116914  .881759  .118241  
259 
7 H 
8 H 
9 H 
10 H 
11 H 
12 H 
. 868985  .131015  .880726  .119274  
.854865  .145135  .881378  .118622  
.839128  .160872  .869808  .130192  
.866631  .133369  .886593  .113407  
.871800  .128200  .882571  .117429  
.854985  .145015  .875363  .124637  
Dihydro S,C-methylide (20) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6 .0  .1100668266  - .1405637976  - .8844062460  
S  16 .0  .2248857277  - .3875611773  .7184608294  
H 1 .0  .9351774418  - .2970535027  1 .3918219726  
H 1 .0  — . 7517499455  .6432287385  1 .4911015708  
H 1 .0  — . 6328596013  - .6005249670  -1 .5126678278  
H 1 .0  .5642510062  .7824747072  -1 .2043102990  
ZPE 0  .044119  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP CCSD(T)  
Basis Set (HARTREE)  (HARTRE)  (HARTREE)  
6 -311++G(3df ,2p)  -438 .0089198  -437 .6388607  -438 .5566008  
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -438 .0058279  -437 .6364731  -438 .5541094  
6-311++G(d)  -437 .8858900  -437 .6045628  -438 .5266183  
6-31+G(2d ,p)  -437 .9054629  -437 .5944983  -438 .5080085  
6-31G(2d)  -437 .8606743  -437 .5765474  -438 .4913691  
6-31G(d ,P)  -437 .8641703  -437 .5760966  -438 .4916138  
6-311G(d)  -437 .8814855  -437 .6023505  -438 .5242007  
6-31+G(d)  -437 .8353440  -437 .5705637  - 438 .4898031  
6-31G(d)  -437 .8265265  -437 .5653105  -438 .4831500  
6-311++G(2df ,p )  -437 .9937846  -437 .6337083  
6-311+G(3df ,p )  -438 .0032708  -437 .6373612  
6-311+G(3df ,2p)  -438 .0087361  -437 .6387573  
G3 Large  -438 .0110599  -437 .6400433  -438 .5596911  
G3 -438 .396405  ) HARTREE 
G3 (0  K)  -438 .400096  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  C 6 .556184  - .556184  6 .682328  - .682328  
2  S  15 .703424  .296576  15 .531441  .468559  
3  H .943462  .056538  .973835  .026165  
4  H 1 .034717  - .034717  1 .041625  - .041625  
5  H .874543  .125457  .877755  .122245  
6  H .887670  .112330  .893015  .106985  
260 
Vinyl S,C-methylide (21) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 
S 
c  
H 
H 
H 
H 
S 
H 
H 
ZPE 
6.0 
16.0 
6 . 0  
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
6 ,  
1, 
1.0 
Basis Set 
-0 .6283065886  
-0 .8808264380  
0 .4563692353  
-1 .8304790953  
-0 .6219150725  
-0 .9441350981  
0 .7671697104  
1 .0576028529  
1 .8818482544  
0 .7426728196  
MP2 
[HARTREE)  
0 .3554247880  
-0 .3106882107  
0 .1791590138  
0 .2906083185  
1 .4245133535  
-0 .2847549514  
1 .2141385268  
-0 .7084733800  
-0 .4174296201  
-1 .7424976793  
-1 .8664033292  
-0 .3809816338  
0 .7015139702  
0 .4244162407  
-1 .9970991395  
-2 .6706356199  
0 .6301434155  
1 .4971880538  
2 .1329290669  
1 .5289287103  
.109062  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
B3LYP 
(HARTRE]  
6 -311++G(3df ,2p)  
6 -311G(3df ,2p)  
6-311++G(d) 
6-31+G(2d ,p)  
6 -31G(2d)  
6 -31G(d ,P)  
6 -311G(d)  
6 -31+G(d)  
6 -31G(d)  
G3 
G3 :o K) 
-515 .2332596  
-515 .2288637  
-515 .0548078  
-515 .0748456  
-515 .0108248  
-515 .0120145  
-515 .0480970  
-514 .9758907  
-514 .9605770  
-515 .9282531  
-515 .9249829  
-515 .8897986  
-515 .8582290  
-515 .8334426  
-515 .8378412  
-515 .8864822  
-515 .8378372  
-515 .8269818  
-515 .727706  HARTREE 
-515 .733611  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 C 6. 564649  — 0 . 564649  6. 684863  -0 . 684863  
2 S 15 .  612758  0. 387242  15. 430026  0 . 569974  
3 c  6. 240086  -0. 240086  6. 252740  -0 . 252740  
4 H 1. 011406  - 0 .  011406  1. 022324  -0 . 022324  
5 H 0. 892234  0. 107766  0. 896006  0 . 103994  
6 H 0. 873258  0. 126742  0. 874671  0 . 125329  
7 H 0. 847204  0. 152796  0. 876752  0 . 123248  
8 S 6. 227644  - 0 .  227644  6. 205425  -0 . 205425  
9 H 0. 866569  0. 133431  0. 877209  0 . 122791  
10 H 0. 864194  0. 135806  0. 879983  0 . 120017  
Methane S,C-metylide (22) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
261 
c  6 .  0  - 1 .  2387177501  - 0  .  1460988956  0  
s  16 .  0  0 .  2928310045  - 0  .  3259645005  - 0  
c  6 .  0  1 .  5436599571  - 0 .  1042993134  0  
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  0686830052  0 .  7241220359  - 1  
H 1 .  0  2 .  4352085140  - 0 .  6306331287  - 0  
H 1 .  0  1 .  6375656027  0 .  8294808339  0  
H 1 .  0  —  1  .  2053249127  0 .  7683761810  0  
H 1 .  0  - 1 .  3173840732  - 1 .  0021220549  0  
H 1 .  0  — 2 . 0791550190  - 0 .  1128611577  - 0  
,1774452124  
,7659029262  
,2877286165  
,6019184319  
.0071715037  
,8199725462  
,7644612426  
.8405540204  
.5151686693  
ZPE 074670  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set 
MP2 
[HARTREE:  
B3LYP 
(HARTRE)  
6 -311++G(3df,2 p )  -477  .2410935  -477 .  8650058  
6 - 311G(3df ,2p)  -477 . 2375699  -477 .  8623465  
6 - 311++G(d)  -477 . 0845272  -477 .  8318377  
6 - 31+G(2d ,p)  -477  .1079355  -477 .  8059030  
6 - 31G(2d)  -477 . 0466541  -477 .  7845035  
6 - 31G(d ,P)  -477  .0567614  -477 . 7894238  
6 - 311G(d)  -477  .0788395  -477 .  8290104  
6 - 31+G(d)  -477  .0166316  -477 .  7873518  
6 - 31G(d)  -477  .0053914  -477 . 7791673  
G3 
G3 (0  K)  
-477 .675431  HARTREE 
-477 .680348  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 C 6. 474730  - 0 .  474730  6. 438236  -0 . 438236  
2 S 15. 597257  0. 402743  15. 434998  0 . 565002  
3 C 6. 558977  - 0 .  558977  6. 684839  -0 . 684839  
4 H 1. 039100  - 0 .  039100  1. 040688  -0 . 040688  
5 H 0. 877285  0. 122715  0. 877900  0 . 122100  
6 H 0. 896175  0. 103825  0. 896530  0 . 103470  
7 H 0. 847481  0. 152519  0. 877810  0 . 122190  
8 H 0. 840527  0. 159473  0. 869120  0 . 130880  
9 H 0. 868467  0. 131533  0. 879878  0 . 120122  
Vinyl methyl  sulfonium S,C-methylide (23) 
MP2/6-•31G (d, p  ) 
C 6. 0  - 0 .  6283065886  0 .  3554247880  
S 16. 0  - 0 .  8808264380  - 0 .  3106882107  
c  6. 0  0 .  4563692353  0 .  1791590138  
H 1 .  0  - 1 .  8304790953  0 .  2906083185  
H 1 .  0  - 0 .  6219150725  1 .  4245133535  
-1 .8664033292  
-0 .3809816338  
0 .7015139702  
0 .4244162407  
-1 .9970991395  
262 
H 1. 0 -0. 9441350981  -0. 2847549514  -2 
H 1. 0 0. 7671697104  1. 2141385268  0 
S 6. 0 1. 0576028529  -0. 7084733800  1 
H 1. 0 1. 8818482544  -0. 4174296201  2 
H 1. 0 0. 7426728196  -1. 7424976793  1 
. 6706356199  
1329290669  
ZPE 109062  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
Basis Set 
MP2 
[HARTREE)  
B3LYP 
[HART RE]  
6 -311++G(3df ,2p)  -515 .  2332596  -515 .  9282531  
6 - 311G(3df ,2p)  -515 .  2288637  -515 .  9249829  
6 - 311++G(d)  -515 .  0548078  -515 .  8897986  
6 - 31+G(2d ,p)  -515 .  0748456  -515 .  8582290  
6 - 31G(2d)  -515 .  0108248  -515 .  8334426  
6 - 31G(d ,P)  -515 .  0120145  -515 .  8378412  
6 - 311G(d)  -515 .  0480970  -515 .  8864822  
6 - 31+G(d)  -514 .  9758907  -515 .  8378372  
6 - 31G(d)  -514 .  9605770  -515 .  8269818  
G3 
G3 :o K) 
-555 .011137  HARTREE 
-555 .018392  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 C 6. 274128  -0. 274128  6. 287019  -0 . 287019  
2  C 6. 233598  -0. 233598  6. 221648  -0 . 221648  
3  H 0. 873389  0. 126611  0. 880595  0 . 119405  
4 H 0. 869749  0. 130251  0. 879572  0 . 120428  
5  H 0. 868479  0. 131521  0. 879304  0 . 120696  
6 S 15 .  509626  0. 490374  15 .  335834  0 . 664166  
7 C 6. 471667  -0. 471667  6. 428427  -0 . 428427  
8 c 6. 568975  -0. 568975  6. 686522  -0 . 686522  
9 H 0. 876025  0. 123975  0. 878339  0 . 121661  
10  H 0. 898198  0. 101802  0. 895411  0 . 104589  
11 H 0. 868037  0. 131963  0. 880245  0 . 119755  
12  H 0. 846863  0. 153137  0. 877351  0 . 122649  
13  H 0. 841267  0. 158733  0. 869734  0 . 130266  
Thiophene sulfonium S,C-methylide (24) 
MP2/6- 31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0  — _ 6069701274  9028444423  .7724252010  
C 6. 0  -1. 1572638994  1. 1814645112  - . 4340661626  
C 6. 0  5196268920  4707682617  -1 . 5283341084  
c  6. 0  5081788313  3145860042  -1 . 1271187171  
H 1. 0  8592755659  1. 3033693234  1 . 7421547059  
H 1. 0  -1. 9845434712  1. 8620398596  - . 5829289402  
263 
H 1 .  0  8378057921  5655003994  —2.  5565908462  
H 1 .  0  1 .  1539379786  9529545774  -1 .  7080332100  
S  16 .  0  8562757656  1185383395  5850526911  
C 6. 0  1 .  1405832193  -1 .  5517453221  1 .  3608838363  
H 1 .  0  1 .  8456722798  — 1 .  4468403847  2 .  1677133106  
H 1 .  0  3287347203  -2 .  2553953995  1 .  4521724758  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
-591 .0044927794  HARTREE 
,093357  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-591 .2986695127  Har t ree  
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  C 6 .328511  - .328511  6 .292410  - .292410  
2  C 6 .084331  - .084331  6 .115134  - .115134  
3  C 6 .085460  - .085460  6 .115403  - .115403  
4 C 6 .311802  - .311802  6 .273449  - .273449  
5  H . 846252  .153748  .865838  .134162  
6  H . 859931  .140069  '  . 877109  .122891  
7  H . 857920  .142080  .876547  .123453  
8 H . 831500  .168500  .856719  .143281  
9 S 15 .489141  .510859  15 .301787  .698213  
10  C 6 .538890  - .538890  6 .661141  - .661141  
11  H . 879453  .120547  .876778  .123222  
12  H . 886807  .113193  .887686  .112314  
Benzothiophene sulfonium S,C-methylide (25) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 1 .  0  1 .  7569594114  0880228066  -1 .  7512753690  
C 6 .  0  1 .  4689124326  1217771364  7284616618  
C 6 .  0  6233641178  6843184953  1 .  9141416734  
C 6 .  0  2416102071  3165038672  2496599341  
C 6 .  0  2 .  2785591927  8588758554  1378669216  
C 6 .  0  1 .  8630561382  1 .  1243214310  1 .  4513011099  
c  6 .  0  2072015521  0371029884  1 .  0477317032  
s  16 .  0  9091800406  — 1 .  3244258669  — 1 .  1678596351  
H 1 .  0  3 .  2368420141  1 .  2275837007  2054640737  
H 1 .  0  2 .  5084163897  1 .  6918984450  2 .  1096630193  
H 1 .  0  3006771837  9045843957  2  .  9250121027  
C 6 .  0  — 2 .  0979544303  — 1 .  1429840772  2036813743  
C 6 .  0  -1 .  1248079809  6806168968  -2 .  6765660988  
H 1 .  0  — 3 .  0717327135  -1 .  6030289595  1156747359  
C 6 .  0  — 1 .  5598043319  5317215146  1 .  2796931885  
H 1 .  0  —2.  0673898365  4030228137  2  .  2281439119  
H 1 .  0  — 1 .  3814790964  -1 .  4287008497  - 3 .  4084523025  
H 1 .  0  -1 .  5396228351  3117411312  - 2  .  7676491357  
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
-744 .1952551823  HARTREE 
.140229  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-744 .6354833261  Har t ree  
264 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 H 848747  .151253  .872670  .127330  
2 C 6 .  103948  - .103948  6 .094875  - .094875  
3 c 6. 114958  - .114958  6 .106817  - .106817  
4 c 6. 227225  - .227225  6 .159744  - .159744  
5 c 6. 113999  - .113999  6 .103329  - .103329  
6 c 6. 127378  - .127378  6 .110338  - .110338  
7 c 5. 956037  .043963  6 .020122  - .020122  
8 s 15 .  472159  .527841  15 .328978  .671022  
9 H 870651  .129349  .883077  .116923  
10 H 872849  .127151  .882083  .117917  
11 H 872253  .127747  .885224  .114776  
12 C 6 .  348089  - .348089  6 .284370  - .284370  
13 C 6. 535781  - .535781  6.648509 - .648509  
14 H 852070  .147930  .868845  .131155  
15 C 6. 056973  - .056973  6 .106447  - .106447  
16 H 860489  .139511  .878006  .121994  
17 H 879373  .120627  .876526  .123474  
18 H 887021  .112979  .890041  .109959  
Dibenzothiophene sulfonium S,C-methylide (26) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
1.0 —2.  4446278123  -1. 8562766526  -1. 8378993925  
C 6. 0  -2  .1717556951  -1 . 5511436585  — . 8337683207  
C 6 .  0  -1 . 4330426480  - . 7449121422  1 . 7713881305  
C 6. 0  — . 9670219665  — . 9012345336  - . 5947924753  
c 6. 0  -3  .0212374450  -1 . 7873873060  .2497292105  
c 6. 0  -2  .6478658534  -1 . 3914480627  1 . 5417410644  
c 6. 0  — . 5873399128  - . 4816758047  .6869315233  
s  16 .  0  .3219490305  - . 5609018491  -1 . 8682822613  
H 1 .  0  -3  .9734223942  -2 . 2788853142  .0934102734  
H 1 .  0  -3  .3129498850  -1 . 5885974751  2 . 3732247088  
H 1 .  0  -1 . 1573001337  - . 4429038905  2 . 7751043271  
C 6. 0  1 . 2438754222  .3232726024  - . 6068921049  
C 6. 0  .0622565085  .4547008238  — 3  .1438101772  
c 6. 0  2 . 5567031558  1 . 5169524804  1  .5043999676  
c 6.  0  2 . 4176211525  1 . 0186410931  - . 8679786981  
c 6. 0  .6981590787  .2215414560  .6795162284  
c 6. 0  1  .3709336289  .8244465184  1 . 7491151061  
c 6. 0  3  .0709242390  1  .6275863686  .2049560089  
H 1 .  0  2 . 7815248140  1  .0984947263  -1 . 8850763377  
H 1 .  0  .9739452990  .7609407683  2 . 7552948187  
H 1 .  0  3  .9833653469  2 . 1847370211  .0343140838  
H 1 .  0  3  .0781858718  1  .9899590141  2 . 3269555808  
H 1 .  0  - . 0411161136  - . 0710806929  -4 . 0787089721  
H 1 .  0  - . 4717976985  1 . 3800501807  -2 . 9893083205  
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MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  -897 .3874509281  HARTREE ZPE 
.186957  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -897 .9742253074  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  H 863739  .136261  880356  .119644  
2  C  6 .  138128  - .138128  6 .  103631  - .103631  
3  C  6 .  098753  - .098753  6 .  105973  - .105973  
4  C  6 .  229836  - .229836  6 .  179788  - .179788  
5  c  6 .  107281  - .107281  6 .  103028  - .103028  
6  c  6 .  134097  - .134097  6 .  108208  - .108208  
7  c  5 .  955230  .044770  6 .  014818  - .014818  
8  s  1 5 .  449627  .550373  1 5 .  336153  .663847  
9  H 872372  .127628  884010  .115990  
10  H 872853  .127147  882954  .117046  
1 1  H 873258  .126742  886024  .113976  
12  C 6 .  232509  - .232509  6 .  157322  - .157322  
1 3  C 6 .  531064  - .531064  6 .  641690  - .641690  
1 4  C  6 .  133827  - .133827  6 .  108758  - .108758  
1 5  c  6 .  117342  - .117342  6 .  097028  - .097028  
1 6  c  5 .  953540  .046460  6 .  015461  - .015461  
1 7  c  6 .  100145  - .100145  6 .  104763  - .104763  
1 8  c  6 .  108200  - .108200  6 .  101480  - .101480  
1 9  H 849584  .150416  872742  .127258  
2 0  H 872044  .127956  885419  .114581  
2 1  H 870398  .129602  882670  .117330  
22  H 872483  .127517  882481  .117519  
23  H 878248  .121752  876741  .123259  
24  H 885441  .114559  888500  .111500  
Dimethyl selenoxide (27) 
MP2/6-31g ( d f P )  
O 8. 0  .8208529984  - .9001033183  1 .8200983778  
SE 34 .0  9635044466  .2122385688  .5999354568  
C 6. 0  .6144882918  - .8458651523  - .9968954576  
C 6. 0  - . 7874339346  1 .0633275595  .5786769120  
H 1 .  0  - . 8517280888  1 .6810318258  1 .4703345958  
H 1 .  0  -1  .5207509857  .2621709362  .6308749700  
H 1 .  0  - . 9141853857  1 .6725012016  - .3136604272  
H 1 .  0  - . 2395055334  -1 .4764012848  - .7609458405  
H 1 .  0  1  .4915625420  -1 .4627947097  -1 .1727418037  
H 1 .  0  .4231958095  - .2061058388  -1 .8556769424  
Energy — 2552 .2405623327  HARTREE 
ZPE 
• 
079806  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP HF 
Basis Set  HARTREES HARTREES HARTREES 
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6-31G(d)  -2552 .  19164256  -2554 .  16820364  -2551 .  62261421  
6 -31G(2d)  -2552 .  38653272  -2554 .  30130610  -2551 .  76547858  
6-31G(d ,p)  -2552 .  24056237  -2554 .  17810330  -2551 .  63380834  
6 - 31+G(d)  -2552 .  23361558  -2554 .  20539522  -2551 .  65436621  
6 -311G(d)  -2554 .  45765913  -2556 .  34555588  -2553 .  83757160  
6 -311++G(d)  -2554 .  47056657  -2556. 35451414  -2553 .  84488219  
6~ 31+G(2d,p)  -2552 .  46329312  -2554 .  33719884  -2551 .  79907886  
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -2554 .  66168070  -2556 .  38504887  -2553 .  88613270  
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -2554 .  66706625  -2556 .  38947269  -2553 .  88973736  
G3 
G3 
(0 K) -2555 .840357  HARTREE 
-2555 .835096  Har t ree  
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  0  8 .691582  - .691582  8 .658991  - .658991  
2  SE 33 .225381  .774619  33 .229096  .770904  
3  C 6. 485990 - .485990  6 .430092  - .430092  
4 C 6 .485821  - .485821  6 .429217  - .429217  
5 H . 843368  .156632  .871096  .128904  
6 H . 843092  .156908  .873442  .126558  
7  H . 869330  .130670  .882091  .117909  
8 H . 842187  .157813  .872741  .127259  
9 H . 844044  .155956  .871464  .128536  
10  H .869206  .130794  .881771  .118229  
Selenirane oxide (28) 
MP2/6-31g(d ,p)  RHF 
C 6 .0  — . 5722063260  .0364229451  -1 .2608373103  
C 6 .0  .8950487900  .0363569995  -1 .0564500619  
H 1 .0  -1  .0909645650  .9857808610  -1 .2285650228  
H 1 .0  -1  .0191014569  - .7338039491  -1 .8754086608  
H 1 .0  1  .3852370708  .9857175566  - .8836108083  
H 1 .0  1  .4928243227  - .7338385138  -1 .5254685201  
SE 34 .0  - . 0824531030  - .5073128356  .5918096339  
O 8 .0  _ . 2161467325  .8291329363  1 .5517107502  
ZPE . 057880  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP 
Basis Set HARTREES HARTREES 
6 -3 lG(d)  -2550 .992691  -2552 .940433  
6-31G(2d)  -2551 .188156  -2553 .076575  
6-31G(d ,p)  -2551 .024807  -2552 .947177  
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6-31+G(d)  -2551 .  037037  -2552 .  979618  
6-311G(d)  -2553 .  260472  -2555 .  121489  
6-311++G(d)  -2553 .  273327  -2555 .  130399  
6-31+G(2d ,p)  -2551 .  249198  -2553 .  110167  
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -2553 .  445607  -2555 .  158375  
6-311++G(3df ,2p)  -2553 .  451074  -2555 .  162799  
G3 (0 K) -2554 .628921  HARTREE 
G3 -2554 .62497  Hartree 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 C 6 .350090  - .350090  6 .257028  .257028  
2 C 6 .350089  - .350089  6 .255534  .255534  
3 H . 792169  .207831  .855366  .144634  
4 H . 822470  .177530  .867674  .132326  
5 H . 792171  .207829  .855402  .144598  
6 H . 822460  .177540  .867609  .132391  
7 SE 33 .286197  .713803  33 .300320  .699680  
8 0 8 .784354  - .784354  8 .741066  .741066  
Methyl Vinyl Selenoxide (29) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
0 8. 0 - .7959386755  1 .8732242106  -1 .4601676824  
SE 34. 0 - .6524741597  .2702255083  -1 .0675310352  
C 6. 0 -1 .6142038901  .1556069020  .6224744558  
C 6. 0 1 .0722514415  .1371171570  - .2188006147  
H 1 .  0 -1 .3939803687  - .7879915956  1 .1155043644  
H 1 .  0 -2 .6748392218  .2391058649  .3995504062  
H 1 .  0 -1 .2913968836  1 .0085544884  1 .2141288317  
C 6. 0 1 .7798576093  - .9946527271  - .2708557329  
H 1 .  0 1 .4134804744  1 .0507432235  .2554242417  
H 1 .  0 1 .4049959700  -1 .8708735585  - .7846144052  
H 1 .  0 2 .7522477051  -1 .0810592584  .1948865325  
ZPE .084756  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2 B3LYP 
Basis Set  HARTREES HARTREES 
6 -311++G(  3df ,  2p)  -2592 .6601875  -2594 .4534969  
6-311G(3df ,2p)  -2592 .6367212  -2594 .4398867  
6-311++G(d)  -2592 .4425416  -2594 .4145755  
6-31+G(2d ,p)  -2590 .4343544  -2592 .3933139  
6-31G(2d)  -2590 .3549483  -2592 .3542797  
6-31G(d ,P  ) -2590 .1990362  -2592 .2301009  
6-311G(d)  -2592 .4288430  -2594 .4054058  
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6-31+G(d)  -2590 .1973895-2592 .2608403  
6-31G(d)  -2590 .  1504900  -2592 .2200932  
G3 (0  K)  -2593 .894068  HARTREE 
G3 -2593 .86  18181  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  0  8 .693016  .693016  8 .652477  - .652477  
2  SE 33 .214578  .785422  33 .222984  .777016  
3  C 6 .483545  .483545  6 .423368  - .423368  
4  C 6.244044 - . 244044  6 .230824  - .230824  
5 H . 865051  .134949  .880006  .119994  
6 H . 846862  .153138  .875369  .124631  
7 H . 841466  .158534  .871645  .128355  
8  C 6 .234002  .234002  6 .210654  - .210654  
9  H .841982  .158018  .871035  .128965  
10  H .871753  .128247  .883915  .116085  
11  H . 863699  .136301  .877723  .122277  
Selenophene Oxide (30) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
C 6. 0 1. 2816361341  - .3548905868  -
C 6. 0 7019857259  .1219183535  
C 6. 0 — . 7432991567  .3351393742  
c 6. 0 — 1 . 3064707862  .0266361110  — 
H 1. 0 2. 3245242242  - .5898350287  -
H 1. 0 1. 2555634058  .3494343250  1 
H 1. 0 -1. 3052257248  .7283700519  1 
H 1. 0 -2. 3495913162  .0999037527  -
SE 34 .  0 0358897283  - .8125356673  — 1 
O 8 . 0 1767442031  .0958442355  -2 
Energy  
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
.9905357023  
.9074391717  
.2802020659  
.2784649430  
.8928589365  
.7451055142  
.5465290752  
.4643953442  
.8345410517  
-2626 .9813054712  HARTREE 
.068872  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-2629 .4775680796  HARTREE 
-2594 .4486887222  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 C 6 .293989  - .293989  6 .236481  - .236481  
2  C 6 .080826  - .080826  6 .101541  - .101541  
3 C 6 .080882  - .080882  6 .101951  - .101951  
4 C 6 .293994  - .293994  6 .235965  - .235965  
5 H . 840959  .159041  .866348  .133652  
6 H . 855242  .144758  .875217  .124783  
7 H . 855277  .144723  .874565  .125435  
8 H . 840924  .159076  .866364  .133636  
9 SE 33 .214375  .785625  33 .228131  .771869  
10 0 8 .643532  - .643532  8 .613437  - .613437  
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Benzoselenophene Oxide (31) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
H 1 .  0  - . 3396760481  -1 .  4780281445  -2 . 3509599192  
C 6. 0  - . 3207433789  -1 .  2808220417  -1  .2859637291  
C 6. 0  - . 2524964904  - .  7607661128  1  .4876404357  
C 6 .  0  - . 2451952265  0176902623  - . 8006507524  
c  6. 0  - . 3483079929  —2.  3332418226  - . 3647265436  
c  6. 0  - . 3240637172  — 2 . 0711831989  1  .0094611562  
c  6. 0  - . 2014598479  2967143887  .5743912281  
SE 34 .  0  - . 2189574623  1 .  6289974824  -1  .8786036660  
H 1 .  0  - . 3905567268  — 3.  3561341958  - . 7167294256  
H 1 .  0  - . 3531600969  — 2 . 8952104971  1  .7108127570  
H 1 .  0  - . 2312715177  5658412637  2 . 5535713678  
0 8 . 0  1  .2125100288  1 .  6712576831  -2 . 7124312600  
C 6. 0  .0054396238  2. 5456710743  - . 1828483904  
C 6. 0  - . 0672356177  1 .  7209017478  .8812278559  
H 1 .  0  .1170549402  3. 6195222164  - . 1552107478  
H 1 .  0  - . 0106695805  2. 0710585120  1  .9060028214  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
-2780 .1763500677  HARTREE 
.116354  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-2782 .8119049768  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  H . 852959  .147041  878240  .121760  
2 C 6 . 118780  - .118780  6. 095854  - .095854  
3 C 6 . 115113  - .115113  6. 101791  - .101791  
4 C 6 . 194052  - .194052  6. 133743  - .133743  
5 C 6 . 112724  - .112724  6. 098747  - .098747  
6 C 6 . 123479  - .123479  6 .  103045  - .103045  
7 C 5 . 967497  .032503  6 .  017910  - .017910  
8 SE 33 . 190254  .809746  33 .  230071  .769929  
9 H . 865788  .134212  881853  .118147  
10 H . 867509  .132491  880508  .119492  
11  H . 867437  .132563  884415  .115585  
12 O 8 . 649557  - .649557  8. 617166  - .617166  
13 C 6 . 322363  - .322363  6. 239106  - .239106  
14  C 6 . 050411  - .050411  6. 089845  - .089845  
15 H . 844720  .155280  869740  .130260  
16 H . 857359  .142641  877966  .122034  
Dibenzoselenophene Oxide (32) 
MP2/6-31G(d ,p)  
0  8 .0  -1 .8775564466  
SE 34 .0  - .3297641113  
.0005392725  -2 .4117512446  
- .0000284436  -1 .8218138627  
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C  6 .  0  - .2376360463  —  1  .  3049193542  - . 3853360889  
c  6 .  0  - .2373929240  1 .  3048029007  - . 3853564212  
c  6 .  0  - .0672601548  — 2 . 9627735106  1  .8204094796  
c  6 .  0  - .3088152624  —  2  .  6804844360  - . 5742265582  
c  6 .  0  - .0952376515  7346207063  .8901069486  
c  6 .  0  .0019513778  -1 .  5802962308  2  .0006359495  
c  6 .  0  - .2283008434  - 3 .  5138331743  .5442903673  
H 1 .  0  - .4348645105  —  3 .  0982873885  -1  .5658978583  
H 1 .  0  .1198515975  -1 .  1706541714  2  .9968118905  
H 1 .  0  - .2908237988  - 4 .  5878580350  .4237209654  
H 1 .  0  .0007245299  - 3 .  6166707407  2  .6806602412  
C 6 .  0  - .0672112318  2 .  9627851727  1  .8204146874  
C  6 .  0  - .0951600624  7345976517  .8900777776  
c  6 .  0  - .3087446504  2 .  6803413719  - . 5742445654  
c  6 .  0  - .2283112062  3 .  5137661833  .5442289238  
c  6 .  0  .0019939172  1 .  5803013825  2  .0006601487  
H 1 .  0  - .4348952426  3 .  0981113644  -1  .5659755792  
H 1 .  0  - .2910759198  4  .  5877657162  .4237030788  
H 1 .  0  .1197389630  1 .  1707208745  2  .9967863560  
H 1 .  0  .0006745962  3 .  6166944602  2  .6806517290  
Energy -2933 .3714854  514  HARTREE 
ZPE .163269  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
MP2/6-311++G(  3df ,  2p) -2936 .2031383074  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP.  CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1  0  8 .  651418  - .651418  8 .  615908  - .615908  
2  S E  33 .  168517  .831483  33 .  236655  .763345  
3  C  6 .  206091  - .206091  6 .  133786  - .133786  
4  C  6 .  206076  - .206076  6 .  133776  - .133776  
5  C  6 .  131054  - .131054  6 .  102445  - .102445  
6  C  6 .  126939  - .126939  6 .  100012  - .100012  
7  C  5 .  958020  .041980  6 .  010975  - .010975  
8  c  6 .  100881  - .100881  6 .  102766  - .102766  
9  c  6 .  107714  - .107714  6 .  097265  - .097265  
1 0  H 854837  .145163  877557  .122443  
1 1  H 869538  .130462  884371  .115629  
1 2  H 866630  .133370  883378  .116622  
1 3  H 868370  .131630  881173  .118827  
1 4  C 6 .  131057  - .131057  6 .  102447  - .102447  
1 5  C  5 .  957986  .042014  6 .  010976  - .010976  
1 6  c  6 .  126925  - .126925  6 .  099997  - .099997  
1 7  c  6 .  107714  - .107714  6 .  097266  - .097266  
1 8  c  6 .  100859  - .100859  6 .  102772  - .102772  
1 9  H 854832  .145168  877554  .122446  
20  H 866631  .133369  883378  .116622  
2 1  H 869543  .130457  884372  .115628  
22  H 868367  .131633  881172  .118828  
Mesyl dimetylsulfilimine (33) 
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MP2/6-31g(d ,p)  
N 7 . 0 1977336457  6738670365  3862493406  
S 16 .  0 7693178061  6071838667  0233288990  
C 6. 0 3447444119  — 1 .  9081947615  1 .  1954494272  
C 6. 0 2. 2673822714  0001094084  7923182946  
H 1 .  0 2. 0184755007  3617826365  1 .  7866060898  
H 1 .  0 2. 6350448408  8197959367  1831663265  
H 1 .  0 2. 9997518472  — .  8033307797  8307974837  
H 1 .  0 1 .  1091742625  -2 . 6835933064  1 .  1805514443  
H 1 .  0 6105265219  -2 . 3024486803  8609077512  
H 1 .  0 2450850893  — 1 .  4595066453  2. 1818509256  
S 16 .  0 -1 .  6329268962  5973729658  4268312336  
C 6. 0 -1 .  3904507211  1 .  5622810179  -1 .  9099828523  
0 8  .  0 -1 .  8766870752  7971525415  8703048559  
0 8. 0 -2 .  6313582714  1 .  3022037072  3764375903  
H 1 .  0 — 2 .  3305966439  1 .  5770802327  — 2 .  4557375306  
H 1 .  0 — .  6151981446  1 .  0981794301  —2 .  5140806273  
H 1 .  0 - i .  1045566219  2. 5692813064  -1 .  6212000331  
Energy 
ZPE 
MP2/6-311++G(3df ,2p)  
-1119 .1547836967  HARTREE 
0 .134179  HARTREE/MOLECULE 
-1119 .7507832862  HARTREE 
ATOM MULL.POP. CHARGE LOW.POP.  CHARGE 
1 N 7 .802614  - .802614  7. 795078  - .795078  
2 S 15 .263627  .736373  15. 206300  .793700  
3 C 6 .514292  - .514292  6. 431406  - .431406  
4 C 6 .496793  - .496793  6. 411063  - .411063  
5 H . 816007  .183993  861262  .138738  
6 H . 820657  .179343  855393  .144607  
7 H . 847155  .152845  869277  .130723  
8 H . 854925  .145075  871591  .128409  
9 H . 789871  .210129  845114  .154886  
10 H . 828099  .171901  867112  .132888  
11 S 14 .762481  1 .237519  14 . 679470  1 .320530  
12 C 6 .524394  - .524394  6. 460316  - .460316  
13 0 8 .615744  - .615744  8 . 651433  - .651433  
14 0 8 .535823  - .535823  8 . 598175  - .598175  
15 H . 832929  .167071  861151  .138849  
16 H . 856706  .143294  871606  .128394  
17 H . 837885  .162115  864253  .135747  
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Table S2. Computational and experimental BDE for sulfoxides (1-4) in kcal/mol. 
Method3 1 2 3 4 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 89.6 88.7 87.4 85.1 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 88.1 87.8 86.5 85.3 
MP2/6-311++G(d) 67.9 67.4 66.3 611 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 78.4 78.0 76.9 74.7 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 73.4 73.9 72.7 72.1 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 67.3 67.6 66.7 66.0 
MP2/6-311G(d) 64.4 65.0 63.9 62.7 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 72.6 72.0 71.0 68.2 
MP2/6-31G(d) 67.7 68.0 67.0 66.1 
B3LYP/6-31 l4-fG(3df,2p) 81.9 80.8 79.9 77.7 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 81.9 81.3 80.5 79.2 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d) 67.2 66.8 66.0 64.1 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) 75.1 74.1 713 71.2 
B3LYP/6-3 lG(2d) 72.1 72.0 71.3 70.7 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 67.9 68.1 67.4 66.8 
B3LYP/6-31 lG(d) 65.6 66.3 65.6 65.0 
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 69.4 68.6 67.9 65.8 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 67.9 68.0 67.3 66.6 
G3 (0 K) 84.3 84.0 810 N/A 
G3 (298 K) 84.7 84.3 813 N/A 
Exptb 86.5 ± 0.5 88.8 ± 0.6 88.7 ± 1.2 89.3 ± 1.4 
a All BDE were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and temperature correction to 298.15 K. b 
Experimental BDE determined from AH/ values from the NI ST webbook. 
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Table S3. Computational and experimental BDE for sulfoxides (5-9) in keal/mol. 
Method" 5 6 7 8 9 
MP2/6-311+-Kj(3df,2p) 89.3 86.0 60.4 68.1 72.1 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 86.5 85.5 596 67.1 71.3 
MP2/6-311++G(d) 66.1 65.3 40.1 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 75.1 75.4 50.3 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 70.5 71.9 47.5 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 65.8 65.9 42.3 
MP2/6-311G(d) 62.5 62.8 36.6 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 70.6 70.0 45.1 
MP2/6-31G(d) 66.1 66.3 42.6 
B3LYP/6-3114-+G(3df,2p) 80.7 77.8 56.4 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 80.9 78.7 57.0 
B3LYP/6-311 ++G(d) 66.7 619 42.9 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) 718 71.3 50.1 
B3LYP/6-31G(2d) 71.3 69.8 49.4 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 67.3 65.6 46.0 
B3LYP/6-311G(d) 65.2 616 41.8 
B3LYP/6-31-K}(d) 68.7 65.9 45.2 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 67.3 65.7 46.1 
G3 (0 K) 80.8 81.0 58.5 N/A N/A 
G3(298K) 81.2 81.3 58.7 N/A N/A 
a All BDE were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and a temperature correction to 298.15 K. 
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Table S4. Computational isodesmic values and experimental BDE for sulfoxides (1-4) in 
kcal/mol. 
Method3 1 2 3 4 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) N/A 85.6 84.2 86.1 
(89.8) (N/A) (87.6) (85.2!) 
{91.0} {90.0} {N/A} {86.4} 
[93.9] [93.0] [91.6] [N/A] 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) N/A 86.2 84,9 84.9 
(89.2) (N/A) (87.6) (86.4) 
{90.3} {90.0} {N/A} {87.5} 
[92.1] [91.8] [90.5] [N/A] 
MP2/6-311++G(d) N/A 86.0 84.8 84.7 
(89.4) (N/A) (87.7) (84.6) 
{90.4} {89.9} {N/A} {85.6} 
[94.1] [93.6] [92.4] [N/A] 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) N/A 86.1 84.9 811 
(89.3) (N/A) (87.7) (85.5) 
{90.3} {89.9} {N/A} {86.5} 
[93.1] [92.7] [91.5] [N/A] 
MP2/6-31G(2d) N/A 86.9 85.8 83.6 
(88.5) (N/A) (87.8) (87.2) 
{89.4} {89.8} {N/A} {88.1} 
[90.6] [91.0] [89.9] [N/A] 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) N/A 86.8 85.9 85.0 
(88.6) (N/A) (88.0) (87.2) 
{89.3} {89.6} {N/A} {87.9} 
[90.7] [91.0] [90.1] [N/A] 
MP2/6-311G(d) N/A 87.1 86.0 84,6 
(88.3) (N/A) (87.8) (86.6) 
{89.2} {89.8} {86.6} {87.5} 
[91.0] [91.6] [90.5] [N/A] 
MP2/6-31+G(d) N/A 85.9 84.9 84.5 
(89.5) (N/A) (87.9) (85.1) 
{90.3} {89.7} {N/A} {85.9} 
[93.7] [93.1] [92.1] [N/A] 
MP2/6-31G(d) N/A 86.8 85.8 84.9 
(88.6) (N/A) (87.9) (87.1) 
{89.4} {89.7} {N/A} {87.8} 
[90.9] [91.1] [90.2] [N/A] 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) N/A 84.2 84.4 82.3 
(90.0) (N/A) (88.0) (85.8) 
{90.8} {89.6} {N/A} {86.5} 
[93.5] [92.4] [91.5] [N/A] 
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B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) N/A 84.9 85.1 818 
(89.5) (N/A) (88.1) (86.8) 
{90.1} {89.5} {N/A} {87.4} 
[92.0] [91.4] [90.6] [N/A] 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d) N/A 84.8 85.3 814 
(89.4) (N/A) (88.2) (86.3) 
{89.9} {89.4} {N/A} {86.8} 
[92.4] [91.9] [91.2] [N/A] 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) N/A 84.9 84.7 82.6 
(89.9) (N/A) (88.1) (86.0) 
{90.5} {89.5} {N/A} {86.6} 
[93.2] [92.2] [91.4] [N/A] 
B3LYP/6-31G(2d) N/A 85.8 85.7 85.1 
(89.0) (N/A) (88.2) (87.6) 
{89.5} {89.4} {N/A} {88.1} 
[90.7] [90.6] [89.9] [N/A] 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) N/A 85.9 85.9 85.3 
(88.8) (N/A) (88.21) (87.6) 
{89.3} {89.4} {N/A} {88.1} 
[90.5] [90.6] [89.9] [N/A] 
B3LYP/6-31 lG(d) N/A 86.0 86.5 85.8 
(88.2) (N/A) (88.2) (87.2) 
{88.7} {89.4} {N/A} {88.0} 
[90.0] [90.6] [90.0] [N/A] 
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) N/A 84.9 85.0 810 
(89.7) (N/A) (88.2) (86.2) 
{90.2} {89.4} {N/A} {86.6} 
[92.8] [92.0] [91.4] [N/A] 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) N/A 818 85.9 85.3 
(88.8) (N/A) (88.2) (87.6) 
{89.3} {89.4} {N/A} {88.1} 
[90.5] [90.6] [89.9] [N/A] 
G3 (0 K) N/A 86.2 85.2 N/A 
(89.2) (N/A) (87.9) (N/A) 
{90.0} {89.7} {N/A} {N/A} 
[N/A] [N/A] [N/A] [N/A] 
G3 (298 K) N/A 86.1 85.1 N/A 
(89.2!) (N/A) (87.9) (N/A) 
{90.1} {89.7} {N/A} {N/A} 
[N/A] [N/A] [N/A] [N/A] 
Expt1' 86.5 ± 0.5 88.8 ± 0.6 88.7 ±1.2 89.3 ± 1.4 
a All BDE were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and temperature correction to 298.15 K. b 
Experimental BDE determined from AH/ values from the NI ST webbook. 
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Table S5. Calculated heat of reaction for sulfilimines 10-15 in kcal/mol. 
Method3 10 11 12 13 14 15 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 47.5 25.5 43.1 34.3 38.3 42.4 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 46.2 214 41.2 33.2 37.0 41.5 
MP2/6-311++G(d) 30.6 9.3 27.6 20.0 22.4 26.6 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 37.4 15.4 312 24.6 28.2 32.9 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 32.9 11.4 28.2 21.0 24.4 29.1 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 27.1 5.3 216 15.3 18.8 214 
MP2/6-311G(d) 28.7 5.9 24.4 14.3 20.4 24.9 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 30.8 9.0 27.9 18.4 22.0 26.8 
MP2/6-31G(d) 26.6 5.0 210 15.0 18.5 210 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 39.6 20.3 37.1 27.4 32.0 34.5 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 39.4 19.2 36.4 27.4 31.7 34.7 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d) 28.6 9.3 27.0 17.1 21.3 24.0 
B3LYP/6-31-Kj(2d,p) 35.0 15.8 32.8 213 27.5 30.4 
B3LYP/6-3 lG(2d) 32.2 14.1 29.4 21.6 25.5 28.3 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 28.5 7.7 25.9 16.8 20.7 24.4 
B3LYP/6-311G(d) 28.4 7.5 25.9 16.9 20.9 24.2 
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 29.1 9.5 27.4 17.3 21.5 24.6 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 27.9 7.9 25.3 16.6 20.5 219 
G3 (0 K) 42.9 22.8 38.5 30.9 34,6 38.2 
G3 (298 K) 43.8 219 38.5 31.7 35 6 38.9 
a All BDE were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and temperature correction to 298.15 K. 
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Table S6. Calculated heat of reaction for suifonium carbene 19-23 in kcal/mol. 
Method" 19 20 21 22 23 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 45.8 26.5 317 38.4 43.6 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 44.9 25.6 32.9 37.5 411 
MP2/6-311++G(d) 35.4 18.1 25.7 29.4 33.6 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 37.7 18.5 25.7 30.2 35.6 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 319 16.5 211 27.4 33.1 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 29.5 12.4 18.9 214 28.4 
MP2/6-311G(d) 34.1 16.8 20.8 27.9 32.7 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 32.6 14.6 21.4 26.2 30.8 
MP2/6-31G(d) 29.0 12.5 18.8 213 28.0 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 40.4 24.7 29.4 34.7 37.2 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 40.1 24.5 29.4 34.5 37.4 
B3LYP/6-311 ++G(d) 34.1 19.6 216 29.1 31.3 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) 37.1 21.8 26.5 31.7 34,2 
B3LYP/6-3 lG(2d) 35.4 22.2 26.0 31.0 33.5 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 313 17.9 22.8 27.8 31.3 
B3LYP/6-31 lG(d) 34,0 19.5 217 28.9 31.7 
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 56.4 41.3 45.7 51.1 53.5 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 312 18.7 211 28.2 31.2 
G3 (0 K) 44.6 27.3 33.6 38.0 42.1 
G3 (298 K) 45.3 28.6 34.3 39.0 42.8 
a All BDE were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and temperature correction to 298.15 K. 
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Table S7. Averaged cleavaged values and isodesmic values using 19 as the standard for 
suifonium methylides 20-23 
Method" 20 21 22 23 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 28.0 35.1 39 9 45.0 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 28.1 35.4 40.0 45.5 
MP2/6-311++G(d) 29.9 37.6 41.2 45.4 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 28.2 35.4 39.8 45.3 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 29.9 36.4 40.8 46.4 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 30.2 36.7 41.2 46.2 
MP2/6-311G(d) 30.0 34.0 41.1 45.9 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 29.3 36.1 40.9 45.5 
MP2/6-31G(d) 30.8 37.1 41.6 46.3 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 31.6 36.4 41.6 44.1 
B3LYP/6-31 lG(3df,2p) 31.7 36.6 41.6 44.6 
B3LYP/6-311 ++G(d) 32.7 36.8 42.3 44.5 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) 32.0 36.7 41.8 44.3 
B3LYP/6-31G(2d) 34.0 37.9 42.8 45.3 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 31.9 36.7 41.8 45.3 
B3LYP/6-311G(d) 32.8 37.1 42.2 45.1 
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 32.2 36.6 42.0 44.4 
B3LYP/6-3lG(d) 32.9 37.3 42.3 45.4 
G3 (0 K) 30.1 36.3 40.8 44.8 
G3 (298 K) 30.6 36.2 41.0 44.7 
a All BDE were determined from the listed method energies performed at the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and temperature correction to 298.15 K. 
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Table S8. Cleavage method BDE's for selenoxides 27-32 in kcal/mol ' 
Method" 27 28 29 
MP2/6-311++G(3df,2p) 79.1 74.2 75.7 
MP2/6-311G(3df,2p) 78.5 74.0 75.2 
MP2/6-311++G(d) 62.3 58.4 59.6 
MP2/6-31+G(2d,p) 80.0 74.6 76.7 
MP2/6-31G(2d) 74.4 71.1 71.7 
MP2/6-31G(d,p) 64.7 62.2 61.2 
MP2/6-311G(d) 57.2 518 54.4 
MP2/6-31+G(d) 74.5 69.1 71.1 
MP2/6-31G(d) 64.8 62.6 61.4 
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,2p) 69.6 65.1 68.5 
B3LYP/6-311G(3df,2p) 70.3 66.1 69.3 
B 3LY P/6-311 ++G(d) 61.6 57.5 61.0 
B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,p) 714 68.0 72.3 
B3LYP/6-31G(2d) 70.4 67.1 69.9 
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 65.4 62.5 64.0 
B3LYP/6-311 G(d) 59.1 55.5 58.6 
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 71.2 65.5 70.0 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 65.2 62.5 64.0 
G3 (0 K) 71.5 67.6 68.4 
G3 71.9 70.2 67.9 
30 31 32 
58.6 60.9 65.2 
a All AH were determined from the listed method energies runs performed at the MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometry and include the unsealed ZPE and a 298.15 K temperature correction. 
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Dibenzoselenophene oxide (I).31 Dibenzoselenophene (0.317 g, 1.2 m mol) was dissolved 
in 50 mL dichloromethane and cooled to -78 °C. mCPBA (1.4 mmol, as the commercial 
mixture, dissolved in 10 mL CH2C12) was added dropwise. The mixture was stirred while it 
was allowed to slowly warm to 0 °C. The reaction mixture was then added to saturated 
aqueous NaHC03. The organic layer was washed with water, dried with anhydrous MgS04, 
and then concentrated under reduced pressure. This produced 0.188 g of a white crystal. 
The crystals were purified by multiple careful recrystallizations from CH,C12 to produce 
0.150 g of a white crystal, 1 (46% yield). 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl,) d 7.96 (2H, d, J = 7.5 
Hz), 7.83 (2H, d, J = 7.2 Hz), 7.63 (2H, td, J = 7.5 Hz, J = 1.2 Hz), 7.51 (2H, J = 7.5 Hz, J = 
1.2 Hz); "C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl,) 6 145.3, 141.0, 132.9, 130.3, 129.3, 123.4; GCMS (EI) 
m/z 247, 231, 220, 168, 152, 139. 
Phenyl Selenoxide (2).54 m-CPBA (2.00 g, 8.2 mmol) was dissolved in 50 mL 
dichloromethane and cooled to -78 °C. To this was added diphenyl sel en i de (1.5 mL, 8.6 
mmol). The mixture was stirred for 10 min, then poured onto saturated NaHCO, and 
dichloromethane. The organic layer was washed thrice with water and then dried with 
anhydrous MgS04. The solvent was removed under reduce pressure to produce 1.9 g crude 
orange solid. This was recrystallized from a 3:1 hexanexlichloromethane solution to produce 
phenyl selenoxide (0.33 g, 1.3 mmol), as a white solid (16%). 'H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl J d 
7.615 (4H,m), 7.339 (6H, m); "C NMR (100 MHz, CDCW 8 142.78, 131.17, 129.58, 
126.10; GCMS (EI) m/z 250, 170, 157, 151, 135, 77. 
The preparation of dibenzoselenophene (3) from o-aminobiphenyl was based on the 
method of McCullough,31 with some modification. The spectral data reported below are new. 
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o-Selenocyanobiphenyl. A mixture of 5.0 mL concentrated sulfuric acid and 20 mL of 
water were warmed. o-Aminobiphenyl (4.98 g, 29.4 mmol) was dissolved in the acidic 
solution, which was cooled down to 0 °C before 80 mL of water was added. With stirring, 
NaNO, (2.5 g, 36.2 mmol) was added. Care was taken to ensure that the reaction mixture 
was kept below 7 °C. Sodium acetate was then added to the brown solution until it turned a 
dirty yellow when the pH was 6.0. Potassium selenocyanate (4.2 g, 29.1 mmol) was 
dissolved in 20 mL of water and then added to the reaction mixture slowly. This created a 
frothy orange solution, which was allowed to evolve for little over an hour. The mixture was 
then poured onto 70 mL toluene. The organic layer was washed twice with water and then 
dried with anhydrous MgS04. The organic was run through a silica plug to remove salts. 
Toluene was then removed under reduced pressure to yield a dark orange oil. Distillation at 
175 °C and 2 Torr yields 3.7 g (49%) of 98% o-selenocyanobiphenyl, which is an oil. 
Further purification can be performed by preparatory thin layer chromatography on silica 
(eluent: 3:1 Hexanes:Ethyl Acetate, Rf = .68): IR (NaCl) vmax 3057, 3026, 2153 cm"1; 'H 
NMR (300 MHz, CDQg) 6 7.85-7.80 (1H, m), 7.50-7.40 (5H, m), 7.33-7.24 (3H, m); ^C 
NMR (300 MHz, CDOg) 6 142.8, 140.0, 130.9, 130.8, 129.2, 129.1, 129.0, 128.7, 128.1, 
123.9,102.4; GCMS (EI) m/z 259,232,196,179. 
2-biphenyl diselenide. Potassium hydroxide (0.78 g, 13.9 mmol) was dissolved in 4 mL 
methanol. Then 1.06 g (4.1 mmol) of the oselenocyanobiphenyl oil was added, forming an 
orange-yellow precipitate. This mixture was then vigorously swirled, and then allowed to 
stand for 30 min. The reaction mixture was then poured onto toluene and saturated aqueous 
boric acid solution. The organic was washed twice with water, dried with anhydrous MgS04. 
and removed under reduced pressure to produce an orange oil. The oil was dissolved in 
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acetone and cooled to produce yellow crystals. The crystals were then recrystallized twice 
from acetone to produce 2-biphenyl diselenide (1.05 g, 2.2 mmol, 55% yield): IR (NaCl) vmax 
3080, 3057, 3024; GCMS (EI) m/z 466, 232,152; 'H NMR (400MHz, CDCL,) 8 7.69-7.66 
(1H, m), 7.50-7.36 (5H, m) 7.28-7.18 (3H, m); % NMR (400 MHz, CDCl,) 142.6, 141.3, 
130.8, 130.0, 129.9, 129.4 128.8, 128.2,127.2. 
Dibenzoselenophene (3). Biphenyl diselenide (1.13 g, 2.4 mmol) was dissolved in 15 mL 
carbon tetrachloride. With stirring, the solution was heated to 100 °C and bromine (0.10 mL 
2.0 mmol) was added. After four h, the bath temperature was lowered to 65 °C for another 
18 h. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The resulting material was purified 
by flash chromatography (eluent: hexane Ry = 0.38) This produced 0.745 g of 99% pure 
dibenzoselenophene (81% yield). 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) d 8.17 (2H. dq J = 7.8 Hz, J = 
0.6 Hz), 7.89 (2H, dq, J = 7.8 Hz, J = 0.6 Hz), 7.54 (2H, td, J = 7.8 Hz, J =1.2 Hz), 7.45 (2H, 
td, J = 7.8 Hz, J = 1.2 Hz). "C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl,) 8 139.6, 138.6 127.2, 126.4, 125.2, 
123.2. 
Dibenzoselenophene-Se-Se-dioxide (5).55 A 50 mL round bottom flask was charged with 
dibenzoselenophene (26.4 mg, 0.11 mmol) and 2 mL dichloromethane. Dimethyldioxirane in 
acetone'" (5 mL, 0.08 M, 4 mmol) was added. After standing overnight, the solvent was 
removed under reduced pressure to leave behind dibenzoselenophene-^ ^-dioxide (10 mg, 
50%). 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDCL,) 8 8.02 (2H, dd, J = 7.2 Hz, J = 0.6 Hz), 7.97 (2H, td, J = 
7.8 Hz, J = 0.6 Hz), 7.79 (2H, td, J = 7.5 Hz, J = 1.2 Hz), 7.68 (2H, td, J = 7.5 Hz, J = 1.2 
Hz); T NMR (75 MHz, CDCl,) 8 136.76, 135.31,132.57,131.92, 125.95, 123.25; GCMS 
(EI) m/z 264, 235, 233, 168, 152, 139, 128. 
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Compound 1 
Dibenzoselenophene-Se-oxide 
'H NMR spectrum for 1 
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13 C NMR spectrum for 1 
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MS spectrum for 1 
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UV spectrum for 1 
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Compound 2 
Diphenylselenoxide-Se-oxide 
'H NMR spectrum for 2 
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MS spectrum for 2 
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o-Selenocyanobiphenyl 
'H NMR spectrum for o-Selenocyanobiphenyl 
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13 C NMR spectrum for o-Selenocyanobiphenyl 
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spectrum for o-Selenocyanobiphenyl 
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IR spectrum for o-Selenocyanobiphenyl 
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2-Biphenyl Diselenide 
!H NMR spectrum for 2-Biphenyl Diselenide 
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13 C NMR spectrum for 2-Biphenyl Diselenide 
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MS spectrum for 2-Biphenyl Diselenide 
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IR spectrum for 2-Biphenyl Diselenide 
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Compound 3 
Di benzosel enophene 
'H NMR spectrum for 3 
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MS spectrum for 3 
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Compound 5 
Dibenzoselenophene-Se-St'-dioxide 
'H NMR spectrum for 5 
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13C NMR spectrum for 5 
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MS spectrum for 5 
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Compound 8 
10-oxa-9-Selenaphenanthrene-9-oxide 
'H NMR spectrum for 8 
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MS spectrum for 8 
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Compound 9  
10-oxa-9-Selenaphenanthrene 
'H NMR spectrum for 9 
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